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Preface 

 

There are no doubts that conferences are important part of students and Ph.D. 

students scientific life. It is a good occasion to exchange ideas with other researchers 

who are interested in the same field of study or to meet researchers from completely 

different discipline, which is always very inspiring. Key element for every conference it is 

main topic. Planning international conference in a group of Ph.D. students of Faculty of 

Philosophy and History and Faculty of Economics and Sociology we decided that human 

being is the best topic. 

It connects all of us – historians, anthropologists, lawyers, economists. This volume, 

which we are honored to present you, is an effect of a conference. Contents is the best 

illustration for its interdisciplinary character. Some articles represent anthropology 

paradigm - human being is presented in historical time and space, but not without some 

links to modernity. Other texts represent different point of view – in this volume there is 

also a space for a human being as subject of economy and different law issues.  

We believe that this volume is interesting and full of valuable material and that your 

curiosity and hunger of knowledge based on intriguing titles will be fed.  

We want to express thanks to: 

Prof. Dr. Dhori Kule – Rector of the University of Tirana,  

Mrs. Mimi Kodheli -  Minister of Defence of the Republic of Albania,  

Prof. Dr. Fatmir Memaj – Deputy Dean of the Faculty of Economics,  

University of Tirana,  

Prof. Dr. Arben Malaj - Former Minister of Finance of the Republic of Albania, 

Prof. Dr. Darjel Sina - Dean of the Faculty of Law, University Luarasi in Tirana, Albania  

We also want to express appreciation to all authorities of foreign universities and the 

Ph.D and Ph.D. students from Albania, Kosovo, Macedonia, Taiwan, Saint Petersburg 

(Russia), Kazakhstan and Poland who prepared articles. 

And finally, a special thanks to the honorable guest of our conference, 

 Prof. Dr Dieter Eißel - Justus Liebig University Giessen,Germany. 

I want to express admiration for friends with whom I could organize this event – 

Estera Flieger, Gert Dragoshi and Łukasz Biały.  

 

In behalf of organizers,  

Renata Pisarek 
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Loren Liço, European University of Tirana 

Elton Musa, European University of Tirana 

 

HISTORY OF ESTABLISHMENT AND DEVELOPMENT OF MEDIATION 

INSTITUTE IN ALBANIA 

 

1. Introduction 

From ancient Latin we have the denomination mediatrix for female mediator and 

mediator for male mediator. In ancient Greek we have mesitis for female mediator and 

mesitaes for male mediator. Both these two words, in Latin and Greek, that have their 

genesis over two thousand years ago, as the essence of their meaning have the 

“mediation”. The mediator has had different functions depending on the culture of 

different countries. While on the basis of social circumstances, some companies perceive 

mediation as peace-making and reconciliation. Thus for example the French word 

apaiseur, where at its core lies paix-peace, makes sense even as conciliator.  

In Albanian literature is talked about the law on mediation, where the word mediacion  

is translated and replaced in Albanian language by the word mediation, definition this that 

makes you think that it is talked for traditional Albanian mediation, but actually it found  

a place and is mentioned in three mediation laws. While, according to the dictionary of 

the Albanian language, the mediator is one who comes between two parties to reach 

a deal, to do a job, etc. Mediation for Peace, mediation for reconciliation. The existence 

of this word in Albanian language reminds us the institute of mediation to the Albanian 

customary law, where there have been conflicts and problems that have needed to be 

pacified or agreed, something that will presented be with more details in the following. 

2. Mediation and mediator according to the Albanian legal framework 

Today, it has become possible that the legal basis which existed before, to be reviewed 

in accordance with the time, EU legislation and international practice, to achieve that 

mediation should be implemented as an alternative dispute resolution in the field of 

Family, Civil, Commercial, Labor Law, as well as in criminal field for issues to be 

considered by the court at the request of the injured accuser or by appeal of the injured 

party, and in those cases where the law itself allows such thing
1
. Mediation

2
 to resolve 

disputes, even though it didn’t exist such a degree of institutionalization, it can not be 

deemed completely new for the Albanian society
3
. In Law implemented in our country, 

whether in the customary, religious or positive law, we find numerous traditional 

                                                           
1 Law no. 10835, dated 24.02.2011.“On mediation in disputes resolution”. 
2 Vokaj, J. (2004). Mundësitë e ndërmjetësimit gjyqësor, Jeta Juridike Nr.4. fq 38. 
3 Keka, D.(2005). Zgjidhja e Çështjeve me Marrëveshje, Tribuna Juridike nr. 57. fq 9. 
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examples and models of enforcement of mediating and reconciliation methods. We can 

mention the special role played by elders and court of elders, but also the assembly 

(which judged on special occasions), who before judging the field case, used to make all 

efforts for reconciliation
4
. This role of these customary institutions has been occasionally 

borrowed also by the State’s Law down to us. The courts of the village and of 

neighborhood, known also as social courts, and even recognized as a component chains of 

the judicial system, although, given the measure of punishment, used to judge cases of 

minor importance, that since receiving the request they should do all reconciliation efforts 

for the parties in conflict. 

3. The legal framework for mediation 1999-2011. Differences 

 First experience with a special mediation law coincides with Law no. 8465, dated 

March 11
th
, 1999 “For mediation to resolve disputes amicably”

5
, which in fact did not 

provide mediation as an alternative of commercial dispute resolution. This law was 

repealed by Law no. 9090, dated June 26
th
, 2003 “On mediation in the circumstances  

of disputes”, which included mediation as an alternative to resolve commercial disputes. 

About proposed amendments for changes to Law no. 9090, we have also cases when  

the Albanian legislation states mediation in criminal cases. Namely, Article 2 of Law  

no. 9090, provides the use of mediation in certain criminal issues pursuant to Articles 59 

and 284 of the Criminal Procedure Code. However, the Code of Criminal Procedure, does 

not specify the conditions for the transfer of criminal cases to be dealt through restorative 

justice models
6
. Thus, always according to this code, the judge, the prosecutor or the 

judicial police officer may not transfer issues to mediation. Thus, mediation is a process 

in which a neutral third party assists the parties in a dispute to negotiate regarding making 

a joint decision
7
. The mediator has no binding power, no right to order or force the parties 

to accept settlement of the dispute; he does not act as a judge, or as a lawyer or arbitrator  

for each party. The mediator does not have the authority to impose on the parties  

a solution, since the discussions are of confidential character. When a person  

is appointed as a mediator by the parties to the dispute, he must declare any 

circumstances that may cause doubts about its impartiality and independence. Mediation 

is implemented when required and accepted by the parties before or after arising  

the dispute, when judged by a court, arbitration or the competent state authority, then 

mediation is a voluntary process. If one party requests to the other party to follow 

mediation procedures and that the latter does not respond within 30 days to the invitation, 

                                                           
4 Mandro, A.(2006), Alternativate Zgjidhjes Jashtëgjygjësisht të Mosmarrëveshjeve: Ndërmjetësimi dhe Avantazhet e 

tij. USAID. 
5 Law no. 8465, dated March 11th, 1999 “For mediation to resolve disputes amicably”. 
6 Article 2 of Law no. 9090, dated June 26th, 2003 “On mediation in the circumstances of disputes”. 
7 Tutulani- Semini, M. (2006), Korniza Ligjore e Procesit të Ndërmjetësimit: Aktmarrëveshja e Ndërmjetësimit. 

USAID. 
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it may be regarded as refusal to mediate. For disputes for which is mandatory the judicial 

way, parties can not be addressed for mediation. Law did not make it clear what is the 

essence of mediation service, public service, private or mixed service? If it is a public 

service, it falls in the competence of Ministry of Justice. If it is a private service, the 

institution must regulate itself and if it is mixed, it should be a procedure similar to the 

notary service. 

Disputes between the parties in the current Law no. 10385, which replaced  

Law no. 9090 of 2003, can be resolved without going to court. This law provides  

that a licensed mediator can shut claims between the parties in conflict, as well  

as the entire activity of mediation, licensing of mediators, conditions for obtaining  

a license, the closure of mediation and procedures for carrying out the process.  

This law is part of approximation of Albanian legislation with the EU legislation  

and came after continuous demand of civil society, but also by foreign experts  

to regulate properly the mediation activity. Mediator can not be anyone.  

By Law no. 10385 the mediator must be provided with a license, and unlike  

Law no. 9090 of 2003, this law provides the entire procedure for the establishment  

of the Commission of Licensing Mediators (hereinafter CLM), the method  

of obtaining the license, registration of the person performing such activity  

and it provides the conditions to be met by a person to work as mediator, cases  

of revocation of the license of the person making the mediation and the establishment  

of the National Chamber of Mediators (hereinafter NCM). Unlike the law no. 8465  

of 1999, in the new law of 2011 the mediators who exercise this activity  

as a profession, have the right to request and be rewarded for the work  

and for expenses incurred in the mediation process, under the mediation agreement signed 

by the parties, to keep confidentiality and professional secrecy, and also drawn up in 

accordance with Directive 2008/52/EC of the EU
8
, it sanctions mediation 

as an independent activity out of the court, undertaken voluntarily by the parties  

to resolve their disputes. An amendment in the three laws is the age of the mediator, 

where in law of the year 1999 it should have reached the age of 25 years old,  

in that of the year 2003 the mediator should be 22 years old and in the recent law  

on mediation the Albanian citizen or foreigner must have reached the age of 25 years old. 

4. Licensing of mediators 

 In the second part of the law no. 10385 dated February 24
th
, 2011, it turns out that  

the mediator exercises his/her activity as a natural person or legal entity, through its office 

or seat and he exercises its activity after being licensed and registered in the Register of 

Mediators, which is realized through CLM that is established at the Ministry of Justice. 

                                                           
8 Directive 2008/52/EC of the EU. 
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The Commission that functions as a collegial, decision-making body at the Ministry of 

Justice and consists of five members (two representatives of  NCM and three 

representatives of the Ministry of Justice), elected for a three year  term, may be renewed 

only once. Upon DCM no.414, dated June 8
th
, 2011

9
, a subject wishing to obtain a license 

for the exercise of the function of mediator, submits an application at the Commission 

after meeting the conditions specified in this DCM. Mediators Registry contains relevant 

information on the subject who performs mediation as a profession and that is a condition 

for licensing. In the case of physical persons, it must contain the identity, residence, 

license number, date of starting the activity of mediation and address of the place where 

the activity of mediator is taking place; while in the case of legal entities name, type and 

address of the company, the name/names of the administrators and the names of 

intermediaries employed by the company. 

5. Removal of mediator’s license  

 As the criteria to be met by an entity to practice the profession of mediator 

 are defined, we have also cases and procedure of removing the license of the mediator. 

We find all above in DCM no. 418, dated June 8
th
, 2011

10
, which provides that to the 

mediator is revoked the license and it is made its cancellation from the register in the 

cases when he/she asks by itself such a thing; losses or it is restricted the ability to act; 

is punished with a final decision for a criminal offense committed with intent; it is proven 

the violation of the mandatory and preventing provisions of the law no. 10385
11

; for 

serious violations of the norms of the Code of Ethics as well as in every other case, as 

expressly provided by law. This procedure of removing the license, which starts upon 

request of the interested entity or by the CLM must be done within six months from the 

violation,  but not later than three years. When proceeding to remove the license starts 

upon request of the interested subject, the application must be submitted at the Secretary 

of the Commission and must be in writing and contain the identification of mediator, 

concrete actions and to it should be attached other acts that are necessary. While the 

procedure of removing the license has initiated, the mediator has the right to be informed 

about the reasons of the claimed violation; it can formulate claims and requests, to know 

the material of proceedings, as well as to deposit sufficient evidence, it can be assisted by 

a lawyer or a colleague and not later than two weeks, it may request and present all the 

material that is in its defense
12

.  In the event that one of the cases provided for in point 

No. 1 of DCM is observed for the procedure of removing the license of mediator, the 

Commission decides its removal. Decision which must include the authority which has 

                                                           
9 DCM no.414, dated June 8th, 2011. 
10 DCM no. 418, dated June 8th, 2011. 
11 Ibidem, point 2. 
12 Ibidem, point 3. 
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made this decision, identification and data of license of whom the license is revoked 

(mediator), breach of fact, the legal basis, the circumstances of the issue that have been 

found during the proceedings, conclusions made by the Commission, the reasons and 

evidence upon which the decision is based, and the right of appeal, the deadline for filing 

it and the responsible authority for solving it. Against this decision of the Commission, 

the applicants have the right to submit an appeal to the Minister of Justice and against the 

decision of the latter, it can be filed a claim in the court.
13

 

6. National Chamber of Mediators and the Chamber of Mediation 

Mediation is a free profession and the National Chamber of Mediators, which is an 

independent public institution, constitutes its governing body. Chamber of Mediators has 

the responsibility of the adoption of rules governing the mediation services, as well as the 

Code of Ethics for Mediators. Also, it carries out supervisory functions, provides training 

of mediators and information to the public. NCM is a legal entity, which carries out its 

activity independently from the state,  and its governing bodies are the general meeting of 

mediators and the leadership. Its competence is the regulation and control of the exercise 

of the mediation; approval of acts that regulate the activity of mediation as a profession, 

and the Code of Ethics for Mediators, approving its statute, which defines the detailed 

rules for the organization and functioning of NCM; it takes measures for the stablishment 

of local chambers of mediation; defining the rules on remuneration fees for the work of 

mediator and expenses incurred as a result of the activity of mediation; designs and 

ensures participation in the mediators training program; defines in the statute the duties  

and functions of its governing bodies; takes care for the necessary informing of the public 

about the activity of mediation in resolving disputes and for possibilities for contacting 

mediators. For the realization of its activity and within the framework of quality and 

effectiveness of the mediation process, NCM may enter into cooperative agreements with 

the Probation Service, the School of Magistrates, NGOs and other organs of the judiciary; 

also, a minimal number of mediators may form a mediation chamber, where every 

mediation chamber carries out its activity independently, while respecting the rules laid 

down in law and in statutes and other decisions, approved by NCM
14

. 

Conclusions 

In the history of Albanian society, mediation as a way to resolve conflicts is not a new 

institution. In the Law implemented in our country, whether in that customary, religious 

or positive Law, we find numerous traditional models and examples of enforcement of 

                                                           
13 After removing the license to exercise the profession, the Commission shall submit to the responsible structure of the 

Ministry of Justice for the administration of the Register of Mediators, the decision to remove the license in order to make 
the respective record in the register, and in the National Registry of Permits and Licenses, which is held by the National 

Licensing Center 

Ibidem, point 7. 
14 Law no. 10835, dated March 2011 “On mediation in disputes resolution”. 
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mediating and reconciliation methods. We can mention the special role the elders and 

trial of elders have played, but also the assembly (which judged on special occasions), 

who before judging the submitted issue, used to make every effort for reconciliation. This 

role of these customary institutions has occasionally borrowed also the state’s Law down 

to our days. In December 1995, at the initiative of a group of specialists of justice, 

sociology and culture, for the first time in Albania is set up and institutionalized an 

organization named “The Dispute Resolution Foundation”. The efforts of this 

foundation, as well as the new legislative climate after 1990 in Albania, have made 

mediation as an alternative of conflict resolution to be involved in many acts and legal 

codes. First experience with a special Law on mediation coincides with the Law no. 8465, 

dated March 11
th
, 1999 “For mediation to resolve disputes amicably”, which in fact, did 

not provide mediation as an alternative of commercial disputes resolution. This problem 

was resolved by law no. 9090, dated June 26
th
, 2003, which repealed the former one. But 

this law did not solve the whole chain of this institution and exactly on this basis and in 

the framework of the national plan for the implementation of MSA (2007-2012), dated 

February 24
th
, 2011, Law no. 10835 “On mediation in disputes resolution” replaced the 

latter, which has not been effective in its use for seven years. 
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THE IMPACT OF FISCAL POLICY UPON ECONOMIC GROWTH  

IN ALBANIA 

 

1. Introduction  

Fiscal policy impact on economic growth is a very important topic and has been an 

essential issue for many economists and policy makers as it represents budget deficit, 

government expenditure Plans and taxation structure of a country. The intent of fiscal 

policy is essentially to stimulate economic and social development by pursuing a policy 

stance that ensures a sense of balance between taxation, expenditure and borrowing that is 

consistent with sustainable growth. 

Economic growth is one of the most important determinants of economic welfare. The 

global economic crisis that broke out in 2008 has reawakened interest in fiscal policy as 

an instrument for longer-term growth and development. Fiscal policy impact has conven-

tionally been associated with the use of taxation and public expenditure to influence the 

level of economic activities. The implementation of fiscal policy is essentially routed 

through government’s budget. Fiscal policy deals with government deliberate actions  

in spending money and levying taxes with a view to influencing macroeconomic 

variables in a desired direction. This includes sustainable economic growth, high 

employment creation and low inflation. Thus, implementation of fiscal policy aims at 

stabilizing the economy. If the economy is in recession thus increases in government 

spending or a reduction in taxes tend to push the economy in achieving the equilibrium; 

while reduced spending or increased taxes slow down a boom. The long run growth  

of output in the neoclassical model is determined by the growth in physical and human 

capital, labor supply and technological change. If the there is an increase in savings ratio 

and investment, the equilibrium capital-output ratio will increase thus, the growth rate 

will rise as the economy transitions to a new higher level of output per capita, but in the 

long-run it will return to its previous level. 

The study is carried out to answer the question what is the connection between fiscal 

policy and economic growth rate in Albania. To achieve this, the study is structured into 

three sections: section (2) deals with the literature review; section (3) discusses data; 

while analysis of results, conclusion and recommendations are presented in section (4). 

2. Literature review  

“The macroeconomic relationship between fiscal policy and economic growth has long 

fascinated economists. Unfortunately, analyses of that relationship have frustrated 
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empiricists for almost as long. One root of that frustration is the array  of possible policy 

indicators” [Fu, et al. (2003)].  

A large number of studies have been carried out to examine the impact of fiscal policy 

variables on economic growth, investment, consumption, inflation, exchange rate, 

external deficit and other macroeconomic activities [Landau (1986); Höoppner (2003); 

Perotti (2005), Amanja and Morrissey (2005); Falk, et al. (2006); Rezk (2006); Castro,  

et al. (2006); Fatas and Mihov (1998); Sinha (1998); William and Orszag (2003); Claus, 

et al. (2006) and Kukk (2006)]. Government spending, tax revenues and budget deficits 

as fiscal policy variables have been used by these authors and found different responses 

of macroeconomic activities to fiscal innovations. According to Höoppner (2003), Claus, 

et al. (2006), Esau (2006), Heppke-Falk, et al. (2006) and Castro, et al. (2006), shocks to 

government spending positively affect GDP growth rate, whereas shocks to taxes 

inversely affect GDP growth rate. Furthermore, GDP growth rate responds negatively to 

budget deficit in the long run [Balassa (1988); Iqbal and Zahid (1998); Jafri, et al. 2006)]. 

Many researchers [Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1995); Sala-i-Martin (1997); Mendoza, et al. 

(1997); Tanzi and Zee (1997); Kneller and Gemmell (1999); Odedokun (2001); and Bose, 

et al. (2003); Amanja and Morrissey (2005); Romero de Avila and Strauch (2007)] have 

used fiscal policy variables in the growth equations and have found their significant 

contribution. The rising budget deficit has been considered as one of the main constraints 

to economic growth [Iqbal and Zahid (1998); Fischer (1993); Easterly and Rebelo (1992); 

Levine and Zervos (1993); Barro (1991); Mwebaze (2002) and Balassa (1988)]. From the 

relevant literature it is clear that fiscal policy affects economic growth. However, the sign 

and magnitude of the effects of different tools of fiscal policy are ambiguous. Only few 

studies have examined the effects of fiscal policy on specific acroeconomic variables in 

Pakistan [Ahmad and Qayyum (2008); Haque and Montiel (1991); Khalid, et al. (2008)]. 

Few studies have included budget deficit in growth equations and have found that budget 

deficit is one the significant variables affecting economic growth [Shabbir and Mahmood 

(1992); Iqbal (1994, 1995, 1998); Khilji and Mahmood (1997)]. As far as theoretical 

work regarding the relationship between fiscal policy and economic growth is concerned, 

the most notable work has been done by Trevala (2005) and Blinder and Solow (1972). 

Tervala (2005) argued that fiscal growth raises the output of non traded goods and crowds 

out private consumption of non traded goods. However, Blinder and Solow (1972) argued 

that in the simplified IS–LM framework the long run sign of the pure fiscal multiplier is 

undermined a priori, fiscal policy only acts perversely in unstable system. 

2.1. Empirical studies 

In a study realized for a 100 countries sample, Landau (1983) has found a negative 

relation between government expenditures as a weight into GDP and economic growth. 

Kormendi and Meguire (1985), using data for 47 countries for the post-second world war 
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period have reached the following conclusions: i) the monetary shocks negatively affect 

economic growth; ii) the rest of the explanatory variables influence both the part of the 

GDP allotted to investments as well as the profitability of the capital. 

Koester and Kormendi (1988) have analyzed the impact of the average and marginal 

taxation rates upon the level and growth of the economic activity. The authors have found 

that an increase of the marginal taxation rates has a negative impact upon the level of the 

economic activity. Barro (1991) using data for 98 countries for the 1960-1985 periods has 

found that the economic growth rate is negatively correlated with government 

consumption as a weight into GDP, while public investments do not influence economic 

growth. In the same time, the economic growth rate is positively correlated with political 

stability measures and negatively correlated with market distortions. King and Rebelo 

(1990) in a research based on an endogenous growth model have shown that national 

taxation can substantially affect the long term economic growth rates. 

Dowrick (1992) has concluded, using a sample of OECD countries for the 1960-1985 

period, that there is a strongly negative effect of income taxation upon the increase in 

output, while there is virtually no impact of corporate taxation upon the same increase in 

output. Engen and Skinner  (1992) have realized an empirical research upon the relation 

between fiscal reform and economic growth rates, for the 1970-1985 periods. The results 

have shown modest effects, of about 0.2 to 0.3pp differences in the economic growth 

rates, as a result of the fiscal reform. 

A study made by Easterly and Rebello (1993), using data for 100 countries for the 

1970-1988 period and panel data for 28 countries for the 1870-1988 has found the 

following:  

i) there is a strong connection between the level of economic development and  

the structure of taxes; 

ii) the fiscal policy is influenced by the size of the economy;  

iii) investments  in public transport and communication are positively correlated with 

economic growth. Cashin (1995) has estimated in his study a positive relation between 

government transfers, public investments and economic growth and a negative relation 

between distortionary taxes (current income and wealth taxes, capital tax and real social 

contributions) and economic growth, using panel data for 23 developed countries for the 

1971-1988 period. Devarajan et al (1996) have shown that an increase in the weight of 

current public expenditures has positive and statistically significant effects upon 

economic growth.  By contrast, the public capital expenditures are negatively correlated 

with the evolution of GDP/capita. The study was made on a sample of 43 developing 

countries for the 1970-1990 periods. Bleaney et al (2001) have used panel data for 22 

OECD countries for the 1970-1995 period and taking into account the government 
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budgetary constraint have proven that taxes reduce the long term economic growth rate, 

whereas productive government expenditures are increasing. 

Nijkamp and Poot (2004) have realized a meta-analysis of the fiscal policy and of 

economic growth and have discovered that in a sample of 93 studies and 123 meta-

observations the proofs of a positive effect of the fiscal policy upon economic growth are 

quite feeble, still with a confirmed significance of the infrastructure and education 

expenditures. Easterly (2005) has found a significant impact of the budgetary balance 

upon the economic growth which is not manifested when “extreme” observations were 

excluded from the analysis. 

Angelopoulos et al (2008) have revised the relation between the level of taxation and 

economic growth in a study made for 64 developed and developing countries for four  

5-years periods from the 1980-2000 intervals. The results obtained have proven there is  

a non-monotonic relation between the level of taxation and economic growth,  

which depends essentially of the efficiency-size mix. 

3.  Overview of fiscal policy during 1998 – 2014 in Albania 

In early 1990 Albania moved towards a market economy and some of the most 

important indicators improved rapidly. The government aimed at achieving fiscal 

consolidation through budget deficit and public debt reduction through continuous fiscal 

consolidation. For this reason, public finance has been under continuous scrutiny of major 

reformation on expenditure and tax collection system. There have been implemented 

many fiscal reforms which were based on the idea of reducing current expenditures 

(mainly personnel expenditure, subsidies and privatizing public owned companies), 

expanding the tax base, implementing new tax system and reducing informality and tax 

evasion. As a result, budget deficit in 2010 was gradually reduced to 3.2% of GDP from 

9.6% in 1998, mainly through cuts in government subsidies, personnel expenditure and 

interest payments on debt servicing. However, raising budget deficit and public debt 

during 2007 – 2009 reflected both the action of automatic stabilizers in the form of 

reduced income and the countercyclical FP through wages and capital expenditure 

increases. Albania recorded a Government Budget deficit equal to 4.80 percent of the 

country's Gross Domestic Product in 2013. Government Budget in Albania averaged -

6.10 percent of GDP from 1997 until 2013, reaching an all time high of -3.28 percent of 

GDP in 2007 and a record low of -13.09 percent of GDP in 1997.  

During the last decade, Albanian tax system also went through major reformations, 

they were made several changes of tax legislations and a new fiscal package was 

approved in the second half of 2007. Some of these changes intended to stimulate 

business incentives and generate more tax incomes. They consist of the change from  

a progressive to a flat 10% income and profit tax system in 2007-2008 but also 

implementing the progressive tax system in 2013. 
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Figure 1: Government budget trend 

 
Source: Ministry of Finance, Albania 

 

Besides, there were major reductions in customs duties due to the CEFTA and World 

Trade Organization membership, the Stabilization and Association agreement with the 

European Union, etc. Other changes spotted considerable raise in national, local and 

excise tax level, cuts in social contributions from 42.5% in 2006 to only  

17% in 2009, diminishing of small business tax to 1.5% in 2006 from 4% in 2005 and 

changed the threshold for VAT registration to 5 million ALL turnover per calendar year 

(2010).  All these reforms and structural changes have resulted in a moderated balance 

growth of government tax revenues, even though increasingly in nominal terms. Indirect 

taxes such as customs duties, VAT and excise tax are among main indicators of economic 

activity movements of the country and give the main contribute of tax revenues, reaching 

round 50% of total level. Profit tax and personal income tax are the main contributors  

in the group of direct taxes, counting about 13.8% of total revenue in 2010 from only 8%  

in 1998, even though they are applicable to several categories of income and have been 

affected by fiscal evasion. In addition, the public expenditure policies have been focused 

on promoting sustainable growth and reducing poverty and wealth inequalities.  

Thus, based on the medium-term fiscal framework (MTFF), a reducing-oriented 

government expenditure policy aimed at cutting current expenditure to create more funds 

for strategic capital expenditure identified in the MTFF. As a result, total public 

expenditure to GDP ratio has shown a declining tendency from 35% in 1998  

to approximately 29% in 2010. Current expenditures to GDP ratio have been diminishing, 

reaching in 2010 to 24.4% from 28.7% in 1998, even though they capture more than 80% 

of total expenditure. During this period, personnel (26%), interest payment (18%)  

and social contribution (27%) represent the highest percentage share of the total current 

expenditure. Although, FP is oriented to raise wages in the public sector, cuts in personal 

expenditure are mainly due to reducing the number of employees in the public sector 
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through increasing efficiency and privatization process and lowering of social 

contribution expenditure. Interest payments have been diminishing mainly through 

improvements in government timescale borrowing and cuts in public debt and in interest 

rates and extending the debt maturity period, followed by considerable raise in social 

insurance outlays. Further, capital expenditures have on average remained at 6.3%  

of GDP in the period 1998-2010, even though they have been subject of raise and/or cut 

based on the Albanian macroeconomic conditions and priorities identified in the MTFF. 

As such, due to the priorities in infrastructure investment, capital investments reached 

8.6% and 8.4% in 2008 and 2009. The distribution of capital expenditure, in general, was 

orientated to maintain a relatively high level of spending for areas such as health, 

education and infrastructure. Mainly these expenditures are financed mostly through 

domestic borrowing contributing on average by more than 60%. 

Graph 2: Government expenditure indicator 1997 - 2014 

 
Source: World Bank 2014 

Government Spending in Albania increased to 90506 ALL Million in March  

of 2015 from 57254 ALL Million in February of 2015. Government Spending in Albania 

averaged 132246.30 ALL Million from 1997 until 2015, reaching an all time high of 

438820 ALL Million in December of 2014 and a record low of 4946 ALL Million in 

January of 1997. Government expenditures represent an important component of GDP in 

Albania. Their level since 2000 has been steadily increasing. They have grown from 9.5% 

of GDP in 2000 to 10.7% of GDP in 2010, with the highest level in 2004 to 11% of GDP. 

Current expenditures constitute the great part of government spending. But, their trend 

has been irregular. Initially, the level of current expenditures has made up to 78.1% of 

total government expenditures. In 2003, this level was 84.3% of total government 

expenses. Later, their level has decreased, while in 2008 have accounted for 71.2% of 

total government expenditure.  

4. Empirical study 

A long run in an economy enables a lot to happen. There are so many different factors, 

so many interrelations between them and so many variations over time which has to be 

taken account of if one wants to explain economic events. These factors need not 

necessarily be purely economic ones – these are as well social, cultural, environmental, 
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geographical etc. The longer the period, the more complicated it becomes to analyze the 

relationships between the events of the current period and the ones of the preceding and 

following periods. No theoretical model can perfectly explain why things are as they are. 

Therefore, empirical approach is used here to find out fiscal policy effects on economic 

growth in the long run. The empirical analysis reflects a time series study for a 19 period 

observation. The main data sources are government finance statistics and World Bank. 

Fiscal policy is a major government policy to direct the developments in the society and, 

more narrowly, in the economy. Fiscal policy of one period shapes the nature of the 

economy in the following time periods. One could distinguish between fiscal decisions 

made by government and fiscal indicators which government cannot directly control. The 

example of the former is setting tax rates and tax base as well as the sizes of social 

benefits. Some of the ones not controlled by government could nowadays be interpreted 

as those being called automatic stabilizers. 

Solving function (1) as a linear regression equation has the results shown in column 1 

Table 1. Column 1 in Table 1 indicates that most of the government revenue and 

expenditure items have a significant effect on GDP real growth. However, these results 

should be interpreted with caution (R
2
=0,65). Also the p value is lower than 0.05 critical 

values, which means that all the explanatory variables included in the model have  

a statistically significant impact on the economic growth rate.  

Dependent Variable: DLOG(GDP_CAP_GRO)  

Method: Least Squares Date: 05/11/15   Time: 10:51   

Sample: 1995 2013 Included observations: 19   

     
     

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   

     
     

C 0.621252 0.516432 -1.202969 0.2504 

DLOG(GOV_EXP) 0.897862 4.377624 2.205103 0.0107 

DLOG(GFCF_PUBLIC) 0.838902 0.991796 2.845840 0.0129 

DLOG(PRODUCTIVITY) 4.659315 2.979380 1.563854 0.1419 

DLOG(UNEMP) -0.363073 1.384092 -3.262318 0.0030 

DUM -3.706663 1.042012 -3.557219 0.0035 

     
     

R-squared 0.651873     Mean dependent var -0.162840 

Adjusted R-squared 0.517978     S.D. dependent var 1.365256 

S.E. of regression 0.947867     Akaike info criterion 2.982885 

Sum squared resid 11.67988     Schwarz criterion 3.281129 

Log likelihood -22.33741     Hannan-Quinn criter. 3.033360 

F-statistic 4.868541     Durbin-Watson stat 2.222425 

Prob (F-statistic) 0.009946    

     
     

Obviously, there are many other variables which can influence the growth, especially 

in the long run. These are variables for measuring initial level of economic development, 

price level and many institutional factors (democracy, education, health, structure of the 

economy, working time, technological development) as well as some dummy variables 
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(time period, geographical location). The real labor productivity per employee exerts a 

positive impact upon the economic growth. The economic growth rate will increase by 

4.65 pp for each 1 pp increase of the real labor productivity.  But unemployment has a 

negative impact on economic growth because it means lower production and has also a 

negative impact in the government budget because it means lower incomes from taxes. 

Conclusions 

The paper sought to examine the relationship between a selection of fiscal policy 

variables and economic growth. The analyses covered the period 1995 to 2013 using 

annual data. The outcome supports four broad conclusions. Applying the regression 

technique for the period 1995-2013, we can conclude that in Albania the effects of 

government expenditures taxes on economic growth are positive. Gross fixed capital 

formation from government also has a positive impact on output growth but the size of 

the impact is less than that attained by consumption expenditure. Tax receipts also have a 

positive effect on output growth.  
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COUNCIL OF EUROPE CYBERCRIME CONVENTION AS THE FIRST 

LEGALLY BINDING MULTILATERAL INSTRUMENT ON FIGHTING 

CYBERCRIME 
 

1. Introduction 

The Convention defines a minimum level of cybercrime offences to be recognized in 

national laws, and aims to provide the necessary criminal procedural law powers to 

investigate and prosecute offences committed with the aid of computer technology. 

From a law enforcements perspective, traditional methods for investigations will often 

be insufficient in cyberspace. There are usually no fingerprints, witnesses or physical 

evidence of the offence. Instead there will be evidence like “electronic trails" leading 

from the victim back to the perpetrator. Such trails may consist of computer data. 

Examples are recipients and duration of calls, electronic transactions, web sites visited, 

storage of illegal content, etc. 

The Cybercrime Convention is used as primary point of reference because it is the first 

legally binding multilateral instrument in the area of criminal laws. This is an area that 

traditionally has been outside the scope of EU-law, and national legislation contain 

significant gaps and differences which could act as an barrier to effective police and 

judicial co-operation in the fight against organized crime and terrorism. There is a lot of 

interest attached to how and to what extent the Convention will aid the harmonization of 

criminal laws, as this is vital to identify perpetrators of computer-related offences and 

bring them to justice. There is some uncertainty connected to what the actual 

requirements of the Cybercrime Convention are, and how the measures will be 

implemented in national laws. 

The Council of Europe Convention on Cyber Crime (ETS No. 185) is an instrument 

drafted specifically to address the problems posed by the spread of criminal activity  

in computer networks. The Convention aims to reach a minimum level of substantive and 

procedural provisions in the field of criminal law, and to supplement already existing 

multilateral and bilateral agreements between signatory Member States
115

. It is not only 

an agreement between European states; the intention is to enable the largest possible 

number of States to become Parties
16

. Cybercrime can be distinguished in two categories; 

traditional crimes committed with the aid of computer technology, and new computer 

specific crimes (i.e. illegal access to computer networks, virus attacks etc).  

                                                           
15 See, for example, the European Convention on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters (ETS No 30) and the 

European Convention on Extradition (ETS No 24), cf. CoE Cybercrime Convention Art. 39. 
16 Explanatory Report para 304, 316. 
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As for the latter, the Convention defines a set of substantive laws that are to be 

recognized in national laws. The procedural provisions will apply to any offence 

committed by means of a computer system
17

, irrespective of the nature of the criminal 

offence. The Convention is not self-executing, but obliges Contracting Parties to 

incorporate the Convention’s principles into domestic legislation. The Convention is thus 

typical of the way multilateral law enforcement conventions are drafted
4
. Most 

substantive and procedural provisions start with “Each Party shall adopt such legislative 

and other measures as may be necessary…” 

It is anticipated that parties will fulfill their international obligations consistent with 

their particular domestic legal systems. The Convention sets out for minimum standards, 

and thereby creates a significant lee way for the Member States when incorporating the 

Convention in national laws. Moreover, Parties are allowed to make significant 

derogations
3
 and reservations

18
. Important issues are left to definition in national law, 

such as how to obtain expedited preservation and partial disclosure of traffic data when 

more than one service provider is involved in the communication. Many of the provisions 

are diffuse with little authoritative guidance on how they are to be interpreted. The 

Convention has been issued with an Explanatory Report prefaced with a disclaimer 

stating, “The text of this Explanatory Report does not constitute an instrument providing 

an authoritative interpretation of the Convention, although it might be of such a nature  

as to facilitate the application of the provisions contained therein”. 

Caution therefore needs to be exercised when using the Explanatory Report to interpret 

the provisions of the Convention. The Convention does not mandate any particular body 

to ensure its implementation in national laws. This raises the question what happens if  

a contracting Party does not implement the necessary measures, or within a given time 

period. Can a citizen in a contracting Party call upon the Articles in the Convention when 

the time limit for implementation is due? If the answer is yes, the Convention will have  

a direct binding effect on the contracting Parties.  

This is probably not the intention, though, since the Convention allows a number of 

reservations and derogations, which is explained by “the fact that the Convention covers 

area of criminal law and criminal procedural law which is relatively new to many States”. 

Thus, the main sanction for not conforming to the requirements would probably be the 

political pressure from other Parties to implement the principles of the Convention in 

national law. Article 43 authorizes the Secretary General of the Council of Europe to 

periodically enquire about the prospect for withdrawal, in order to maintain some 

                                                           
17 Explanatory Report para 19. 
18 See, for example, Articles 21(2) and 29(4). 
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pressure on the Parties and to make them at least consider withdrawing their 

reservations
19

. 

 

2. The Council of Europe Deliberations, Convention History 

The Council of Europe (COE) is a body created in 1949 and dedicated to "agreements 

and common action in economic, social, cultural, scientific, legal and administrative 

matters and in the maintenance and further realization of human rights and fundamental 

freedoms.” In 1997, the Council created a working group on cybercrime to draft  

a convention on computer crime. The draft was prepared by an ad-hoc group of experts of 

a "limited number of countries”. It took four years and 27 drafts before the final version 

was submitted to the European Committee on Crime Problems in June of 2001.  

A major issue has been that the Convention has been drafted behind closed doors. 

Whilst law enforcement bodies have actively participated in the drafting process, there 

has been no direct input from civil liberties bodies, representatives of industry or citizens’ 

interests, despite the significant operational and financial impact it would have  

on industry and other private organizations and its implications for privacy and human 

rights. In November of 2001 the Council of Europe's Cybercrime Convention was signed 

by 30 countries. Its signatories are not limited to Europe but also include Japan, Canada, 

South Africa and the United States. For the Convention to have the force of law it must 

also be ratified, i.e. given effect to in the laws of a participating country, by five of those 

states, three of which must be members of the Council of Europe.  

Following its ratification by Lithuania as the 5th country in March of 2004,  

the Convention on Cybercrime entered into force for Albania, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, 

Romania, Slovenia, Estonia, Hungary, Lithuania and Macedonia, but will not come into 

force in the other signatory states until it has been ratified by their respective national 

parliaments in accordance with Article 24 of the Vienna Convention. 

Moreover, the two following European Resolutions had a great impact on the drafting 

aswell: 

- Resolution No. 1 adopted by the European Ministers of Justice at their 21
st
 

Conference (Prague, June 1997), which recommended the Committee of Ministers  

to support the work carried out by the European Committee on Crime Problems (CDPC) 

on cyber-crime in order to bring domestic criminal law provisions closer to each other 

and enable the use of effective means of investigation concerning such offenses; 

- Resolution N° 3 adopted at the 23rd Conference of the European Ministers  

of Justice (London, June 2000), which encouraged the negotiating parties to pursue their 

efforts with a view to finding appropriate solutions so as to enable the largest possible 

                                                           
19 Explanatory Report, paragraph 322. 
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number of States to become parties to the Convention and acknowledged the need for 

a swift and efficient system of international cooperation, which duly takes into account 

the specific requirements of the fight against cyber-crime
20

. 

Following long and intense negotiations, the Council of Europe succeeded 

inestablishing a convention on “crimes in cyberspace”, marked by the signing of the 

Convention on Cybercrime on 8 November 2001 by close to 30 states. 

The Council of Europe Convention on Cyber-crime was the first multilateral 

instrument drafted to address the problems posed by the spread of criminal activity  

on computer networks.  The Convention establishes common definitions of crimes in the 

cyber environment, as well as judicial co-operation facilities between the participating 

states toimprove their fight against cybercrime.  

 

3.  The purpose of the Convention 

The Purpose of the Council of Europe Convention on Cyber-crime is described in the 

9
th 

paragraph of its preamble: “the present Convention is necessary to deter actions 

directed against the confidentiality, integrity and availability of computer systems, 

networks and computer data, as well as the misuse of such systems, networks and data, by 

providing for the criminalization of such conduct, as described in this Convention, and 

the adoption of powers sufficient for effectively combating such criminal offenses, by 

facilitating the detection, investigation and prosecution of such criminal offenses at both 

the domestic and international level, and by providing arrangements for fast and reliable 

international cooperation” 

Precisely, the official Explanatory memorandum of the Convention asserts75, at his 

point #16 that the Convention aims principally at: 

1. harmonizing the domestic criminal substantive law elements of offenses and 

connected provisions in the area of cyber-crime 

2. providing for domestic criminal procedural law powers necessary for the 

investigation and prosecution of such offenses as well as other offenses committed by 

means of a computer system or evidence in relation to which is in electronic form 

                                                           
20 However In particular we should say that, the following European Recommendation have influenced widely the 

Councilof Europe Convention on Cyber-crime: 

- Recommendation N° R (85)10, concerning the practical application of the European Convention on Mutual 
Assistance in Criminal Matters in respect of letters rogatory for the interception of telecommunications, 

- Recommendation N° R (88) 2 on piracy in the field of copyright and neighboring rights, the Recommendation 

N° R (87)15 regulating the use of personal data in the police sector 
- The Recommendation N° R (95) 4 on the protection of personal data in the area of telecommunication services, 

with particular reference to telephone services 

- Recommendation N° R (89) 9 on computer-related crime providing guidelines for national legislatures 
concerning the definition of certain computer crimes and 

- Recommendation N° R (95) 13 concerning problems of criminal procedural law connected with Information 

Technology. 
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3. settingup a fast and effective regime of international cooperation. 

The Council of Europe Convention on Cyber-crime is the first ever international treaty 

toaddress criminal law and procedural aspects of various types of criminal behavior 

directedagainst computer systems, networks or data and other types of similar misuse. 

The draft provides, among others, for the coordinated criminalization of computer 

hackingand hacking devices, illegal interception of data and interference with computer 

systems,computer-related fraud and forgery. It also prohibits on-line child pornography, 

includingthe possession of such material after downloading, as well the reproduction and 

distributionof copyright protected material. A protocol was added on June 22nd 2001  

to complement theConvention and make a crime of xenophobic and racism propaganda. 

The draft Conventionwill not only define offenses but will also address questions related 

to the liability ofconcerns individuals and corporate offenders and determine minimum 

standards for theapplicable penalties. The draft text also deals with law enforcement 

issues: future Parties will be obliged toempower their national authorities to carry out 

computer searches and seize computer data,require data-subjects to produce data under 

their control, preserve or obtain the expeditiouspreservation of vulnerable data by data-

subjects.  

The interception of data transmittedthrough networks, including telecommunication 

networks, is also under discussion. Thesecomputer-specific investigative measures will 

also imply cooperation by telecom operatorsand Internet Service Providers, whose 

assistance is vital to identify computer criminals andsecure evidence of their misdeeds. 

As computer crimes are often international in their nature, national measures need  

to besupplemented by international cooperation. The draft treaty therefore requires future 

Partiesto provide each other various forms of assistance, for example by preserving 

evidence andlocating on-line suspects. The text also deals with certain aspects of trans-

border computersearches. Traditional forms of mutual assistance and extradition would 

also be availableunder the draft Convention and a network of 24 hours/ day, 7 days/week 

available nationalcontact points would be set up to speed up international investigations. 

 

4. The structure of the Convention 

The Convention is divided into 4 chapters: Chapter I defines relevant of terms; 

Chapter II, the measures to be taken at the national level; Chapter III, international 

cooperation and; Chapter IV, the final provisions. The Convention requires Parties to 

criminalize, if they have not already done so, certain conduct that is committed through, 

against, or related to computer systems and establish the procedural tools necessary  

to investigate such crimes under their own national laws. Chapter II contains  

the measures to be taken at the national level and is divided into substantive criminal law 

and procedural law. The criminal activities are set out in the five titles of Chapter II. 
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• Illegal access to the whole or any part of the computer system without right 

• Illegal interception without right, made by technical means, of non-public 

transmissions of computer data to, from or within a computer system, including 

electromagnetic emissions from a computer system carrying such computer data 

• Data interference when committed intentionally, such as the damaging, deletion, 

deterioration, alteration or suppression of computer data without right 

• System Interference when committed intentionally, such as the serious hindering 

without right of the functioning of a computer system by inputting, transmitting, 

damaging, deleting, deteriorating, altering or suppressing computer data 

 - Misuse of Devices to commit any of these offences when committed intentionally 

and without right such as the production, sale, procurement and possession for use, 

import and distribution and making available the device or computer password, access 

code, or similar data for the purpose of committing the offences: 

• Computer-related forgery and fraud 

• Child pornography. 

• Infringement of copyrights and related rights 

• Attempt on aiding and abetting 

• Provisions on Corporate Liability
21

  

• All of the offences contained in the Convention must be committed “intentionally” 

for criminal liability to apply. The determination of mensrea(guilty mind) is left to the 

member parties to interpret individually. 

The Convention also covers a series of procedural powers such as searches of and 

interception of material on computer networks. More controversially, the Convention 

includes “powers to preserve data, to search and seize, to collect traffic data and  

to intercept communications. Article 15 of the Convention establishes minimum 

safeguards on the establishments, implementation and application of the powers and 

procedures provided for in the Convention which should be subject to conditions and 

safeguards provided for under its domestic law, which shall provide for the adequate 

protection of human rights and liberties including rights arising pursuant to obligations  

it has undertaken under the 1950 Council of Europe Convention for the Protection  

of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, the 1966 United Nations International 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and other applicable international human rights 

instruments, and which shall incorporate the principle of proportionality. However,  

                                                           
21 … to ensure that a legal person can be held liable for a criminal offence by any natural person, acting either 

individually or as part of an organ of the legal person, who has a leading position within the legal person, based on: a power 
of representation of the legal person; an authority to take decisions on behalf of the legal person; and an authority to 

exercise control within the legal person. 

The legal person can be held liable where the lack of supervision or control by a natural person has made possible the 
commission of a criminal offence for the benefit of that legal person by a natural person acting under its authority. 
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the Convention only refers to parties who are parties to the previously-signed treaties; 

non-parties to these treaties are not bound by this requirement.” This is particularly 

important because a number of C.O.E. states do not yet conform to the European 

Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and its 

Protocols or theInternational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. This is of particular 

concern since many of the Articles in the document expand law enforcement power but 

do not explicitly place limitations on those expansions, relying on national laws  

or practices or outside agreements such as the European Convention on Human Rights  

to set the framework.  

Nations would have to cooperate with other nations in sharing electronic evidence 

across borders. This cooperation requirement would apply to all crimes not even defined 

by the Convention (Art.14). Moreover, law enforcement authorities in countries that 

ratify the Convention undertake to provide online wiretap assistance (for both content and 

traffic data) to their treaty partners in the form of a point of contact available on  

a 24 hour, 7 day per week basis in order to ensure the provision of immediate assistance 

for the purpose of investigations or proceedings concerning criminal offences related to 

computer systems and data, or for the collection of evidence in electronic form of  

a criminal offence. 

 

5. Approximation of Rules on Criminalized Acts and Rules on Criminal Procedure 

The first part of the convention requires the Contracting States to ensure 

thecriminalization of substantive offences described in Articles 2 – 10 complemented by 

rules on attempt, aiding and abetting, as well as rules on theliability of legal persons. The 

first category of such provisions, in Article 2 – 6,cover crimes against the confidentiality, 

integrity and accessibility of data andsystems or computer-crimes (i.e. environmentally 

unique crime types). This partdefines illegal access, illegal interception, illegal damaging 

and alteration ofdata, system entry as well as illegal use of certain types of equipment. 

Article 2 describes the crime of illegally accessing a computer system, in whole or in 

part.(“In whole or part” is a necessary qualification, as a “computer system”, 

inaccordance with the definitions set out in Article 1, is any equipment used totreat data 

automatically.) While Article 3 criminalizes illegal or unauthorizedinterception of non-

public transmissions of computer data, it is worth noting thatArticle 4 covers the deletion, 

alteration and suppression of data – a crimereferred to as data interference – referring  

i.a. to situations where data is madeinaccessible to those authorized to access it. Such 

situations frequently occurwhen hackers alter the privileges or authorization levels  

of computer files. As the article covers alteration of data, most forms of malicious 

computer viruseswill also be covered by it. Article 5 criminalizes serious system 

interference, resulting in hindering asystem from performing the functions it was 
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designed to perform. In order forthe interference to be criminal, it must be the result of 

some form of datamanipulation, not mere accident. Unsolicited e-mail advertisement or 

spam,cannot be seen as such interferences per se, but the distribution of spam 

mayultimately result in a system (or server) being overloaded, leading to 

itsmalfunctioning. In that situation, it may be argued that a system interference hastaken 

place (based upon a culpa eventualisevaluation – the perpetrator had nodirect criminal 

intent, but realized the risk of his behavior and ignored the risk) with results identical to 

that of a deliberate denial-of-service attack, i.e. theintentional overloading of a system in 

order to make it malfunction.7 Article 6criminalizes the misuse of devices,  

a concept directly imported from the USFederal Criminal Code, Section 1029 “Fraud and 

related activity in connectionwith access devices”. Paragraph 1 of Article 6 criminalizes 

the production anddissemination of devices, mainly designed to commit the crimes 

outlined inArticles 2 – 5. This includes the dissemination of passwords and other tools 

togain unauthorized access to computer systems, provided there is criminal intenton the 

part of the perpetrator. Possession of such devices is likewisecriminalized, provided there 

is intent to commit one of the listed offencesdemonstrated. 

As regards computer-related crimes (i.e. traditional crime types adapted tothe IT 

environment) the convention defines computer-related fraud and forgeryin Articles  

7 and 8. Although most States already have criminalized the crimesof fraud and forgery 

as such, these provisions require States to examine theirlaws to ensure that they apply to 

IT-situations. 

Computer-related forgery and fraud are two specific kinds of manipulation of 

computer systems or data, andthe provisions serve to acknowledge the fact that traditional 

legal provisions arenot always suitably adapted or neutral enough to cover new forms 

ofmanipulations. 

The Convention also covers some content-related crimes and requires Statesto 

criminalize i.a. distribution, production and possession of child pornographythrough the 

use of computer systems, according to Article 9
22

.  

This provision criminalizes several aspects of child pornography, which in its offline-

formalready is criminalized in most States: 

– the production of child pornography for the purpose of distribution through 

acomputer system 

– the ‘offering’ and making available of child pornography through acomputer system 

– the distribution or transmission of child pornography through a computersystem 

– the ‘procuring for oneself or for another’ of child pornography, i.e. activelyobtaining 

it through e.g. downloading 

                                                           
22 This Article was later the model for its counterpart in EU legislation. 
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– the possession of child pornography in a computer system or on a datacarrier, such 

as a diskette or CD-Rom. 

Originally racism and xenophobia was also covered by the Convention’sprovisions on 

content-related crimes, but during the finalizing stages of thenegotiations it became clear 

that it would not be possible for some of thenegotiating states to agree upon a text that 

basically criminalized what theirconstitutional guarantees for freedom of expression were 

safeguarding
23

. Finally we also find among the criminal law definitions infringements of 

copyright and other intellectual property rights, in Article 10, that states are required to 

criminalize. States are required to criminalize these acts through the introduction of penal 

law sanctions that include custodial penalties. Before it is possible to say whether these 

provisions actually create a finely woven web of substantive criminal law over the 

ratifying states, it is necessary to see how the ratifying states implement them in their 

national laws. The states are given room to maneuver in the implementation, as a result of 

the compromises that lay behind the ultimately adopted text. 

 Article 11 (3) may serve as an example of how much is still at stake, as it makes the 

obligation to criminalize the attempt to commit the crimes described in Article 2 – 10 

optional for the ratifying states. This may lead to ulterior difficulties regarding i.a. the 

requirements for dual criminality. The convention also contains rules on criminal 

procedure such as coercive measures to facilitate investigations of the crimes described 

above, through a combination of “old” and “new” procedural measures.  

One such new measure is the “rapid freezing” of data (including traffic data; see 

below) i.e. an authority with relevant competence shall have the right to order data 

concerning a crime or a criminal to be stored with an Internet Service Provider  

(ISP, i.e. a company providing access to internet, e-mail services etc.) in order for it to be 

deliverable to the investigating authority upon a subsequent formal request for its release. 

This measure may remain in place for a maximum of 90 days, according  

to Articles 16-17. Traditional possibilities for search and seizure in order to obtain stored 

data are provided for in Article 19. Authorities shall have the possibility to secure seized 

data and to make it inaccessible for unauthorized persons
24

. 

 

6.  The Convention's rules on International Co-operation 

The Convention's rules on international co-operation aim at making the procedural 

rules described above enforceable transnationally, by providing possibilities for law 

enforcement authorities in one state to seize computer-based evidence on behalf of the 

                                                           
23 That provision was subsequently taken out of the Convention, and negotiated separately as aProtocol to the 

Convention, and as such signed – by currently 23 states; no ratifications – inearly 2003; see Additional Protocol to the 

Convention on Cybercrime, concerning thecriminalization of acts of racist and xenophobic nature committed through 

computer systems. 
24 Convention on Cybercrime (ETS no. 185), Explanatory Report, pp. 200-202. 
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authorities in another country, Article 31, swiftly and in a less formalized manner in 

urgent cases, Article 29.  

The crimes described in the convention shall be extraditable, according to Article 24, 

provided that the crimes are punishable with imprisonment of one year or more, with 

certain exceptions, and that requirements of dual criminality, where applicable, are 

satisfied. This is not a new rule, but basically just an extension of existing rules  

on extradition – the Council of Europe Convention of 1957 on Extradition, as well as the 

two EU conventions of1995 and 1996 - to this convention, which can also be said about 

the convention's rules on search and seizure in computer environments. seven days  

a week, as outlined in Article 35.  

This network is modeled on theG8-network and in reality means that the G8-network 

is expanded to all ratifying States of the Council of Europe convention. The Cybercrime 

convention must like all conventions be ratified, a process that can  

be time consuming and uncertain - even positive ratifications can be combined with 

reservations towards certain parts of the agreed text. Herein lays a weakness in the 

convention as an instrument of legislation, a weakness that is even more evident when 

compared with EU-instruments (Framework Decisions, Council Decisions, and 

Directives) that enter into force upon their adoption. 

According to Article 36, the Convention does not enter into force until it has been 

ratified by five states – Lithuania became the fifth country to ratify the Convention and 

subsequently it is now in force between the states that have ratified it; to date it is not in 

force in any of the states through which the lion share of data – legitimate as well  

as illegitimate – flows. But apart from this the Council of Europe has created an 

instrument with broad coverage, legally –covering substantive criminal law, procedural 

law as well as international cooperation– as well as geographically, which is its main 

advantage. The Convention has had great influence even well before it entered into force, 

yes, even before the text of the Convention had been agreed upon in 2001, on national, 

regional and international negotiations and discussions on cybercrime, which 

demonstrates its unique nature. 

 

Conclusions 

In order to combat cybercrime, the International Cybercrime Convention was signed 

by 30 States. However, the Convention raises a host of legal issues. International 

Cooperation is the treaty’s most contentious aspect. The problem with the Convention lies 

not with what it criminalizes, but with the procedural powers for police to search and 

seize computer data, to investigate cybercrimes outside their state, and to receive mutual 

assistance in cross-border investigations without increasing protection for personal 
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privacy. The Convention reflects a one-sided concern with the interest of the criminal 

investigation service and favors the interest of law enforcement agencies over individuals.  

Citizens and businesses should be able to rely on the safe working of the 

infrastructure. This means protecting it against criminal attack or e-crime. This is not 

achieved by diverting attention to issues, such as child pornography or drug running, 

which deserve separate, urgent consideration and treatment. Cybercrime should place its 

emphasis on crimes against the information infrastructure itself, rather than on traditional 

crimes. Action should focus on ensuring safe operation of the infrastructure: protecting  

it against criminal attacks such as hacking, viruses, denial of service etc. 

Criminologists, law enforcement agencies, national security advisors, military 

officials, high tech corporations and research institutes all agree that cyber-crime poses 

today a real threat to society. Previously only a marginal issue among cyber-punk 

teenagers, the phenomenon has now taken a new shape. These crimes are now 

orchestrated by greedy-motivated groups of individuals with substantial resources who 

are often linked to organized crime, international terrorist groups or foreign enemies. 

Recent cases have shown their goals involving the destruction of sensitive computer 

systems handling vital tasks such as State’s electricity flow, airplane landing and take-off 

management and also the theft of major corporation’s vital trade-secrets.  

The 2001 Council of Europe Convention on Cybercrime is a treaty of great 

importance. It harmonizes substantive criminal laws and procedures related to cyber-

crime and sets up an international cooperation system among national law enforcement 

agencies to fight the cyber-criminals more efficiently and in real time. However, only  

a multidisciplinary approach also involving the education of the cyber-citizens and the 

high-tech CEOs, a higher standard of protection of the national infrastructures and  

a bigger investment in computer and network security and in research and development 

can successfully reduce the threat. 
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CHALLENGES OF PRIVATISED ENTERPRISES IN KOSOVO  

 

 

I. Introduction. Establishment of Privatization in Kosovo.  

   Privatization is very important element for development of new markets and 

economy in generally. The trend of transformation of state enterprises to private 

enterprises in East Europe was followed by  South East Europe states gradually. However 

privatization in Kosovo is testified to be big challenge. That is not only because of the 

delays on definition of Kosovo’s politic status but also because of lots of consequences 

arising from the problems related to the presence of Serbia measures undertaken in 

Kosovo and the destroys caused to Kosovo enterprises and economy. Privatization 

process in Kosovo was surrounded by fogginess and dilemmas but the biggest fear was 

opposition from Serbia who treated Kosovo as its part.  

The process for creation of legal bases for transformation of the socially owned 

property to private property took three years. The majority of the work on realization of 

this project is carried and managed by the international administration institutions, 

because Kosovo at that time was under UNIMIK (United Nations Mission in Kosovo) 

administration.  In the period 2000-2003 UNMIK Mission in regard to first efforts to 

privatize SOEs carried the commercialization of enterprises by transferring them to 

private sector investors with a 10-year lease agreement (Riinvest, 2002).  The 4
th
 Pillar of 

UNMIK dealt with the creation of legal framework.  After three years of attempt in 2002 

this administration presented for approval the Regulation for establishment of Kosovo 

Trust Agency (KTA)
25

.  

The mission of KTA was to administer and privatize Socially Owned Enterprises 

(SOEs), as well as to administer Public Owned Enterprises. The entire process was 

financially supported by European Union and United Nations. Other source of funding is 

from bid submission of bidders for each offer they submit to PAK.  It is non-refundable 

amount form €300 for ordinary Spin-off and from €1000 for Special Spin-off bids
26

. For 

the disputes on privatization and liquidation processes it is established the Special 

Chamber of the Supreme Court of Kosovo
27

 .  KTA operated in the period 13 June 2002 

until 30 June 2008. Privatization had good flow especially in 2006 and 2007.  

                                                           
25 UNMIK Regulation 2002/12 on the Establishment of Kosovo Trust Agency, 13 June 2002. 
26 PAK, Rules of Tender.  
27 Law No. 04/L-033 on Establishment of the Special Chamber of the Supreme Court of Kosovo. 
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Taken into consideration the level of unemployment from 49% in Kosovo
28

 and 

increase of poverty it is difficult to support the opinion of successful privatization in 

relation to the life of citizens. The researcher, Rita Audestad Knudsen (2009)
29

 points out: 

Internationals may have realised their freedom from responsibility for privatization in 

Kosovo, but, the domestic population is not seen to have benefited from this process.  

Further she emphasizes that the losers are they, who are already disadvantaged, without 

social insurance, without health security and with light possibilities for politic of 

economic empowerment
30

. 

After declaration of the Kosovo independence, Kosovo Privatization Agency (PAK) as 

inheritor of Kosovo Trust Agency continued the process of privatization of SOEs, but is 

excluded from the role to administer Publicly Owned Enterprises. Kosovo Privatization 

Agency (PAK) is established in August  2008, with Law No. 03/L-067 on Kosovo 

Privatization Agency
31

, of 21
st
 May 2008, that is amended and complemented with Law No. 

Nr. 04/L-34.  Problems of privatized enterprises in Kosovo are widely addressed in the 

Study Report of RIINVEST Institute. For the period of transition in Kosovo, the Report 

evidences  a period of decrease of employment and increase of poverty
32

. Further report 

emphasizes that out of 103 privatize enterprises, only 66 from them were active after 

privatization, meaning that 1/3 of them are not functioning.  Around 30 % of privatised 

enterprises included in the study were followed by problems, some of the enterprises have 

had serious problems, and long delays on signing the contract and on entering into 

possession of property.  This has direct influence into their performance and was a big 

obstacle to their business development. In the research book  “Post privatization and 

performances of privatized  enterprises in Kosovo
33

,” is found that  34% of respondents 

have had problems after signature of the contract of sale with PAK or KTA. Lopez-Calva 

and Roland have identified five important obstacles of the privatization process in 

Kosovo
34

:  politic environment; shareholder flow; administrative effectiveness; structure 

of market and obstacles on information system.  

This paper addresses the problems and challenges of enterprises after their 

privatisation from the ratification of contract and unwards. The study may serve 

economists and politicians to take into account the importance of policies, law and 

                                                           
28 Research study, Employment Market and Unemployment in Kosovo, RIINVEST Institute, Kosovo, 2013, p.8 
29 Rita Augestad, Privatisation in Kosovo:  The International Project 1999-2008. NUPI Report. 2009, p. 92 
30 Ibidem .    
31 Law on Kosovo Privatization Agency No. 03/L-067, amended in September 2011. 
32 RIINVEST Research Report, Privatization and Post-privatization in Kosova:  Glass Half Empty or Half Full?, 2008, 

Prishtinë, p. 12 
33 Afërdita Dervishi (Berisha), Pas privatizimi dhe performancat e ndërmarrjeve në Kosovë, RIINVEST, 2012, 

Prishtinë. 
34 Lopez-Calva, 1998, pp.7-11; Roland, 2000, pp.236-239. 
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implementing mechanisms, related to privatisation and business environment in order to 

achieve better outcomes from privatization toward economic growth of Kosovo.   

 

2. Definition of privatization  

 Privatization is carried for the purpose of economic growth, enabling free competition 

and market economy.  Socially Owned Enterprises may be placed at the hierarchy of 

economic-financial performance ranked from very good to very bad
35

.  Countries in 

Europe and Central Asia who have undergone through transition process and through 

privatization according to EBRD may be divided in three groups
36

.  

First  group  is of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) and Baltic States includes the 

following states: Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovakia, 

Slovenia.   

Second group  is South-East Europe (SEE) includes: Albania, Bosnia and 

Herezegovina, Croatia, Montenegro, FYR Macedonia, Romania, Serbia)
37

. Now Kosovo 

belongs to SEE as it is country under transition and since 2008 has got its independence 

meaning that it is new state at the group of SEE.  

Third group  is the Commonwealth of Indipendent States and Mongolia, includes: 

Armania, Azeraijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Belarus, Moldova, Kyrgyz Republic, Russia, 

Mongolia, Tajikistan, Ukraine, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan. Oliver Williamson
38

, 

emphasizes that reform of enterprises cannot be treated separately from the reform of 

institutions. Williamson concentrates on the analyse of institutions through neoclasic 

macro perspective for theories of cost of transactions economy, theory of ownership and 

from other side the activity of this institutions from microeconomic point of view.  

Djankov and Murrell
39

 argument the fact that it is difficult to identify the effect of 

privatization on perfomance of enterprises at East Europe states than to Central Europe 

States.  They emphasize the lack of three additonal factors that are nesessary to make 

privatization to function properly.  This factors include, weak budget for employment and 

non-productive workers, investments under average level of return and distribution of 

increments.   

At the countries undergoing transition, privatization is not seen to be an easy and rapid 

process. At this countries are sometimes done different experiments regarding the forms 

                                                           
35 Kikeri, Sunita; Nellis, John; Shirley, Mary; “Privatization.  The Lessons of Experience”. A World Bank Publication. 

Washington D.C., 1994. 
36 EBRD Transition Report, 2006, p.34. 
37 In 2006 ,at the time of compilation of EBRD Transition Report 2006, Kosovo was administered by UNMIK and 

formally was still part of Serbia, but since 17 February 2008 is independent state. 
38 Williamson, Oliver E., “The New Institutional Economics: Taking Stock, Looking Ahead”, Journal of Economic 

Literature, Vol.XXXVII, 2000, pp.595-613.  
39 Djankov S., Murrel P, The Determinants of Enterprise Restructuring in Transition, W.paper No.20942, World Bank, 

2000. 
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and methods of privatization that enables violation of legal framework and cases of 

corruption, especially in the countries where the influence of political part in economic 

development is strong. Such environment is not suitable and attractive for investors, thus 

efficiency from privatization is lower.  These aspects are studied carefully in book 

“Secondary Privatisaton in Transition Economies”
40

.  Many authors have studied the 

process of privatization and performance after privatization identifying main factors that 

have influence on success or failure of privatization.  In “Privatization. The Lessons of 

Experience”
41

 there are mentioned two main factors that have impact on results of 

economic productivity and consumer welfare. First factor is nature of market where the 

enterprise will get the property, meaning if the market will be competitive or not.  Second 

factor is conditions of state to compile politics and settle the macroeconomic framework. 

In generally, it is suggested he privatization to be carried fast, but of fundamental 

importance is the process to be transparent and accountable. Those to factors create bases 

of trust of citizens to privatization process, in order not to be widely discriminated 

because it is know that privatization decreases working positions.   

 

3. Review of privatization in Kosovo 

 In Kosovo are identified over 590 SOEs of business potential, to be privatised. 

According to the lists of employees, the SOEs sector has employed around 60. 000 

employees
42

.  Whereas study report of Riinvest Institute 
43

 pronouncedly presents that about 

1/3 of SOEs were not functioning after the war.  PAK is authorized to privatize SOEs 

through Spinn-off and Liquidation method of sale.  Privatization through Spin-off  method, 

means: Asetets and limited number of obligations is transferred to Joint Stock Company 

or Limited Liability Company so called NewCo, with the shares of new companies 

offered for sale to private investors. In this case new owner does not inherit the debt of 

SOE with NewCo, because they remain with the SOE body.  

Special  Spinn-Off method is similar to ordinay Spin-Off, but allows Agency to 

place conditions of sale in the tender, as follows: maintaining the minimal number of 

employees, commitment for new investments, keeping the new business line. Special 

Spin-off method is used only for big SOEs that is considered to have considerable profit 

and impact on state economy. Sale of assets through Liquidation method, is applied for 

the enterprises that are not stable and not profitable, whose assets will be sold through 

public auction to bidders.  

                                                           
40 Barbara Blaszczyk, Iraj Hashi, Richard Woodward: Secondary Privatisation in Transition Economies:  Evolution of 

Ownership in Mass Privatised Companies in Poland, slovenia and Czech Rep, Palgrave, 2003. 
41 Kikeri, Sunita; Nellis, John; Shirley, Mary; “Privatization.  The Lessons of Experience”. A World Bank Publication. 

Washington D.C., 1994. 
42 PAK, Report of Privatization Agency of Kosovo 2008-2009.  
43 Group of authors, RIINVEST Research Report, Privatization and Post-privatization in Kosova:  Glass Half Empty or 

Half Full?, 2008, Prishtinë, p.11. 
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 The majority of SOE’s in Kosovo are privatized, thus until end December 2013 there 

are 712 contracts signed
44

. The amount collected from the privatization through Spin-off 

method is 576.924.883,00 €
45

. There are 25 SOEs privatised with Special Spin-off and 

other contracts are with liquidation method. The biggest trend of sales during KTA was in 

2006 and 2007 with 145 respectively 143 signed contracts
46

.  The highest amount 

collected from sales during  KTA administration was in 2006 from €146,868,198.72.  

The amount of sales is still deposited at foreign banks and the money is not invested in 

Kosovo in a way that our state would have direct impact from it.  From the isolaton of 

funds, Kosovo economy has have and has actually negative effect on economic growth.   

PAK Reports give evidence that out of 25 SOEs privatized through Spin-off method 

19 have completed contractual conditions and are released from the PAK monitoring. 

Successful enterprises are found to be:  Ferronikeli ,  Vineyard ‘Stone castle’, 

Kllokot -water factory, Trofta,  Hotel  ‘Theranda’, M&Sillosi ,  Peja beer 

and Hotel  Nora
47

.  Enterprise ‘Industria Ushqimore’
48

 privatized through ordinary 

spin-off method, after privatization is found to be very successful in production and 

export.  

 

4. Purpose, objectives, hypothesis and methodology   

    Having in mind uncertainties that are inquired and the fact that in the success of 

privatization have impact external factors and the method of privatization, the duty of 

researchers is to enlighten the problems of new owners of privatized enterprises. The 

information that best suits to the accomplishment of research goals needs to be brought 

from the field.  

4.1. Purpose and objective of the study 

Objective of privatization is efficiency increase promotion
49

.  The economic efficiency 

of productive resources needs to increase through stimulation to new owners by creating  

a favorable environment for development of business in private sector and free market.  

Hence, the aim of this paper is to study from the scientific angle the challenges and 

problems of enterprises in Kosovo that have direct impact on the beginning of the work 

and their performance in post privatization period. First objective is to find out the 

challenges and problems of privatized enterprises in Kosovo. Second objective is to study 

                                                           
44 PAK, Annual Report, January – December 2013. 
45 PAK, Annual Report,  January - December 2013. 
46 See PAK Work Report for period 2009-2010 , Prishtine, for details of specific enterprises, PAK, 2010. 
47 www.pak-ks.org/success stories. 
48 Afërdita Dervishi (Berisha), Pas privatizimi dhe performancat e ndërmarrjeve në Kosovë, RIINVEST, 2012, 

Prishtinë, p.128. 
49 T.T. Ram Mohan, Special Articles, Privatisation: Theory and Evidence, Economic and Political Weekly, 29 dec 

2001, pp. 4865-4871. 
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and address the challenges of privatized enterprises and from the research angle to make 

efforts to present some worth recommendations.   

4.2. Research question, hypothesis and methodology  

 It is known the fact that in the success of privatization have impact external factors 

and the method of privatization.  With this paper is made effort to enlighten the 

challenges of privatized enterprises and to give a small scientific contribution on this 

regard. Privatization in Kosovo as a process of free economy and trade liberalization  

is studied among researchers in Kosovo and abroad.  The factors influencing the delay 

and performance of privatized SOEs in Kosovo, as well as other limitations that make 

difficulties after privatization in Kosovo are less treated. In order to find respond on all 

above and the structure of this work, is presented the following research question:   

To what extend the challenges of privatized enterprises in Kosovo enabled them to 

perform effectively.  Research question is further detailed:   

-  What are the factors considered as an obstacle in the performance of enterprises in 

the post-privatization period?    

- How much is saved the integrity of privatization process taking into account 

challenges  

  Hypothesis:  The observed performance of enterprises in Kosovo in post-

privatization period is influenced by privatization policies and business environment with 

often institutional changes. Under these conditions, the privatized enterprises in post-

privatization period are faced with challenges.  

4.3. Description of research methods 

In this study is used qualitative research method.  Analyze of outcomes and literature 

evidence is carried through comparative method. Primary source of data is collected 

through questionnaire. While, as secondary source of data are used, books, reports, 

journals, literature, other data from web-pages and other publications. The measure is 

carried based on several criteria
50

, however the paper is concentrated on obstacles on 

development of business at privatized enterprises.  

The sample is selected in the following manner: From the total list of privatized 

enterprises in the period 2002-2011, with random sample are chosen 125 enterprises in 

sectors: industry, trade, building, agriculture, transport and services. Direct canvass with 

125 questionnaires is carried directly with directors, managers or owners of privatized 

enterprises.  Out of 125 questionnaires, are received 101 responds, 11 have refused to 

respond and 13 enterprises are not found in the field. Analyze of data passed through this 

phases:  

• Producing of questionnaires and contacting new owners  

                                                           
50 Iraj Hashi, Employee-Owned Companies in Eastern Europe, after ten years of Privatisation,  Staffordshire 

University, Stoke on Trent, UK. 
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• Performing  direct survey  with enterprise’s representatives  

• Collection of data and their population in software.   

• Issuance of extracts on each question  

• Comparison of  found data with literature and research papers on privatization 

and post-privatization issues;  

• Laying of political and business factors influencing performance   

• Identification of main challenges.  Attention is made to the forms privatized 

enterprises have used to overpass the challenges   

• Findings with conclusions and recommendations 

 

5.  Results of the study  

The data from the field taken at 101 enterprises out of 125 selected, indicates that  

71 enterprises were active and 30 enterprises were not active.  Out of 30 inactive 

enterprises 19 are not functioning at all while 11 of them are sold to third party, meaning 

the owner is changed, and 11% are rented. Table below presents the characteristics of 

surveyed enterprises, where is seen that mostly they are concentrated on trade sector.  

Table 1:  Characteristics of privatized enterprises 
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Type of property 

ownership  

101  71 30  24% 5% 22% 27% 58% individual property  

10%  partnership  

11%  joint stock  

Source:Questionnaire 

Majority of non-active enterprises are from Mitrovica region, municipality in the north 

part of Kosovo. The level of education to privatized enterprises is 62 % with high 

education and that is higher comparing to private established enterprises in Kosovo. From 

the respondents 42% of them declared to be happy and 34% unhappy with the flow of 

operations with PAK office from the moment they are announced as winners of certain 

tender for purchase of enterprise until signature of contract.  About 14% partially happy 

and the rest refused to respond on this question. Main reasons for unhappiness were 

bureaucratic delays and problems with accurate definition of parcel that caused problems 

to them.  Enterprises that are privatized in 2012 and 2013 are having less bureaucratic 

delays comparing to the ones privatized earlier.   

  Existence of usurpers in the privatized compound is found to be most serious 

problem concerning with 13.8 % of respondents. More than half of them have been asked 

from usurpers to pay money to them in order to release the property and they did pay in 

most cases.  About 8.9% of the usurped properties are still managed by usurpers and the 
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new owners have no access to their property. Since 21
st
 November 2014, PAK 

Management has taken a decision to release unsold assets of SOEs and supported by 

Kosovo Police have released 174 assets from usurper.  Pursuant to this decision all 

enterprises that will be announced for privatization through any of the methods will be 

released.  However this does not imply to the enterprises that are already privatized and 

the owners are still trying to solve this through the court or any other method.  

Another particular problem is for security reasons and lack of movements for the 

Albanian investors that bought enterprises at northern part of Mitrovica. Local Serbs does 

not respect Kosovo institutions and they don’t allow Albanian buyers to access their 

property in this part of Kosovo. Next to this comes the challenge placed by some Kosovo 

municipalities obliging the new owner to pay the total amount of property tax in order to 

transfer the privatized asset or land in their name at Cadastral office
51

.   

In the survey it is asked by enterprise representatives to give their opinion regarding 

the factors they consider as an obstacle to develop their business activity after 

privatization.   

Table 2:  Disadvantages for business development at privatized enterprises 

 

Source: Own calculation, data from www.riinvestinstitute.org 

This obstacles are measured from 1 to 5, where 1-is very big disadvantage;  2-big 

disadvantage; 3-medium disadvantage; 4-small disadvantage; 5-is not. The results from 

the survey are shown in the table below. Numbers in the right of obstacle present number 

of enterprises declared related to obstacles (1 to 5). 

                                                           
51 According to contract of privatization with PAK, new owner has obligation to pay the property tax charge only for 

one calendar year and the expenses of electricity and water only for last three months.  The remaining debt of unpaid 

property tax will be paid once SOE is placed into liquidation process.  Obligations of tax burden called TAK will be paid 
from the privatization funds of enterprise.  

NAME OF OBSTACLE   1 2 3 4 5  P/N 

High taxes  26 18 18 8 1 30 

Administrative burdens  12 35 6 14 4 30 

Law and its execution  21 27 14 6 3 30 

Problems carried with privatization   11 12 27 7 14 30 

Competition in market  10 16 17 15 13 30 

Unfair competition  27 20 16 2 6 30 

Access to loans (flack of financing 

means )  

16 15 17 9 14 30 

Insufficient capacities  for new 

investments   

12 22 6 11 20 30 

Ensuring of  raw material, machines, 

equipment   

2 4 15 18 32 30 

Lack of request  2 4 18 26 21 30 

Public services  15 9 13 18 16 30 

Electricity  18 20 11 17 5 30 
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From the table is observed that three main obstacles for privatized enterprises that are 

disadvantage factors to develop business are: unfair competition, law and lack of 

mechanisms to implement it as well as high taxes. Administrative procedures and delays 

is also next challenge of enterprises. Under unfair competition they pointed out the 

corruption as a serious obstacle and politics involvement in economy.  Lack of electricity 

is not fond to be problem in Prishtina region; it was bigger problem in  

After privatization, about 31% of enterprises find difficult to invest in machinery that 

is depreciated or new equipment because of high interest rate for loans and unfavourable 

conditions to take loan.  The interest rate is still very high at Kosovo banks. Difficulties in 

having funds disable entrance at new programs of production or service. To privatizations 

with Special Spin-off method the enterprises have difficulties to fulfil the high conditions 

of the contract on investments.  These conditions are mainly included in their business 

plans upon competition in the bidding process before privatization meaning that they 

have fixed themselves amount of further investments previously, than the contract is 

made by PAK. 

Fig. 3. Obstacles of privatized enterprises in Kosovo 

 
Source: Canvas questionnaire 

     As seen from the chart and observed from the above summary table of findings the 

biggest challenges are linked with politics, law, taxes, unfair competition and corruption 

and administration procedures.  

Empiric study have exposed and evidenced different factors that prevent effective 

changes and successful performance after privatization at new enterprises. From the study 

it is also found out that new owners are paying more attention to finance directors but less 
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attention to IT technologies and IT staff. Another challenge is lack of skillful people to 

manage with machinery brought from abroad.   

 

Conclusions and recommendations 

Privatization of SOEs in Kosovo was supported by population and by politics as a gate 

to new markets, competition and development through domestic and foreign investments. 

The state of Kosovo through politics and regulations needs to induce investors to take 

part in this process. In the business environment there have been some improvements 

related to speed business registration and fiscal politics. New government of Kosovo 

decided to decrease value added tax for basic products from 16% to 8% that is good sign 

for improvement of citizens’ welfare.  Applied methods in Kosovo for privatization of 

SOEs considering highest price does not mean big success, because it was no unit or 

group of  experts included to assess the value of SOE before bidding announcement that 

would fix minimum price. The politics of state should be in function of revitalization of 

businesses because the number of businesses that will pass to informal economy will 

increase.  

Foreign investors hesitate to invest in Kosovo because of politic environment, 

corruption and insufficient judicial-property infrastructure. However in Kosovo we have 

foreign banks like ProCredit Bank, Raiffeisen Bank, TEB and BKT that have financial 

stability thus Kosovo is financially stable country. Politics situation and administrative 

procedures loaded with bureaucracy and non-professionalism as a consequence of 

favoring family links and politics activists have had a slowly and obstructing impact in 

privatization as well. The government is recommended to restructure business politics 

and to make attractions for investors who in Kosovo may find cheap labor force and the 

youngest population in Europe that is 50% of population is under 35 years of age.  

In generally privatized enterprises are faced with challenges that obstruct them in 

successful performance and higher employment. PAK Regional offices to perform 

procedures of cadastral divisions related to SOE’s properties before the decision for sale 

is made from the PAK Board of Directors.  In this way new owner will not be faced with 

cadastral problems and will have no delays in starting business upon hand over of 

contract and enterprise to him. Some of main difficulties of post privatization process are 

consequences of negative effects of government politics that have created unfavorable 

business environment for enterprises progress.  Limited possibilities for financing and 

technological restructuring as well as managerial restructuring have not supported the 

competition of these enterprises after privatization. PAK in cooperation with Kosovo 

Police should support the owners of privatized enterprises that have problems with 

usurpers and to release the property for the new owner. Whereas to Municipalities of 

Kosovo is suggested to respect law and privatization contracts and not to force investors 
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to pay the total debt of property tax.  The remaining amount of property tax debt will be 

paid to municipalities from the liquidation fund of SOE.  

Important enterprises that are still to be privatized experts to perform an assessment of 

assets value in order to fix the minimum price under which cannot be privatized such 

SOE.  Establishment of Agency for Assessment of Properties would assist PAK on 

different assessments of properties and would recommend the assessed cases to Board of 

Directors for approval.  From other side to privatized enterprises is recommended to 

invest in technology and education of special profiles as well as on marketing. This 

access would open the door of competition and markets in Europe.  At the end is given a 

recommendation to business community to be more active and loudly to state institutions 

to facilitate politics for investors who will guarantee employment upon privatizing.   
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THE EVOLUTION OF GEOGRAPHY EDUCATION IN ALBANIA 

 

Introduction 

Geographic disciplines in their scope of study have played an important role in 

developing the theoretical and scientific elements of the geography as a science. 

Numerous scientific geographical studies, and diverse explorations, contributions 

published by its various topics, etc., have enriched the geographical research fund over 

the years. In addition to these theoretical and scientific elements, another trend of 

geographical studies has been closely linked to the transmission of knowledge to different 

generations. This object gradually started to be applicable in different cycle’s schools.  

In particular, the opening of various universities in the world, which also included 

geography in their academic curriculum, played an important role in the geographical 

knowledge. We emphasize that, the development of different geographical schools in the 

world is strongly influenced by the evolution of geography as a scientific discipline.  

But higher school geography, has played an important role in structuring its scientific 

standards, in the enrichment and specialization of its topics, in creating significant 

subdivisions, etc. In particular, the organization of local, national and international 

scientific events, also the fulfillment of various scientific publications, and 

implementation of diverse projects, etc., are every single one important indicators of the 

role of higher school geography in this regard.  

Since the beginnings of university life in 1957, when the State University of Tirana 

was founded, Albania gradually integrated the study of geography as a scientific 

discipline as a separate branch. First, the study of geography branches was opened in the 

University of Tirana and afterwards, in some universities in the districts of Shkodra, 

Elbasan, and Gjirokastra. Initial teachers were trained for the study of geography as  

a scientific discipline, which were circulated in various schools within Albania by 

transmitting geographic scientific knowledge to numerous generations of students in all 

pre-university cycle. 

In this paper, we tried to present a general evolution of geography education in 

Albania. In particular, we focused on the basic features and characteristics of the 

transition period, highlighting the emerging innovations. 
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1. Geography Education until 1990s 

The development of geography has experienced a nearly 50-year history in particular, 

as a scientific discipline and in general, as an integral part of the university and academic 

structures. It should be estimated the fact that only with the establishment of the 

University of Tirana and then followed by the regional universities, as  well as  the 

establishment of the Center of Geographical Studies at the Academy of Sciences of 

Albania,  geography as a scientific discipline started to be elaborated by its experts from 

the scientific perspective and school subjects. 

Until 1990s, that was conducted mainly through contributions given by researchers of 

universities in Tirana, Shkodra, Elbasan, Gjirokastra and the Center of Geographical 

Studies in Tirana. Their academic development was conducted by the University of 

Tirana and by several specialized courses of the university and post-university education 

in several European universities. 

Geography, in these universities, was being taught as a separate branch of study,  

to prepare and qualify the tomorrow’s teachers and scholars of geography. It should 

generally be estimated the fact that, regional universities prepared only geography 

teachers for this scientific discipline, while at the University of Tirana, in addition to 

preparing teachers, geography researchers and specialists were being graduated, as well. 

This is the main difference between these universities in terms of their final product,  

i.e. the students of geography, as well as the respective curriculum of these university 

research institutions. 

Another feature or characteristic is closely related to the fact of the groundwork of the 

branch of geography taught in these universities. As a result, there were seen trends of the 

division of geography branch from other disciplines, mainly from history, at the 

University of Tirana. For a period of 25 years at this university, there was only the branch 

of History and Geography, which not only graduated students for Geography diplomas, 

but also, graduated students for History and Geography. The efforts of various 

geographers and scholars aimed at establishing a separate branch of geography as  

a scientific study, which scholars of geography will be graduated in the future. 

As a result, in 1982, the branch of "Geography" at the University of Tirana was 

established. This also made possible a qualitative mobility in the field of geography on 

the preparation of geographers and specialists, who will later on be circulated throughout 

Albania, not only as teachers of geography, but also as specialists of this scientific 

discipline. Students who finish the branch of geography will gradually start working in 

different universities of the country as professors of geographical subjects, in scientific 

institutions at the Academy of Sciences of Albania (the Center of Geographic Studies is 

included) as well as many other institutions such as the Institute of Meteorology and 

Hydrology, INSTAT, etc. 
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Whereas, there was not a special branch of geography at regional universities of 

Shkoder, Elbasan, and Gjirokastra. Geography has been a common branch of history then 

the so-called History and Geography branch. These universities based on this division 

prepared only history and geography teachers and there were also, discrepancies 

regarding the curricula used in them. Particularly, clear modifications were made more at 

the University of Tirana rather that at regional universities. Apparently, it was resulted by 

the fact of the graduation of students from this university in the branch of geography. 

Since the main objective in their curricula, was to focus more on subjects oriented to the 

quality geographical development of a scientific researcher in the field of geography,  

or a specialist of geography and less oriented towards the teaching knowledge. 

We appreciate that in the context of this educational curriculum, in addition to the 

main trunk of the subjects as the basics disciplines of geography, were also covered 

specialized geographical topics in certain subjects of geography of population, rural 

geography, urban geography, world regional geography, etc. At the same time, a special 

importance is also given to other scientific disciplines such as geology, hydrology, 

climatology, meteorology, etc., as a sourcing part of the geographic curriculum. 

Whereas, at regional universities in the branches of geography were more prevalent 

the main geographical subjects (such as general physical geography, regional geography, 

geography of continents and geography of Albania). In addition to them, different 

subjects of history are included, which are directly linked to the graduation of students as 

teachers of history and geography. The main destination of students after the completion 

of their studies for geography was teaching in different schools of pre-university 

education in the subjects of history and geography. 

Numerous teachers of geography have played an important role in developing the 

discipline of geography as a school subject in different schools of the country. Besides 

their work on the transmission of geographical knowledge to different generations, they 

were headed in the conduct of scientific work in geography. The organization  

of scientific-methodology activities in different cities of the country with geography 

teachers has been played a significant role.  

The Ministry of Education in cooperation with other universities and Pedagogical 

Research Institute build important and effective plans on training and attestation of the 

teachers of geography. The organization of workshops on methodological activities 

dealing a variety of geographical topics, and how to teach geography, etc., were some of 

the trends of the methodological and scientific developments that were conducted with 

teachers of geography throughout Albania. New scientific innovations in the field of 

geography were carried out by different geographers and researchers, specialists and 

university academic staff, thereby preparing teachers with contemporary knowledge in 

this scientific discipline.  
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2. Geography Education during 1990 – 2013 

An important stage in the development of the discipline of geography in Albania 

represents the transition period from 1990s onwards. In this way, we can say that now it 

is a greater consolidation of geographical studies. Albanian geographers were involved in 

scientific research concentrated or focused mainly on different issues of regional studies 

or physical-geographical and socio-demographics ones in the country. It should be 

evaluated their publishing efforts toward the scientific university textbooks and scientific 

monographs of different types of geographical disciplines. 

In addition to this scientific work, the attention is focused more in terms of increasing 

the level of specialization in geography as a university scientific subject. The emergence 

of democracy period in Albania marked a significant step in the university academic life 

in general and in particular in the geographical aspect. The transition from the isolation 

period of geographic literature to the open and physical contacts on foreign universities 

and international scholar’s geographers. Through various international programs, such as 

Tempus and Soros Foundation many Albanian geographers and researchers conducted 

short and long term education,  at various European universities and beyond. 

This scientific specialization was influenced in some directions.  First, in the 

qualitative growth by building academic university elite in the field of geography. 

Geographer’s scholars with knowledge gained in the context of the used literature, and 

contacts with professors of geography at many European universities and beyond, by 

recognizing geography structures and curricula of these universities, etc., they 

implemented important changes in developing geographic subjects in Albanian 

universities. In the branches of geography and history-geography curricula at the 

University of Tirana and in regional universities, were made significant changes. 

Increasingly, the subject of geography at the University was enriching and expanding 

with new topics of the population, social geography, political geography, geography of 

tourism and human geography, etc. 

Secondly, geographical studies were enriched with new topics in regard to the degree 

of specialization in geography. Now we have the emergence of a new group of scholars 

which gradually considered seriously the accomplishment of important geographical 

studies in regional areas of tourism, environment, population, ruralization and 

urbanization of different socio-geographic spaces and social themes, etc. The studies of 

these researchers were materialized on scientific products in the form of books, textbooks 

or scientific monographs that improved the scientific fund of Albanian geographical 

publications. 

Thirdly, there is an increase of the level of national and international scientific 

cooperation. This is made evident by the organization of a variety of scientific events and 

scientific conferences.  Many departments of geography as an integral part of Albanian 
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universities initiated a series of such scientific organizations of national and international 

character with researchers in the field of European geography and beyond. Many 

Albanian geographers are already an integral part of important international institutions of 

geography, such as the IGU commissions. In addition to the priority role that the 

traditional departments of geography played at the Universities of Tirana, Shkodra, 

Elbasan, and Gjirokastra, we have the emergence of new departments of geography at the 

University of Korca, Durres, Vlora, etc. In this way, the elaboration of scientific and 

educational expertise of geography was being enriched not only on the diversity of topics, 

but also on researchers and specialists in this scientific discipline. 

We emphasize that in addition to their scientific activity carried out by these important 

institutions of geography, it is noted the fact of their trends to engage in various applied 

scientific projects of central and local government, where the opinion of geographers is 

needed. There are numerous examples in the applied fields such as tourism, the 

environment, rural or urban issues, social and population development. Gradually we 

have the affirmation of this geographical expertise in the context of scientific contribution 

and application of science in general. Other private university educational institutions in 

Albania are also playing an important role in the development of geography, especially 

during the period 2000-2010. Somewhere organized as geography sections within 

different university organizational structures and elsewhere in fragments, including 

geography school subjects (special topics) to enrich the thought and scientific research of 

this discipline. Particularly in these private educational institutions, trends of applied 

geography, and human geography topics are being noticed. 

 

Conclusions 

From the paper presented above it is clearly noted the evolution of geography 

education in Albania. The development of geography as a scientific discipline in 

particular and as an integral part of the university and academic structures in general has 

experienced a nearly 50-year history of its development. Even though, it should be 

estimated that the sporadic character of geographical contributions from Albanian 

geographers are recorded throughout the history of the development of the Albanian state. 

It should be estimated  the fact that only with the establishment of the University of 

Tirana and then followed by regional universities of  (Shkoder, Elbasan, and Gjirokastra), 

as well as the establishment of the Center of Geographical Studies at the Academy of 

Sciences of Albania, geography as a scientific discipline started its structural organization 

plan. Nowadays it is appeared and elaborated by experts from the scientific research 

perspective and school subjects. 

Geography was hand in hand with history as a special education branch at the 

Albanian universities until the early of 1980s. Afterwards, at Tirana University geography 
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branch was already separated from history, while in the regional universities it still 

continued hand in hand with geography and history until the beginnings of 2000s, where 

the division trends of geography were being set. 

It should be estimated the fact that in generally speaking, regional universities qualify 

teachers on this scientific discipline, comparing to the University of Tirana, where, in 

addition to preparing teachers of geography here are also being qualified geography 

researchers and specialists. This is the main difference between these universities in terms 

of their final product, which were the students of geography, as well as relevant 

educational curriculum of these university scientific institutions. 

Numerous teachers of geography have played an important role in developing the 

discipline of geography as a school subject in different schools of the country. Besides 

their work on the transmission of geographical knowledge to different generations, they 

were headed in the conduct of scientific work in geography. The organization of 

scientific-methodology activities in different cities of the country with geography 

teachers has been played a significant role.  

An important stage in the development of the discipline of geography in Albania 

represents the transition period from 1990s onwards. In this way, we can say that now it 

is a greater consolidation of geographical studies. This consolidation is expressed not 

only in the structural organization plan of geography itself as a scientific research through 

the Center of Geographical Studies, at the Academy of Sciences of Albania, but also in its 

presence in Albanian Universities as a whole. More and more evident and noticeable is its 

presence even in private institutions of higher education in Albania, although fragmentary 

in specific geographic themes. We emphasize that in addition to their scientific activity 

carried out by these important institutions of geography, it is noted the fact of their trends 

to engage in various applied scientific projects of central and local government, where the 

opinion of geographers is needed. There are numerous examples in the applied fields such 

as tourism, the environment, rural or urban issues, social and population development. 

Gradually we have the affirmation of this geographical expertise in the context  

of scientific contribution and application of science in general. 
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PROPERTY RIGHTS IN TRANSITIONAL SOCIETIES AS INSTRUMENT OF 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT: THE CASE OF ALBANIA 

 

Introduction 

The Immovable Property Registration System (IPRS) in the Republic of Albania is the 

institution supporting the Immovable Property market and as such it is necessarily viewed 

as a service institution to assist the citizens and business or other state institutions, which 

are presented to its office to request services for various transactions with their assets. 

This system administers all the information on immovable properties in the Republic  

of Albania and renders its services through the Immovable Property Registration Offices 

and is subject to a number of laws, rules, or procedures in place
52

.  

 

1. The Immovable Property Registration System in Albania 

The Immovable Property Registration System in Albania has gone through a number 

of stages to reach its present form. In the past, before the 1990s, the registration of 

immovable properties has been fragmented (the registration was made in registers, books, 

without indicating the geographical position of the property) and with a completely 

different model from present day's concept of immovable property registration. 

The institutions which administered the information of immovable properties have 

been the Cadaster and Mortgage. The Cadaster
53

  used to administer the information of 

state land parcels, while the mortgage
54

 served only for urban areas, where in focus it was 

the owner of the immovable property, furthermore, property tranactions were not 

necessary to pass through it. Until 1996, rural areas had no public or private institution 

where to register the titles of ownership for immovable properties in order to have a 

regulated market of property exchanges. Mortgage registration was the one which 

operated for urban areas. Such kind of registration has shown major problems, since there 

was no precise procedure for the registration of properties and due to such registration 

Albania has inherited to present day problems related to overlapping of property titles, 

since the registration in mortgage registers provided no geographical references of the 

property. In the legal aspect, the establishment of a cadastre and land measurement in 

Albania started in 1874, with the issuance of the law “On Defter hane Titles”. The law of 

                                                           
52 Offical website of IPRO. 
53 Cadaster means: Official Register where data are noted with the registration of immovable properties and the 

transactions carried out on those properties in urban areas of the villages and in the cities. 
54 Mortgage means: Official Register where data are noted with the registration of immovable properties and the 

transactions carried out on those properties in urban areas of the villages and in the cities. 
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that time was mainly experimental in some Albanian vilayets under the occupation of the 

Ottoman Empire. At that time different buildings, arboriculture planted etc. were not 

registered, as registration was not mandatory. Land titles were issued to the respective 

property titles by indicating: “The name of the person, the name of the land, names of 

neighboring owners”. Ulterior amendments were not reflected in the cadastre. This 

situation continued until 1929 with the application of the Law “On the application of the 

Albanian Civil Code”
55

, which abolished this kind of cadastre or Cadastral Register. 

The Albanian state after 1912 began to gradually replace the Turkish legislation on 

land, reaffirming the regime and legal regulation of the land and rights of its legal entities, 

while complying with the legal regime under canon law which mostly prevailed in the 

north of Albania (The Canon of  Lek Dukagjini
56

 and the Canon of Skanderbeg
57

), and in 

several areas in the south, particularly in Labëri, (The Custom Canon of Labëria
58

). 

Diverse economy ruled the Custom Canon of  Labëria where the principal place was 

occupied by private property. Each family owned land and was entitled to preserve it. The 

owner was entitled to sell it, to donate it, etc. 

Nowadays, the canon of Skanderbeg is historic, but “lives covered by time and 

appears in any circumstances of anarchy. It is root of justice and its principles cross 

centuries remain foundation for each Albanian legislation of all times, in the most 

different circumstances. It is the fruit of a continuous and admirable insight of our 

people”. 

However, the legislations that legally regulated land relations in this period and began 

with the fundamental status of the years 1925 and 1928, as a result of which the division 

of land came to an end under Law in 1874 and a portion of the lands which were state-

owned, were shared in ownership to state or private legal persons and to physical persons. 

The first mortgage register of immovable property registration for the city of Shkodra, 

a mortgage register that exists today in the Local Office of Immovable Property 

Registration Shkodra belongs to the year 1913 and begins with serial number 110, dated 

23.10.1913
59

. This mortgage registration with serial number 110, year 1913 belongs to 

Beqiri family. The data of the above mortgage register are the following: no., date, city, 

village, quarter, neighborhood, Lloja a shkahija, boundaries, record, old land title no., 

date, present owner, selling price, cost, expenses, sellers, witnesses, barrier, observations.  

During 1913 were made 61 mortgage registrations in the city of Shkodra for 

immovable properties, while 139 mortgage registrations for immovable properties were 

made in 1914. 

                                                           
55  Civil Code of King Zog. 
56 Hoxha, I . 2002; “Marrëdhëniet Juridike ne Kanunin e Lek Dukagjinit”. 
57 Dom F. ILIA, Kanuni i Skënderbeut, 1993.  
58 Elezi, I,  "E drejta zakonore e Labërisë", Toena, 1994 and new edition in 2002.  
59 Mortgage Register of the year 1913 Shkodra. 
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The first mortgage register of immovable property registration in the city of Kavaja 

belongs to 1917, a year when 130 mortgage registrations have been made
60

. 

The first mortgage register of properties for the city of Tirana belongs to the year 

1917
61

. The first mortgage register in the city of Vlora, for which legal documents exist,  

the first register of properties was made in 1929. There are 81 immovable property 

registrations registered in the city of Vlora in this year
62

. The first registration in the city 

of Durrës for which legal documents exist, the first register of properties is in the year 

1929. There are 149 immovable property registrations registered in the city of Durrës in 

this year
63

. 

Based on the Civil Code of the Kingdom of Albania, which entered into force on April 

1
st
, 1929, and on the basis of the most modern code of that time, the Civil Code of 

Napoleon, who exerted great influence in many other countries, especially to the Italian 

and Swiss Civil Codes, it was proclaimed that property is sacred and inviolable. 

Following such principle, by means of the Law “On Mortgage offices and their taxes”
64

 

dated 17/04/1929 cadastres were abolished and mortgage offices were established. 

Alienation as a transaction actually passed through legal obligations the right of 

ownership, possession, lease, etc. 

In this period, regarding land, it was felt the need and it started to be elaborated and 

developed the activity of cadaster offices and mortgage offices, which mainly dealt with 

the  TRANSCRIPTION OF ACTS for transactions on possession (sale-purchase, wills, 

donations) and with the  INSCRIPTION of mortgages and other real rights, be them urban 

or agricultural land rights. 

Mortgage Offices did not deal with registrations, as in order to create complete 

evidence, a general registration of property was required to be made by initially 

performing cadastral measurements. Properties were registered by interested persons only 

when it was required by them the protection of law for transfers and transactions. 

Lack of registration was most evident in villages, where a large area of the land and 

transactions were not registered. The notary act was not drawn up if the registration of the 

property had not been made and, in addition, the cadastre did not issue any documents 

because it was weak and rather a declaratory Register. So, the institutions of security and 

guarantee of properties from the legal aspect have mainly functioned for several major 

cities and for a limited number of owners in rural areas. 

Through the years 1944 - 1946, immediately after World War II, with the coming to 

power of left extremists and the installation of the communist regime in Albania, 

                                                           
60 Mortgage Register of the year 1917 Kavajë. 
61 Mortgage Register of the year 1973 Tirane. 
62 Mortgage Register of the year 1929 Vlorë. 
63 Mortgage Register of the year 1929 Durrës. 
64 Law “On Mortagge offices and their taxes” dated 17/04/1929. 
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campaigns started about private agricultural land consolidation in cooperatives and state 

farms, and the expropriation of other private properties for state purposes. These 

campaigns culminated in the 1976 Constitution
65

, approved by Law no. 5506, dated 

28/12/1976, which in Article 18 declared all properties state property “State property 

belongs to all people and is the highest form of socialist property. They are the property 

of the state only, land and subsoil assets, mines, forests, pastures, waters, natural energy 

resources, plants, factories, stations and tractor machines, banks, ways of communication 

and means of rail, water and air transport, posts, wire, telephones, radio and television 

stations, films. State property is also any other property that is created in the state sector 

or the state gains according to law”.  

 

2. The Agrarian Reform of the years 1945 – 1946 

The period of communist regime in Albania, the year 1945 – 1990, from the Juridical 

viewpoint of the Land started with the Agrarian Reform of the years 1945 – 1946,  

a reform which greatly limits the right of private ownership for the land (up to 5 ha for 

large owners), but, in addition to this, the Circular dated 19/01/1945, prohibited 

categorically the notaries who performed transactions related to sale-purchase for 

immovable properties, for agricultural land. 

According to the Law of Agrarian Reform (Article 12) the farmers who received land, 

were registered in special registers in the Offices of Agrarian Reform
66

, but these persons, 

were never provided with ownership titles for the land. The right of land ownership 

gradually faded away and “de fakto” in 1967, there was no more private property on the 

land, while “de jure” with the Constitution of the year 1976 it was ultimately sanctioned 

that land was in the ownership of the state. 

The cadastral system, technically well organized since 1947, was not based on the plot 

as per land ownership rights, but the plots, actual possessors, which dealt with fiscal 

cadastre and not the legal one. 

Measurement of land in the years 1950 - 1953, despite being made with simple tools, 

was extended throughout the country for agricultural land cadastre and constitutes very 

valuable information on creating a technical cadastre and it serves as the basis for 

taxation on land. Cadastre process further continued with topographic measurements, 

which had very high standards and was mainly based on the parcel of land use. On the 

eve of 1990, there were cadastred about 90% of agricultural lands extended over almost 

11 000 km2 across the country. In all western market economies, there were special 

institutions dealing with the identification of “real owners”, but in Albania until 1991 

                                                           
65 Constitution of the Republic of Albania of the year 1976. 
66 Law No. 108, dated 29.8.1945 "Për reformën agrare". 
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there was only the land cadastre institution that dealt with identifying the mapping of 

lands “based on the plots and its use”. 

There was a rather schematic forest and pasture cadastre, water cadastre, no urban 

cadastre ever. Before 1991, there was no private property on land and buildings (except 

the housing buildings in the village and partially in urban areas) and there was no 

institution that dealt with the registration of the rights for such owners. 

With the fall of communism in 1991, it started the “new life” of private property.  

 

3. The process of privatization 

The process of privatization started and continued quickly with the adoption of 

essential laws, such as: Law No. 7501, “On Land”
67

, Law No. 7652, “On the privatization 

of state buildings”
68

, Law No. 7698, “On the return and compensation of properties to 

former owners”
69

 and Law No. 7699, “On the compensation in amount of agricultural 

land former owners”
70

.      

Starting from 1991, the regime of ownership relations of property over land received 

definitions of new reports. Land reform that was announced in Law No. 7501 “On Land”, 

which was later amended by other laws which legally defined legal categorizations of 

agricultural and non-agricultural land and the basics of reform, bringing the distribution 

of cooperative organizations and agriculture farms, by redistributing legal land ownership 

throughout rural area population, initially by not allowing the sale - purchase of 

agricultural land. Physical lands and rights on it passed to the legal possession in the form 

of ownership or use to farmers, through committees at village, commune and district 

which had the right to give legal titles (land title) for ownership and use. However it is 

known that the term “Land Reform” has a number of meanings. It may imply: 

The return of rights on land, previous owners, a process known as RESTITUITION 

OF LAND.  

Redistribuition of rights on land by the state by giving it to the people that have no 

land. 

Consolidation of land and the amendments in the relations of land rent. 

Since the year 1992, the rpivatization programs in Albania moved forward radically. 

Constitution and legislation for privatizations constituted in itself provisions for 

recognition of ownership rights and permitting new owners of properties to transfer them 

to others and, in addition, the right for those not owning properties to extend them.   

                                                           
67 Law No. 7501, "Për Tokën". 
68 Law No. 7652, "Për privatizimin e banesave shtetërore”. 
69 Law No. 7698, "Për kthimin dhe kompensimin e pronave ish-pronarëve". 
70 Law No. 7698, "Për kthimin dhe kompensimin e pronave ish-pronarëve". 
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At the time when the privatization process started, in Albania there were 420 

Agricultural Cooperatives. After the process, the properties of these cooperatives were 

distributed in  383.600 farm families. In 1991, the Albanian government made the first 

steps towards the establihsment of a market economy, by approving Law No. 7501,  

“On Land”, dated 19/07/1991.     

In 1992, the Albanian Government undertook another step towards privatization by 

passing and adopting in Parliament the Law No. 7652, “On privatization of state 

buildings”, dated 23/12/1992. State buildings mainly constituted of two or three rooms in 

buildings with many apartments. All the residents who had turned 18 years old on 

December 1
st
, 1992, and who were registered in the civil registry office were legal to 

become co-owners. The first registration of these properties (immovable properties) was 

completely made across the country and in general they are among the safest ownerships.  

In 1993, two laws were approved for restitution and compensation of immovable 

properties, allowing the return of urban properties. The most important aspect of these 

laws is that they relate to urban land or “land within the yellow line” expropriated by the 

state after November 29
th
, 1944. However, as a consequence of agricultural land 

privatization by Law no. 7501, agricultural land is not returned to its former owners, but 

their compensation is made. 

Government programs after May 1992 gave priority to supporting the establishment of 

a land market, as the existing institutions of Cadastre and Mortgage, were not able to 

maintain legal registrations, who owns properties and what kind of properties owns, nor 

to correct sensitive mistakes sensitive or inaccuracies that were made during the 

privatization process. Government initiatives in that period were supported by technical 

assistance and programs granted and funded by USAID and PHARE project of the 

European Union. 

By means of Law no. 7843 dated 13/07/1994 “On the registration of immovable 

property” 
71

, and ulterior amendments to this law, the Albanian Parliament approved  

a contemporary legal, flexible and easily controllable act in terms of implementation. The 

law supported the idea of implementing the Action Plan for the initial registration of all 

immovable properties in the Republic of Albania and the establishment of relevant 

structures.  

In implementing all the above laws, the beginning of Immovable Property Registration 

System in Albania was marked in February 1996 with the appointment of the first Head 

Registrar of this system. 

The programs of privatization, privatization of state property, distribution of 

agricultural land  resulted in the transfer of such property to new private owners or 
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restituition of properties to previous owners and in several cases, long-term lease 

arrangement by individuals made possible that within a 3 to 4-year-period  (1991 – 1994), 

be approximately 500.000 (five hundred thousand) new owners of agricultural lands and 

many owners of buildings and other  urban properties which included state agricultural 

enterprises from former agricultural cooperatives, by establishing simultaneously about  

3 million private properties. 

It is known that transition from a centralized economy to a free market economy, 

involves the creation of dynamic markets of immovable property, which itself represents 

the transfer of rights from one owner to another. In order for such markets to operate, 

privatization (ownership rights over land and buildings) is required. However, 

privatization only is not sufficient for markets to function. Potential “Buyers”  

of Immovable Properties should be able to identify the “real owners” i.e. people who 

have the legal right to sell, lease, mortgage for bank guarantee, making gifts and 

bequeath. 

In the establishment of IPRS in Albania, basic principles were taken into 

consideration, such as: parcels, property (not simply the registration of acts), which 

include all public and private properties; unification of cadastre and mortgage in a single 

institution. Law no. 7843 dated 13/07/1994 “On the registration of immovable 

properties”, as amended, protects the rights of immovable property owners by providing 

reliable and strong information on ownership and other interests related to Immovable 

Properties, protects the rights of owners giving ownership certificates and other 

certificates for other real interests, is simple and affordable to administer and maintain, it 

is open, gives the public information on any property. This information serves for sales, 

purchases, leases, mortgages, etc. by creating the basis of a market-oriented economy. 

Each property has a card showing the owner's name, property type, physical location 

and size of the property. It also shows each burden or restriction on the transfer of 

property, such as i.e., the right to use land by others, mortgage for bank guarantees, 

leasing or judicial problems. Each property, whether it is a parcel or a building, has  

a unique identification number that is referred to in the card and the Indicative Map of 

Registration (IMR). Albania has more than 4.5 million immovable properties, divided 

into 36 districts and  3058 cadastral areas. The initial registration has not been made yet 

for many of them.  

Until the end of 2014, it was made the initial registration in 2617 ZK (Cadastral 

Areas), out of which initial registration was completed in 105 Urban Cadastral Areas, out 

of 138 urban cadastral areas across the whole country and 2512 rural cadastral areas  

(out of 2920 present all over the country).  
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The initial registration has not been made in 441 CA, divided into 33 Urban CA, out of 

which the initial registration is being made for 32 cadastral areas and 408 Rural CA, out 

of which the initial registration is being made for 49 cadastral areas.  

Presently, there are also 347 cadastral areas (1  urban cadastral area and 347 rural 

cadastral areas) for which the procedures for initial registration have been initialized.  

In addition, in 2038 rural cadastral areas, for which initial registration has been 

completed before 2006, a registration that was made by the Project Management Unit,  

it is not made the initial registration in these cadastral areas for forest and pasture assets. 

There are also 80 urban cadastral areas in the village, for which although the initial 

registration of cadastral area has been completed, the initial registration of the urban area 

has not been made yet. The Local Offices for Immovable Property Registration, case by 

case, has made the registration of specific properties after the submission of ownership 

titles.  

The IPRS currently operates based on law no. 33, dated 21/03/2012 “On the 

Registration of Immovable Property”
72

, by-laws issued pursuant to this law, as well as the 

orders and instructions of the Head Registrar, etc. which aim at the regulation of IPRO 

organization as an independent budget institution, self-financed by revenues generated 

during its operation, conducted already by a Management Board (a collegial body  

in which representation is anticipated by the Council of Ministers, Ministry of Justice and 

Ministry of Finance). Digitalization of IPRO’s activity, which includes the digitization of 

all data administered at the registration office of the activity during the initial registration 

and not only, make possible the on-line verification by public institutions/private entities 

of the state of a property registered at IPRO, after the provision of the latter with the 

respective security codes. 

There are well-defined conditions for setting the restriction and clarifying the 

complaint procedures and duration of such restriction which prohibits actions on an 

immovable property, excluding it temporarily from free legal and civil circulation. The 

provisions of Article 60 of this draft-law aimed to determine that the sole authority  

to determine the duration of restriction on immovable property beyond the 30-day-term 

could be the judicial authorities in conformity with the arguments set out and in Decision 

No. 17 dated 23.07.2010, of the Constitutional Court. It aims at improving and updating 

the data generated and administered already at the immovable property registration office 

by increasing the safety and quality of data managed in immovable property registers, 

producing, in this way, the increase in the security of the property right. The law regulates 

and the issue of guaranteeing information provided by the immovable property 

registration, by clearly defining the cases of IPRO responsibility in providing information 
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distributed by the latter in order to protect property rights and information security 

assurance administered in IPRO registers. Establishment of the Security Fund  

(or the Guarantee Fund or Compensation Fund), which is a fundamental component in the 

development of a functional property market
73

. 

 

Conclusions 

Not with standing all the hard work that was done after the 1990s, in connection with 

the registration of Immovable Properties in Albania, there is still much to be done in the 

future to create a sustainable system of immovable property registry and improve the 

work of the immovable property registration office, increasing the quality of the service 

provided by the latter, subject to the regulation of immovable property market by 

providing an improved service, efficient and transparent to the public relating the 

registered titles of property and with other legal interests on immovable properties in the 

property registration system, creating an electronic registration system, good organization 

and good administrative operation of IPRO so as to realize and complete the initial and 

comprehensive registration all over the territory of the country. 

The issues encountered today in the Immovable Property Registration System (IPRS) 

in Albania, are the following hereunder: 

1. Completion of the initial registration process across the country, since a part of land and 

other immovable properties have remained unregistered. 

2. Increase and improvement of service levels as a key issue to be raised, by proposing new 

standards of work which are in conformity with international norms for property registration 

agencies .  

3. Improper service in terms of procedures for receiving and meeting customer requirements 

that are not in the levels of a modern service organization, including integrity, ethics, 

infrastructure and technology. Implementation of new technology, rapid effective processes.  

4. Provision of data and information on properties via Internet for every citizen. 

5. Sharing concepts, consideration and service as a distinctive feature of institutions. Up to 

what extent may the executive judge of the property right?  

6. Legal and regulatory framework require reviews in order to recognize the digital data as 

official data and enable the Central Office to make the transition to a digital system. 

7. Poor quality of maps on paper (hard copy). Registration indicative maps that are on 

paper, especially in rural areas with many transactions are in poor condition and are losing 

accuracy and security of information on the properties due to updates and they are being damaged 

by use. 

8. Lack of material resources. Many district offices are inadequate for the task they have 

due to the bad condition of premises and lack of equipment. Changes in the buildings of IPRO.  
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9. Requirement that IPRO perform functions for other agencies. Additional functions 

performed by district offices for other agencies influence the capacity that they have to perform 

their basic duties. 

10. Updating of digital information is widely neglected in cadastral areas where the initial 

registration has been completed. 

11. Property registers (cards) should provide such information on ownership and other 

interests that do not require additional verifications which today does not exist. 

12. Law No.33/2012 “On the registration of immovable property” provides guarantee for the 

information on the card, it is correct, and if someone is harmed by inaccurate information of the 

IPRS, he /she may and must be compensated by the state, but that does not apply in practice.  

13. Provision of organizational reports on work progress for the Government and the general 

public in the interest of increasing transparency in service delivery. 

14. Provision of data and property information (including, but not limited to the registration 

index map) for governmental agencies, municipalities, communes and companies which are 

involved in global labor contracts for the initial registration. 

15. Hiring and making efficient the required human resources. 

16. Familiarization of IPRO customers with the new procedures for the registration of 

properties. 

17. The adjustment of the legislation in order to ensure equal treatment for the citizens of the 

EU is anticipated as the object of Articles 50 and 61 of the SAA . 
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IMMUNITY OF JUDGES IN KOSOVO FROM CRIMINAL CHARGES 

GUARANTEED BY THE CONSTITUTION OR IT IS A CONTESTED 

PROTECTION IN PRACTICE 

 

 

Introduction 

Validity of legal disposals of criminal procedure is reflected with its application in the 

territory, time and the person. For territorial application of the criminal procedure  

it is valuable the territorial principle that means: criminal procedural law is applied in the 

territory of Kosova. As it is related to the time there in general are valuated general rules 

of validity of laws and their publicatios in the gazette whereas if the law specificly 

contains something specific as new rules then it could be positioned any more longer 

vacatio legis. The criminal procedural law of Kosova is applied in the case of developing 

criminal procedure against any person who according to the criminal material law  

is being held responsible for a criminal act. However there is a category of persons 

against whom the criminal procedure cannot be developed  or it can be developed by  

a special permit of the authorized organ. Such persons enjoy criminal procedural 

immunity.
74

  

Criminal Proceduarl Immunity represents the legal institute by which the validity of 

procedural penal laws is determined related to the persons which total essence is between 

forbiddance of putting it into the process and the development of a procedure against  

a person up to the forbiddance of some procesual penal acts and the forbiddance of 

exercising the measures against the freedom and restriction of freedom.   

Various law dictionaries conceptualise immunity as a special judicial protection 

guaranteed to persons holding determined positions
75

, special judicial status and some 

elected or nominated for important and independent functions
76

,  protection from arrest or 

criminal investigation
77

, but also as a right or authorization of individual  to be under the 

protection from implementation of determined rules that are regularly implemented for 

other persons
78

.  

Among the abovementioned cathegories based on the current legislation in Kosovo, 

the immunity belongs to judges as elected or nominated for independent functions. 
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Immunity was born in England before
79

, where at that time were protected the MPs from 

criminal indictments and the censorship. This form of “protection” in Kosovo sometimes 

is connected with the need of judges to feel independent from external influence 

(independency of courts) so that they for the expressed opinion and for the taken decision 

not to be object of criminal investigation, civil indictment or discharge from the function. 

On the other side equally of being “immune” according to the Constitution vis a vis this 

immunity in the Criminal Code there exist offense named “unlawful court 

decisions”.Existence of this offense sanctioned in this way and that directly is dedicated 

to judges, has put judges on the very unsatisfactory postion in Kosovo and has prejudiced 

legal security of the law implementers. The position of judges is deteriorated by the so 

called disciplinary procedure that in some cases has resulted to be more unsuitable 

compared to the initiated criminal procedure against the judge. This problem will be the 

object of further discussion of this paper.     

 

Legal and constitutional cadre related to the immunity of judges in Kosovo  

Kosovo was put under the international administration in June 1999 and this based on 

the UN Security Council Resolution 1244. UNMIK came to Kosovo without clear legal 

framework. During the initial phase the legal regulations were in form of regulations that 

were promulgated quickly by UNMIK, then Kosovo laws before the abolition of 

autonomy as well as the Yugoslav laws. It also begin the implementation of international 

conventions. The highest inner law it was UNMIK Regulation 201/19 called 

Constituional Framework for self governance in Kosovo. Although it represented the 

highest inner legal act, the constitutional framework determined that the immunity 

belongs to Kosovo MPs, to the President of Kosovo and to the members of Kosovo 

Government. Constitutional Framework at that time did not sanctionise judges 

immunity.Thus the judges immunity remained to be sanctioned by the Law on Regular 

Courts from 1978 year. This law has determined that:”judge and lay judge cannot be hold 

responsible for the expressed opinion during the process of taking decision, whereas in 

the started procedure for the offense committed during the execution of the function  

of a judge the judge cannot be under the arrest without the permission of the organ that 

has nominated him
80

, meanwile international judges joined immunity similarly to the 

other international staff and they were not held responsible based on the local laws.
81

    

After the Declaration of Independence, Kosovo adopted its Constitution that entered 

into force on June 2008. The issue of judge immunity is sanctioned with the VII Chapter 

of the Kosovo Constitution: the justice system has determined that:”judges including lay 
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judges join immunity of criminal investigation, civil indictment and discharge from 

function for the taken decisions, voting, expressed opinion and for the other acts 

undertaken and that belong to the field of scope and their duties and obligatios  

as judges”
82

. Constitution has also determined the other side that of “ non protection” of 

judges from immunity by sanctioning: “ judges, including lay judges do not join 

immunity and can be discharged from the position when they violated law by purpose”
83

. 

According to the constitution when a judge is accused or arrested, then without any delay 

the Kosovo Judicial Council should be informed.
84

 

Albanian Constitution has sanctioned this differently from the solution Kosovo has 

related to the immunity. In Albania the judge of the Supreme Court can be criminaly 

investigated only by the decision of the Albanian Parliament.According to the 

constitutional solutions of this country the Supreme Court judge can be arrested or 

detained only if captured during the execution of the criminal act or immediately after the 

crime was committed. In this case competent organ informes immediately the 

Constitutional Court. When Constitutional Court doesn’t agree to bring him before the 

court within 24 hours, the competent organ is obliged to release him.
85

  

From the constitutional definition related to the immunity of the Supreme Court judges 

of Albania, it is seen that their “protected”position is quite well regulatedand legally 

sanctioned, whereas this legal (constitutional) solution makes the judges position higher 

so regarding criminal investigation a decision should be taken by a credible organ as  

it is the Constitutional Court. Close to this solution regarding immunity, it is given to 

judges of other instances but these judges can be investigated criminaly only with the 

approval of the High Council of Justice. Judge can be detained or arrested only when 

captured during the commitment of crime or immediately the crime was committed. 

The competent organ informes the High Council of Justice and if this council doesn’t 

agree within 24 hours to bring the arrested judge before the court, the competent organ is 

obliged to release him.
86

  

If we get back once more to legal solutions that are in Kosovo related to the immunity 

of judges, then it could be said that article 107 of the Constitution establishes standards of 

protecting judges from judicial procedures agains them, as the way they are secured that 

they exercise their functionindependently and far from any impact or pressure. Such  

a constitutional definition has a big importance in the countries of transition as it is case 

                                                           
82 Kosovo Constitution – article 107. 
83 Ibid 107.1. 
84 Ibid 107.2. 
85 Constitution of the Republic of Albania – article 137. 
86 Ibidem. 
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with Kosovo.Immunity is seen as guarantee thatjudges of all profiles shall not have 

consequences for their work based on constitution, law and the professional rules.
87

   

Article 107.1 of Constitution establishes forbiddance of criminal investigation, 

indicmet for civil procedure and dischargement of judges, lay judges for decisions taken, 

for the voting, for the expression of the opinion and undertaken activities within their 

field of work. This article gives only functional immunity to judges which means that 

they are protected related to what was mentioned above only for the activities  of not 

undertaken activities within the authorities deriving from their function. 

This narrowing of immunity I this aspect allows criminal investigation, civil 

indictment against them or their discharge for activities or inactivities outside of their 

court functions. Meanwhile article 107.2 of Constitution determines that judges do not 

join imunity and can be discharged from their function if they have violated law by 

purpose. This paragraph, therefore establishes standard  that judges can be discharged for 

the violation of law if they have done it by purpose.
88

  

From what was mentioned abovewe can draw a conclusion that in Albania judges are 

closed with the broad immunity and there is no legal limit not with the supposed criminal 

act if committed related to the work of judge or not. 

Except this there exist the legal regulative (constitutional) that determined credibile 

organs should give they agreement related to the criminal investigation or not.In case of 

not giving agreement or being silent of giving the agreement regarding the investigation 

or not of a judge. In case of not giving of agreement or in case of silence the competent 

organ should release the judge. Meanwhile from the legal regulative (constitution) that 

exists in Kosovo judges join quite limited immunity and this legal protection exists only 

for the activities or inactivity undertaken within the authorizations deriving from their 

function. In Kosovo there is no organ which should give a permission or agree to arrest or 

not a judge.If in Albania this competence belongs to the Constitutional Court when we 

talk for the cases of Supreme Court judges or High Council of Justice when we talk 

regarding the judges from the low level courts. In Kosovo this authority is not given  

to the Constitutional Court or to the Judicial Council of Kosovo.  

 

Immunity of judges and offenses “unlawful decision of court decisions”  

From the legal solutions mentioned above in Kosovo judges have the immunity only 

for the activities or inactivities undertaken within the authorizations deriving from their 

function. However this immunity no matter how limitied is, in practice it finds a clash,  

it has uncertainties regaring this issue and the constitutional disposals regarding immunity 

                                                           
87 Hasani, E., Cukalovic, I. (2013), Komentar i Kushtetutës së Republikës së Kosovës, Prishtinë, p.511.  
88 Author Enver Hasani, thought “the purpose to violate law by the judge no matter how small it was divest judges form 

the given imunity by the article 107.1 të Kushtetutës. Enver Hasani is the President of the Kosovo Constitutional Court.     
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are hardly implemented. This hampers an offense which exists in the Kosovo Criminal 

Code as “unlawful issuance of court decisions”. In Albanian Criminal Code we do not 

face such offense  sanctioned by such denomination. 

 In the framework of our analysis regaring this problematic and in order to see 

what is the opinion of judges regarding this we did a canvass where the focus group were 

judges from the Prishtina Court and judges of the Apeal Court based in Prishtina
89

. 

Judges expressed displeasure regarding the immunity for what most of the respondents 

said that it is not respected especially by the prosecutors. Apart of this judges consider 

that the immunity is guaranteed by the constitution but there is a lack of appropriate legal 

disposals of regulating other issues regarding the immunity.      

Judges think that there is a lack of appropriate disposals regarding immunity as are: 

duration of the immunity, the way of waiver of immunity, protecting mechanisms when 

the immunity is hurt, etc. Judges have pointe out that no matter of that that the immunity 

is guaranteed by the constitution, based on the request of an unpleased part with the court 

decision, the judge that has taken the decision could be put under the investigation by the 

prosecutor only if there exist the doubt of the party that the judge decision was unlawful. 

According them with this case there are violated two basic principles: principle of the 

court independence and the principle of two grades trials.
90

   

Judges have expressed their concerns regarding immunity as foreseen with the 

constitution and the existence of the offense “unlawful issuance of court decisions” in the 

Kosovo Criminal Code are two issues that are in conflit to each other. 

Article 432 of the Criminal Code (Unlawful issuance of court decisions)  

Judge which by purpose of unlawful gaining of whatever benefit for himself or 

for the other person or to cause a damage to the other person, issues an ulawful 

decision,is sentenced by imprisonment from six (6) months up to five (5) years. 

Until wit the criminal code there is foreseen offense “unlawful issuance of court 

decisions” judges have not the immunity and here we cannot talk on the court 

independence and unbiased judges
91

. 

Existence of this offense in the Criminal Code in the way it is denominated is not 

compatible with the legal description and the denomination is wrong because every 

decision anuled by the higher court is unlawful, because if not then it will not be annulled 

by the higher court instance and secondlym narrative disposal of th eoffense is build by 

mistake and in contradiction with the goal the incriminated legal norm had.
92

  

 

                                                           
89 Based on the reform  of judiciary Kosovo since 2013 has 7 Principle Courts with their branches according to 

geographical division and one Court of Appeal in Prishtina for th eentir Kosovo. 
90 From the questionnaire in the Court of Appeal in Prishtina. 
91 From the questionnaire taken from the judges of Prishtina Principal Court.  
92 Hasani, F. (2014), Komentari i Kodit Penal të Republikës së Kosovës, Prishtinë, p.1261.  
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Immunity of judges and disciplinary procedure   

Regulation that norms the judge behavior and their professional and disciplinary 

responsibility in Kosovo is sanctioned  by the Code of Ethics and Professional Behaviour 

of judges.Although this code was approved  in 2005 and theer are since then nine years 

the code has never undergone the process of review. Legal community frequently has 

expressed discontent regarding the rigorousness that traverses norms of this code.  

This rigorousness often exceeds something named rule of the social moral and to the 

judges there appear dilemma if the Code represents the rules of social moral or a strict 

disciplinary law. Against judges there are imposed sanctions beginning with the heavy 

ones up to discharge of judges from the court functions. 

In Kosovo the Code of Ethics for judges is the same with the one that was drafted in 

the UNMIK time and based on the Administrative Order 2006/8. This code under the 

current circumstances after the declaration of Kosovo Independence lives together with 

the Law Nr.03/L-233 for the Judicial Council of Kosovo. In the article 4 point 1.17 of the 

Law regarding the Judicial Council it is defined that it “declares the Code of Professional 

Ethics for judges and lay judges which violation represents basis for sanctions, including 

discharge from the office”. It is also, article 34 the violation of ethic applicable codes 

contains impropriety (behavior).
93

 

Laid provisions in general put the person that implements laws in such a position  

so he is guilty even when he did not violate disciplinary rules. This legal regulatory has 

left a space for interpretation and not rarely those that implement laws are put under the 

investigation of judicial inspectors for nonsense reasons in the circumstances  when  

a judge is overloaded with more than 1400 cases.
94

 Judges are given deadliness for 

solving court cases. They were and are investigated for the delays on solving cases, 

despite obstacles known as: big number of cases compared to the number of judges and 

the difficult working conditions in the courts. In many cases in the procedure parties have 

taken the opportunities to open the case against thejudge just because they have lost the 

case. Procedure of “being under the investigations” is quite a long one whereas the Code 

doesn’t recognize the institute of statute limitations fo disciplinary violations. This has 

caused big problems to judges in the process of re-nomination or their advancement  

in different steps of judiciary.
95

 This procedural stretch affect the work of judge because 

                                                           
93 Improper behavior according to the Code of Ethics draws disciplinary responsibility of judges. 
94 By this number there are burdened civil judges in the Principal Court of Prishtina (time of  making this paper January 

2015).  
95 Such case happened when a judge was renominated in 2010 and he was put under the disciplinary procedure for the 

cases that appeared in 2005 year.  
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he feels under the permanent tension as the saction comes in the future and their job  

in this way as a consequence and their work may become nonqualitative.
96

 

Disciplinary Commission within The Judicial Council of Kosovo ony during 2013 and 

2014 has treated 20 disciplinary cases and imposed sanctions against judges.
97

 Thus 

disciplinary procedure in Kosovo appears to be very strict vis-à-vis criminal and for what 

the rules of immunity should be applied.  

 

Conclusion 

It is understandable that immunity guaranties that judges from the all profiles will not 

have consequences for their job within the constitution, laws and professional rules.  

In Kosovo sanctionizing immunity by constitution gets the big importance taking into the 

account the fact that Kosovo had a tragic history on its constitutional development, 

especially during 20 last years before the declaration of independence  

(February 17, 2008). Under these circumstances many judges are investigated from 

prosecutors and from private persons for their job done within rules of their profession, 

constitutional norms and the current laws.  

Although the immunity is constitutionally sanctionised in nowadays practice in 

Kosovo judges have many dilimmas if they join or not the immunity guaranteed by the 

Kosovo Constitution. Reason for this is the existence of offense “unlawful issuance of 

court decisions” which by being sanctioned by the Criminal Code has put under  

a difficult position Kosovo judges.   

The other fact that made immunity not applicable in practice is the ignorance on the 

issue and ignorance of civil procedures by prosecutors and nonexistence to the 

prosecutors of the professional courage, so in cases when the immunity is put in risk they 

reject criminal delation. They kept under the investigation for a long period of time when 

the judges were suspended by the Kosovo Court Council and thus judges were 

stigmatized by media and the public.     

Immunity under these circumstances in Kosovoshould be cleared; legal 

mechanismsregarding immunity should be completed by determining the duration of the 

immunity; the way of immunity removal as well as the organ that decides to remove 

immunity. There also should be established mechanisms to protect imunity when  

it is hurt.   

 Practice in Kosovo has shown that there are individuals that have hardly misused the 

issue of existence of the offense “ unlawful issuance of court decisions”.This offense 

should be redefined as soon as possible and there should be the review of Criminal Code 

                                                           
96 This issue was raised by the judges of Principal Court of Mitrovica during the Annual Conference held in November 

2013.  
97 www.kgjk.org-official site of Kosovo Judicial Council. 
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in this part so if under the circumstances when it exists then it should be clear which are 

the cases when the judge is going to be responsible under these sactions. Since there were 

noticed big gaps in the work prosecution and in the work of sanctioning prosecutors 

which afterwards surely will be more careful in cases that implies judges and where their 

immunity is hurt.  

 Quite at the end we think that all what was said regarding judges in Kosovo make  

it necessary the existence of constitutional and legal clarification and impose the need for 

its respect. Immunity not in any case should be overcome by others but on the other side 

it should not protect judges on their misbehavior.  
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A JUDICIAL GENERAL OVERVIEW ON THE CONTENT OF THE NORMS  

OF THE CANON OF BENDA 

 

Intriduction 

By the study of this canon it can be seen that it has a spreaded extention of the 

different areas of law and also of other institutions that represent the ethical- moral and 

judicial norms of the area. The analysis of the istitutions of law will be done in a wider 

overview because it has been seen connected with the law principals in general and the 

human right and freedoms in particularity. Even this canon as a regulator of the social 

relatioships has made possible that in the judicial context within its provisions to fix 

different law areas just like the familial one that is expressed by the institutions like the: 

the birth, the engagement, the marriage, the right and freedoms within the family. In the 

same way is done the treatement of the civil law institutions: the property, the heritage, 

the obligation, the trading, the renting, the debt, the warranter, the damages.  

A great importance was given to the judicial norms in the penal area, the trespasses 

against the property, the robbery, different crimes against the individuals just like the 

murder, the accidentally killing but also the punishments and its different types just like 

the penalty by the fines, the Arson also many other provisions of the constitutional 

caracter just like the government control, or the The elders of the tribe, assembly and also 

the toddlers. 

 

Provisions that fix the familial relations 

On this kind of provisions is easily seen that existence of the “great husband” that 

looks after his wife about the clothes and food. Despite of this obligation the man has also 

some other special rights for example he can shout or he can beat his wife in the cases 

when she doesn’t listen to him or when she doesnt obey to him. Also he has the authority 

to kill his wife when her fault is related to the family honor. Despite of this kind of rules 

exists also the prediction of the obligations of the wife for exaple her treatment as any 

other object concretized in the predictrion that she : “she gives birth to have successors 

but also she must work so that she can help her husband. According to the Canon:” the 

woman is considered just like the field, the filed feeds the family, the woman feeds the 

babies. But also it is highlighted the fact that the woman should had been beated” another 

specifics of the canon is tha facts that the man could be married many times, if the 

women that he has doesn’t give birth a baby boy or when his woman is old, by putting his 

wifes in the same position, so it is predicted his obligation to treat them the same way, 
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otherwise he unswers according to the Canon Law.  The considering of the owman just 

like any other object of the house is seen in the fact that if her husband id dead  

she is automaticaly married to the brother of her husband so to her brother-in-law because 

she is bought and she can’t leave. On this Canon we can see also the influence of the 

muslim religion differently from any other Canon. It is also predicted the divorce or the 

dissolution of marriage just for three cases given: if the wife profanes herself, if she has 

the bad habit of stealing and also the third case betrayal that the family of the wife can 

make to the family of the husband. If the marriage end before any of these three cases 

remains unproven than this kind of “stigma” can be solved just by weapons. We can 

consider this kind of prediction as a assurance of the existence of the family because  

it specifies just the three cases of the dissolution of the marriage mentioned before.  

So even if the marriage isn’t realised in the formal and legal way it should had been done 

but  at least it is guaranteed by the rules to avoid the this way the arbitrary created by 

these kinds of relations
98

. 

 

The ownership and the heritage according to the Canon 

Un important place on this canon is dedicated to the ownership and the heritage. 

According to the canon it is predicted that each house has its properties and by properties 

we don’t mean  the house (the building) but other properties just like the fields meadows 

forests and also any other property that belong to it according the prediction of law. 

Surely the emphasis of this kind of prediction in the Canon is related to the rights of the 

owner of the properties (the right of ownership) where we can find the principals of the 

civil law and are derived by the roman law:  the property belong to the owner and this  

is an absolute and unchanching right that is expressed exactly in the canon: “the property 

has it’s owner and it’s just the owner’s decision if he choses to work it or any other thing, 

he can do whatever he wants to his property.”. 

Also it is mentioned the importance of the prediction of the preemption, which 

provides the owner to sell the property without asking firstly his brothers, his cousins and 

if these can’t buy the property he has to ask after his closest neighbor. If any of the 

persons mentioned before has the possibility to buy the property it is un obligation for the 

owner to sell it with a lower price (so they have un prefential position) also the canon 

fixes the relations related to the Common assets that belong to that property:  

the waterline, the streets, the milling, and also specified rules related to the  fishing and 

the hunting. There are also specified rules related to the division of the fortune and the 

heritage, by specifynig that the property is divided  but firstly we have the division of the 

                                                           
98 L. Mile, "Different aspects of living in albanian village" (The end of sc. XVIII- 70 years of  sc.XIX),  Historical 

studies  Nr. 4/1976. p.119-150. 
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stable fortune and after that the division of the unstable fortune according to the the 

number of the members of the family. 

An important place is also given to the predictions  related with the obligations law or 

specifically the selling contract which is found in many different types: with witnesses, 

with deposit, with the mediator. According to the Canon there are defined special rules 

for the selling of objects like the : lands, weapons, neat and the horse, and is also 

predicted the exchangeing action called “tramta” which is the exhange of an object with 

another object. This kind of action is also applied  for the girl that is getting married “the 

rely on someone is the strongest friendship created between two families” is expressed on 

the Canon. Also on the Canon are fixed the damages caused by the subjects, caused by 

the husband ,the wife or the baby. The damages caused by the livestock and also the 

damages caused in the common property, for the first ones the responsibility is of the 

owner of the livestock and in the second case the condrete damager
99

. 

 

Penal acts according to the Canon provisions  

In the aspect of the public law an important place is predicted to belong to the 

provisions that prevent the faults , the penalty measures, the  government control, the  

trial. According to these ones are defined also the penal acts against the property, the 

individuals and the punishments, the fine, the fire,the  destruction. According to the 

Canon it is predicted also the institute of the :exclusion” which is considered one person 

that leads any problematic situation or action, is called that one person in the tribe, in the 

village, or in the neighborhood. If we compare the penal law punishments we can say that 

this persons has the same qualities as would have any organiser, the promoter that refers 

to the  colaborations. If the crime is the robbery that is the person whose is given the  civil 

responsilbility. If the action is the murder than this person is fined by 1000 “grosh”  

(the coin of the time) and if the situation percipites even more than this individual may be 

excluded from the village oe the hood and he remains forever ashamed as a person with 

no honor, no good name ect
100

.  

The penal acts against the fortune are the burglary, the  robbery, the theft. If we talk 

about the theft it is not a specified definiton but are called the acts that harm the property 

of another person and also harm the honour of another individual , the plunder at 

someone house or in their garden or the plunder of the bees or the  henhouse ect. In the 

area of Benda’s it is also called robbery the smoke of the chimney if it is taken from 

someone else in the hood or the village. More than a robbery it is called a shame.  

Robber is called that individual that takes illegally something or someone that doesn’t 

                                                           
99 H. Goci, “The Canon of the province  of Benda”,  publishing “OMBRA GVG”, 2010. 
100 I. Elezi ,"the judicial and penal protection of the private property acoording to the Canon".  Historical studies year  

Nr.4 /1967, p.173-181. 
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belong to him. The collaborator on this penal acts is called “simahort” and also has the 

same responsibility for the stolen object. There are called also responsible the persons 

that feed the accommodate the robber because this way they accommodate the stolen 

thing and it is called the support after the penal act.. If the robber gets caught he isn’t 

killed or beaten, if this happens the person that does this action is in debt with the robber  

( it is called the blood debt). This thing shows that existed an evolution by  disconnecting 

the punishment of the physical ones that used to be methods of ancients.  

The categorisation of the penal acts against the fortune are strongly connected with the 

subject to whom is caused the damage but also with the quality of the author that caused 

the crime and also the connection with the demaged individual which are all united in the 

“loyalty” institute. So if one guest has been stolen by the members of the family than thif 

family is excluded from the village. If the guest has been stolen by other people than also 

is broken the “loyalty” of the institute. Is mentioned also the case if the guest steels the 

members of the family than this person is cinsidered unwanted and is never again 

welcomed in any other house.  

The burglary is also considered a penal act and by burglary is mentioned the bullying 

or the burglary of the livestock and so the responsible person is fined and is obligated to 

indemnificate. He is called resposible even if he used the justification that he may had 

thought that it was his propertyand this was the cause that he may had commited this kind 

of crime. (self-judgment). 

The crimes against the individs are the murder, the ambush or the ambusher, 

unintentional killing, the muder caused by the animals, the murder of a pregnant woman, 

ect. According to the murder topics the Canon of Benda considers the individuals the 

same dispate their wealth or their capability. This is expressed by the fact that according 

to the  Canon evryone has blood so noone can say :”my blood is better than yours. Yours 

is blood , mine is also blood so we are exactly the same” the Canon of Benda is based on 

the Canon of Skenderbej,the famous albanian national hero.  

That Canon used to say that :” blood flows throuh the finger, you use that finger to 

have your pistol fired,  and if you had you pistol fired you became unfortunately member 

of the blood feud. And it is not just you but the whole family is part of it within 24 hours 

because the blood is hot just like the river flow that includes everything that finds, the 

blood wants blood”  but after that if the limit 24 hours passes and noone of the family 

membrs hasn’t been hurt than the blood fleu goes just to the person that caused the initital 

of this tragedy. That why now the blood flows again through the finger. In the Canon of 

Benda is predicted just like in other Canons the protection of the women and the children 

by putting the quotes: “the one that shoots against the women an the children has 

disrespected the rules and has acted againsted the customsthat’s why he should be dead 

by his living family members because he will never see them again. The fact that the 
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genders are not trated in the same way is reflected also at the fine . If a man is killed 

someone had to pay 6 pouches of “grosh” , if a woman was killed someone had to pay  

3 pouches. If man was wounded someone had to pay 3 pouches and if a woman was 

wounded someone had to pay 1\2 pouches. 

The penal system of the custom law has many deficiencies but it is interesting to see 

the different combinations of punishment forms and the total freedon of the judge to 

apply the punishment that he thinks it is more appropriate. The principle is the same for 

all the tributes: to each crime or injustice responds the punishment starting from the fine 

in money up to death, from the expulsion of the whole family up to the burning of the 

house. There isn’t expressed the entirety of the crimes in the Canon. You can find in the 

canon just most of them. For other similar situations it is left to the judge to decide the 

form and the kind of the punishment. Some kind of judges is also the elderly court 

because they know better the Canon and can decide better the importance of each act and 

can give the right punishment. The power of the penal law is the same as the general  

whole custumors law of mountaineers that corresponds the maturity of the boy at the 

fifteenth year of birth. If he is 15 he is considered capable to hold a gun. Before this age 

the family is responsible for him. 

The complicity of individuals in a crime is disciplined by the rules below. Complicit is 

that individ that takes part in a crime by helping the author in any form. The Canon 

specifies that it has to be the complicit for a criminal pourpose. By explainig in albanian 

the  word ‘explicit ‘ it refers excatly to the “the sufferer” and the complicit term to the “ 

simahor”. The Canon acceptes the complicity just in three cases: robbery, honor cases and 

the murder.  Firstly if the sufferes does that act in order to robber, than he has to return 

back the stolen thing and he will remain forever ashaimed and noone will ever cooperate 

with him. In the muderer case the sufferer has to pay  the fine of 1000 “grosh”. If the case 

of the sufferer is the honor case than he will pay the fine defined by the court of elderns 

which may also be the exclusion of this person from the village and also the moral 

punishment. He will remain ashamed for the rest of his life. According to the case is also 

given the punishment, it is always respected the principal of proportionality
101

. 

In the Canon are not presented the series forms of the penalty. For example in the 

Canon it is never mentioned the imprisonment. The types of punishment are personal an 

collective.in the collective punishments are also included the family or the village and  

the personal punishment is given directly to the individual and they are physical, 

economical and mixed form. The physical ones belong to the natural person of the guilty. 

As the physical punishment the Canon knows just the capital punishment the death.   

The economical punishments are separated in two groupes:  money  and fortune. The frist 

                                                           
101 K Yamamoto, (2005), “The etical structure of Kanun and cultural implications” translated. Sh.B.A.  historical 

studies,  Nr.2 /1973. p..3-23.  
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categoria includes the fines given in any amount of money and the second categoria are 

the fines paid with the livestock or the cutting of agricultural trees that the guilty 

individual may have but also the burning of the house. And finally are the mixed 

categoria of punishments, where are included the exclusion of the flag and the prevention 

to let someone to work on his property. The coordination of the crimes and the 

punishments is fixed by : the capital punishment, the death can be mixed with the 

exclution of the members of the family and the burning of the house. The punishments on 

money and fortune are almost always mixed so that’s why they are included in the legal  

economical  common punishments. The same thing can be said about the mixed 

punishments which are almost the same with those on money and fortune. The collective 

punishments are almost always predicted to be with all other types so they are strongly 

mixed together
102

. 

-the different types of punishments are: the fines , “lecja”,  the demolution ect:  

“the fine is the punishment on money defined by the elders for the crime  that the 

person has caused to another one. “ according the Canon : “ you caused a damage , you 

have to pay a fine”, “ what you or your livestock destroyed or did, you have to pay the 

fine that is given to you by the elders and you can’t avoid this kind of punishment”.   

If the fine won’t be paid on time than it will be added after a period of time and is the 

obligation of the elder to appy the decision. It is important to stress that the fine will be 

defined the by the elders and if this deciosion of the elders isn’t  unanimous than it isn’t 

accepted by the Canon. This means that the given punishment follows a hierarchic way 

just like the governmental organisation by guaranteeing the justice of the punishment 

through the given approvation from the highest court. The other punishment is the “lecja” 

which means: “to excluse, to leave your current life behind by removing the rights and 

the position that you may have on that village.”  The applying of this punishment and the 

fire penalty are predicte to be applied just in extraordinary cases where there isn’t 

possible to be applied any other punishment and where there is no place for subjectivism.  

The Canon governmental is made of the elders of the tribe, the hood or the village 

where  the highest authority is  made of the three eldest men of the hood the village and 

the tribe. The most important decisions are taken by the elders in the presence of the men, 

the boys and the others elders. The assemblies  are : the assemby of the tribe, of the 

village,  of the hood and the big assemby that is organised for important cases related to 

the homeland. The places where these kind of assemblies are organised are defined just 

like the competences of the elders, the tribe, the village and their rewand for the role that 

they have on that assembly. According to teir competences the elders do the judgement 

by obeying the procedural  rules like : the  releasement of the pledge, or the imposition of 

                                                           
102 Valentini, Z. (2005).  “The right of comunitites in albanian judicial”. historical studies , Nr.2 /1973. fq.31. 
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the guaratees that can not be returned which means that you have accepted this king of 

judgement by the elders and they can freely apply the procedures like the listening of the 

witnesses, the listenig and the appeal of the opposite side. The decision will be confirmed 

by the oldest elder announced in front of the lesser and the youngs. There are a several 

provisions on the Canon that confirm the existense of the institute of the “Forgiveness of 

Blood” or the reconciliation, where are predicted the moral rules that if they aren’t 

applied there are different punishments. This refflects the albanian’s most specific 

qualities that are : generosity , hospitality, loyalty. 

 

Conclusions 

Finally the importance of the Canon is that the judicial aspect is a law source and the 

initial of the judicial tradition. It is also connected with other sources and the principle of 

the equality, the judged object or subject, the protection of the property, the family, the 

life, health. On this kind of view  this is a   innovation because previous studies done by 

the albanian authours are based on Canon static condition  without any parallelism of 

them with the Byzantium, Roman or Ottoman law. 

The Canon rules the area of Benda, the customs of behaving in different ceremonies 

like the wedding, death , engagement or relation between the members of the family and 

between other families by definig clearly the punishments for the individuals that don’t 

obey to them but also the benefits that you can get.  The Canon was the Law, where each 

article and clause had to be respected by everyone no matter the age.  The Canon of 

Benda is a valuable composition of our popular culture, it is also a contribution in entirety 

of the Canons of other provinces that we can study nowadays. 
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1. Introduction 

Public administration is a strategic factor in economic and social development.  

It influences and determines the success of any development plan, and is at the same time 

susceptible to deliberate social control and change. The term 'development administration' 

can be used in a broad sense, to e m brace the variety of approaches and points of view 

that mark the study of public administration in developing countries. Historically 

resistance has been understood as a reaction based on emotions and dysfunctional to the 

organization. Craine (2007), for example, explains how resistance will hamper any 

organizational change and he talks about how change always will start with reactions 

such as denial, shock, frustration, and anger.  Ford and d’Amelio (2008) and Ford (2009), 

suggest that resistance should instead be understood as an important source of employee 

feedback. They explain that in this way, resistance “can be an important resource in 

improving the quality and clarity of the objectives and strategies at the heart of a change 

proposal. This is similar to Hirschman (1970), who claims that voice sometimes can be 

understood as the evidence of loyalty, rather than the opposite. Knowles and Linn (2004) 

emphasize that resistance can increase the quality of management decisions in a change 

process. 

The paper analyses the determining role that the management of public administration 

has in the modern society. In this study we will investigate the main areas of analysis that 

require public administration reform. This domain is highly important for the Republic of 

Kosovo, administrative capacity reinforcement, the increase of public actions legitimacy 

within society, especially within strategic reform situations. 

The results of the research contribute to the increase of the quality of the public 

services offered to the citizens. Organizational Change Management can be approached 

from different strands; each of these strands has its roots in one or more of the following 

theories and has its own strong believers and firm experts:  

 Economic theory of change: technology leaps, innovation and competition are 

probably the strongest economic drivers to change the economic patterns in supply 

and demand and hence to affect public services as well.  
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 Psychological theory of change: resistance to change or embracing change  

is related to the measure in which a    person acts in his pursuit to fulfill primary and 

secondary needs. 

 Sociological theory of change: influential or powerful groups of people are able 

to incite societal changes with direct impact on politics and economics.  

 Cultural theory of change: values, beliefs, myths of modernity or tradition 

underpin people’s resistance to or embracing of changes. 

 System theory of change: each system transforms itself necessitated by crises;  

if the system does not change, it implodes and will sooner or later automatically be 

replaced by a new system. 

 Political theory of change: the necessity to combat vital societal or environmental 

problems such as global warming and/or global poverty creates opportunities for 

political classes to retain, increase or change politic lower. 

Changes can occur at different levels: individual level, group level, or at the 

organizational structure level. However, a change in the organizational structure 

influences individual and group changes more than changes in the individual and group 

level affect the organization (Francesco, A.M. & Gold 1998). Managers and employees 

view change differently and the level of enthusiasm for change varies from person to 

person and from hierarchical level to hierarchical level. What top-managers see as an 

opportunity to strengthen the business is viewed by many employees as disruptive and 

unnecessary. “The effect of this gap is consistently misjudged by senior managers and 

leads to problems to estimate the effort required to win acceptance for change”  

(Reichers, A.E. & Wanous, 1997;, Strebel, P., 1996). 

Managers need to understand the nature of the growth process, what the forces that aid 

their efforts are, and how to catalyze them, but also to understand the forces and 

challenges that interfere with progress and develop workable strategies for dealing with 

these challenges. 

Post and Altman (1994) says that there are two basic types of barriers to change: 

industry barriers which reflect the special and unique features of the business activity in 

which the company engages (i.e. technical information, capital costs, configuration of the 

current operations, competitive pressures and industry regulations); and organizational 

barriers which affect the company’s capability to deal with any form of change  

(i.e. employee attitudes, poor communication, past practice and inadequate top 

management leadership). Change can be exciting as well as challenging: it stimulates 

innovation and creativity, which is good for business, thus good for the people involved. 

Even so, employees often feel threatened by change, but without change, a company 

cannot survive. In times of radical change employees often feel insecure about the new 
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situation and many experience fears, such as fear of the unknown, fear of reduce job 

security and fear of reduce job status (Caruth, J., Middlebrook, B. & Rachel, F., 

1985).Muir, J., (1995) states that most changes are perceived as negative impact on 

working conditions or as imposing additional burden of effort. Employees are going to be 

affected by changes in terms of staff number, how the work is organized, what procedures 

they have to follow, and workload. For these reasons, to manage change in a good way  

is important to consult and communicate, in order to help people understand, at least, why 

the present situation has come about. Deep changes – how people think, what they 

believe, how they see the world – are difficult, if not impossible to achieve through 

compliance. Managers must use the power of their position in the organization with great 

care seeking to faster in employees more than just compliance, but also commitment. 

How employees are treated and how the change is implemented in an organization can 

have a considerable influence on employees’ resistance to change. Therefore,  

if employees feel they are treated in a way they believe is fair, they develop attitudes and 

behaviors required for successful change (Folger, R. & Skarlicki, D.P, 1999). Managers 

must seek to unleash employees’ natural talents and enthusiasm, better relationships, and 

more trust and openness. Numerous experts in organizational change believe the key to  

a successful change lies in creating a working environment where change is viewed as 

something positive, challenging and rewording in the long term. 

 

2. The change in the management of public administration 

The current period is the period when globalization and more and more complex 

financial problems, dealt with in all states of the globe, are emphasized. These acute 

situations require the revision of fundamental principles in the public sector.  

The public administration system is frequently criticized for its lack of flexibility and 

resistance to 

change. Organizational changes involve responses to the external challenges and/or 

internal ones and aim to accommodate the organization to the development requirements 

of the society in general (Năstase et al., 2012).Organizational flexibility, manifested in 

the ability to respond to environment challenges, is an essential requirement for the local 

government institutions to be able to adapt to the economic and social realities of the 

community they serve and to promptly meet its needs. The clear delimitation of power 

and influential actions within the public administration, organizational structure, internal 

information flows and their management, all of them are elements that need to be adapted 

to the new conditions of operation. The focus must be set on the present and on the future, 

on training skills according to the new demands of the labor market and training.  

The preoccupation to change is neither simple nor easy. It implies a huge volume of 

work, learning the new managerial practices, methods and laws. Nowadays it seems like 
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the most often used notions are: efficiency and effectiveness, reform, modification, 

flexibility, performance, transparency and communication. These are in conflict with the 

classical values of public administration. The conclusion is that society values 

(characterized as modern) are in conflict with the public sector values  

(static, conservative). From this situation might emerge the crisis in public administration. 

The globalization, the modification of the labor conditions, the development  

of communications and new technologies will request other form of public 

administration. The modernization of the public administration is a delicate and 

complicated problem. The international literature is not rich in empiric results  

of modernization actions under the general motto of the “new public management” or in 

the analysis of sustainable modernization of the public sector (Hill, 1997). Since 1993 the 

sustainability concept in the public sector appeared in the scientific discussion regarding 

the „new public management”. Are identified the following aspects for sustainability in 

the notion of the public administration: management of quality, coordination, evaluation, 

social responsibility, the improvement of the organization performance and the 

motivation of the public servants, the improve the quality of government services 

supplied to citizens, modern means of communication, computerization of public 

administration, reducing bureaucracy, increasing the quality of services supplied  

to citizens, accessibility of public services, whose beneficiaries are the citizens, the 

business environment and the public servants, introducing information technology, 

upgrading institutional, developing information systems, broad and nondiscriminatory 

access to public services and reduce tariffs for these services. The traditional model of 

supplying the public services, administrative planning and decision centralization,  

is replaced with public services management, based on the direct relationship with the 

market (Flynn, 1990).The new public management is a reform model of the public sector, 

which refers to the managerial, organizational and structural changes. 

The general aimed objective is to modernize public administration by introducing 

informationsystem in accordance with the requirements imposed by the information 

society. The purpose and role of information systems is to provide quick and easy access 

to information regarding key factors, decisive in achieving objectives in exercising 

managerial control in an efficient andeffective manner. Information system should be 

support for the implementation and simplification of rules and administrative procedures 

to ensure a broad and non-discriminatory access to public services and reduce tariffs for 

these services. The modernization process of the public sector needs high professionalism 

from the civil servants. Civil servants must understand that meeting the requirements and 

needs of citizens is the essential element of their activity. 
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3. The Civil Service after Independence 

The Declaration of Independence by Kosovo in February 2008 paved the way for 

adoption of Constitution of Kosovo, Article 101 of the Constitution states that the 

composition of the civilservice should reflect the diversity of the people of Kosovo and 

take into account internationallyrecognized principles of gender equality.The reform of 

the civil service envisaged in the Strategy for Public Administration Reform did include  

a general timeframe within which such reforms should take place. Bearing in mind the 

situation and the changes resulting from the transfer of competences to Kosovo 

institutions. Several priorities were identified: a) the development and approval of basic 

legislation in the area of public administration; b) development of a unitary accounting 

system in line with international accounting standards to secure the accurate recording  

of incomes and expenditures, and to train the personnel for using the system;  

c) to undertake the functional review of institutions and implementation  

of recommendations; d) establishment of the Agency for Information Society;  

e) the development of the Strategy for Communicating with the Public, including the 

implementation of the Law for access to official documents and the identification  

of government services that can be offered through the Internet and; f) functionalizing the 

mechanisms that monitor the implementation of the legislation. One of the main priorities 

of public administration reform was the achievement ofEuropean priorities. In order to 

orient Kosovo’s aspirations towards the European perspective. 

 

4. Process of the modernization of the Kosovo Public Administration 

Kosovo is in the process of Stabilization and Association Agreement (SAA) 

negotiations with the European Union (EU). To meet its obligations under the SAA and 

implement the necessary reforms, Kosovo requires a capable public administration. 

Public administration reform (PAR) is therefore among the medium-term reform 

priorities set in the European Commission’s (EC) Feasibility Study for the SAA. 

In the context of the actual reform of the administrative system in our country,  

the public administration needs to be ready to tackle the challenges involved by the 

alignment to the standards of a modern European administration and to offer the 

community the levers and instruments enabling it to express and develop in a community 

context. The implementation of some specific elements to the European public sector can 

efficiently contribute to the definition of the modernization process in the Kosovo public 

administration. The alignment to the EU standards requires the reduction of bureaucracy 

in administration and workload for civil servants, which involves the use of effective 

solutions tailored to the realities of public administration in Kosovo. A competitive 

organizational model has to be focused on the values of transparency, effectiveness, 

responsibility and commitment to the public good, values which are common to efficient 
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European models of public government. The deep structural changes that the 

management is presently undergoing involve numerous organizational changes. 

Organizational change inside the institutions of the public administration cannot be 

achieved without major conception changes as regards their management. 

According to the European Commission’s 2009 Progress Report on Kosovo, published 

in October 2009, Assembly Committees need to improve their administrative capacity 

and technical skills to scrutinize legislation. Adopting European standards of good 

practice for quality public services requires changes in the organizational structure, the 

fund of values, attitudes and behaviors of public servants. The progress and achievements 

in post-war Kosovo could not be imagined without an international presence. Despite 

policy efforts to hand over authority to local structures in some sectors, international 

presence remains a necessity. Kosovo is at a crucial stage of the European Integration 

process and implementing its governance reforms. In October 2012, the European 

Commission (EC) published the Feasibility Study for a Stabilization and Association 

Agreement between the European Union and Kosovo and complementary Staff Working 

Document.
103

 

The structure for the organization of the public administration is shown in Figure 1 

below. The judiciary is not included. 

Figure 1. Structure for the organization of public administration 

 
 

In comparison with some small EU countries, Kosovo has a fragmented system of 

ministries, comprising 19 ministries and one minister without portfolio. Some of those 

ministries have very small dimensions, in terms of both resources and services delivered. 

                                                           
103 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council on a Feasibility Study for a 

Stabilisation and Association Agreement between the European Union and Kosovo* COM (2012) 602final and 

Commission Staff Working Document accompanying the document “Commission Communication on a Feasibility Study 
for a Stabilisation and Association Agreement between the European Union and Kosovo*” SWD (2012) 339 final/2. 
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Despite the fact that the Government Program 2011-2014 had proclaimed as priorities 

“reorganizing public administration in Kosovo according to international best practices” 

and “implementing recommendations of the Government’s Functional Review...”, no 

significant reorganization results were achieved in 2013.Kosovo has a strategic 

framework for public administration reform in place with the 2010public administration 

reform strategy and the action plan for the period 2012-14. The strategy  

is comprehensive, including the main aspects such as policy management, budgetary 

planning and execution, organization of public administration and human resources 

management. The government adopted a roadmap for 2014 to address the remaining key 

reform challenges in the current action plan. All ministries, except one, have more than 

eight units reporting directly to the secretary general (see Figure 2 below). This large span 

of control is more likely to create difficulties in view of the traditionally centralized style 

of decision making. 

Figure 2. Data on employees and units of central structures 66 of ministries and OPM 

 
The coordination structure for strategy implementation and its monitoring mechanism 

were reformed in 2013 to improve the tracking of policy implementation and legislation 

in this area. The implementation of the strategy has been a major challenge and there 

have been very limited results. In designing the new strategy, the new government needs 

to set more realistic objectives. These should be backed up with strong political support, 
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clear implementation and budget planning, and be supported by adequate numbers  

of qualified staff. Kosovo has made some progress regarding policy development and 

coordination. It prepared standards for public consultation on legislation and adopted  

a regulation on financial impact assessment. It also introduced a new action plan for the 

partnership for open governance (2014-16).  

The Office of the Prime Minister and the Ministry of European Integration are jointly 

responsible for ensuring sufficient policy coordination. At the macro-level, as shown  

in the FRIDOM Report  (see Figure 3 below), Kosovo has a comparatively high 

expenditure for general public services, which is an indicator of a large administrative 

apparatus, while it has significantly lower expenditure in providing services to citizens.  

Figure 3. Comparison of percentage of expenditures in general public services and in social protection in new 

EU Member States and in Kosovo 

 
This structure ensures a basic level of preparedness for the increase in workload 

related to the European integration process.  

With regard to public service and human resources management, political interference 

in public administration persists, both at central and local level. Further efforts are needed 

to fully implement relevant provisions on the prevention of corruption and promotion of 

integrity in the civil service, in particular by providing targeted training for civil servants. 

The share and distribution of civil servants belonging to minorities across ministries and 

institutions need to be in line with the legislation. 

 

5. Conclusions 

In the light of the modifications imposed by the knowledge-based society on the public 

administration system, organizational change the should lay more emphasis on the 

improvement of managerial skills as a factor likely to enhance performance in the 

activities carried out. We consider that the Kosovo public administration made great 

advancements within the change and modernization processes: the implementation of the 

European community legislation, the transparency of the governing and administration, 

the governing efficiency, the legislation simplification. Apart those significant steps we 

may mention some sensitive aspects: the incomplete depoliticization of the public 

position, the reforms interruption within the transition from the high political level, the 

lack of resources for education and vocational training. With regard to senior 

appointments, the current framework did not reduce the scope for politicization of the 

civil service, although whether this is effective in the long run remains to be seen.  

An oversight mechanism was already in place under the pre-independence system, but 
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has been further strengthened through entrenchment in legislation. In future, its work 

should be closely and frequently monitored and its accountability reviewed by 

parliament. One of the priorities of the current institutional training mechanism for civil 

servants should be capacity building and adequate training/profiling.  

The preoccupation for change and for modernization is neither simple nor easy. It implies 

a huge volume of work, learning the new managerial practices, methods and laws. The 

change in the public administration must be conceived as a creation act oriented towards 

the improvement of the organizational structures and of the flexibility of the managerial 

acts, by permanently raining the managerial team and the public servants. Overall, there 

has been very limited progress in this area. The new government needs to make a serious 

political commitment to public administration reform. The slow pace of reform in this 

area continues to pose one of the greatest challenges in Kosovo’s European integration 

process. 
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HUMAN RIGHTS AND LEGAL GUARANTEES IN THE PROCESS OF 

PROVING 

 

Introduction  

Access to justice and fair process is a fundamental principle recognized by a set  

of documents and international instruments. Universal Declaration of Human Rights and 

the International Covenant on civil and political rights of citizens, declare that "Everyone 

has the right to have his case reviewed fairly and publicly by a court of competent, 

independent and created in under the rule of law. 

The rights and fundamental freedoms in the foundation of the entire legal order are 

indivisible, inalienable and inviolable. They are provided in Article 15 of Title II, Chapter 

I of "The rights and fundamental freedoms" of the Constitution
104

 of the Republic  

of Albania. In this fundamental law of the state ,constitution guarantees and providesto 

make feasible these rights, obligations of the state and its organs, to implement them in 

their activities, as well as effective options for replacing the damage caused by not 

respecting the rights and freedoms guaranteed by the constitution. 

Although the legal framework exists and it is aligned with international legislation,  

it still has shortcomings, as the meaning and application of human rights and guarantees 

that the legislature has provided for their guarantee as well as its further improvement, 

with the goal of alignment with international legislation, especially with the European. 

Ability to implement the legislation is not yet at the level that is required, as a necessary 

element of guaranteeing democracy and the rule of law. In this paper we analyze some 

aspects of respect for the rights of citizens and guarantees that they enjoy by constitution 

and penal procedural law.  

 

1. All rights during the process of association, detention or arrest 

State police have a duty to respect the rights and fundamental freedoms. In the 

implementation of institutional duties provided for in Article 1.2 of nr.9749, dated 

04.06.2007, "On the State Police", the mission of the police is to maintain order, and 

public safety in accordance with the law, respecting the rights and freedoms. It supports 

its activities in the Constitution of the Republic of Albania, the laws and normative acts 

and international acts in accordance with the treatment of accompanied, detained, arrested 

and sentenced, as the European Convention on Human Rights, the Convention  

                                                           
104The Constitution of the Republic of Albania, Tirana 2008.  
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on Children’s Rights, the Optional Protocol to the Convention against torture and other 

inhuman penalties and other international acts that have been ratified by our state. 

Some of the principles of police work in a democracy are
105

: 

• The police should be aware of, and operate under the framework of democratic 

principles. 

• Police, which is a recognized specific legal effect on the citizens of their country  

in the name of civil society and as individuals who have the confidence of the public, are 

professionals whose conduct should be governed by a code of professional conduct. 

• The police should serve the public and be accountable to them 

• The police should conduct its activities while respecting human dignity and 

fundamental rights of the public. 

• Police should perform its duties while respecting the principle of non-

discrimination.
106

 

Under positive law, the fundamental task of the police is to repel and to inhibit 

offenses, to detect offenses, that when there is ground for suspicion that a penal offense 

has been committed which is prosecuted ex officio, to take the needed action to find the 

perpetrator, to detect and track provided the offense, as well as in what direction in 

formations must be collated etc.
107

. 

There are seven human rights regarding police interaction. It is necessary to follow the 

way of police action, and to ask questions about: 

1) Legitimacy All actions of the police must comply with applicable national laws and 

international law regarding human rights. Police should always verify the legality of the 

actions that it intends to undertake and execute them in accordance with applicable law  

in order to act on behalf of civil society to which they have a duty to protect. 

2) Non-discrimination In all the legal documents, treaties and conventions is present 

legal requirement that police must implement its duties without discrimination. Human 

rights must be protected and the duty of the police must be implemented without 

discrimination. 

3) Need. The police may use force only in cases necessary and only to the extent 

required to achieve a legitimate objective. Freedom of the citizen's fundamental rights 

and here the police cannot intervene unless it is absolutely necessary to do so. 

4) Proportionality (measures). In cases where force is used, the action must  

be proportional to the strength and the challenge facing the police action and the measure 

                                                           
105 Legislation State Police, Tirana 1998, Law nr.8291, dated 25.02.1998, the Code of Police Ethics. Promulgated by 

Decree no. 2003, dated 02.27.1998 of the President of the Republic of Albania, Rexhep Mejdani. 
106The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms shall be secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, 

color, language, and religion, political or other opinion. Taken from: "For a European public order", Volume I, Tirana 

2001, fq.33.     
107E. Sahiti, "Witness testimony as evidence in criminal proceedings" Prishtina 1993, fq.139. 
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should be applied to every police action when it seeks to deprive a citizen of his rights  

of man. All forms of police action should be proportionate to the nature and scale of the 

problem being treated. 

5) Accountability.Responsibility for the action taken must be present in a democracy. 

All police officers should be accountable to the public they serve. This is something that 

is recognized as permissible exercise of police activity. During all types of interventions, 

the police should normally be able to provide evidence of their right of intervention and 

their professional identity. Police officers should oppose all forms of corruption within 

police ranks and immediately inform their superiors and other relevant bodies to every 

form of corruption is observed to their colleagues in the police. 

6) Correctness. Police will carry out its tasks correctly and will be guided by the 

principles of non-bias and non-discrimination. Where the police is required, must act 

decisively, but maintain accuracy over time. 

7) Humanism. Rights, such as freedom of thought, conscience, belief, expression, 

peaceful assembly, movement and the peaceful enjoyment of property, are essential. 

Police would intrude on the individual's right to life only when strictly necessary and only 

to the extent that the law allows to achieve the legitimate objective. 

The police will act with integrity and respect for the public and with particular 

attention to the situation of all individuals belonging to vulnerable groups. 

 

2.  Information about the rights that citizens enjoy at the time of accompaniment, 

detention, or arrest. 

Escorted, detained and arrested, enjoy a number of rights provided by article 28 of the 

Constitution. These rights, not only are provided in the constitution, but also in the 

European Convention of Human Rights (Article 5), the Convention on the Rights of the 

Child (Article 40), while the new law "On the State Police" in article 107/2
108

. In contrast 

to the previous law, "State Police" in which, in Article 45/3, the legislator had determined 

explicitly that: "A person associated enjoys all the rights recognized in Article 28 of the 

Constitution". Reference of previous law of the state police, which refers to Article 28 of 

the Constitution, is more complete and more accurate, because it operates with the 

requirements of the European Convention on Human Rights and the Convention on the 

Rights of the Child. In the relationship between the Convention and the Law of the 

Albanian interior, the Convention represents a superior legal order in the field of human 

rights, while countries subject to the jurisdiction of the European Court in this particular 

area
109

. 

                                                           
108 Law no. 9749 dated 04.06.2007, the State Police.    
109 Prof. Arben Puto, the European Convention on Human Rights in the Constitution of Albania approach, Comparative 

Overview, Tirana, 2002, fq.18 
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3. Humane treatment of accompanied, detained or arrested. 

The Constitution of the Republic of Albania, in its Article 25 provides that: "No one 

shall be subjected to torture, punishment or cruel, inhuman or degrading". In respect to 

fundamental human rights, any person who accompanied detained or arrested, cannot be 

treated in a non-human way, be mistreated, physically abused, harmed his dignity or 

tortured by law enforcement officials. 

 

4. Human rights in the preliminary investigation and the trial. 

Due Process affected unless human rights are respected during the preliminary 

investigation and the trial. Defendant's participation in the process of proving, realized on 

the basis of the rights recognized by law. Code of Penal Procedure, by sanctioning those 

special provisions, defines these procedural rights. 

a) The right of the defendant to be familiar with the suit brought
110

. 

This right is exercised through the decision on taking a person to penal liability and its 

notification. In this decision, mention the fact of the offense and its legal qualification. 

Charges formulated in the decision on the person making penal responsibility should be 

concrete. In any case, it should show the time and place of the offense, the person who 

has done what and causes of its receipt as defendants. In the Penal Procedure Code were 

sanctioned for the first time the powers of the court for approval of the most important 

acts of the preliminary investigation stage, such as those for security measures etc. In 

contrast to previous legislation, the Penal Procedure Code was accepted norms of the 

European Convention on Human Rights. Regarding security measures, was removed the 

right of the persecutor  for setting these measures that restrict fundamental freedoms and 

human rights, accepted international norms for setting security measure by the judge,  

in cases and conditions provided for by law. 

In accordance with Article 5 of the Convention, which is about the right to liberty and 

security, the Constitution and the Penal Procedure Code are clearly defined precisely the 

cases of deprivation and restriction of liberty, and the conditions and criteria for 

scheduling security measures in general and in particular the arrest measure. Under 

Article 27/2 letter "c" of the Constitution Freedom of a person can be restricted only 

when there is reasonable suspicion of having committed a penal offense or to prevent his 

committing an offense or fleeing after its commission. 

Thus, the decision unifying No. 3 27/09/2002, United Panels High Court among other 

justify: assignment of security measures against offenders not conditional on getting 

                                                           
110 Article 34 paragraph 1 of the Penal Procedure Code, Tirana 2007. 
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quality defendants. The rule laid down in Article 5 of the Code of Penal Procedure
111

 

completed, and best explained in section 4 of article 34 of the Code of Penal Procedure, 

which states: "The provisions which apply to the defendant applied to the person under 

investigation, the unless this code stipulates otherwise. To this person (meaning the 

person under investigation) extend the rights and guarantees that are provided to the 

defendant "
112

. 

In conclusion, the United Panels emphasize that security measures can be determined 

even if the person is not taken as a defendant, provided to be informed promptly and in 

detail of the accusation made and for his rights (Article 31 the Constitution). Notice to 

defendants for the accusation raised is a procedural rule enshrined in Article 34 of the 

Penal Procedure Code. 

The presentation of evidence in the decision and knowledge with them, allows  

the defendant to perform his right to defense, contradicting the findings of the proceeding 

authority and putting into question the evidence gathered against him, ask  

the administration of new evidence, verify versions raised, helping in this way in 

clarifying the full and comprehensive circumstances of the case. 

b) The right of the defendant to give explanations about the charge. This right  

is enshrined in Article 39 of the Penal Procedure Code and carried through by the 

defendant giving explanations in question. Explanations of the defendant can affect: 

- Factual side of the work, to show the procedural act concerning the formulation  

of the charges, - legal side of it (the legal qualification of the offense, the circumstances 

that facilitate the level of responsibility, degree of punishment),-sufficiency of the 

evidence to argue for guilt, - attitude of the defendant to specific evidence considered at 

the stage of preliminary investigation of the matter and in the court, - statement of the 

facts known to the defendant concerning the analysis of specific evidence. 

In all these cases the defendant's explanations help the investigation and court 

authority to verify and assess the evidence collected, build versions possible, to gather 

additional evidence and on this basis to derive conclusions safe and full against all 

circumstances to be proven. 

c) The right of the defendant to present evidence. This right is exercised either directly 

by the defendant, or through his counsel. In general it is realized in the form of requests 

submitted proceeding body for the accuracy of objects and documents that are in the 

administration of the defendant. The proceeding authority and the court doesn’t have the 

right to refuse requests of the defendant, if the evidence presented for the matter. Refusal 

                                                           
111 Freedom of the person may be restricted by measures only in cases and manner prescribed by law, Article 5 

paragraph 1 of the Code of Penal Procedure, Tirana, 2007.   
112 To further see, The Penal Unifying Decision No. 3, dated 27.09.2002, the United Colleges of High Court. 
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of admission of evidence must be done by a reasoned decision of the prosecutor  

or judicial police who carried out the investigation. 

In the trial of the case against the defendant AT, charged with the penal offense of 

fraud as provided for in section 143 of the Penal Code, Penal College of the Supreme 

Court concluded that; defense claim to appear at a hearing of the debtors book shop  

is considered by the Court of Appeal in Gjirokastra trivial about the penal case, saw the 

value of proof in this process, considering it (the book of debtors) as simple in civil letter 

process. Only on this last claim defendants counsel, Penal College High Court considers 

that the management of the debtors book is important for the legal qualification of the 

offense for which his client is charged. 

Consequently, the Court of Appeal decision in Gjirokastra must be canceled and 

judicial acts must return for review. In a review is necessary to extend the judicial 

investigation not only for acquiring, managing and evaluating the "book of debtors", but 

also for recovering or receiving other evidence that will be considered necessary by the 

Court of Appeal town.
113

 

d) The right of the defendant to submit applications. This right is exercised as at the 

stage of preliminary investigation and during the trial of the penal case and could touch 

on various problems that arise in the process of proving, by the right choice of which 

depends on the ascertainment of the truth of the matter. Such problems might be; the 

question of persons, the realization of confrontations, conducting experiments, verifying 

the content of the test, the establishment of versions, the finding of special circumstances 

of the cases reflected during the investigation and trial of the penal case etc. 

e) The right of the defendant to participate in investigative actions. The realization of 

this right is done by following procedures for conducting investigative actions in order to 

detect, fix procedural and verification of evidence. According to certain procedural order 

the completion of some procedural actions cannot be realized without the participation of 

the defendant as the presenting investigative action recognition. By participating  

in procedural actions, the defendant has the right to notify the available data, require 

fixing them on the record, present in his hand own statements, to submit to the special 

procedural act remarks about illegal actions police, the prosecutor or the judge, to prove 

with his the firm the record of investigative action.  

f) The right of the defendant to be familiar with the evidence at the end of the 

investigation.
114

 This right enables the submission of applications for performing 

additional actions and their fulfillment when they are important for the proper settlement 

                                                           
113 To further see the decision nr.669, dated 15.11.2006, the Supreme Court of the Republic of Albania. 
114 After examining the acts and ensure that the defendant or his counsel familiar with them decides, accordingly, 

dismiss the case or sending it in court. Article 327 paragraph 2 of the Penal Procedure Code, Tirana 2007. 
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of the issue. The defendant being familiar with the probe has the right to submit remarks 

to the prosecutor, as well as requirements associated with data collected in the case. 

g) The right of the defendant to request disqualification of persons conducting the 

investigation, the employees of the police, prosecutor, judge, secretary of judicial session, 

interpreters, expert. That right there is underlying demand that the objectivity of the 

process can be ensured only when the person who administers the evidence, should not be 

very interested in the development of the case. This right of the defendant derives from 

the principle of legality in the process of proving and a guarantee against adversarial 

tendency to collect and appreciate the evidence. The right of the defendant to request 

exemption is not the same for all subjects procedural. The defendant may seek 

disqualification of the judge when it is proved that he has an interest in the proceedings, 

that in carrying out the functions and be given before the decision he has shown  

his opinion on the facts and circumstances proceeding object, etc
115

. Cases of exclusion 

judge are worth for experts or interpreters (Articles 124.125 and 181 of the Code of Penal 

Procedure). 

h) The right of a defendant to appeal the actions of the subjects of the proceedings. 

This right presents special importance for revealing the truth to avoid illegal actions, for 

making the right decisions. Complaints defendants can appear throughout the 

investigation stage as oral route as well as in writing. Complaints against judicial police 

presented District Prosecutor, while those against the prosecutor presented to the General 

Prosecutor. When decisions of the courts deemed not respond legality, and their merits, 

appealed by the defendant. Remedies are: appeal, recourse and review of the decision. 

In the trial of the case against the person AB, which was the subject of inquiry by the 

revocation of security measure "detention", accused offenses of trafficking in narcotics 

and weapons trafficking, as provided by Articles 282 / a / 2 of 278 / a / 2 of the Penal 

Code, Penal College of the Supreme Court concludes that, by decision No. 3 dated 

01.06.2009, the Court of Appeals for Serious Crimes, by not accepting the appeal of the 

defendant, has directed the parties to this appeal can be made only after the run, or after 

the defendant or defense counsel are aware it officially regarding the decision  

of determining the insurance. This means that, if the parties meet one of these 

requirements, the highest court will consider the appeal. But even as the demand and the 

defense takes notice, as required by the Court of Appeal for Serious Crimes (excuse the 

coming conflict with unifying decision No. 4, dated 24.06.2009 of the United Colleges of 

the Supreme Court), the same court decides not to accept the appeal, but now arguing that 

once it has reviewed and we are ahead of res judicata. 

                                                           
115 To further see Articles 15, 16, 17 and 18 of the Penal Procedure Code. 
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College finds that in the case subject to judgment, the Court of Appeals for Serious 

Crimes, pursuant to obligations provided for in Article 426 of the Penal Procedure Code 

following should have reviewed the complaint, as there have been cases provided by 

Article 420 of the Penal Procedure Code to decide not to accept the appeal. 

Based on the foregoing, Penal College of the Supreme Court considers that the 

decision of the Appeal Court for Serious Crimes shall be canceled and acts be sent for 

review to the court, with another panel
116

. 

i) Investigation, objective and complete review and versatile of the matter, taking  

a legal decision, and based, in significant measure implemented by the participation of 

defenders in the process of proving. Actions of defenders in the process of proving 

determined by the need to clarify the circumstances that condone defendant or to facilitate 

the degree of responsibility. Protector has no right to take actions that would exacerbate 

the position of the defendant. As a procedural function, protection arises at the time  

a penal prosecution. In any case it accompanies prosecution, indictment and run parallel 

to it. So in the process of proving the defense participating in the process, enjoying the 

right to duel with the accusation, serves the realization of justice, legality enforcement. 

In the trial of the case against the defendant IB offenses accused in the attempted act of 

terrorism and illegal weapons possession, provided by Articles 230 and 278/2 of the 

Penal Code 22, Penal College of the Supreme Court concludes that, it turns out that the 

judgment held in Tirana Court of Appeal dated 01.22.1997 against the defendant IB  

is done in his absence without notifying the defendant, pursuant to Article 139 of the 

Penal Procedure Code (if it was detained), without being declaration of his lack of 

conformity with Article 351 of the Penal Procedure Code (if the detainee was not), 

without the presence of his defense counsel or counsel appointed lawyer, according  

to Articles 351 and 348/2 of the Code of Penal Procedure, ie contrary to the applicable 

procedural provisions. 

The prosecutor of the Supreme Court held the same position during the judicial 

session, he also urged the adoption of recourse and annulment of the decision 119 dated 

22.01.1997 of the Court of Appeals of Tirana, precisely for the reasons raised  

in recourse.
117

 

Some modern penal procedure codes have provisions that limit the right of defense in 

the preliminary procedure. Thus the defendant is prohibited presentation during the 

commission of any procedural action, viewing files of the cases, the hindered or 

prevented contact with his attorney to a stage of the process, at the latest by the end of the 

investigation. Even the choice of some procedural rights, which the defendants provide 

                                                           
116 To further see nr.00-2009-253 decision dated 07.10.2009, the High Court. 
117 To further see the decision nr.532, datë21.10.2009, the Supreme Court of the Republic of Albania. 
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extensive procedural guarantees regarding the notification of the evidence available,  

in practice the opposite results.
118

 

The successful realization of the function of protection assumes the creation of a report 

of closeness and trust between the defendant and his counsel, where the defendant was 

sure he could trust and confessed to his defense to offense accused, without fear what 

shows the trust can be used to his detriment. On the other hand the efficiency  

of professional protection depends a lot on what the ratio of trust established between the 

defendant and his defense counsel. 

5. Rights in the execution of final decisions. 

Penal court decision is executed immediately after it becomes final. The decision  

of innocence, the exclusion of the defendant from punishment and he dismissing the case, 

is executed immediately after the announcement. Prosecutor which is near the district 

court that rendered the judgment, taking steps to execute it. For the execution of a prison 

sentence, the prosecutor issues the order of execution. After calculating the detention and 

sentencing settled, the prosecutor issues the order, which is notified to convicts and his 

counsel. Also in cases of execution of several convictions, the prosecutor's request 

notified the defendant, and defense counsel to
119

. 

6. The right to compensation for unjust imprisonment. 

Compensation and rehabilitation for unjust imprisonment is right for every citizen in 

accordance with Article 44 of the Constitution of the Republic Albania and Articles 268 

and 269 of the Penal Procedure Code. He which is found innocent by a final decision is 

entitled to compensation for suffering detention, except when it is proven that the 

decision was wrong, or non-disclosure at the right time unknown fact is wholly or partly 

by himself. The same right shall be punished who has been detained when a final decision 

is proved that the act which is assigned action was taken without the conditions laid down 

in Articles 228 and 229 of the Penal Procedure Code. 

 

Conclusions 

Based on the Albanian legislation and its alignment with international standards based 

on the activity of organizations monitoring human rights, to investigate and prosecute 

various penal matters and in personal contact with the arrested and convicted can come to 

conclusions the following: 

                                                           
118    French penal procedure reform of 1879 (loi Constance), which are reinforcing the rights of the defendants in the 

preliminary procedure, anticipating the possibility of investigating judge to ask the defendant only in the presence of 
counsel, which is likely eyesight documents the cases and freedom of contact with the defendant. Thus, the investigating 

judge is unable to ask defendant to keep the uncertainty associated with the evidence they possess. In most cases, the 

practice of tease this reform through the execution of a police search. (For further see MirjanDamashka, pp 27-28). 
119 Prof. EjupSahiti, Argumentation in Penal Procedure, Prishtina, 1999, p 252. 
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● Legislative reform has significantly improved and this legislation is coming to 

international standards. 

● Comparison of international standards for treatment of detainees, accompanied, 

arrested and convicted show that still specific areas of human rights, has different 

standards. 

● Restructuring of existing prisons and building new ones has significantly improved 

the rights of people arrested and convicted. 

● with the introduction of the Penal Code of alternative sentences and their application 

by the courts is a new innovation in terms of respecting human rights. 

● improving the current legislation, which determine in which cases should retain 

responsibility whatever it is, that by his actions, has brought the violation of human rights 

in penal proceedings. 

● Recognition and proper implementation of national legislation and international law, 

the implementation of reforms and standards, having basically, respect for human rights 

and guarantees in penal proceedings, will lead us towards integration into the European 

community. 
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE MEANING AND IMPORTANCE OF CUSTOMARY 

RIGHT IN ALBANIA 

 

Introduction 

Referring to the geographical position, Albania, although isolated, has always been at 

the crossroads of empires and civilizations. In antiquity, for centuries Albania  has been 

found on the political, military, and cultural borders  between East and West, between the 

early Roman Empire and Greek civilization, and later in the Middle Ages, between 

Catholic Italy and the Lower orthodocs Empire.  Further, until full occupation by the 

Turks, it was in front between Christian Europe and the Islamic East. 

The history of every nation is a mixture of elements picture of social, economic, 

political and legal. The combination of these elements defines what we call the historical 

stages which shed light on our on-time performance, development and perfection, 

innovation and traces of the past. Every social order needs a legal framework for 

regulation of human Interethnic, within this is conditioned by social factors, economic 

and political. East and the rule of a certain economic relations requires necessarily legal 

definitions.  

These provisions largely been characterized by indigenous element but also the foreign 

element, remover of occupations at different times. Albania among its important the 

elements of cultural heritage preserves the common law as a creation of its people 

forever. No special authorship public ministry this work, it represents a picture in which 

either all participating provincial fading colors of being strengthened by economical and 

social factors of policies. 

 

I. The customary right  as a creation of its own people forever 

Its creation was a human necessity, came from his soul of a nation aiming unique 

identity preservation of this  nation. This  was a difficult mission, extending over 

centuries, which successfully fulfilled its wisdom ee nation by generations. The  inherited 

from generation to apply, to keep and to reproduce customary rates for the Albanian 

meant to respect "state" even though he did not exist in legal form as it should had been. 

The term customary right  is also of computation with canon right term to find the 

origin  term "canon" in Greco-Byzantine tradition, namely  "nomokanon" understood  

as religious legal norms that would disclose later emperors bizantin. Later the  Turkish 

language turned into Kanuname,  legal norms revealed  sultani.  If we take a strict stand 
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the word originally meaning canon meant a single  nor, but  only later under the term 

implied a set of norms or unwritten corpus juris that belonged to the people. 

Full analysis of this right will only be realized considering ekonomical conditions, 

social and political  provinces of policies where this right has acted . many  phenomenon 

which refer to history and law arise from analysis of legal norms of law customary 

interdependent these socio-economic development of each specifc regions . By existing 

as a borned law created  in a given moment reflects  historical development material 

conditions of people's lives, it  walks with  development the notion of property constantly 

providing clearer facts of  differentiation of society in the process of time in terms of the 

ekonomical rates.we may find the right period to reflect the passage of the patriarchal 

order in the patriarchal feudal tribal, preserving elements of the new  and old order. Even 

if  this right is haunted by a foreign factor and also from local changes, it is characterized 

by common features by providing in this way  an incontestable proof of its  national 

featured  caracter
120

.  

The origin of the Albanian customary right dates from the time of the Illyrians, this 

fact is clear from the judicial institutions that there were showed from the ancient times. 

As form of of law that has operated in the absence of the state has showed  that it-s self-

governmental goal has their achievements and at the moment of release that state the 

historical scene she joined state law, has lived together in symbiosis with it becoming  

a part of it, of the right component state and the rest continued to ëvepronte  

in independently. 

Various moments of foreigner rules have shown different forms of its action, an action 

with a strong intensity at the time of the Ottoman occupation, as a call for survival of  

Albanian regions with the resurgence of old forms of specific tribal organisation   

it’s specific lies in the fact that in it we find all the moments to reflect historical that 

accompanied our country since its birth until the time when it was weakened  

in implementation., XX century. 

Different analysts lawyer or historian many times in their writings to this right are 

expressed in  the terms of an albanian "constitution". A history of the rule of law 

attributes this term labors Albanian customary right ? 

No doubt that this right is a complete  judicial system , including all branches of law, 

civil norms, criminal, family, extending procedural these rates adjustment for all of the 

kinds of economic and social relations of different ages .Therefore it constitutes a  juris 

corpus which had provided any situation regulation stemming from the development of 

relations between the peoples of the society that it belonged.  

                                                           
120 Kastelli Xh, Vilani S, Ahmetaj L, Velija Q. (2005). "E drejta zakonore shoqëria, ligji",  Studime   historike viti  

Nr.2 /1973 p.8-20 . 
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A detailed analysis will devote resources to this right as decrees or canons in different 

areas Albania will see how rates are legally defined civil character that lay mainly in the 

regulation of property relations anticipating any form of her alienation. From else we 

have criminal caracter rates being divided in half institute's general and the special part
121

. 

There Are projected  the concepts of the  offense that precede the protection of social 

relations, is scheduled fault in his two forms of intent and negligence, preparation and 

cooperation as a concept unique is tentative forecast. The sentence which clearly 

expresses carater of a divided society (class) of Albanian customary right.  

It is  special how these rates would be  applied enforced since missing the strong force 

of the government. This  had found its forms of implementation of austerity which were 

collekcive form such as assemblies, trial nursing, public opinion or the strength of the 

individual or vendetta. In the special are treated many types of crimes against persons 

such as murder, injury, insult, beating etj.we can see  this  phenomenon, the prediction  

of the types of criminal acts influenced by the drejuta Eshet canonical since it played an 

important role in medieval feudal society.  

Should be  admitted that canonical law has constantly exerted pressure on  albanian 

customary right  but never managed to merge with it . it is interesting  in criminal actions 

are directed against private propertys destruction of other’s property.   

Their Canon’s define the socio-economic forecast differentiation in various mountain 

areas or field after the Highland preserved for a long time the joint property on land and 

in low areas ran it again private. This showes once again the caracter of the custom law 

and it’s diversity because different canons reflected local features making the rights  

incredibly diverse
122

. 

 

II. The basic principles on which are based all canonical norms 

It is striking in all sources of Albanian customary right  the existence of fundamental 

principles on which are based all canonical norms of every Albanian province of its  unity 

trait.one of the  basic principles that we find is the principle of a promise or giving speech 

which apply to the entire population and had  the  importance of a legal institution for 

people, stipulated the kind of faith, loyalty given cases, and to whom it was given 

responsibility for its violation was one of the most serious commitments under 

canon. Another principle was determined by personal honorary canon in two forms, 

personal and collective .it was a principle whose birth was asked by the society on its own 

, where they lived, a closed society, with a high pride. We have the principle of equality 

                                                           
121 Ibidem. 
122 Yamamoto, K (2005), “The etical structure of Kanun and cultural implications” translated. Sh.B.A.  Historical 

studies,  Nr.2 /1973. fq.8-18.  
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of men from the blood by which all people were treated by canonical norms  

as a principleof equality.  

It is shown  early origins of our canonical norms as equality before the law related  

to the human rights.the priciple of hospitality  is present in all the statutes indicates that  

a friend had an important place in the canon, he was revered in a way that can not be 

found in any other Balkan country, a figure almost sacred. 

The study of this right question is how it should be called the Albanian legal system  

in his beginnings as Albanian customary right  or as canonical right? Referring to foreign 

authors who have contributed to its study, speak Albanian customs and legal traditions. 

In the case where the right is treated as a cluster of customs and customs returns 

ethnographic examination subjects. As a customary right  or canon mainly taken 

historiography and can say that on the surface it is handled by the right case. There was 

the idea that the treatment of the right just as customary right  is carried out only because 

it is written, these opinions are not based logic is if we refer to the fact that these 

attributes make the laws of Hammurabi in Babylon documents, Manus in India, drakoni 

in Greece, Tables XII in Rome. 

Determination of the law as such is a matter of subjective interpretation and 

perspective as:  

First; characteristic of the old written law even in later times is the source from which 

emerge, which means that laws are dictated by the type of social organization, they are 

laws of rulers and as such must necessarily be written to the effect of recognition and 

enforcement of their subjects Whereas laws emanating from the organized society itself 

democratically conceived as its legal consciousness that. 

 Second; There have been recent discoveries have shown that Albanian law can not be 

said to have been an unwritten . the discovering of the  Albanian  cities Constitutions  is  

a clear evidence leading to the conclusion that there is no possibility that he thought deep 

legal expressed in the so-called highlands customary rules, not to be written once the 

current somewhere. Dont find not necessarily foretell their non-existence
123

. 

It is worth noting the fact that right now such as Roman, Byzantine, Ottoman or 

studied slave without the attribute "customary" . Something else is the situation in 

Albanian law, it made this moment exceptional and not positively affect it because the 

lower level Study after not accepted as a system. Review and analysis of Albanian law 

should be carried out by lifting toward other rights thus eliminating the position of 

penalties anatemues Albanian law, touching as integral elements within the legal system 

and not as a representation or his incarnation . On the formal side, the country could rise 

Albanians in Kosovo are signs that law has not determined a creation time, its not known 

                                                           
123 Xh. Kastelli , rates, vep e cit.  p.12-13. 
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compiler, lacks cohesion and legal systematic, it has a limited jurisdiction and that 

reflects the written and only incomplete the 20th century, under the Canon of Lek 

Dukagjin denomination
124

.         

Over time there have been many hypotheses creation for the fact that this right is not 

attributable to any ruler name action.With time further defined in its lack of a deep study 

of the character of this right, the spirit that the crosses, the elements coinciding with 

certain time or historical milestones social organization, does not allow its alignment with 

any creation. With time this does not mean that this finding sheds that the nature of 

deductions jurirdical. If we talk about system’s creation time its antiquity dates from the 

consideration that element that reflected typicals come up organically in our times, of 

finding too early in historical sources, for example in epigraphic document that speaks to 

the League of Mollosve, to Appian, which  recounting the relationship of Rome  with the 

queen Teuta .By comparison of this law with Germanic one , we can understand that the 

root of the Albanian law dates back at least to the times before the fourth century AD
125

.  

The fact that Albanian law has lacked systematic early does not remove the core, but 

only testifies conditions and circumstances in which it is transmitted to the present day 

under the influence of many natural factors.from its  historical and current data for efforts 

codification of the range in the second half of the 19th century, the Turkish project to the 

laws on the codification of customary right  Albanians in Kosovo are, without talking 

about the subject that has brought different Albanologists earlier without claim for  

a codification. In the years 1913-1929 Father Gjeçov collected  and published rates over 

all other laws but not completed this historical initiative after being killed by his 

serbians
126

. The writting was  published in Fishta At 1933. In the  foreword for the 

publication of the summary of Gjeçovi talk about the importance of collecting folklore 

and docks
127

.  

 

Conclusions 

Albanian customary right  rights is one of the oldest and most exclusive modern 

Europe the years 1400- 1900. Its Vecaneria lies in the fact that it arises in parallel with 

the state at a time when there was no Albanian state as a territorial unit Institutional 

governmental organization. 

The customary right  as part had a longevity and continuity in some specific regions, 

as among centuries it has expressed the will of the Albanian people, it has not been the 

                                                           
124 Sh. Gjecovi,  The Kanun of Leke Dukagjini,Tirana 1993. 
125 Xh. Kastelli, vep e cit.  p.153-160. 
126 Sh.Gjecovi,  vep e cit.pv. 
127 Valentini, Z. (2005).  “The right of comunitites in albanian judicial”. historical studies , Nr.2 /1973. fq.30.  
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product of the impacts of invaders or certain individuals, but are adapted to the conditions 

and circumstances country specific. 

In customary right , ethics and unity sanctioned a series of moral and legal values as 

basic principles of equality, freedom and other institutions with moral values as loyalty, 

fortitude, nobility, hospitality and generosity. Through this right clearly expresses the 

popular philosophy of self-righteousness, according to custom rules, which tell of what  

is right and what is not and how to act human. 

In the absence of the Albanian state as a whole right zakonare played the role of the 

Constitution and laws to regulate legal relations of the population of the local self-

government units. 
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REFLECTIONS ON THE PROPER INFLATION TARGETING  

REGIME TYPE FOR ALBANIA       

 

Introduction 

Carare and Stone (2003) clearly defined the 3 types of Inflation Targeting regime that 

can be implemented in the different countries. According to them the Inflation Targeting 

regime can be implemented from developed and developing countries. Economists agree 

that Inflation Targeting is not a strict set of rules, and this is the main reason that none  

of the countries that implemented it have abandoned it. Albania is defined as an informal 

Inflation Targeting implementer. It is not ready to implement it formally. This paper will 

shortly describe the charachteristics of the types of inflation targeting regime. The second 

section will follow with a detailed analysis of the situation in Albania of the main factors 

that Carare and Stone used in their analyses. After the analysis we will draw a conclusion 

on the proper inflation Targeting regime for Albania.    

 

1. Regimes of Inflation Targeting 

Carare and Stone (2003) define the three types of Inflation Targeting Regimes: Full-

Fledged Inflation Targeting (FFIT), Eclectic Inflation Targeting (EIT) and Inflation 

Targeting Lite (ITL). For each type they have described the characteristics and then they 

have analyzed the possibility of implementation from developed or developing countries. 

The Full Fledged Inflation Targeting is the regime mainly implemented from developed 

countries because in order to implement this regime is necessary to fulfill all the 

preconditions regarding to the macroeconomic framework of the country. Countries that 

implemented this regime are characterized from an average or high level of credibility of 

Central Bank policies and a clear engagement of Central Bank for the achievement of the 

inflation target. This makes the transmission mechanism very transparent and Central 

Bank is more responsible for the policies that implements. The authors concluded that to 

implement FFIT is necessary to have: macroeconomic stability; consolidated fiscal 

situation; high level of transparency and responsibility of monetary policy; and  

a sophisticated financial system. According to Carare and Stone all the developing 

countries have implemented FFIT only after a period with high inflation with the aim to 

increase the credibility of their monetary authority. Generally, before implementing FFIT, 

developing countries reduce inflation; consolidate fiscal environment and experience  

a strong financial recession. This doesn’t happen with developed countries. 
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For the implementation of Eclectic Inflation Targeting is not necessary for the country 

to have a high level of credibility, transparency and responsibility of the central bank. For 

this reason the central bank should work to improve and increase the level of credibility. 

In the countries that implemented EIT the central banks do not distinguish between the 

primary and secondary objectives. The importance of the achievement of these objectives 

is the same. For them is important the price stability but even monetary policy operations 

that influence the achievement of other objectives have the same importance with the 

main objective of price stability. For this reason is easy to say that these countries 

(European Central Bank implemented Eclectic Inflation Targeting Regime) have a high 

level of flexibility. In short run they can shift from one objective to the other, but in long 

run they have to achieve their primary objective. 

Inflation Targeting Lite is implemented from countries that can’t have a clear objective 

about the future inflation rate. In this category are included countries that target a broad 

interval for the inflation rate and this happens because the level of credibility of central 

bank is low. The low level of credibility reflects the problems that these countries face 

like:  weakness of monetary policy especially in periods of shocks or instability; financial 

instability and weak institutional framework.  

As mentioned above, Carare and Stone divided the countries in two groups: 

developing countries and developed countries. They identified the indicators, based on 

which, they draw conclusions. The identified indicators are: GDP and GDP per capita, 

Fiscal situation of the country given from the ratio PD/GDP (where PD is Public Debt), 

debt financing, and the last indicator is the development of financial system. The 

conclusions of their analysis were that EIT was implemented only from developed 

countries (high level of GDP and GDP per capita, PD/GDP smaller than 66%,  

low or 0 budget deficit financing, very well developed financial system) and that all the 

countries that implemented ITL (average PD/GDP, high level of budget deficit financing, 

not well developed financial system) were developing countries. Only FFIT (strong fiscal 

situation, PD/GDP relatively low, low or 0 budget deficit financing, average developed 

financial system) was implemented from developed and developing countries.  Also, they 

concluded that the high level of credibility of countries that implemented EIT  

(compared to other countries that implemented FFIT) is explained with the big 

differences in financial system development and economic development 

 

3. Analysis for Albania 

Albania has officially implemented a Monetary Targeting Regime. M3 is the 

component of money supply used as a target. Setting intermediary monetary targets helps 

to increase the overall level of crediting in the country. For countries like Albania this 

intermediary monetary targets (annual growth rate of money supply) are necessary 
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because the credit channel is very important and state budget is kept under control easily. 

Luçi (2005) explained that the planned and achieved M3 growth rate were never the 

same. The same situation and problem persisted even in the period 2006 – 2014. The 

planned value of inflation rate, since the deposits crisis, was always within the targeted 

interval that was 2% - 4% till 2009 and from 2010 it was always near the value of 3%. 

This shows that Bank of Albania was successful because its objective is 3% ±1%.  

These facts show that Albania can achieve low inflation without achieving the target 

of M3 growth rate. This is one of the main factors that made Bank of Albania to decide to 

abandon the monetary targeting regime and prepare to implement the inflation targeting 

regime. Below will follow an analysis for Albania of the main factors that Carare and 

Stone defined in their work. The analysis will enable as to draw a conclusion on the type 

of inflation targeting regime that suits better to the conditions of the Albanian economy.  

They concluded that Eclectic Inflation Targeting is the only type that was implemented 

only from developed countries. For the purpose of the paper we will include it in the 

analyses.  

- Lets begin with the credibility of Bank of Albania. The problem of the credibility  

of the central bank aroused at the begging of the ’80 when it was necessary to have more 

independent central banks. The independence was always accompanied with the need to 

increase the level of credibility. Among the economists discussing on this issue were 

Brunner (1983), Cukierman (1986), Blinder (2000)
128

 etc
129

. According to Bank  

of Albania, the judgment can be divided in some periods. Till 2000, the level  

of credibility was low because the achievement of the main objective was not according 

to the expectations. This was mainly conditioned from the developments in the country. 

From 2001 till 2013, Bank of Albania was successful in achieving its main objective of 

price stability. The heist that happened in 2014 decreased sensibly the credibility of the 

central bank. Also, transparency for the explanation of the decision-making process is not 

high and this decreases the level of credibility. As conclusion, the level of credibility of 

the central bank is average. According to this indicator can be said that Albania can 

implement FFIT and ITL but not EIT.  

- Inflation target observance in Albania is considered high because from 1992 till 

2014, Bank of Albania was successful in achieving its objective.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
128 He argues that generally economists agree that credibility is important. It is attained mainly by building a reputation 

for doing what is said that will be done. 
129 For more see: Michael D. Bordo and Pierre L. Siklos (2014): Central Bank Credibility: An Historical and 

Quantitative Exploration. 
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Graph 1: Inflation rate in Albania 

 
Source: INSTAT 

In the graph above is shown the tendency of inflation and that is lower than 4%. From 

2010 is observed a decrease of the inflation rate, mainly caused from the global financial 

crisis and the effects of the crisis in the Albanian economy. Looking at this indicator, the 

conclusion is that Albania is ready to implement FFIT, EIT and ITL 

- Flexibility in other objectives is clearly defined in the articles of the Law 8269 on the 

Bank of Albania. 1997. In the article 3.1 is clearly defined the main objective. Price 

stability is the primary though not the only objective provided in law. Any other objective 

or task assigned to BoA is subordinated to achieving the main objective. As mentioned 

above, price stability is not the only objective stated in the law. The other objectives
130

, 

however, do not conflict with it. Some of the other objectives are:  to promote and 

support the development of the payment system, to foster the liquidity, solvency and 

proper functioning of a stable market-based banking system, etc.                                   

- GDP and GDP per capita are indicators that list Albania among the poor countries in 

Europe. The graph below shows the fact that GDP increased during the period 1996 – 

2013.  

Except 1997, in all the other years the GDP increased, but the growth rate was not 

incrementing. In the period 1996 – 2002, the growth rate varied. During 2003 – 2008 the 

average growth rate was 6%. During 2009 – 2013, the rate decreased by 50%. So in 2009 

it was 3.35%, in 2010 it was 3.71%, and in 2011 it was 2.55%. In 2012 and 2013 the rates 

were 1.62% and 1.35%. 

 

 

                                                           
130 Law 8269 on the Bank of Albania. 1997. December 23, Article 3.2 and 3.3. 
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Graph 2: Gross domestic product at current prices (in million leks) 

 
Source: INSTAT 

 

Looking at this indicator we can conclude that Albania can implement only ITL.  

- Fiscal situation (Public Debt/GDP) deteriorated substantially in the recent years. Till 

2011 it was increasing but below 60%. In 2012 it increased above 60%. In 2013 it was 

bigger than 66%. Looking at the graph below we can draw the conclusion that based on 

this indicator Albania is not ready to implement any type of IT. 

 

Graph 3: Public Debt / GDP (in %) 

 
Source: Ministry of Finance, Albania 

 

- Debt financing situation is very clear because it is stated in the articles of Law on 

Bank of Albania: loans with a maturity of up to 6 months permitted (Article 30.2); 

maximum: 5% of average budgetary revenues of past 3 years (Article 30.4); waiver :  

8% of revenues (Article 30.5). On this indicator we can conclude that Albania is ready  

to implement ITL. 
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- Development of financial system is the least but not the last indicator. The level of 

development is low because the only sector that can be determined as developed is the 

banking sector. All the other financial intermediaries are not developed very well and the 

market in which they operate has a lot of problems. The types of financial intermediaries 

in Albania are: 16 commercial Banks; Contractual Institutions composed from 3 Life 

Insurance Co., 8 Non Life Insurance Co., and 3 Pension Funds; Investment Institutions 

composed from 124 Savings & credit associations in 2 unions, 2 Independent savings  

& credit associations, 2 Investment Funds, and 21 other non-bank that is, non-deposit-

taking financial lending institutions and leasing. Other institutions offer money transfers 

services and factoring.
131

 One of the big problems of financial sector development was 

Tirana Stock Exchange Market. It was not functioning and in 2014, Ministry of Finance 

decided to close it.  According to this indicator, the proper inflation targeting regime type 

is ITL. After looking carefully all the indicators, let’s sum up the conclusions in a table 

that will enable us to draw a final conclusion 

 Credibility Inflation 
target 

observance 

Flexibility in 
other 

objectives 

GDP; 
GDP per 

capita 

Fiscal situation 
(PD/GDP) 

Debt 
financing 

Financial system 
development 

 Low Av
er 

high   low high low High Lo
w 

high low <66% >66% Low High low aver  high 

FFIT  √ √  √ √   √ √   √   √  

EIT   √  √ √   √ √   √    √ 

ITL √   √   √ √   √   √ √   

Alb  √   √  √ √    √  √ √   

From the table, 4 of 7 indicators match with the indicators of ITL, 2 indicators match 

with the FFIT and fiscal situation does not match with none of the types. Looking at the 

table we can recommend to Bank of Albania to aim to implement Inflation Targeting 

Lite. But analyzing the indicators we can say that the situation deteriorated because till 

2012, fiscal situation was within the limits. After 2012 the situation deteriorated. So, we 

suggest to the government to undertake actions to decrease the public debt because with  

a high level of public debt is impossible to have under control the medium term inflation 

rate.   

 

Conclusions 

Inflation targeting regime is not a rule. It is a framework and helps the central bank to 

control the inflation. For this reason is necessary to study the level of development of the 

economy of the country. This analysis helps in defining the right objectives and not 

wasting time in factors that are not decisive. The main conclusion of this paper is that 

                                                           
131 For more details see: Albania – Financial System Stability Assessment, IMF Country Report No. 14/79. March 

2014. 
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from the three types of inflation targeting regime, Albania is near the implementation of 

ITL. But, also from this paper we can give a very important suggestion. ‘Read between 

the lines’. This is our suggestion for the policymakers. We draw this recommendation by 

analyzing ‘fiscal situation’ and ‘financial system development’.  
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LAW ACHIEVEMENTS AND SOME STATISTICAL DATA ON THE 

GUARANTEE OF HUMAN RIGHTS OF THE DETAINED PERSONS  

IN THE REPUBLIC OF ALBANIA 

 

Introduction. 

 

The guarantee of rights of persons which are deprived of their liberty. 

In the framework of guaranteeing fundamental rights and freedoms of the individual, 

including the rights of detainees and prisoners, Albanian government considers  

as a primary commitment, the implementation of obligations to provide the right 

treatment of persons detained or convicted and to convert thepenal punishmentinto  

a social rehabilitation opportunityaccording to the European standards. The rights  

of prisoners and detainees such as theventilation hours, time spent with family and 

friends, number of phone calls, cultural and sports activities, the right to request and  

to appeal, which creates facilities in the relations of prisoners with lawyers and the 

Ombudsman,have significantly improved. 

 

1. Penitentiary institutions. 

Directorate General of Prisons (GDP) is an institution under the Ministry of Justice. Its 

main task is the management of penal institutions, and creating appropriate conditions for 

the strict implementation of all obligations arising from the existing legal framework, 

with the aim to turn a criminal sentence into a rehabilitation opportunity for inmates
132

. 

The main objectives of the system include: 

1. Keeping prisoners and detainees in conditions of safety and refuge; 

2. Human treatment of prisoners and detainees; 

3. Managingwith efficiency and effectiveness of total activity in prisons and detention. 

Penal institutions in Albania can be divided into two categories: institutions which are 

inherited from the previous system and the institutions that are set up after the 90s. 

Institutions that are inherited from the previous system, do not meet optimum standards 

for the treatment of persons deprived of their liberty. However, there are made 

interventions for the reconstruction of these institutions, to create conditions as normal  

as possible for detainees and convicted people. Institutions that have been opened in 

                                                           
132 Directorate General of Prisons has under its management, 21 penitentiary institutions with a capacity 

for 4417 people. Penitentiary Institutions are administrative authorities which execute the decisions given by 

the court for maintaining and supervising persons. Currently in our country there are 19 prisons, 1 Hospital 

Prison and 1 Institute for Minors in Kavaja. The average figure is 368 people crowded over prison capacity. 
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recent years are conceived not only as punishment centers, but as centers that can serve 

for the rehabilitation of persons with limited freedom, beginning with the construction of 

religious cults in the institution, and different classes, library, sports, health center, areas 

of ventilation, etc. 

Work Evaluation Committee of the detainees, consisting of representatives of the GDP 

and the Ministry of Justice in July 2010, prepared employment structures, for a total of 

606 prisoners who use to benefit social security and which are rewarded according to the 

work done.  In 2012, 745 convicts and detainees have been equipped with a certificate 

recognized by the Ministry of Labor. Educationalstaffs in penal institutions have given 

importance to increase the number of different activities, so as to affect the rehabilitation 

of these categories.  According to the European Prison Rules, prisoners are placed, as far 

as possible, to prisons close to their homes or places of social rehabilitation. In 

accordance with Law No. 8328 "On the rights and treatment of prisoners and 

detainees”:"The resettlement criterion respected prisoners in institutions that are at the 

location of their families." (Article 31) According to the applicable law, prisoners have 

the right to meet their families and their relatives. These meetings are conducted 4 times a 

month and at last for 30 minutes.For female prisoners and minors, there is implemented a 

special program and favorable relationships with the family. For pregnant incarcerated 

women or for women with children up to 3 years, there are kindergartens with 24-hour 

service at the prisons. Contacts with diplomatic representatives to prisoners with foreign 

nationalities are provided. Pursuant to General Regulation of Prisons(Article 62), for 

prisoners of foreign nationality are created all the necessary facilities for communicating 

with diplomatic or consular representatives of the State concerned. 

Improving demand and complaints mechanisms are also in place. A working group in 

the GDPhas been established to improve the current mechanism of handling the demands 

and appeal request,in cooperation with the Albanian Helsinki Committee. The working 

group has achieved the unification of formats based on the English models. Professional 

growth of the staff is also an achievement. It is noted that there is a growing interest from 

employees and training managers, seeing this closely related to the service quality.  

The Training Center has completed 226 days of training for 617 employees.  

Respecting the recommendations of the Ombudsman, implementation of the 

recommendations of this institution remains a key priority of the penitentiary system.  

The recommendations which have not been implemented are primarily related to the lack 

of funds for investment and to the increasing of the number of staff in prisons.  

 

2. Basic achievements. 

In the context of protecting human rights, the Albanian Government is committed  

to the taking of all necessary reforms that will serve for: the treatment in the most humane 
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way of persons deprived of their liberty, law enforcement in the detention site, 

rehabilitation and reintegration of prisoners into society and creating a safe and efficient 

system for the whole socjety. 

In terms of the protection of human rights in Albania, operation of Probation 

Institution has started to function. The mission of this institution is to oversee and support 

the implementation of alternative measures to protect the public interest, preventing the 

commission of criminal offenses, assisting convicted person to fulfill the obligations 

arising from alternative sentencing, assisting convicted person to overcome difficulties  

in their social reintegration, reducing recidivism and increasing community safety.  

 

3. Constitution and the basic applicable law. 

Albanian Constitution. 

Human rights are guaranteed by the Constitution of the Republic of Albania, which 

provides that: “Legal restrictions of freedom cannot affect the essence of freedoms and 

rights and in no case may exceed the limitations provided for in the European Convention 

on Human Rights.”(Article 17 of the Albanian Constitution) 

The Law "On certain amendments to the amended Law no. 8328 of 16.4.1998, 

Rights and treatment of prisoners and detainees". 

The main purpose of the law "On some amendments to the Law No. 8328, dated 

16.4.1998," On the rights and treatment of prisoners and detainees" is the improvement of 

the conditions for the treatment of persons sentenced to imprisonment and for the 

detainees, to ensure respect for the rights of their fundamental freedoms, in accordance 

with the EU laws, international treaties and internationally approved principles and 

standards. 

The proposal for this initiative comes as a need to meet the obligations arising from  

a number of international acts to which Albania is a party, such as the “European 

Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms”, the 

“European Convention for the Prevention of Torture and Treatment or Punishment 

Inhuman or Degrading Treatment”, as well as meeting the recommendations of the 

Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe to-date standards of treatment in prisons 

and also the specific recommendations of the Committee for the Prevention of Torture. 

These recommendations require increased legal guarantees to prevent violations of these 

rights with an emphasis on improving the conditions of treatment for certain categories  

of vulnerable subjects, such as minors, persons with mental health disorders, persons with 

disabilities, foreign nationals persons convicted. This bill is part of the analytical program 

of the Ministry of Justice, for the year 2013. The proposal of this initiative comes within 

the approximation of the law in force with new legislation in the area of coverage by 

compulsory insurance scheme to healthcare and protection of personal data, etc. 
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In Article 1 of the law, it is provided that subject to the rules of this law are all 

prisoners, Albanian and foreign nationals. It is provided that the treatment of minors 

sentenced is based on the best interests of the minor, as proposed to support the 

recommendation of the Committee on the Rights of the Children - Geneva. 

According to the latest progress report on Albania, issued by the European 

Commission for 2014,to the Albanian state has been recommended the adoption of 

measures to non-discriminatory treatment of inmates with disabilities. Also, it is 

anticipated that prisoners with disabilities are guaranteed freedoms and basic human 

rights, non-discriminatory treatment and gender equal opportunities, providing training 

and rehabilitation. 

Article 3 of the law provides that the social rehabilitation and reintegration of 

prisoners realized through a social rehabilitation treatment aims their reintegration into 

family, social and economiclife. It is known that preparation for reintegration begins in 

detention. Reformulation is made considering the specification of the factors taken into 

consideration for individualization of treatment, adding the concept of motivating 

prisoners/detainees to be involved in the activities organized in the institution. 

Article 5 of the law provides that, after the evaluation process, the treatment 

programming begins, in collaboration with the inmate. For each sentenced person,  

a condemnation and reintegration plan is drawn, while for the vulnerable categories 

individualized treatment program is drawn. Through this forecast, important concepts are 

added to this law two, in terms of treatment programming: punishment and reintegration 

plan and individualized treatment program, which are currently implemented in the prison 

system
133

. A special attention is paid to foreign nationals. Shortly after admission, prison 

authorities support foreign prisoners to inform their families, legal counsel and consular 

representatives, or competent organizations to assist. 

Article 13 of the draft provides for the addition of a new article (33/1), with the 

following content: "Detained persons are included in the category of economically 

inactive persons and so they benefit, free of charge, all services provided by the health 

insurance scheme. 

So far this issue has been addressed by the decision nr.337, dated 04.06.2011, of the 

Council of Ministers "On the inclusion of persons sentenced to imprisonment of detainees 

in the category of economically inactive persons". Given that this decision  

is implemented in practice and has so far proved to be effective,its provisions are 

included in Section 33/1. The change was made based on one of the recommendations of 

                                                           
133

 Also, it is anticipated that a special importance is given to psychosocial treatment of juveniles, young men under 

21, women, persons of vulnerable categories, since the specification of vulnerable categories in this law constitutes  

a guarantee for their rights. Extension of time of ventilation and activities for the minors category, as well as separation 

from the adults category, especially during ventilation, thus fulfilling one  of the recommendations of the Ombudsman, the 
Albanian Helsinki Committee and the European Institute of Tirana. 
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the Albanian Helsinki Committee after several roundtables organized regarding the 

possibility of prisoners to attend confidential meetings. 

At the end of this article has been added a paragraph with the following content: 

"Escorting of prisoners and detainees by forces and means of the Directorate General of 

Prisons, for special permits, is done at the expense of the convicts themselves, except for 

the death of the family members". Under this proposal, it has been achieved the reduced 

cost of the prison system in the case of escorting them according to criteria defined by 

law. It is true that our state has enough instruments for guaranteeing the rights of 

detainees (laws and regulations, treaties and international agreements ratified etc.), but 

the guarantees given by these laws are not enforced properly.  

 

4. Conclusions and recommendations  

In the context of protecting human rights, the Albanian Government is committed to 

the taking of all necessary reforms that will serve for: the treatment in the most humane 

way of persons deprived of their liberty, law enforcement in the detention site, 

rehabilitation and reintegration of prisoners into society and creating a safe and efficient 

system for the whole society. In terms of the protection of human rights in Albania, 

operation of Probation Institution has started to function. The mission of this institution is 

to oversee and support the implementation of alternative measures to protect the public 

interest, preventing the commission of criminal offenses, assisting convicted person to 

fulfill the obligations arising from alternative sentencing, assisting convicted person to 

overcome difficulties in their social reintegration, reducing recidivism and increasing 

community safety. Amending the law on rights guaranteeing of the detained persons has 

been considered a step forward, but implementing in the right way and time these law 

provisions is still an effort to be undertaken and a purpose to fulfill. Since I am a lawyer 

in the criminal sector, I am a testimony of the conditions of the prisons and other 

penitentiary institutions mainly in Tirana, and the conclusion is that further efforts should 

be made, especially regarding the law implementation. Education and working 

possibilities should have priority in the rehabilitating process of the detained and 

convicted persons, so they can get ready to reenter in the society. 
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COMPLIANCE WITH THE CONSTITUTION OF THE REPUBLIC OF 

ALBANIA OF ARTICLE 75 OF THE CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (ANALYSIS) 

 

     Introduction 

 

Civil Procedure targets for the entirety of the acts and formalities, with the 

performance of which a jurisdiction settles a legal problem. Likewise it is destined to 

examine the totality of the organization and function of the public service of civil justice. 

So includes the entirety of rules that must be followed by the parties and the court to 

reach a correct decision and its execution. This set of rules represents the principles that 

precisely characterize the judicial procedure in general and the civil procedure in 

particular
134

. So the Albanian Constitution substantially contains the same rights as those 

of the convention. Convention and the Constitution of Albania include among other 

things the "right to a fair trial”. The importance of providing these rights is not just about 

their formal recognition but also about the defense mechanisms established at national 

and European level. Issues developed before the ECHR (unlike the Strasbourg Court), 

have deeper developed the provisions of the Convention and exerted a more profound 

influence on laws and social realities of the Member States. The national courts of the 

Member States of the Convention, when deciding on a matter of human rights, refer 

increasingly to Strasbourg decisions and implement standards and principles set out there. 

In this paper will be considered the regular process and fair trial and, which has great 

importance for a society and the existence of a functioning democracy. 

Specifically, the axis of this paper will be the civil trial in front of the fair judicial 

process and the difficulties he faces to be developed in the right way, by an independent 

and impartial court, as well as within a reasonable timeframe. In case of conflict between 

the individual and public power it is not important if a body in question is acting in the 

quality of a civil entity, or in the quality of the bearers of public power, it is important the 

character of the right that is implied. In our case: civil rights and civil liability. Judgment 

of the issues must always respect the procedural rules set by national standards but also 

respecting European standards. In the Constitution of Republic of Albania approved in 

                                                           
134

 These principles stem from international documents where Albania is a member, suchas: "The International 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights" as well as the "European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental 
Freedoms" (ECHR). With their ratification by the Republic of Albania they are already part of its domestic law. These 

rights must be, and probably they are better provided at the national level. This despite the fact that since local governments 

are closer to the individual and are aware of what is happening around him, the means and methods used by them are 
expected to be more effective than the international ones. 
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1998 and we find it expressed clearly, leaving no room for misinterpretation in Article 42, 

paragraph 2 of the Constitution. 

2. anyone, to protect his constitutional and legal rights, freedoms and interests, or in 

the case of the accusations raised against him, is entitled to a fair and public hearing 

within a reasonable timeframe and by a independent and impartial court established by 

law. One of the effective tools to run when we pretend violation of a right is the 

Constitutional Court. Constitutional Court is entitled to decide regarding constitutional 

complaints made by individuals who allege violations of the right to fair trial. 

Constitutional Court has expanded the meaning of the right to a fair trial, which now 

includes some additional rights. In addition I shall treat one of the rights included in the 

concept of "fair trial", which is the right of the judgment by an independent and impartial 

court. 

 

2. The concept of independence and impartiality of the courts in light of the 

ECHR and the Constitution of the Republic of Albania 

Article 6 states that everyone has the right to a hearing by an independent and 

impartial court created by law. The two conditions of independence and impartiality are 

interrelated and often the Court considers them jointly. 

Independence 

Courts normally are considered to be independent and national judges will rarely have 

to decide whether a court is independent, therefore independence is presumed until the 

contrary evidence. When deciding whether a court is independent, the European Court 

takes into consideration: 

1. The method of appointment of its members; The Court has held that the presence 

of judicial or legally qualified members in a trial is a strong indicator of its independence.  

2. The duration of their duty; Further, if the members of a court are appointed for 

certain periods of time, it is seen as a guarantee of independence 

3. The existence of guarantees against outside pressures; 

4. The question of whether the body represents an appearance of objective 

independence; Doubt concerning the appearance of independence to some extent should 

be objectively justified. The Court has held that the court must be independent by the 

executive as well as by the parties. 

 

Impartiality  

The Court held that while normally impartiality implies the absence of prejudice or 

partiality, its existence or nonexistence significantly under Article 6 (1) of the Convention 

will be tested in different ways. A distinction can be done in this context between  

a subjective way that constitutes the effort to provide the personal conviction of  
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a particular judge in a particular issue, and an objective way which means determining 

whether it provides sufficient guarantees to exclude any legitimate doubt in this context 

In terms of subjective impartiality the Court requires proof of actual partiality. 

Personal impartiality of an appropriate appointed judge is presumed until the evidence 

to the contrary. This is a very strong presumption and in practice it is very difficult to 

prove personal partiality. Court has made it clear that any judge in respect of whom there 

is a legitimate reason to fear that he lacks impartiality should be withdrawn. Regarding 

the test of objectivity the Court stated that under the test of objectivity should be 

determined whether, besides the fact of the personal conduct of a judge, there exist 

verifiable facts that may raise doubts in terms of his impartiality. In this context the 

appearance of the objective independence can have its own importance. What is at risk 

has to do with the credibility that should encourage the courts in a democratic society in 

the public and above all, in terms of criminal prosecutions on the accused. This implies 

that in deciding whether in a particular issue exists a legitimate reason to fear that  

a particular judge lacks impartiality, the standpoint of the accused is important but not 

decisive. What is decisive is the fact whether this fear can be objectively justified. 

 

The different roles of the judge 

Many of the impartiality of the judiciary precedents are related to situations where 

 a judge plays different procedural roles during the process. A case in point is the one 

presented in De Haan against the Netherlands where the sentencing judge had to decide 

appeals for an objection against a decision for which he was responsible. In the entirety of 

decisions that Strasbourg court has decided against Albania, specifically in the case Driza 

against Albania, the Court stated that it is of fundamental importance in a democratic 

society that the courts inspire confidence in the public. Article 6 requires that a court 

within its jurisdiction should be impartial. Impartiality means absence of prejudice or bias 

and its existence can be proved in different ways. Therefore, the Court has distinguished 

the difference between the subjective criterion, which essentially requires proof of the 

fact that the personal conviction or interest of a judge influenced the decision of the court, 

and the objective criterion, which requires determining whether he or she provided 

sufficient guarantees to exclude every reasonable doubt. 

The Court has repeatedly stated that in terms of the subjective criterion, the 

impartiality of a judge must be presumed until the contrary is proved. Regarding the 

second criterion, when applied to members of the panel, it means that in addition to the 

personal conduct of every member of the panel, must be proved, if there are signs that 

cast doubt on the impartiality. In this context, even the appearance may be of some 

importance. 
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In determining whether in a given case there is a legitimate reason to suspect that  

a judge is not impartial the standpoint of those who complain about something like that is 

important but not decisive. What is decisive is whether the objectivity of those doubts is 

sufficiently grounded. In the light of the Constitution of the Republic of Albania and the 

Constitutional Court's jurisprudence unique in its function to interpret the Constitution 

and incompatible delation with other legal acts, laws or judicial acts. In its decision No. 4, 

dated 25.02.2009 The Court notes that the analysis should be developed in light of current 

jurisprudence of this Court itself, as well as the European Court of Human Rights 

(ECHR). 

Article 42, paragraph 2 of the Constitution provides that: "Whoever, for the protection 

of his rights, freedoms and interests constitutional and legal ... has the right to a fair 

hearing ... by an independent  and impartial court provided by law. “The concept under 

consideration is recognized and protected by international acts such as: "International 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights", "European Convention on Human Rights' 

(ECHR), ratified by RA, and therefore part of  its interior right (Articles 116 and 122 of 

the Constitution of the RA). ECHR in Article 6 ("The right to a fair trial"), paragraph "1", 

provides: "Every person has the right to have his case heard correctly ... by an 

independent and impartial court, provided by law, which shall decide ... to conflicts over 

the rights and obligations of civil character.” In the jurisprudence of the ECHR is 

analyzed and are given the necessary definitions on the "impartial court” notion. 

Primarily, the jurisprudence of this Court has concluded that a court should be such not 

only formally but also explicitly: "The right to be tried before a competent, independent 

and impartial court, provided by law, requires that justice must not only be done, but it 

also must be viewed to be done.   

“One of the important elements of due legal process or fair trial guaranteed by Article 

42 of the Constitution and Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights is also 

the impartiality of the court in the trial of the case. In this context, the Court notes that the 

principle of impartiality has its own subjective element, which is closely related to an 

inner conviction that a judge generates to resolve the issue in the trial, as well as the 

objective element with which it is understood the provision of the necessary guarantees of 

a fair trial by the court itself, through its avoidance of any doubt justified in this regard. 

Among others, the court must be careful and take into account the particular problem of 

the composition of the panel, in order to avoid from the judgment of the case judges who 

do not have the required guarantees of impartiality in the objective sense. In the rule of 

law, this requirement is of special importance in view of the confidence in delivering 

justice to be set in each case in a democratic society not only the parties in the case, but 

every ordinary citizen”. Essential character of cases of incompatibility refers in fact to the 

specific hypothesis in which the prejudicial assessment, though expressed in a process 
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formally different from the actual, belongs to a substantially similar event for the process, 

which can or should be judged in context of the process itself. The eventual prejudice to 

the judge's impartiality might well rise to the assumption that the judge is expressed in 

another proceeding with an assessment that has to do with the content of the same fact, 

regarding the same subject. The current jurisprudence of the Constitutional Court has 

emphasized that the principle of impartiality in the trial also in view of the composition of 

the panel, must be respected at every stage of the trial, not excluding even hearing in the 

consultation room of the High Court. About the Court is considered "impartial court" the 

panel, in the composition of which has been present even a single judge who in an 

objective viewpoint did not provide guarantees for a fair trial; The Court stated that 

"simply and only the participation of one or more judges in a previous proceedings, 

irrespective of the impact of the presence and their opinion throughout the panel, is a 

sufficient reason and simultaneously a guarantee less for the applicant to which is 

created grounded suspicion, that the court was not impartial in examining this issue 

3. Article 75 of the Civil Procedure Code and compliance with the Constitution of 

the Republic of Albania 

I quote below Articles: 

Constitution of the Republic of Albania 

Article 42/2 2. Everyone, to protect his constitutional and legal rights, freedoms and 

interests, or in the case of accusation raised against him, is entitled to a fair and public 

hearing within a reasonable time by an independent and impartial court provided by law. 

 Code of Civil Procedure 

The procedure to exclude a judge Article 74 (Amended by Law no. 8812, dated 

17.05.2001, Article 11) 

In cases where waiver of a judge is mandatory, each party may require his exclusion. 

The request, signed by the respective party or its representative, shall be filed in the 

secretariat of the court when the name of the judge or judges who examine the case is 

made known and otherwise immediately after the announcement of the judge or judges 

who will consider the case. Subsequent submission of the application is allowed only 

when the party is informed later about the cause of exclusion or while exercising his 

functions the judge has displayed biased judgment opinion, however not later than three 

days from the notification. The request must contain the reasons for exclusion, documents 

and other available evidence. 

 Responsible for reviewing the application Article 75  (Amended by Law No. 8812, 

dated 17.05.2001, Article 12) 
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The request for exclusion of judges
135

 is examined in the hearing by the same panel 

judging the case. Against the decision to accept or to reject the request for exclusion, 

appeal is allowed along with the final decision 

Article 76 Sanctions on demand declared inadmissible (amended by Law no. 8812 

dated 17.05.2001, Article 12) The request for exclusion is considered unacceptable when 

it is not done in the manner and within the deadlines provided in Article 74 of this Code. 

The decision, which declares the request as inadmissible or does not accept the exclusion 

of the judge, contains the relevant court costs and a fine of up to 10,000 ALL when it is 

physical person and up to 20,000 ALL when it is juridical person, in charge of the party 

who abusing has submitted an unfair complaint. 

Article 73 - Waiver of a judge from hearing a case 

(Second sentence amended with Law No. 10 052, dated 29.12.2008, article 3) 

The judge, who conscientiously assesses that there are reasonable grounds to avoid 

taking part in the examination of a case asks the court president his replacement. 

President of the Court, when finds the request appropriate, orders his replacement by 

another judge, by lot. In a thorough interpretation of the above provisions there are 

noticed important elements in terms of respect of the principle of a "fair trial" in the way 

of his conception by the European Court of Human Rights and the Constitutional Court. 

Namely of the principle provided for in paragraph 2 of Article 42 of the Constitution of 

the Republic of Albania, the right to a due process. Exactly the right to be tried by an 

independent and impartial court. In this perspective it applies be done an analysis of the 

principle of impartiality of the courts. In the light of analyzing this principle by the 

Strasbourg court and the Constitutional Court which make its broad interpretation: 

impartiality is estimated as the ratio between efforts to define what the judge thinks in his 

inner consciousness in the circumstances of the intervention of the pressure (subjective 

element) and objective efforts to face the actions of thejudge with his function and even 

his appearance, in order to provide sufficient guarantees, excluding any legitimate doubt 

                                                           
135 Article 72 Cases for exclusion of a judge. The judge is obliged to waive the trial of a concrete case when:   

1.  has an interest in cases or in another dispute relating to it in the trial; 

2. he or his wife is close up to the fourth degree or affinity up to the second degree or is connected with 

obligations of adoption or permanently cohabiting with one of the parties or one of the lawyers; 

3. he or his wife are in judicial conflict or hostility, or credit or loan relationship with one of the parties, or one of 

the representatives; 

4. has given advice or opinion on the case at trial or participated in the trial of the case in other instances of the 

process, is examined as a witness, expert or as a representative of one party or another; 

5. is a guardian, employer of one of the parties, administrator orhas another duty in an entity, association, 

corporation or other institution that has interest in the case on trial; 

6. In any other case when, under specific circumstances, serious partiality reasons are verified. 

Request for waiver is presented to the president of the respective court which decides on the declaration of waiver of 

the President of the Court of First Instance, it is the President of the Court of Appeal who decides and it is the President of 

the Supreme Court who decides for the latter's request.The content of the request is notified to the parties.  
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(objective element). There are the opinions of judges that might create to the parties to the 

trial, the legitimate suspicion that judges do not resist to the pressures and interventions 

and therefore, did not meet the constitutional guarantees to be impartial in the trial. Thus, 

the court must be careful and take into account the particular problem of the composition 

of the panel, in order to be be physically removed from the trial of the case the judges 

who do not have the required guarantees for impartiality in objective terms. In the rule of 

law, this requirement takes special importance in view of the confidence in the delivery of 

justice which, not only the parties to the the trial, but every ordinary citizen should create, 

in any case, in the democratic society. 

1. If we analyze Article 75 above we note that on the one hand we have each of the 

parties who have the right to file a request for the exclusion of a judge who judges the 

case and on the other hand we have this judge, to which this request is relied on as 

against. Similar, we have the legal reason for this request, i.e. the cases provided for the 

waiver of the judge (that represent exactly caseswherethe judge in his conscience feel 

threatened in the objectivity of his decision, precisely because of external pressures 

driven by particular interests, provided by Article 72 of the Code of Civil Procedure) 

We also have the same judge who judges on the validity of this request. 

Therefore in a situation like this, I hold the view that we find ourselves before a trial 

where it is not guaranteed the impartiality of the panel or at least there is a reasonable 

suspicion of partiality
136

. Whereas in the counterargument of the government it claimed 

that referring to national legislation of that time, the High Court judged or in panels with 

a panel consisting of five judges (Civil / Criminal College) or with a panel consisting of 

all judges (joint colleges). Joint Colleges can be expressed, inter alia, about the 

requirements for recourse in the interest of law and for important issues. Thus, in view of 

the government, the functioning of the Joint Colleges would be undermined if judges 

participating in a panel with a panel of five judges will not be part of the Joint Colleges. 

Regarding this issue and with the participation of the President of the Supreme Court in a 

panel that judges precisely the request for recourse in the interest of law, request that is 

submited precisely by the Head of the High Court for trial in the Joint Colleges, the 

Strasbourg court in the interpretation of Article 6 of the ECHR regarding the impartiality 

of the the panel, stated that: The Supreme Court, whose president was a member, along 

with 14 judges examined the request and decided the demolition of the final decision, 

which was in favor of the complainer. The Court is of the opinion that this practice of the 

Albanian Supreme Court was not compatible with the "subjective impartiality" criterion 

                                                           
136

 By analogy I shall consider a decision of the European Court of Human Rights specifically in "Driza against 

Albania" case. In this case it is spoken for the recourse in the interest of law. According to the submissions of the party, the 

president of the Supreme Court, who submitted a request for recourse in the interest of the law relating to the decision 
given in favor of the complainant, was also twice part of the panel which decided in his disfavour in different processes. 
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of a judge hearing a case, since no one can be both plaintiff and judge of the same case. 

By analogy, with this decision inthe case in question, i.e. the examination of the 

application to the exclusion of a judge is made by the judge in question himself, in my 

tenure here we have reasonable suspicion of a breach of the principle of impartiality, 

namely the subjective element of the test of impartiality. Therefore the judge's attitude to 

requests has logical reason to be suspected as isolated and influenced by subjective 

factors that cause partiality. Since in this case the judge himself represents the person to 

whom the request is relied upon as against, therefore as above
137

 no one can be "plaintiff" 

and judge at the same investigation or case. In this case the judge also represents the 

person to whom the request is relied upon as against and the judge who judges this 

request. Consequently, the principle of impartiality is not respected or at least it is a 

guarantee less for the person or party who submits the request. This should lead to other 

serious suspicions for further thrift and also for fundamentally solution of case, not only 

for the concrete request. 
138

 

 

Conclusions 

The principle of impartiality of the courts is a very important principle and even very 

problematic for our society where trust towards the judiciary is not in the desirable levels. 

Adhering to this principle is a further guarantee of "fair trial", and thus enabling the 

establishment of a confidence that courts should enjoy in a democratic society. This paper 

represents immediate values as Vlora Court is addressed to the Constitutional Court to 

invalidate Article 75 of the Code of Civil Procedure. Applicants claim that the 

examination of the application for exclusion of judges from the same panel is inconsistent 

                                                           
137 Driza against Albania 
138 Looking at the issue in comparison with its regulation in the code of civil procedure before the entry into force of 

Law No. 8812, dated 17.05.2001, we observe as follows: 

Article 75 It is the appeal court which decides for the request of the exclusion of the District Court judges; it is 

another college of the Court of Appeal which decides for the exclusion of the Court of Appeal judges; it is one of the Court 

of Cassation colleges, different from where the corresponding judges participate, which decides for the exclusion of the 

Court of Cassation judges and, where appropriate, the provided evidence should be examined. The decision issued can not 

be appealed. As noted above, the regulation done under this provision guarantees subjective impartiality  

(which is presumed) without rising suspicions based on partiality of the panel who judges the relevant request. Likewise, if 

we take a look at the procedure in criminal trials, i.e. the Criminal Procedure Code of the Republic of Albania we will 

notice as follows 

Article 21 Competence to set exclusion. The request for exclusion of judges is examined in the hearing by another 

judge of the same court. Against the decision to accept or reject the request for the exclusion it is permitted an appeal 

along with the final decision. It is evident that in this code we have a different prediction from that of Civil Procedure 

regarding the examination of request for the exclusion of a judge. Even in this case, the guarantees for respect of the 

principle of impartiality and the regular judicial process provided by Article 42 of the Constitution and Article 6/1 of the 

ECHR are higher. In this case, therefore, more guarantees exist for its respect. Based on the above arguments, I think that 

Article 75 of the Procedure of the Civil Code, therefore the examination of request for the exclusion of a judge by the same 

judge of the case, is incompatible with Article 42 of the Constitution of the Republic of Albania. 
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with the fundamental law that speaks for an independent process. According to them, 

anyone in order to protect his constitutional and legal rights, freedoms and interests, or in 

the case of the accusations raised against him, is entitled to a fair and public hearing 

within a reasonable timeframe by an independent and impartial court provided by law. 

This fact according to them is in conflict with the provisions that are in the code, stating 

that "the request for exclusion of judges is examined in the hearing by the same panel 

judging the case”. The hearing of the parties is expected to be held, participating 

representatives of the Parliament and the Council of Ministers. Expectations of this 

decision are higher and the corresponding position of this court will bring effects on the 

activity of various actors in the field of justice, especially in the judicial practice. 
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THE RATIO OF INTERNATIONAL LAW AND INTERIOR LAW IN ALBANIA 

 

 
I. Introduction 
This article aims to give a ratio between international law and the interior in Albania, 

where the great interest shown not only in the field of international relations but also  

in other areas of law from where particularly in relations between states and the fact that 

each state implements the internal laws based on the constitution by offering their legal 

regulations. The ratio between international law and internal system is chosen as  

a coordinated relationship between the two legal systems and mutually autonomous, it's 

looking at the fact that they are in an equal relationship, where international law has  

a tendency to be integrated in the system of internal . 

Simultaneously, this paper is based on historical methodology to analyze and study the 

phenomenon and report between domestic law and international law. Researchers in the 

field of jurisprudence have given various treatments political and legal for the 

implementation of international legal norms in domestic law, saying that international 

norms are obligatory for the states. This article treats international law and domestic law 

as two distinct branches from each other, and set up a hypothesis of which systems rises 

on another system. Interconnections between international law and domestic law needs to 

analyze the relationship that is created between two parallel systems applicable. 

Traditionally, the effect of international law in the internal legal system is connected 

more popular discussion of international law, as monism theory against dualistic theory, 

which brings harmonious existence of the two laws. International law is silent and 

indifferent, for national authorities on how they want to apply their international 

obligations in the system of internal state, where matters under international law is the 

result and the realization of the goal to have international norms. 

 
II. The Relationship Between International Law And Domestic Law 

During the elaboration of this article i noticed that in the parts where was treated the 

international law and the rights of internal, which represents the state legislation in 

countries with high democratic standards and formative state, the basic principles of state 

exist a deep interaction between the two legal systems. A primary issue is the fact that  

as one system rates affect the decision-making process to another system. In terms  

of internal rates they can appear before international courts as evidence compliance with 
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international detyriet
139

. 

The issue of the relationship between the right to internal and international law is 

raised in form of the question which of these has more advantages in the event of 

collision between the international norm and the interior. Debates by international 

doctrine researchers are focused on the three basic theories or trends as nihilistic theory, 

dualistic or pluralistic theory and theory primacy of international law different from the 

monism theory
140

. Under current nihilistic, raised mainly on views of Hobbes and 

Spinoza, where the international law cannot compete with domestic law because it does 

not exist as an authentic right. It may be more like a set of rules that have only moral 

force, but not a system of norms and legal acts produced by a sovereign authority. 

While dualistic or pluralistic theory is that theory which is built on the basis of 

recognition that independently coexistence of the two rates. This theory has a typical 

representative as TRIEPEL German and Italian ANZILOTI, who expressed that 

international law and the interior are two separate legal systems that differ from one 

another by regulating the resources and relationships. But cannot be excluded and the 

relations between their placement, and other branches of international norms
141

. 

The researchers of international norms are expressed in the theory of primacy of 

international law that international law is an independent system of norms and rules, but 

state is the highest legal order and therefore it is important that the right interior. Unlike 

other theories that monism supports the unity of all doctrines law where both international 

and internal that belong to the same rate. This theory looks at the entirety of the right as  

a single unity, which is composed of legal rules which have priority over domestic law
142

. 

 
III: The Internal Law In Albania, In Relation To International Law 
Constitution of Albania is based on the principle of law known that internal and 

international law are two branches of law that are distinguished from each other only by 

the object, the subject, and regulating relations as well as their way of regulation. Here  

it held a position that international law is a set of norms which formed the treaties and 

international customs and other relations governing the relations between the citizens and 

other members of the community. While the right is a set of internal norms derived from 

the constitution, codes, laws and regulations, these serve to regulate the relationships 

between entities within state law. Affirming the principle here is that despite the 

differences between the international derjtes what internal and create a report and a whole 

range of circumstances. Considering the constitution of the Republic of Albania, they 

treat between two rights report and established the idea that the legislator has tried to not 

allow a vacuum in the domestic laws in relation to international norms and treaties, etc
143

.  
We will if we have to treat the general hierarchy of sources of law in the legal system 

                                                           
139 Fitzmaurice – “The General Principles of International Law”. 
140 Ksenofon Kristafi – “Albanian Consitution and International Law”, Tirane. 
141 Arben Puto -“ Public International Law ” Botimet Dudaj ,Tirane. 
142 Ksenofon Kristafi – “Albanian Consitution and International Law”, Tirane. 
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in force in the Republic of Albania, of course we will highlight the existence of the 

relationship between international norms ratified, which is Article 116 of the constitution 

on the internal legal system . While there is an interdependence of international normative 

ratified with the normative constitutional level, where the constitution of 1998 has not 

issued the first place and maintains a lead over all other normative acts, so that the 

international agreements ratified by law . International acts that come immediately 

afterward in the ranking hierarchy of the right resources, ratified by law but only retain 

primacy over other laws and regulations arising in the country (Articles 116 and 122/2 of 

the Constitution)
144

. 

The norms issued by an international organization have priority in case of conflict, on 

the right of the country when the agreements ratified by the Republic of Albania  

for participation in an organization expressly contemplates the direct application of the 

norms issued by it (article 122/2 and Article 3). Our constitution has therefore elected by 

and question the report of international law with the right of Albanian internal, and has 

ruled that it is international law that the prevalon to the norms of the interior. 

In this way our constitution holds an open attitude to the primacy of international law 

over national law automatically resolving their collisions between us favor the 

implementation of international norm. The wording of Article 122 also rises on the 

principle of automatic adaptation
145

 and imposes the obligation to change the norms of 

domestic law that contradict the norms of an international treaty whose gross in the 

Albanian state has become a party. Where cases of conflict we norms issued by an 

international organization will prevail over the law of the country. The supremacy of 

international law in relation to domestic law enshrined in the Constitution Albanian, has 

found a concrete application in international practice of our country. For the reason that  

a few years ago, our country was forced to confirm Protocol 6 of the European 

Convention on Human Rights and the death penalty was abolished, amended or repealed 

by the corresponding provision of the criminal code. Another precedent can be said and to 

accept the jurisdiction of the European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg, where the 

Albanian state has ceded this important powers in judicial court legitimating in certain 

cases, in the role of the supreme instance of the judicial system
146

. 

So we can say that Albania has freely admitted that in certain cases within its the legal 

framework and is sanctioned in the Constitution under Article 2 and 123, as well as 

bylaws to spend a part of its sovereign powers to international organizations, Albanian 

legislator recognizing the primacy of international law over the interior right under 

Articles 121 to 123 are a determination that the Albanian modern state is affirming 

democratic values nowadays. 

 

                                                           
144 Ibidem. 
145 Ksenofon Kristafi – “Albanian Consitution and International Law”, Tirane. 
146 Ibidem.  
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IV. Stabilization And Association Agreement (SAA) With Albania Applied To 

The Internal System 

After the entry into force of the SAA, the constitutional court has referred to 

Community legislation directly with decision No. 24 dated 24.07.2009 and the Decision 

No. 3 dated 05.02.2010. where the Constitutional Court assessed whether specifically 

limiting economic freedom imposed by the decision is subject to review in accordance 

with the Stabilization and Association Agreement. Under this agreement the right of the 

state to intervene in the regulation of the exercise of freedom, that economic activity 

recognizes a new limitation specified in paragraph 2 of Article 33 which provides that 

"from the date of entry into force of this agreement no new quantitative restriction on 

imports or exports or new measures with equivalent effect to them and does not even 

further restrictions on existing trade between the Community and Albania. Pursuant to the 

above provision of the state may restrict the exercise of economic freedom to the extent 

not create further restrictions on those already in the trade between the European 

Community and Albania
147

. 

So a conclusion we can draw jointly and with our superior court decisions is that SAA 

born obligation that any normative act or other similar administrative activities that 

produces binding norms for the future should be in accordance with the right of the Union 

in all its legal framework the acquis communautaire. In this context any new normative 

acts even if would constitute a violation of the international legislations ratified (SAA) 

and therefore would be invalid. 

 

Conclusions 
So during the research of this article may that Albania has freely admitted that in 

certain cases within its legal framework and has enshrined in the Constitution under 

Article 2 and 123, as well as bylaws to spend a portion of powers its sovereign 

international organizations, recognizing the Albanian legislator primacy of international 

law over the interior right under Articles 121 to 123 are a determination that the Albanian 

modern state is afrirmuar democratic values nowadays. 

The relationship between international law and internal law that is an issue which has 

been addressed by many local and international scholars, who said that on the basis of 

established theories and differences between two rights, each state has the obligation and 

interest was abide by norms of international law as they are a powerful indicator of the 

principles and rules most efficient consequences on how to correct realization of 

international duties. From where we can say that the international law on the right 

prevalon interior are ten concreterst in country and Albania. 

 

 

                                                           
147 Decision No. 24 Date 24 July 2009 - “The Constitutional Court of the Republic of Albania”. 
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THE IMPACT OF PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES IN THE DEVELOPMENT  

OF TOURISM INDUSTRY IN ALBANIA 

 

 Introduction : 

 Tourism is now a fastest growing industry in the world. The increasing growth of this 

industry and its market has increased the competition among the tourists importing 

countries. As a result, the success of any destination country depends on how well it can 

initiate and adopt the competitive marketing strategy over its competitors. Promotion is 

one of the most important elements of the marketing mix through which the attractions of 

the destinations and its facilities are focussed to the potential tourists to draw their 

attention and grow interest among them to visit the sponsor’s destination. It sates that the 

destination country needs to take  effective promotional measures so that they can gain 

the positive result through attracting more tourists to its destination. One of the reasons of 

not succeeding tourism is insufficient promotional measures undertaken for marketing the 

said sector. So, it is essential for the policy makers of the concern industry to consider the 

issue very carefully and on the priority basis for the expected development of the 

industry. 

 

Tourism industry  

Tourism is one of the fastest growing and single largest industries in the world.  

The contribution of tourism industry in the global as well as individual perspective is 

really amazing. Many countries in the world depend upon tourism as a main source of 

foreign exchange earnings. Tourism continues to surge as a world economic force. The 

increasing trend of tourist arrivals and earnings is continuing. This continued growth in 

tourism business through out the world is encouraging and nations are becoming more 

concern to attract more tourists to their own destinations and trying to promoting this 

sector as a major source for the economic development of the nation. Lack of 

proper/sufficient promotion is one of the major reasons not for developing the industry in 

some country up to the mark. Because, potential tourists need to know properly about the 

attractions, services, facilities, etc. at the destinations and accessibility to there through 

various forms of promotional measures. Besides, the expansion of tourism business and 

the increased competition among destination countries throughout the world have 

necessitated developing appropriate promotional approaches by the tourism firms 

worldwide. Marketing promotion includes all means of conveying the message about a 

product or service to potential customers. 
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 Promotion is regarded as one sub-category of the marketing mix elements. According 

to Kotler et al (1999)
148

 promotion consists of those activities which are used  

to communicate the products or services and its merits to target customers and persuade 

them to buy.  

One of the tools of marketing promotion is sales promotion which consists of short-

term incentives to encourage sales of a product or service through samples, coupons, 

rebates, premiums, allowances, price-offs, contests, push money, trade promotion, 

exhibits, premiums, sales rallies etc. Sales promotion refers to a vast range of novelty 

items that can carry promotional messages or a visual representation of the products  

or services. 

 In the face of worldwide stiff competition, intangible nature of tourism services and 

need of pre-purchase information for potential tourists, promotional measures in tourism 

industry play key role in the performance and development of this industry. Promotional 

activities can play the significant role for the development of tourism industry. Lack  

of promotional activities is likely to affects the development of tourism. 

 

Promotion in Tourism Marketing  

The main purpose of using promotion in tourism marketing is to link the potential 

tourists and market destinations harnessing interest in smaller, individual attractions  

to promote the area as a whole. Tourists’ opinion about a country frequently are based on 

what they have heard or read about that country and they have definite country-specific 

attracting and repelling factors affecting their decisions regarding travel to that country 

(Kale and Weir, 1986)
149

. The potential tourists want to know properly in advance about 

the attractions, services, facilities, etc. at the destination and accessibility to there. 

Various forms of promotional activities can serve this purpose and leads the marketers 

undertaking several promotional measures by using the different promotional tools in 

order to provide the related information to the potential tourists and influence their 

decisions to visit the destination and enjoy the attractions. Again the level of the tourists’ 

satisfaction may be interrupt by some diversified, unpredictable and unstable factors such 

as seasonal, political, social, economic, etc which necessitate the stronger demand for 

pre-purchase information so that the tourist can avoid the risk of any sort of uncertainty.  

The main purpose of the promotional activities is to draw the attention and grow 

interest among the potential tourists to select the sponsor’s destination over the 

competitors’ destinations. The policy- makers and industry leaders of the destination 

country need to formulate and launch effective promotional measures to strengthen the 

competitive position so that goal of developing this industry can be achieved by attracting 

                                                           
148 Kotler, Philip(1999). 
149 Kale, Sudhir H. and Weir, M. Katherine (1986), pp. 2-7. 
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more tourists. Promotional activities play a vital role in presenting these cues and 

processes to the tourists, helping them to evaluate tourism products and services and 

making the right purchase decisions (Hossain, 1999)
150

. Every tourist destination country 

should attempts to the needs or what they are seeking to coming there rather to force what 

they consider the usual tourist attractions on them.  Since, tourism is an important 

component with strong linkage with all other components of tourism system,  

it is considered as a major policy and program activity of many nations, provinces, states, 

governmental developments and businesses (Gunn and Var, 2002)
151

. The goals  

of behavior modification are more effectively achieved by matching the three types  

of promotion with the stages of the visitor’s buying process. These types are:  

(i) informative promotions are most effective at the earlier buying process stages of 

attention and comprehension, (ii) promotion messages must grab the visitor’s attention, 

while providing enough information and convincing arguments to assist with 

comprehension and (iii) persuasive promotions are used to change attitudes, develop 

intensions to buy, and to initiate purchases. Promotion in tourism is a vital force for the 

marketing of tourism products or services and play an important role in draw the attention 

of the tourists, modify it to a positive was and grow attention of the potential tourists and 

influence them to visit a sponsor’s destination.  

 

Recommendations  

o Image of the Country : The image of the destination plays a vital role to attract 

tourists to that particular destination. A country may suffer from the image problem 

because of some international media. This results  to create misconception among the 

potential tourists. If a country is considered as a dreadfully poor, flood ravaged, 

pestilence and means there is nothing to be in a country to consider as a tourist 

destination. As a result, many foreigners do not choose counties as a tourist destination 

because of either they don’t have enough idea about the country and its tourism 

attractions and facilities or what they have is negative. If an industry has not enough 

funds to use to international media for correcting this negative image, it should emphasize 

on the printed materials and to distribute it to the potential tourists through different 

airlines, foreign tour operators and foreign mission abroad etc.  

o  Security of the Tourists : Security at the destination place is considered as one 

of the major factors for the foreign tourists. Because of every tourist gives the high 

priority on security to select a foreign country as a tourist destination. The tourists need to 

be fear free in visiting a place especially when it is outside their home country. Any sort 

of risk and uncertainty related to the destination will lead the tourists not to select that 

                                                           
150 Hossain, Md. Afjal (1999), p. 160. 
151 Gunn, Clare A. and Var, Turgut (2002), p. 57. 
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particular destination. Promotional measures can remove these sorts of fear, risk, 

harassment or cheating.  

o Allocation of more Promotional Funds : A country to compete needs to 

conduct more promotional measures. But what the amount is allocating presently for this 

purpose is not sufficient. It can easily increase its promotional budget up to 4 or 5 percent 

of it total earnings from this sector. In addition to that the authority should have a plan for 

the effective use of the promotional budget. 

o   Use of Information Technology  in Promotional Activities : The recent 

change and progress in information technology have a revolutionary impact on tourism 

industry. Because of travel and tourism-related products and services are highly 

compatible with the Internet and the rapid growth of the Internet is having an impact on 

the distribution. It is considered that who are able to access more information and make 

use of it are likely to be the winner in the competitive environment. In promoting the 

tourism industry of any country, the Internet can play the leading role to facilitate 

information exchange internationally. In addition to that World Wide Web (WWW) is the 

most popular application on the Internet which can be used effectively for the many 

purpose of tourism marketing including direct sales, advertisement, customer support, etc. 

o  Promoting to Some Specific Regions : If a country’s tourism is at the early 

development stage, the country should target a specific number of countries from where 

the country can generate more tourists rather than targeting the whole market areas.  

At least by targeting five more prospective tourist generating countries, the country can 

undertake more promotional activities to those countries so that a larger number of 

tourists can be attracted. A country can launch heavy promotional activities by using 

different tools of promotion. If the industry wants to attract more foreign tourists, it needs 

to publish some creative advertisement in some specific travel guides, magazines, and 

specialized professional journals.  

o Use of Foreign Tour Operators to Promote : Foreign tour operators can play an 

important role to in motivating the potential tourists to a specific tourist destination. Even 

foreign tour operators can be used to distribute the brochure, souvenirs, and tourists’ 

maps of a country tourism. For this purpose they need to have some incentives. They can 

sell package tours through foreign tour operators where they receive a handsome amount 

of discount.      

o Cooperation among the Neighbouring Countries is needed : Countries can co-

operate each other for the development of tourism in a region. Each country can be 

benefited through building and maintaining a meaningful cooperation among the 

neighbouring countries’ tour operators, travel agencies, tourist organizations etc. Again 

the bi-lateral co-operation between any two countries of the same region can help both 

the participants in developing the sector.   
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  Encouraging More Private Sector Investment: A tourism industry needs for heavy 

investment in order to develop infrastructure facilities and promotional measures. The 

government should consider promoting private sector investment both from domestic and 

foreign investors in order to develop and promote the tourism industry. To encourage the 

private investment, the government should declare some incentives to the private 

investors. The professional tourism institution of learning should be expanded if possible 

and the private sector should be encouraged to operate with concessions from the 

government.  

o Coordination among the Different Related Sectors: A country’s tourism 

industry needs the coordinated efforts and promotional activities among the parties 

involved in this industry. Both the government sector and private sector tour operators 

should take the joint programs in developing the industry. As tourism is a multifaceted 

industry, there should have some coordination among the tour operators, hoteliers, 

airlines, local transport authorities and other service provider so that their coordinated 

efforts can be fruitful.  

 

Conclusions  

The significance of tourism is viewed from many angles like economic, social, 

cultural, political, etc. Tourism is now the fastest growing and single largest industry in 

the world. The industry has attained the impressive growth in the world-wide in terms of 

tourist arrivals and foreign exchange earnings which has led the ever increasing 

competition among the destination countries and gained the top priority in most of the 

destination countries. Every destination country is trying to attract more tourists by 

drawing the attention and growing the interest among the potential tourists through 

adopting effective marketing strategies.  

Promotion is an important element of marketing mix and plays a vital role in 

developing marketing strategies. Because of tourism is a field where the 

customers/tourists want to know in advance about the attractions and facilities of the 

destination. Marketers need to provide such necessary information to the prospective 

tourists through different promotional measures and thus, try to motivate and attract them 

to the sponsor’s destination.  

Though the international media can be effective for drawing the attention of the 

potential foreign tourists but it is expensive to use the same for promoting the tourism in  

a country. As the country has the fund constraint, it has to depend on the local media and 

on some low qualitative printed materials to promote the sector which do not result 

positively to achieve the goal from this industry. A country’s tourism also needs to 

attempt more promotional activities to cope up with the present competition among the 

destination countries. The country can arrange the more tourist fairs with in the country to 
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attract local tourists and also the foreigners who are already living in that country. 

Advertisement in the local newspapers and the distribution of different printed materials 

related to tourism may help to serve the purpose. In addition, participation in the 

international tourism fairs, distribution of different types of high quality printed materials 

among the potential foreign tourists; advertisement in some of the international 

newspapers covering at least the major tourists generating countries to that countryh etc. 

can be more fruitful for the promotion of a country. Since the potential tourists need the 

information regarding the destination’s attraction and facilities in advance, uses of 

information technology can help to a greater extent to disseminate the information among 

the prospective tourists. 

 If the country  suffers from the negative images those have already been created 

through some international media need to be corrected by lunching extensive and 

effective promotional measures which again demands more fund allocation for the 

purpose, the participation of the private sector in a large scale along with the government 

sector is necessary for the promoting this backward sector. The private sector’s 

investment in promoting and developing this will be an added wing in the overall efforts 

of achieving the target from this sector. 

The concern authority needs to give priority and adopt necessary effective promotional 

measures in order to attract a significant number of foreign tourists to visit the country. In 

developing strategic promotional approaches, tour-operating firms should examine and uncover 

carefully the factors which affect prospective tourists’ choice in selecting  

a destination country and which repel them in their selection process.  
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CYBERCRIME AND CYBERSECURITY THE FIGHTING CHALLENGES 

 

Introduction 

Cybercrime can be considered now as an transnational crime that involves multiple 

jurisdictions, sates, governments and societies. Specific and general measures including 

international cooperation, the obligation of countries to cooperate on fighting cybercrime 

threw mutual legal assistance in order to take  urgent measures to preserve data on 

cyberspace,  have been provided and can be identified in the European legal framework 

on Cyber Crime. Governments all over the world have come to understand that their 

national security also depends on the security of their computers and their cyber security 

in cyberspace. The same we can say for the European Union (EU),which institutions have 

become a  prime target of cyber-crime, cyber-attacks and cyber-spies. Over the last 

decade, Europe has done a lot of efforts to fight cybercrime and to reinforce its cyber-

security. 

The EU has raised significantly its profile domestically and globally on cyber issues as 

an efficient interlocutor on cyber-crime and cyberspace-related questions, but it still 

needs to do more to become a global ‘cyber power’. This article focuses on the challenges 

of EU’s on fight cybercrime in cyberspace and managing the cyber security. 

Every day, countless attacks, including extremely sophisticated ones, are launched by 

both governments and non-state actors. The scope of activities is very broad and could 

have direct implications for ‘real’ security, such as ‘triggering a meltdown in  

a functioning nuclear power plant, turning off oil and gas pipelines or changing the 

chemical composition of tap water’. In fact, what seems to be melting or fading away is 

the border between virtual and real security. 

Cyber-security is a complex reality with many dimensions. Responding to the cyber 

challenge requires a good understanding of this complex issue. This article identifies four 

different categories of cyber-attacks, which together make up the pillars of cyber-

insecurity which are: 

1. Cyber-crime: cyber-criminality, similar to ‘regular’ criminality, includes a vast 

range of activities, such as petty theft, massive financial fraud, child pornography, 

etc. Cyber-criminality is the most visible of all cyber-threats, and also the most 

widespread In general, cyber-criminals mainly seek to make a profit, which 

distinguishes this type of activities from politically-motivated cyber-attacks. 
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Although it is very difficult to measure the scope of this business, it is deemed to be 

expanding and quite lucrative.  

2. Cyber-espionage: cyber capacities can be used for traditional or industrial espionage. 

In recent years several allegations and leaks, as those for ex. included by the 

America’s consultant Edward Snowden, have shown that various governments 

worldwide collect data and intelligence on citizens, companies and governments in 

the cyber-space. One other example was Ghost Net, a virus discovered in 2009, 

which targeted thousands of computers from various foreign ministries, embassies, 

news agencies and NGOs worldwide to steal possibly-sensitive information.  

3. Cyber-terrorism: terrorist groups have been active on the internet for some time, 

with the aim of radicalizing and recruiting new members. The internet can also be 

used for financing purposes, as well as for planning attacks, for instance through the 

use of intelligent services such as Google Earth. Terrorist groups could also launch 

full-scale cyber-attacks to pursue their political objectives. Some security experts 

believe that there is a credible risk of cyber-attacks from terrorist groups in the future.  

4. Cyber-warfare between states: although the likelihood of a ‘pure’ form of cyber-

warfare is debatable, Related to the pillars mentioned above is a fact now that the 

Cyber security is a growing concern worldwide with cloud computing, smart grids, 

social networks, and Voice over IP telephony as key target domains. Europe’s 

interests, sensitivities, and commitment to liberal values in Cyber security and 

privacy are not necessarily aligned to those of other leading world actors. Therefore, 

leaning back and expecting others to solve the problems is not likely to lead to 

optimal outcomes for Europe. However, for Europe to move to a pro-active role,  

it has to exercise its power potential by achieving a sufficient degree of coordination 

among Member States. In addition, Europe’s ability to influence how Cyber security 

and privacy issues are handled is also key to the competitiveness of European 

industries in the field. Cyber security is a global concern, reflecting the central 

importance of  cyberspace for business, politics, and security in this point of  view the 

Scope of  European  Union is to develop a cyber security research agenda, including 

anticipation of future trends, directly inferred from the European strategies for cyber 

security and addressing the needs for interoperability in order to realize the growing  

need for coordination, regionally and globally, among the many national  programs.  

 

I. The relationship between cybercrime and cyber security 

In particular, we consider briefly the important relationship between cyber security and 

cybercrime. Because cyber security is a broad topic covering a range of ethical 

dimensions and socially important issues (relating to, for example, economic growth, 

innovation, Internet governance, protection of fundamental rights such as privacy and 
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freedom of expression), we focus on only those aspects of cyber security especially 

pertinent to the questions of addressing cybercrime. Cyber security (or its absence) can 

either facilitate or hinder cybercrime. For example, contextual aspects include the 

ubiquity of cyberspace, which tips the incentives to participate in crime in favor of the 

criminal since all that is required is a speedy Internet connection and computer. The 

problem of spam perhaps personifies this. Sending huge quantities of spam is very low 

cost and it only requires one recipient to respond for the spammer to have turned a profit. 

The absence of cyber security may also provide the opportunity – for example in poorly 

secured products whose vulnerabilities are subsequently exploited. 

As we have seen earlier, different types of cybercrime can exploit different types of 

weaknesses – of a technical, organizational and human nature
152

. This reflects an 

understanding that cyberspace (the environment in which cybercrime can occur) is 

actually a complex socio-technical system and although based around a man-made 

Internet infrastructure, is more than the sum of its parts. 

Concrete examples of types of cyber-insecurity include Internet users running 

unsecured wireless networks and un-patched home PCs; banks with poorly secured and 

un encrypted databases of customer records, bank accounts and credit card numbers; 

software companies producing insecure code and web-hosting firms running servers with 

lax security. There are thus legion ways in which facets of cyber security impinge upon 

and create (or reduce, or remove) opportunities for cybercrime. More specifically, these 

facets of strong or weak cyber-security can be attributed to different layers. We present 

below an analysis based on a simple taxonomy – at the different types of factors which 

can improve or hamper cyber security. 

• Individual factor – at the individual level, aspects of cyber security which may affect 

cybercrime come down to the question of user responsibility, skills and awareness. Toa 

certain extent, individuals may act irrationally and behave irresponsibly but as the 

Neighborhood Watch example illustrates, also has the potential to improve security when 

a threat against a community can be determined. The question of the way in which 

fraudsters exploit psychological traits is important in this regard. For example,“phishing” 

works on the basis that a user trusts an important-looking e-mail from afinancial 

institution. Similarly, with remotely facilitated scams such as romance scams or advance-

fee fraud letters the context and other emotional factors may cloudjudgment, leading 

individuals to trust or take decisions where normally they wouldrefrain. 

• Organizational factor – across organizations the lack of security may present 

opportunitiesthat criminals can exploit. Equally, organizations which take security 
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seriously by forexample, implementing effective security procedures and monitoring 

them, orensuring that senior decision-makers have an adequate understanding of security 

may be able to help improve cybersecurity. This could include absent or poor 

systemadministration skills (which leave computers un-patched), low understanding of 

therisks by senior management (resulting in the security personnel being under 

resourced)and poor engineering skills, which leave security as a final priority  

in thedevelopment of systems. 

• National – at national level, governments may be more or less prepared to initiate 

policy mechanisms to provide for cybersecurity This could includeregulation  

(where appropriate) to compel certain activities, actions or support todevelopment of 

cybersecurity capabilities. Governmentsmay also be responsible for neglecting 

cybersecurity by failing to implement certainpolicies or via other measures for example 

failing to implement specific laws
153

. 

• Market – at market level a number of factors affect cybersecurity, including 

theincentives operating on private-sector firms to produce better, more secure 

softwarecode; take security seriously in system administration tasks; raise awareness 

amongstsubscribers, users, customers and employees about risks; and share information 

onthreats, vulnerabilities and concerns between themselves and law enforcement. 

The question of information-sharing and exchange is particularlypertinent – law 

enforcement may be highly constrained by what information it can disclose since that 

could compromise an investigation, whilst firms are reluctant toindicate to law 

enforcement the extent of incidents because they either do not knowthe full extent or they 

fear that law enforcement involvement may either result inreputational damage  

(by publicizing a breach, for example) or business interruption (I flaw enforcement needs 

to seize servers or data). 

• International – at international level, efforts to address cybersecurity are 

undertakenbetween nation-states from within platforms such as the World Summit on 

theInformation Society (WSIS), Internet Governance Forum (IGF) and 

InternationalFeasibility study for a European Cybercrime CentreTelecommunications 

Union (ITU).  

 

II. The challenges on fighting cybercrime in cyberspace 

The investigation and prosecution of cybercrime presents a number of challenges for 

law-enforcement agencies and governments. It is vital not only to educate the people 

involved in the fight against cybercrime, but also to draft adequate and effective 

legislation. This article has reviewed  some key challenges to promoting cybersecurity 
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and areas where existing instruments may prove insufficient and the implementation of 

special instruments may be necessary
154

. 

-Challenges in drafting national criminal laws 

Proper legislation is the foundation for the investigation and prosecution  

of cybercrime. However, lawmakers must continuously respond to Internet developments 

and monitor the effectiveness of existing provisions, especially given the speed  

of developments in network technology. Offences that have been criminalized under 

national criminal law need to be reviewed and updated. For example, digital information 

must have equivalent status as traditional signatures and printouts. Without the 

integration of cybercrime-related offences, violations cannot be prosecuted. 

The main challenge for national criminal legal systems is the delay between the 

recognition of potential abuses of new technologies and necessary amendments to the 

national criminal law. This challenge remains as relevant and topical as ever as the speed 

of network innovation accelerates. Many countries are working hard to catch up with 

legislative adjustments. In general, the adjustment process has three steps: adjustment  

to national law, identification of gaps in the penal code, and drafting of new legislation
155

. 

- Adjustments to national law must start with the recognition of an abuse of new 

technology 

Specific departments are needed within national law-enforcement agencies, which are 

qualified to investigate potential cybercrimes. The development of computer emergency 

response teams, computer incident response teams, computer security incident response 

teams and other research facilities may improve the situation. 

i). Identification of gaps in the penal code 

To ensure effective legislative foundations, it is necessary to compare the status of 

criminal legal provisions in the national law with requirements arising from the new kinds 

of criminal offences. In many cases, existing laws may be able to cover new varieties of 

existing crimes (e.g. laws addressing forgery may just as easily be applied to electronic 

documents). The need for legislative amendments is limited to 

those offences that are omitted or insufficiently covered by the national law
156

. 

ii). Drafting of new legislation 

Based on experience, it may be difficult for national authorities to execute the drafting 

process for cybercrime without international cooperation, due to the rapid development of 

network technologies and their complex structures.Drafting cybercrime legislation 
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separately may result in significant duplicationand waste of resources, and it is also 

necessary to monitor the development of international standards and strategies. Without 

the international harmonization of national criminal legal provisions, the fight against 

transnational cybercrime will run into serious difficulties, due to inconsistent or 

incompatible national legislations. Consequently, international attempts to harmonize 

different national penal laws are increasingly important. National law can greatly benefit 

from the experience of other countries and international expert legal advice. 

- New offences 

In most cases, crimes committed using ICTs are not new crimes, but scams modified 

to be committed online. One example is fraud – there is not much difference between 

someone sending a letter with the intention to mislead another person and an e-mail with 

the same intention. If fraud is already a criminaloffence, adjustment of national law may 

not be necessary to prosecute such acts.The situation is different if the acts performed are 

no longer addressed by existing laws. In the past, some countries had adequate provisions 

for regular fraud, but were unable to deal with offences where a computer system was 

influenced, rather than a human. For these countries, it has been necessary to adopt new 

laws criminalizing computer-related fraud, in addition to the regular fraud. Various 

examples show how the extensive interpretation of existing provisions cannot substitute 

for the adoption of new laws
157

. 

 

III. Cybercrime legislation as an integral part of a cybersecurity strategy 

As pointed out previously, cybersecurityplays an important role in the ongoing 

development of information technology, as well as Internet services.884 Making the 

Internet safer (and protecting Internet users) has become integral to the development of 

new services as well as governmental policy. Cybersecurity strategies – for example, the 

development of technical protection systems or the education of users to prevent them 

from becoming victims of cybercrime – can help to reduce the risk of cybercrime
158

.  

An anti-cybercrime strategy should be an integral element of a cybersecurity strategy.  

One possibility is that anti-cybercrime strategies developed in industrialized countries 

could be introduced in developing countries, offering advantages of reduced cost and time 

for development. The implementation of existing strategies could enable developing 

countries to benefit from existing insights and experience. Nevertheless,  

the implementation of an existing anti-cybercrime strategy poses a number of difficulties. 

Although similar challenges confront both developing and developed countries, the 

optimal solutions that might be adopted depend on the resources and capabilities of each 
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country. Industrialized countries may be able to promote cybersecurity in different  

and more flexible ways, e.g. by focusing on more consistenciestechnical protection 

issues.There are several other issues that need to be taken into account by developing 

countries adopting existing anti-cybercrime strategies. They include compatibility  

of respective legal systems, the status of supporting initiatives (e.g. education of the 

society), the extent of self-protection measures in place as well as the extent of private 

sector support (e.g. through public-private partnerships)
159

. 

Given the international nature of cybercrime, the harmonization of national laws and 

techniques is vital in the fight against cybercrime. However, harmonization must take into 

account regional demand and capacity. The importance of regional aspects in the 

implementation of anti-cybercrime strategies is underlined by the fact that many legal and 

technical standards were agreed among industrializedcountries and do not include various 

aspects important for developing countries. Therefore, regional factors and differences 

need to be included within their implementation elsewhere. 

 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

This article has provided a summary of some of the most relevant aspects of 

cybersecuritypertinent to cybercrime and the possible work of the ECC.Cybersecurity” 

provides a definition, description of technologies, and network protection principles: 

“Cybersecurity is the collection of tools, policies, security concepts, security safeguards, 

guidelines, risk management approaches, actions, training, best practices, assurance and 

technologies that can be used to protect the cyber-environment and organization and 

user’s assets. 

This article has detailed some of the main issues of cybersecurity as they relate  

to thechallenge of addressing cybercrime. There may be an inherent paradox however,  

in thisanalysis.  

If efforts to improve cybersecurity were more successful and cybersecurity wastaken 

more seriously – resulting in fewer vulnerabilities and more secure systemadministration, 

then perhaps there would be less work for law enforcement to do.Addressing these 

simpler and more tractable root-cause aspects might free up lawenforcement to focus on 

the persistent, motivated cybercriminals who pose a more seriousrisk in terms of their 

capacity to cause economic and psychological damage.Cybersecurity strives to ensure the 

attainment and maintenance of the security properties of the organization and user’s 

assets against relevant security risks in the cyber environment. In This pointof view States 

should adopt legislation that is harmonized with international standards in order 

to:criminalize conduct;provide law enforcement with procedural law tools for efficient 
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investigations; establish safeguards and conditions limiting investigative powers as well 

asadopting data protection regulations.High-tech crime and other specialized units, such 

as high-tech crime units, prosecution services responsible for cybercrime and services for 

cyber-forensics will need to be created.Cybercrime is not the sole responsibility  

of a specific (specialized) unit. For example, high-tech crime units may provide support 

to other services investigating fraud, money laundering or child pornography,  

or cooperate  with agenesis or other institutions responsible for cybersecurity. Specific 

procedures and mechanisms for interagency cooperation would need to be established 

Law enforcement training should be taken in order to ensure that law enforcement 

officers have the skills/competencies necessary for their respective functions to: 

a. _ investigate cybercrime 

b. _ secure electronic evidence 

c. _ and carry out computer forensics analyses for criminal proceedings 

d. _ assist other agencies 

e. _ contribute to network security. 

The first step towards such a training strategy would be a training needs 

analysis(covering requirements from first responders to generic investigators, 

specialistinvestigators, internet crime investigators, covert internet crime investigators, 

network crime investigators, digital forensic investigators and managers).A judicial 

training concept should ensure that all judges and prosecutors have at least basic 

knowledge to deal with cybercrime and electronic evidence. This means that such training 

needs to be integrated into the regular judicial training system of a country. A coherent 

concept would be required to ensure this. The objectives could be: 

a. to enable training institutes to deliver initial and in-service cybercrime 

trainingbased on international standards 

b. to equip the largest possible number of future and practicing judges 

andprosecutors with basic knowledge on cybercrime and electronic evidence 

c. to provide advanced training to a critical number of judges and prosecutors 

d. to support the continued specialization and technical training of judges 

andprosecutors 

e. to contribute to enhanced knowledge through networking among judges 

andprosecutors 

f. to facilitate access to different training initiatives and networks. 

All cybersecurity strategies underline the need for public/private cooperation.  

With respect to cybercrime, cooperation between law enforcement and service providers 

is particularly essential. Memoranda of Understanding or other types of agreements could 

be considered to provide a framework for efficient cooperation that defines expectations, 
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responsibilities, authorities but also limitations and that ensures that the rights of users are 

protected. 
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CURRENT TRANSFERS AS THE MAIN SOURCE OF FINANCING THE 

TRADE DEFICIT IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 

 

Introduction  

Macedonian economy as a small economic structure is characterized by very few 

internal economic forces able to spur economic development in the country; therefore it is 

always depending on capital inflows. The capital inflows are registered flows of funds 

under the current account and financial capital account on the Balance of Payments 

Reports.  

The Balance of Payment Reports are published periodically and they are closely 

followed up by bankers, entrepreneurs, economists and foreign exchange dealers. Two 

are the main accounts notable in these reports: trade balance and current transfers.  

The earlier is a deficit account of billion of Euros while the later is a surplus account of 

almost the same size. This compensating relationship between these two accounts is the 

reason why we are studying these two accounts. The first part of this study, right after 

presenting the existing literature on the topic, analyzes the trade balance account, 

focusing on its trend, its development and the impact of the crisis on it. The second part 

of the study analyzes the inflows in the current transfers account, focusing on private 

transfers and remittances. The third part confronts to each-other the two accounts in terms 

of compensation value and consequences.  

Macedonian economy is characterized by a low value of investments, low production 

capacity and large trade balance. Trade Balance account is about two billion Euros, while 

the value of Foreign Direct Investments, that is the main item in the account of Capital 

Financial Transfers, does not exceed 200-300 million Euros. Under these circumstances 

the Economic Growth for the last five years in Macedonia has been around two percent. 

Therefore, logically it is raised a question; what is the fiscal account in the Balance of 

Payments Account that compensates for such huge deficits of the Trade Balance account? 

The one-way transfers, especially Private Transfers, are the ones that have historically 

contributed in easing the consequences of huge Trade Balance deficits.  

Private Transfers consist on the cash inflows received/ sent (from) abroad 

(remittances, pension funds, invalidity compensations) in return for which there is no 

service been offered. Remittances as most dominant sub-category of the Private Transfers 

account results to be a stabilizing and developing indicator for the country’s economy. 

Pant (2008) claims that the importance of remittances does not stand only on their usage 

for consumption and capital investments, but they have a very important positive effect 

on the economy due to the stimulus they create on o the demand side for other goods and 
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services.160  According to UNCTAD (2011) in many developing countries the impact of 

the remittances in the economy exceeds 20% of the country’s GDP.  

Why do we study the level of Current Transfers instead of the level of Remittances?  

In the Republic of Macedonia measuring the true value of remittances is an impossible 

task.161 Throughout the time there have been small attempts to value the true amount of 

the remittances send to the country. The inflows of remittances is a very important 

indicator affecting the stability and development of the economy positively, but 

measuring its true value and its true impact on the account of Current Transfers is and has 

always been a challenge for Macedonia.  

Despite the important role that remittances play in the country’s economy, 

Macedonian institutions have always been neglecting the importance of this phenomenon. 

In the periodical reports that the National Bank of Macedonia publishes we find detailed 

descriptions fine analysis of the inflows and outflows about imports, exports, 

investments, debts, services sub-categories, while in the section of the Current Transfers 

account, especially in that of the Private Transfers account we notice a simple 

categorization within which under the sub-category of Other Private Transfers there are 

registered numbers of nine zeros and more.  

The main importance of the remittances account derives from the fact that our 

immigrants send to the country millions of Euros each year in foreign currencies, 

affecting so directly the consolidation and stability of the Official Reserves of the 

National Bank of Macedonia, an account through which the later has been able to keep 

under control the Foreign Exchange market, hence keeping the value of domestic 

currency Dinar stable through interfering in the market by purchasing the domestic 

currency and selling the foreign ones. The financial funds of the immigrants help the 

economy of the country enormously by; contributing directly in the easing of the trade 

balance deficit effect, creating the right clime for reaching the targeted level of imports, 

improving the level of debt by creating the environment for attracting foreign debts,  

improving the social standing of the population, increasing the capital investments in 

small and big family enterprises, in other words they act as a stimulus indicator for the 

economic development of the country. 

Remittances are very important for the welfare of the population, especially for the 

individuals who are very needy. Very often remittances compose a very important share 

of the monthly income for the poor individuals.162 Furthermore, the poor individuals 

may be benefitting from remittances in other indirect ways, through the effect that they 
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have in wage level, price level and employment (Kapur, 2003). Adams and Page (2005) 

claim that remittances have direct positive effect in the improvement of poverty, meaning 

that immigration effects the improvement of the social welfare of the poor individuals 

positively. Many researches argue that the inflows of remittances in all the possible ways 

of flowing in the country- from the banking transfers to the gifts for kids- have played  

a very important role in the economic development of the country (Buch & Kuckuleny 

2004, World Bank 2006).  

From the macroeconomic point of view remittances increase consumption aggregate, 

compensate for the trade balance deficits and contribute to the foreign exchange rate 

stability (Kireyev 2006). According to the World Bank data at least 50% of the 

remittances inflows are not registered into the official reports. According to the study of 

Roberts (2008) many remittances are being sent from the immigrants to their families 

through informal modes, and are not registered into the formal modes of transfers. This is 

a fact which emphasis once more the key role that private transfers account plays in the 

macroeconomic and financial stability of the country. This study attempts to sensitize the 

public opinion about the role that private transfers play in the economic development of 

the country. 

The size, the development and the importance of remittances should not be considered 

as a challenge for policy-makers, but they should be considered as a relatively good 

opportunity for the economic development, instead.  

Balance of Trade and developments   

Balance of Trade account is one of the most dominant category of the Current account 

and Balance of Payment account, because the figures of the balance of trade provide 

information about the trade exchanges of the country with the world, as a result it makes 

possible to identify the production power of the country, its consumption power, its 

domestic demand, the foreign demand for domestic goods, the consumption and saving 

propensity rates, as well. Furthermore, it provides detailed information about who are the 

countries with which are more closely economically related to, what are the most 

productive sectors of the national economy and what are the most fragile sectors of the 

national economy.
163

 

According to the data (figure 2) during year 2008 Macedonian economy was exporting 

41% of its GDP, having an export figure of 10312 Euros per capita, an increase of 9.7% 

from the previous year. The total cumulative export figure for year 2008 was increased by 

9.9% compared to the year 2007 representing a total value of 2,692.6 million Euros.  

We should note that the distribution of the exports throughout the year 2008 was not 

even, during the first quarters, when the recently started global crises had not been 
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stretched in the country yet, the exports were increased by 15.9% compared to the same 

period of year 2007, while during the last quarter of year 2008 they increased by – 7% 

compared to the same period of year 2007. 

Trade exchange during year 2009 declined on the levels of 1,792 million Euros 

composing around 83.5% of GDP (compared to the level of 112.7% of GDP in year 

2008). The reason for the decline in trade exchange of Macedonia, setting it to the levels 

of year 2001 to year 2004, was the low level of international trade exchange. The decline 

of world demand had an important effect on the export figure of Macedonia, which 

reached the level of 1.920.1 million Euros (figure 1) or 29% of GDP (compared to the 

average level of 40% of GDP during the previous three years). This important account of 

the Macedonian Fiscal reports remained on the level of year 2004.  

Figure 1: Trade Balance of the Republic of Macedonia 

 
 

 
  Source: National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia, Statistics, Balance of Payments, different years 

 

During year 2009 imports declined to 3.472 million Euros (figure 1) or 54.5% of GDP 

(compared to the average level of 65% of GDP for the previous three years). The decline 

on imports, contrary to the decline on exports, was spread over many sectors of the 

economy. The global crisis effects, which affected domestic economy in a very short 

length of time, resulted on a decline of the imports of raw materials
164

. 

In contrast to the sharp decline in trade exchanged account figures during year 2009, 

year 2010 signed an increase by 19.4% of this account, going up to the level of 96%  

of GDP. Global economic recovery accompanied by the improvement of national 

exporting capacities of Macedonia during year 2010 was the factors that conditioned 

considerable raise of the exports. The larger scale of the increase in exports compared  

to the increase in imports leaded to the narrowing of the gap between the two, decreasing 
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so the deficit on trade balance (with 4.1%) to the level of 1,467.2 million Euros or 20.5% 

of GDP. During 2009 exports increased by 29.7% (reaching to the level of 2,492.8 

million Euros or 36.2% of GDP) while imports increased by 13.9% (reaching the level  

of 3.960 million Euros) (figure 1). 

During year 2011 the trade exchange, conditioned by the development of the world 

economy, increased by 24%. Trade balance deficit signed 24% of GDP (figure 2) 

increasing so by 1.7% from the previous year. Exports increased by 28%, reaching the 

nominal value of 3,179 million Euros. The recovery of the world economy affected the 

positive increase of the exports in almost all the sectors of the economy. Imports 

increased by 22%, reaching the nominal value of 5,062 million Euros. The reason for the 

increase in imports was the price increase of the products and the increase in domestic 

demand for the imported goods and services, as well.  

During year 2012 the international trade exchange signed a decline on it increasing 

rate. This was obvious in almost every country, especially the developed ones.  

The decline of the demand for imported goods in developed countries had its effects on 

the export level of Macedonia, decreasing it by 2.6%. The imports remained on the level 

of the previous year
165

. 

The data and the above figures make it very clear that Macedonia is historically been 

characterized by a deficit in its Trade Balance account. This deficit is around 1.5 billion 

of Euros or stated differently this deficit accounts for 20-25% of GDP (for the last six 

years, figure 4). The negative Net Export figure means that our money are spend for 

purchasing foreign goods and services, a phenomenon that decreases the domestic 

production which has further negative impact in the labor market and goods market. 

Furthermore, it imposes devaluing forces on the domestic currency Dinar, because the 

foreign exporter exchanges Dinar for foreign currency, increasing thus the supply  

of domestic currency in the exchange market.  

Is it possible under such circumstances for Macedonia to keep a stable Official 

Reserves account keeping thus stable the value of Dinar against Euro for a long period? 

Later in this study we will analyze in details through figures and tables the account  

of Current Transfers. The analysis will attempt to make clear for the reader the 

importance of Current Transfers in compensating the Trade Deficit and will show the 

effect of this account in the Current account and Balance of Payments account, as well.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
165 Source is National Reports of Macedonia of year 2012. 
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Figure 2: Trade Balance as % of GDP in the Republic of Macedonia 

 
Source: National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia, Statistics, Balance of Payments, different years 

  

One-way Transfers and developments 

One-way Transfer account showed in the statistics of Balance of Payments reports  

is composed from: official transfers, that represent the donations in cash and goods from 

foreign governments and foreign organizations made to our country. Because this item 

accounts in average for 3.3% of the one-way transfers, it’s not of significant importance. 

We are interested in studying the trend of private transfers and the impact they have on 

macroeconomic equilibriums.  

The statistics of Balance of Payments reports of the central bank under the item  

of private transfers include: flows in/out the country; cash transfers of foreigners 

performed in the exchange market; other private transfers such as rents, pension funds, 

invalidity compensations etc. 

Under the ‘cash inflows’ component it is registered money transfers through formal 

ways, through individuals (residents) and through immigrants that have the non-resident 

status due to the fact of living abroad for longer than a year period.  Individuals who live 

and work abroad for a period of shorter than one year are categorized as residents and 

their cash transfers are registered under the ‘workers’ compensations’ category in the 

income section of the Balance of Payments reports.  

Cash transfers of the immigrants registered as net-effects of the foreign exchange and 

channeled through the banking system are the main component of the private transfers in 

Macedonia (figure 3). By net-effect of foreign exchange we understand the transactions 

made by dealers and banks. This source of information lacks many data because in 

addition to the official transaction of transfers carried out through formal wayes there are 

many transactions which are being executed through informal wayes (citizens’ accounts, 

a part of the grey economy, tourists….). 

Other private transfers are rents, pension funds, invalidity compensations, gifts, 

inheritances, awards, bonuses etc.  
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Figure 3: Components of Private Transfers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Source: National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia, Statistics, Balance of Payments, different years 

 

The private transfers are the main item of the Current Transfers account composing 

almost 97% of the value. The importance of private transfers stands on the fact that in 

average 80% of its value compensate the trade deficit in Macedonia.  

Valuing the true amount of the private transfers of the country is challenging because 

more than half of the transfers are being carried out through informal wayes. Xhaferi
166

, 

who did an empirical study on the issue through direct interviews, concluded that 56% of 

the cash is send through other individuals directly to the families, and only 16% of the 

money is send through the banking system. These results show that the majority of the 

money transfers are made outside the banking system.  

As a result it is widely believed that the major part of the net-effectives in the foreign 

exchange which foreign exchange dealers sell to the banks it is collected from the money 

that immigrants are sending to their family members through informal transfer modes. 

The most represented foreign currency considering the supply side of the foreign 

exchange market in Macedonia is Euro, representing 58% of the market value. Right after 

Euro is Suisse Franc with 28%, then Dollar with 10% and then the rest of foreign 

currencies. We know that Dinar’s exchange rate to Euro is fixed, and this is one of the 

reasons why Euro accounts for the major part of foreign currency market.  Other reasons 
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why Euro are: large number of immigrants in the Euro-zone countries, considerable share 

of deposits in Euro, considerable trade exchange in Euro, usage of Euro as a currency for 

external payments etc. The above mentioned results conclude that the geographical 

distribution of the immigrants has an important effect in the structure of foreign currency 

composition of the exchange market. 

 
Figure 4: Private Transfers and FDI-s in Macedonia 

 
                                           

 

 

 
                                        Private Transfers as % of GDP         

                                     

                                                 FDI-s as % of GDP (Right Axe) 

 
Source: National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia and Ministry of Finance 

 

Trade Balance and Its Compensating by the Private Transfers. 

From Table 1 below we notice than if we do not account the one-way transfers, the 

deficit of the current account leaded by the deficit of the trade account is almost 1.5-2 

billion Euros. Under such conditions the account of financial capital would compensate 

the deficit of the current account only for 31% of it.  

Table 1: The Balance of Payments accounts for the Republic of Macedonia  

(2007-2012) 

Year 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Current Account -421.2 -862.2 -457.1 -143.6 -224.3 -291.4 

CA net of Official 

Transfers 

-1.433 -1.847 -1.590 -1.510 -1.704 -1.911 

Financial-Capital 

Account 

555.8 810.9 506.9 204 559.2 392.4 

FDI (NET) 506.4 409.4 136.9 158.6 336.8 110.7 

Official Reserves 94.7 -75.3 76.9 61.7 331.3 142.3 

Source: National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia, Statistics, Balance of Payments, different years 
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From Table 1 below we notice than if we do not account the one-way transfers, the 

deficit of the current account leaded by the deficit of the trade account is almost 1.5-2 

billion Euros. Under such conditions the account of financial capital would compensate 

the deficit of the current account only for 31% of it. 

What are the consequences of such results in the account of Official Reserves of 

money? 

The official reserves would decrease each year by almost 1 billion Euros. This would 

make it impossible for the central bank to keep having a fixed exchange rate for the 

Dinar-Euro pair of currencies. The reserves of foreign currencies would go towards zero, 

resulting thus in a devaluation of the domestic currency. 

But, it is important to note down that during our research we have found a very 

powerful account that does not allow the above mentioned phenomenon to happen; this 

account that is characterized by stabilizing and developing powers is the account of one-

way transfers, leaded by the sub-category of private transfers, which during the last years 

have compensated on average around 80% of the trade balance deficit (figure 5). From 

the figures above we conclude that private transfers are an important source of trade 

deficit compensation being thus a stabilizing item in the Balance of Payments Accounts. 

They have a positive impact in consolidating the official reserves for foreign currencies 

and as a result help in keeping the foreign exchange of the domestic currency to Euro 

fixed. On the other hand it shows to have an impact even in the real economic sector, 

where it is in the levels of 18% on GDP (figure 6). According to the interview carried out 

by Xhaferi (2002) 55% of the remittances are used for covering family needs, money 

dedicated for consumption, thus they are immediately exchanged for Macedonian Dinar.  

During 2012 almost 600-700 million Euros of the remittances are used for consumption. 

The financial infusion of this amount in the Macedonian economy, taking into account 

the multiplicative effect of such expenditures, is enormous. During the same year almost 

200-240 million Euros or 15.3% of the remittances are used for capital investments in the 

Macedonian economy. 
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Figure 5: The Rate of compensation of the trade deficit 

 
  

                              

 
                            The compensation rate of NX with one-way transfers – (Right Axe)  
Source: National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia, Statistics, Balance of Payments, different years 

 

Figure 6: The Rate of compensation of the trade deficit by the private transfers 

                                                  
                   Trade Balance Deficit as % of GDP                               Private Transfers as % of GDP 
                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Source: National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia, Statistics, Balance of Payments, different years 

 

Analyzing further these figures we find out that those private transfers not only exceed 

in considerable amount the Foreign Direct Investments (which during the last six years 

were in average around 270 million Euros or 4.15% of GDP, figure 4), but  the amount of 

the private transfers used for capital investments is close to the value of Foreign Direct 

Investments.  
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Conclusions and recommendations 

The current transfers of the immigrants towards the mother country, due to their 

considerable amount and the increasing trend, are initiating research interest in the 

academic opinion, especially from the point of view of the potential impact they have in 

the sustainability of the economic growth.  

It is widely believed that the inflow of the remittances through informal ways is much 

higher than the inflow through formal ways. Some empirical research that is carried out 

through direct interviews of the immigrants’ families show that more than half of the 

money is send at home through informal ways. A close estimation of the amount  

of remittances sent through informal ways may be estimated by studying the foreign 

exchange market. We noticed that the most traded currency in the foreign exchange 

market was Euro (58%), the second one was Suisse Franc (28%) and the third one was 

Dollar (10%). These results are in harmony with the theoretical estimates and the 

information that we possess about the geographical distribution of Macedonian 

immigrants.   

Macedonian has historically experienced a deficit in its Trade Balance account, which 

is around 1.5 billion of Euros or stated differently this deficit accounts for 20-25% of 

GDP. This leads towards deterioration of the Balance of Payments, consumption capacity 

of the country is  spend for purchasing foreign goods and services, existence of cash out-

flows due to the negative Net Export values, increased supply of domestic currency in the 

exchange market, decreased official reserves figure and creating the right environment for 

the devaluation of Dinar against Euro. All these negative results are due to the impact of 

trade deficit, which would make it impossible for Macedonia to keep financial and 

macroeconomic stability. However, this would happen if we do not take into account the 

Current Transfers that are leaded by the Private Transfers.  

The Private Transfers figure is approximately 1.2 billion Euros or almost 18% of GDP 

and during the last six years this account has compensated around 80% of the negative 

amount created by the trade balance. This compensation not only has smoothened out the 

effect of the deficit on the current account, but taking into account the inflows in the 

account of financial capital, it showed a positive impact on the account of Official 

Reserves that has resulted in a financial and foreign exchange market stability.  

During year 2012 almost 600-700 million Euros of the remittances are used for 

consumption while another 200-240 million Euros are used for capital investments in the 

Macedonian economy. The capital investments financed through remittances in year 2012 

have exceeded the Foreign Direct Investments, which were not more than 111 million 

Euros.  
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Finally these results show that Macedonia owns financial sources which it can inject 

into the economy. These financial sources are not used only for consumption, but a 

considerable part of them is used for financing capital investments. This is a strong reason 

to force us study such accounts in more details, especially for small economies like 

Macedonia. We do strongly believe that with the help of governmental institutions these 

financial sources may be rightly oriented towards profitable sectors of the economy. We 

do not disagree that the Road Show event towards the Far East countries is productive 

and meeting and signing protocols with potential foreign investors may have positive 

results, but the source of funds from immigrants do really exist and with a little work we 

may enhance the desire of the immigrants to invest in the mother country. 
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THE SOURCES THAT AFFECTED THE ALBANIAN CUSTOMS LAW  

IN GENERAL AND THE BENDA’S PROVINCE IN PARTICULAR 

 

Introduction 

In order to understand the right meaning of the common law it is important to be 

discovered and known all the law sistems that have acted in a society during the whole 

history from the ancient times. This is important to stress the fact that throught them can 

be known the type of the political system, human rights and freedoms, the way these are 

treated as the known and protected rights, but also denied in many cases, the functioning 

of the state apparatus in all its aspects, where an important role can be given to the private 

and public Rule of law and also the human norms which define  the degree and level of 

civilized society. 

Because of some conceptual restrictions but also because of  some objective 

impossibities during a half century period, in terms of the albanian common law it hasn’t 

been possible to be discovered all the law systems that have acted in the whole territory. 

In albanian customary law we can find a complex of judicial traditions that are even 

ancients than the civil law, that have been saved for more than 16 centuries, because they 

are established in a very special moral of albanian people. 

Exactly in the context of the law sources, we can discuss  the importance of the law 

systems that have acted in albanian society from ancient times just like : The Statute of 

Shkodra, Drisht, Durres, the Agricultural Law of Bizant, The Canon of Mountsins,  

The Customs of  of the Stjefan Dushani, The Archive of Ali Pasha, The Canon of Benda 

ect. 

 

I. The roman law  

We can find in this kind of law many roman virtues that were part of it. So, the roman 

honesty with that honor sensibility so alive in each albanian mountaineer, even at the 

most poor or unknown one. It isn’t difficult to be proved that in the base of the whole 

ethics of the canon is the manliness , which includes everything, transcends the 

appearances and the external behavior, and also even just the duty of the justice to climb 

the  highest stages of the soul and the iluminated conscience. It is exactly this  fullness of 

high civil and moral  virtues, joined by the loyalty and the promised word that are sacred 

qualities by the albanians, creating so the similarities with these virtues in the Ancient 

Rome. In order to make  a deeper comparison we can remember that the romans had that 

special feeling of the Law and the Justice owned by the principal of the “summum jus 
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summa iniuria” that gave a huge importance  the daily social life and the “aequitas”  

(the latin word of the justice) that included everything that was human virtue apart of 

known law. 

A special demonstration of loyalty along with some spiritual greatness is the protection 

that each albanian is honored to give to anyone that says “rely on you” that is a huge 

demonstration of confidence. Even the romans knew this kind of special institution “the 

clientele” where the “the patron”gave to the clients protection, support and consultation. 

In the same way  ,the tribute of the ancestral legacy that “gravitas” of Quirits, that was 

easily differentiated from the ‘levitas” of Greeks, to albaniansis demonstrated by  the 

same honoring of the killed gallant and the killer one, that “constantia” that stays strong 

even though those renewing trends, is the conviction of “antiqui mores”, the convinction 

of “instituta” of grand parwents that have a grat importance in the roman literature and 

are clearly shown in  a several series episodes that make impossible to us to deny that in 

Rome existed a strong conservative bent of customs
167

. The same strong conservative 

bent is  found in the albanian  old tribes concretized by the expression “inherited in canon 

from our tribes”. This is the exppression that made possible to save in Albania  

a traditional  law , called the Canon Law the only one that could survive nowadays in 

Europe. In the medieval albanian cities we can see three social classes (cives, proniarii, 

nobiles) that respond exactly to the three social classes in Rome “plebeii, equites, 

senatores”. The  organisation of the mountaineer community is more simple because there 

are  the elders (the old men) and the toddlers (the young men). 

It is worthy to do the comparison of this organisation with the first constitution of  

Roman Senate that has two categories, “the Patres” or the noble householder and  

“the conscripti” that according to the Mommsen are the young people added to this 

categoria. All these respective analogies are based in a certain continuation of historical 

events. To organise the different Illyrian population that were dominated by Rome along 

the eastern coast of Adriatic, it was  used the same administrative system as in Rome. 

Each province seemed more like a ethnic group than like a province with the defined 

borders, and it had its mall placed in the first or second most important location, 

organised in a “conventus juridicus” consisting of most important people (noblest) and 

the local notaries and judges. In the colonies  and the “almost colonies’ where the roman 

element had totally substitued the previous population were organised in “conventus 

civium romanorum”
168

.  

From these “conventus” historically there are known just three judicial ones  

(Salona, Narona, and the Scardona) and one “civium romanorum” (Lissus, Lezha 

nowadays), but it isn’t excluded the possibility of many other centers. If we talk about the 

                                                           
167 Borkowski, A., Du Plessis, P., E drejta romake, UET Press, Dita 2000. pp.5-12. 
168 Valentini, Z. (2005).  “The right of comunitites in albanian judicial”. historical studies , Nr.2 /1973. p. 31.  
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tribes (generally pastoral and military) they were governed according of an unwritten law 

but traditional one. This type of law was connected by the psycological side and the 

constitutional side of the tribe. Rome had given the “conventus “ to be tribe of the Hoti, 

Kastrat, Kurbin (one of the most ancient known in the roman and illyrian times) and the 

tribe of Rodon. 

Later, especially after  the Illyrian Empire, and after the  Costandin period the 

“conventus”started getting a greater and greater importance such as  the creation of the 

provincial parliament form that had the right to represent the imperial government 

appeals and different improvements of law.  The Decadence of the Roman-Byzantine 

Empire brought a regime with the physiognomy clearer more feudal of course  just in the 

centers, meanwhile the illyrian population, organised even better in tribes was winning a 

greater  autonomy so that made possible to be governed by itself  according to its ethnic 

tradition and probably by some partially changed rules by the relationship with the roman 

traditions. That’s why even in the blooming time of the medieval cities, with their XIV 

century statutes, we see that they discuss and have connection with the Venice and 

different famous tribes and communities just like the : Pastrovique and the Mataguze, 

Pamaliot or the Hotet. That’s why the word “tribe” is misused by albanologs because the 

“tribe” doesn’t represent the real meaning that is used in Albania, that is the unification of 

many families from the same origin. The word tribe reffers exactly to the word “gens” 

used by the romans, this thing is also told by Marco Taljavini on his precious composition 

“Albanians on Dalmaci”.  

So clearly we are not just talking about an ethnic and ancient traditional law but also 

we are talking about a law that cooperates with other judicial cultures of the same period 

of time. During the talk aout what’s similar between different tribes, the Canon consists 

in a system of priciples of civil morals and the consistutional law expressed in a summary 

form. To reinforce this judicial quality of our traditional law let’s confront it with other 

statutes of different cities along the eastern coast of Adriatik  during the XIV-XV 

centuries, that can be presented as huge historical innovation of these last years
169

.
  

According to Shuflaj, during  the VII century in Dalmaci, in Italy, and in the  suburbs of 

Durres started the weakenig of the judicial authority of Byzantium. Civil autonomies 

started the creation of a new governmental form whose judicial system was affected 

especially by the west, iniatilly by the normas and the Angionis. After the XII century  we 

have the increasement of the direct impact of the famous judicial schools of Bologna and 

Padova, until we finally arrive at the XIV century that prevails the leveling impact of 

Venetiand. According to different studies done for these statutes we can say that can be 

                                                           
169 Kastelli Xh, Vilani S, Ahmetaj L, Velija Q. (2005). "E drejta zakonore shoqëria, ligji",  Studime   historike viti  

Nr.2 /1973,  pp.3-23. 
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found in their foundation the byzantium law but also the modified judicial element 

brought by Italy
170

. 

      Meanwhile in Albania, for the creations of the statutes  existed a strong impact by 

the enthorical law of many protected areas by different relics and traditional elements of 

the albanian population. For example:  immediately after durres was given to Venice,  

it took the confirmation from it that there would be still saved and used the local statutes 

and the traditional law. To be countinued we can say that after each request, the answer 

by Venice was always the same formula:”.......on this case we have to believe that the 

“tradition” synonymous of statute or any traditional law of any type...”. that’s why on 

these statutes we find elements of albanian traditional judicial mentality. Differently from 

other citites, on Albanian citites it wasn’t accepted the bondsman statute. Another 

important thing as a instrument and a guarantee of life and individual freedoms was the 

property. So the two elements that always existed and have been guaranteed in a special 

way by the traditional law in Albania
171

. 

Interesting and meaningful is the special element the flag. It is known the fact that the 

flag is something really demanding in the albanian  tribal, military and judicial tradition 

usage. It is also known the fact that each tribe has its specific symbol, which can cause 

different jealousy but that doesn’t create problems for the symbological exclusivity. The 

tribes acceped easily an compensation by the state for their military service, a symbol or 

any simple sign but also any symbol taken by the enemy that now was in their hands just 

like e reward. So along the history we san see the albanina soldiers complaining about the 

flag topic to the  states that they fighted for, or that they just thought they they were 

offered or just when they asked for help. The Venice always wanted to keep its flag raised 

up in the sky and we can say that this kind of desire corresponded totally the desire of the 

albanians also. 

If we refer the Turkish threat, the albanians, the Sovereign and the Communities that 

were loyal to the Sovereign were inspired by their judicial and traditional mentality to ask 

the “rely” (the protection) anf the “frienship” (kind of protection with the specifics of the 

political exile) for those special cases where the solders were defeated  and expelled by 

their country so they had to ask for that special form of protection and exile. So the 

Venice was honored to give this kind of servise without any difficulty. On the other side 

according to the albanian mentality it was’n neccessary to have any preventive pact to get 

the “rely on you” pact and the “protection’ and the “friendship’ of the honored people and 

this kind of honored feeling for Venice was easy to feel.  Even if we can not find the 

                                                           
170 Yamamoto, K (2005), “The etical structure of Kanun and cultural implications” translated. Sh.B.A.  historical 

studies,  Nr.2 /1973. fq.3-23.  
171 Biçoku K. (2005). "Vështrim  mbi ekonominë  dhe demografinë e fshatit  shqiptar  të shek.XV",  Studime historike 

Nr. 2/1977.  
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proofs that the eventual accommodation in Venice was the object of an pact between 

Shkodra and Drishti city and  the Sovereign, on the 1479 when the Venice lost these cities 

still the accomodation was easily done by citizens
172

. 

 

II. The statutory law as an important part of the traditional law 

“The statute of Shkodra” is corpus of laws that acted and  legaly administrated  the 

society of this city for a period more than two sceicles (sc.XIII-XV). If we discuss the 

substance it is fullfilled of judicial values of a western civilised world that influenced also 

the local judicial tradition. Its  provisions are ralted directly with Shkodra where  

is expressed the morality , the traditions and the authentic customs that can not be found 

in any other Venetian statute
173

. The same thing also about “the statute of durres” that we 

can find many similarities with the statute of Shkodra. Such a thing shows that they have 

acted at the same period of time and belong to the same urban  society develpoment at the 

end of the XIII century. According to these statutes it results that the albanian medieval 

citites were administrated by more advanced judicial acts than any other cities  

in Europe
174

.  

An important place on history of  albanial law  has also the “agricultural law  

of Byzantium” as one of the main sources which belong to a longest domination, where 

where included initially the Illyrian territores and later the territory of Arberia. This is the 

period of 9 sciecles of domination of the Byzantine empire where this foundamental law 

fixed the activity of the administrative, financial, penal and fiscal areas.  On this law there 

are predicted the capital penalties started from the  cut of the limbs up the the execution, 

that have many similarities to our traditional law. This means that it served as the source 

of the traditional law and the opposite, because of the favorisation of a period of  nine 

scielces. 

In the meaning of traditional law sources in general and the Canon of Benda  

in particular, has been played the main role by the “canon of mountsins” or differently 

said the main role has been played by the  Ottoman law that has dominated for a long 

period of time here in Albania. The law, the norms and the local fiscal practics or 

differently said a tradition and a customs that the Ottoman found here in Balcan became 

integral part of the Ottoman Law. These “canon of mountsins” by becoming part of the 

local judicial tradition which was codified and accepted by the sultan, turned from local 

norms into the  law level used by  Ottoman imperial law. Especially the rules of the fiscal 

were accepted just like they were found without any change because they made possible 

                                                           
172 Mile, L. "Different aspects of living in albanian village" (The end of sc. XVIII- 70 years of  sc.XIX) ,  historical 

studies  Nr. 4/1976, pp.119-150. 
173Goci, H., “The Canon of the province  of Benda”,  publishing “OMBRA GVG”, 2010. 
174 Elezi I "The judicial and penal protection of the private property acoording to the Canon".  Historical studies.  
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to collect taxes that were specific of non –muslim peoples just like the taxe of wine, the 

pigs ect. 

 

    Conclusions 

Finally we can say that it is possible to be proven by a series of historical facts that one 

of the most specific and existing of Albanian nation is its judicial tradition, saved, at least 

partially from the ancient greek and roman permeation until nowadays thanks to not just 

the loyalty of the nation to its traditions but also to the organic and logic caracter of the 

judicial consciousness found in the base of the foundamental of the norms that form this 

judicial tradition.  So the albanian judicial mentality can be easily considered long-term 

period of their history, and by this we can say that it is a strong weapon of presentation 

that is included in the lecture of the western dominant spirit in Albania is not just because 

of the geographical facts that it has a full view of the Adriatic seaand it is almost closed 

form the  mountains in the Eastern but also thanks to the influence of the Ottoman 

Empire, in the same way that did the Byzantium Empire and also by the spread of the 

Roman and the latin and western culture.  
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THE TRACES OF BYZANTINE AGRICULTURAL LAW IN THE CANONS  

AND STATUTES OF ALBANIAN CITIES 

 

Introduction 

The Byzantine Agrarian Law is the backbone of a legislative package that has operated 

in the Albanian lands. This fundamental law has a time span of VII century until the 

fourteenth century and represents the base where the Byzantine Empire supported its 

activities. If his nomination refers the creation of  the idea that we are dealing with a law 

that regulates the agriculture area, but in fact it contains norms that regulate all 

administrative, financial, fiscal, criminal operations, etc. territories and populations 

included in the borders of Byzantium and the cities of Arberia. 

The Agrarian Law because of the coexistence for many sciecles  received from our 

legal traditions as well as the statutes have left traces in judicial terms of that time in the 

Albanian lands and cities and towns  that were  ruled by the Byzantine Empire. 

On the other side the  Albanian customs law  with its peculiaritiesand dialects,  

is represented to  us in many views. It consists of a strong skeleton of norms with 

different  ancient domestic sources, but there are also influences from the outside by 

different Codes Greco-Byzantine, Romanesque, Shari'ah, from the customs of different 

countries that ruled our region for centuries. Foreign influences have left their  non equal 

marks  in different regions. 

This is shown by the fact that for similar situations the canons of different regions 

provided different consequences. These contradictions of the same phenomenon  

to explain specific elements ocan be explained by three reasons: firstly archaic forms 

more evolved forms ; secondly the national norms that contradict the norms from 

abroad; thirdly, besides anational  unitary has certain regional features that are  

conditioned by geographical, climate, economic resources features. 

Precisely this paper intends to file and identify traces of agarian law in the albanian 

canon law and statutute  by highlighting, analyzing and comparing  canon legal systems 

and statutes of different cities in Arberia, to identify common items. 

 

Characteristics of Byzantine and Arberia cities 

Medieval Arbëria was characterized by two types of cities, in the Byzantine and  

Dalmatian that reflected two different developments of Latin and Greek world after the 

disintegration of the  Roman empire. The  constitutional history is the real evidence of 

this double impact presented in  Durres the city placed between these two worlds. 

The Byzantine and Arberian borders .Cities  are characterized by a partial autonomy, with 
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local authorities on the basis of the system partially jurirdik and partially individual.  

This kind of development has brought progress of civil constitution and civil law in an 

interdependence.   

Southern and middle Arberia including the Durres, Kruje were characterized by the 

type of Byzantine civilisation that  was characterized by the absence of a civil 

constitution (statutes) and own municipal authorities, the lack of a special statute within 

the Byzantine state, even a top layer which, in legal terms created the council.  

The Byzantine does not constitute in term of  an organization as a municipality and   

so all its inhabitants are equal before the courts by the Roman customary law even though 

the social calss that they belonged. The Byzantine city was the residence of a viceroy 

assigned by the lord of the land which was called kefale. (AD II 292; 391) whose role 

was the restriction of any kind of self-administration.  

Lack of civic autonomy led  the flourishing of churches, whose representatives 

reached an important position as a mediator between the population and the secular 

power. Completely different is the situation in Dalmatian cities and towns, there  

is a developed civil constitution which stipulated interactions under a civil commune 

(civitas) between representatives of local priori and the bishop of the  church The citizens 

enjoy full rights and personal freedom and were organised popular  assemblies to do the  

Comparative analysis of Ottoman legislation with the Albanian customary law. 

North of Arbëria which in 1200 was under the rule of the Serbian kingdom was not 

affected by the development of crystallized constitution of municipalities , with tips and 

authorities. Municipality consisted of people with full citizenship rights ex: the  

involvement  in citizens law in Shkodra was very easy, the king invited Serbian citizens, 

noble and ordinary people who become citizens of "franco et libero" (Valentine; Statuto 

12 -13). Besides citizens with full rights in the  municipalities were  suburban living 

without political rights. Jurisdiction in cities was applied by the court of his own under 

local customary law and the 13th century was written in statutes determined by sample 

Italian and Italian notaries impact of basic legal principles inherited verbally and the 

rights and duties of citizens against the state territorial municipalities (Valentine Statuto 

5v). The cities considered relatively poor in North of Arberia in the 13th century were 

less influenced by Italy than municipalities of Dalmatia, where Byzantium and even 

Serbia did’t operate. Strengthening of ther trade and mainly by Venice and Raguzia and 

but also by displaying of  Italian notaries (Šufflay, Städte 78v) in the 14th century surely 

encouraged the penetration of new constitutional ideas from the north in the northern 

Arberi. From Dalmatian statutes he was code of  Ragusa that pressed  a strong influence 
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on Arberi, not just because of the commercial activity in the Balkans Raguzanian.  

Even custom’s  legal code of Serbian Tsar Dusan created it’s influence
175

. 

So the creation of North Arbëria statutes went throught  a long process connected and 

influenced by Italian developments,  relationship with the Byzantine law and the 

influence of the state border, the Serbian kingdom. 

 

Statute of Shkodra-its comparative analysis as an old monument of Arbëria 

Various historical documents tell in a  fragmentary way about the existence of statutes 

arbërore mentioning written rights in 1369 Tivat, Ulcinj 1376, Durres 1392, 1397 Drisht  

that now result lost. It would be the catalog of the   fund of Albanic Correr Museum in 

Venice which  would reveal the existence of Shkodra statute. This text is considered the 

most ancient draft legislators in Albanian territory which sheds light for the first time 

over the centuries civilizations combined with the influences and experiences  of the 

coexistence  in symbiosis with large empires like the  Byzantine or Venice. 

To conclude the year or the exact time that this statute dates  we can rrefer  what  

is mentioned that is  made for the coronation of the emperor Dusan Serbian king with 

term tsar in 1346, so this shows that statutes dates  before this time and brings  the  

analysis further  to conclude that Zakoniku, legal code  of Dushan dates back later that the 

statute of Shkodra. The independence of press in  Shkodra from  General legiislationi   

of Stefan Dusan does not mean that they are bypassing other normative experiences, the 

custom  has an impact on the statute of Shkodra, while the last is thought to have another 

starting point from statute of Kotor  that dates earlier . The Statute consists of 278 

chapters, is distinguished for its design rule which differs from the statute of Kotor
176

.  

At the beginning are the chapters that speak of  law of state, in order to regulate  

relations with the Serbian king and lord of the land, then the following provisions for the 

construction of the house, property and rent of houses, farms and pubs holding.  

Another second part of the work speaks for determining the fields, vineyards and 

orchards. In a separate chapter comes to labor relations, payment and proper constitution 

of the city with the popular assembly, council, judges, various nth functional offices, 

military duty are provided in sections 88-109. Immediately behind them are The 

procedural provisions that speak to judges and their court procedures to issues such as the 

way the evidence is taken
177

. What is more interesting  is that there are the chapters on the 

civil law 156-159 and those on criminal law 200-276 that explain in a detailed way these 

cases. the  obligations rights is   provided in the chapter of home ownership and the land 

bank. During the Period of Venice this statute became a linguistic editing, chapters had 
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the  form in shape of Venice and the Dalmatian content, it is a monument of legal 

definitions  and the language in northern Arberia in the first decades of the 14th century 

This document can not be defined as a original  creation  Shkodra citizenship of the 

roman language but rather as a creation of Italian  orientation.  

Shkodra represent one of the most southern chain links of Dalmatian municipalities 

with similar legal principles and the main  italian orientation,.and even though  we are in 

front of a phenomenon of the  Adriatic solidarity the Shkodran citizens  didnt loose their 

connection with the legal reality, with belonging to the kingdom serbian
178

.  

It must be  emphasized that  at this time Shkodra  had a vastly expanded autonomy in 

the legal area  but without excluding the legal competences of the king that were later 

predicted and written in tha Custom law.  The king had made  known in municipalities 

several competencesin the  judicial field, the judge had  wider competences related to the  

juridiction  of the citizens,  residents, Slavic ,ethnic Arbërs from surrounding provinces.  

It was predicted also that these competences were expelled prom their responsibility: 

refering to the betrayal, the murder, the law of the padron on the servants and the law of 

the servants on the livestock.all the competences metioned before were exclusively 

competences of the Serbian King. 

In the case of the murder it was  predicted a procedure that was not specifically 

disadvantaged of Shkodra citizens. It was metioned that a Shkodran citizen  should not 

appear before the royal court just in case there could get together 12 “swear-er”.  

(Ms Correr 295 31 v)the consideration of the “swear-er: as a institution was widespread 

in the mediaval europe. .The betrayal was considered a penal act of quite heavy 

importance not just against the king but also against the province so the fine to be paid 

was a huge amount og money . In  other cases was respected the  customary law by the 

king to apply the right punishment. This criminal provision clearly shows that nothing 

could be seen as a form of physical punishment to a  man in committing these offenses 

but  it was applied  a financial punishment.this  is the  moment that shows a big difference  

between feud and  our customary laws. 

It is to be mentioned is how the figure of the woman is protected from abuse and 

violence, including verbal, she  is free to draw up a will, has the right to give evidence, is 

protected from illegal claims of her husband. All these elements brought by this statute 

clearly show a  distanced mentality from that known non-existent judicial personality of 

the women in the villages
5179

. 

In this  statute, the  criminal rates are located in the general and special chapter that fix   

more general areas .in  the general part of it are the  treated concepts as ignorance against 

the law, criminal responsibility, guilt, etc. In specific chapter are defined  the offensive 
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actions against the person such as murder, wounding, offenses against property and the 

economic, customs crimes, forgery, corruption etc. By considering this ststatut as first 

written document on Albanian criminal rate  it constitutes indisputable proof of the 

impact of Venetian judicial tradition in the development of Albanian criminal law from th  

Roman law to the Albanian criminal code translated from italian language in 2008
180

.  

Although there is a big impact and Byzantine and Dalmatian juridicions to albanian 

statutes, there are not missing the typical traces of some legal Serb custom laws. 

The statute defined  the stipulated fine or blood settlement which was paid by  a culprit in 

the case intentional homicide, a provision that has similarities with the Albanian 

customary law. Statute in its further development is characterized by a small number of 

amendments.  Six appendix and five provisions  from the Venician period. These 

appendixes of  this period are refered  to the administrative issues, with the acts of the 

chancery fees, the salary of each  person charged to  control and marine cargo of salt, 

chancery taxes in respect of any criminal act, with each belonging percentage of each 

lawyer and prosecutor related to civil cases. The statute serves to create a idea of  

constitutional development of northen Arberia cities . Its content  shows the functioning 

of civil life, relationships with serbian king, that was represented in Shkodra by an earl 

who has to  respect the self-administration of province .The nomination of the local 

nobility as viceroy to the king showed a formal representation of the central government 

in the  citizens municipality
181

. 

 

Conclusions  

According the statute all the northen Arberia’s life was defined of three elements,  

the municipality, the bishop and lord of municipal. The local constitution could be found 

in all regions of northern Arbëria during the  second half of the 14th century and it was 

characterized by the assembly of  free citizens with full political rights . It tends to go 

towards a social differentiation in noble and populares. This spirit was very evident in the 

north and not the south where it was still Byzantine spirit. Let us review some of the 

articles where is  shown the similarity and influence at the same time of the Byzantine 

law. The article 1 of the law refers the  private property and specifically the adhering of 

the border’s of the property between different whose infringement is  penalized with 

reward of the damage or loss of revenue material.  

"The farmer who works his field should be fair and should not adopt the stria’s of the 

neighbor . If anyone adopts by violating borders and reduces the land located very close 
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to him, if this makes the first plow landto  lose its plow, and if this offense is done at the 

time of planting, the farmer offender loses its planting seed  and production ". 

 The statute provides this in Article 210 on the usage of the ground :  

"When someone eats in a neighbor’s vineyard, field or gardens, by moving signs or 

shifting soils in turn,is  forced to pay three “hyperper (taxes), divided between the Count 

and the injured person .to the last one is also   paid  the damage ". 

Law has dedicated several articles  the  applying of the notion of changing the statute 

by  mentioning this concept “gjysmatari” only in its Article 34 "the working of  the  

vineyards  by the “gjysmatari”" "If someone refuses to work a vineyard in gjysmatari, he 

is obliged to make all necessary services .the harvest of  grape vineyards should be done 

in the presence of the owner
182

. If an employee did not do  properly service to  his 

vineyard, it should’t be taken this work and so he should pay the amount of the profit that 

could had been won by taking in concideration the production realised from his 

neighbors. You can trust someone who gets paid from 12 penny going. "  According to 

this article the statute recognized concept  of “gjysmatarit” only in terms of work in the 

vineyards while the law is broader concept, it is cited in its  Article 12, 13, 14, 15.  

Article 12 refers to receiving a vineyard land from a farmer to half work and has the 

same statutioral   duty to make all necessary services to  vineyard after workshop 

otherwise  the worker would be deprived from the production."If that a farmer a vineyard 

would get from poor farmer to work in half and will not look after it, will not prune it, 

will not cultivate it, asit should be appropriate, he shouldn’t take anything from 

production. " Also see article 13 of law concept gjysmatarit is used for tilling the soil, to  

get shared with the owner of theland .this  requires the farmer to take his work seriously 

sharecropper in order to benefit from the production of land,: "If a farmer, taking land to 

cultivate half, there will break out of time, and if he  will lay the seeds on the surface, 

shouldn’t take  anything  from production,  because for lying, he ridiculed the owner of 

the land."  So we are dealing with a penalty that has to do with deprivation of receiving of 

the  production. 
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PROTECTION OF CHILDREN RIGHTS ACCORDING TO THE 

JURISPRUDENCE OF EUROPEAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

 

Abuse with children as notion 

Abuse with children is a social issue, engaging lawmakers, policy makers, medical 

personnel, social workers, supporters of children rights and parents all over the world. 

Even though professionals and researchers have become part of a very intensive debate 

during the last two decades, little progress has been made in the creation of a full 

definition of this term. Theoreticians, medicals, social workers and psychologists talk 

about abuse with children, each in his way in the field they represent
183

. Anyhow,  

in a general sense, abuse with children will be preceded by any action or non-action that 

puts children’s wellbeing in danger, causing death, heavy physical or psychological 

injury, abuse or sexual exploitation of children
184

. Abuse with children is displayed in 

various forms, starting from physical, sexual, psychological or emotional abuse, up to 

denial, neglect of basic living means. It is important to initially explain the meaning of 

those forms of abuse, to later move to the stand of European Court of Human Rights 

towards each of the forms. Physical abuse includes any willingly violent action of an 

adult against a child that causes death or heavy physical injury of the child. The most 

frequent forms of physical abuse with children are scratches, bone breaking, burns, cuts 

which are associated with hard physical sufferings
185

. 

Sexual abuse happens when adults use children to reach sexual pleasure or when they 

expose them for and to sexual acts
186

. This form of abuse is associated with a constant 

pressure to the children to be involved in sexual acts. The most spread forms of sexual 

abuse with children include touching or petting children, performing sexual intercourse, 

forcing children to undress, exposing them in front of the genitals of adults, pornography 

or prostitution of children. This form of abuse brings about heavy physical and especially 

psychological consequences in children. These actions always grow more and more the 

feeling guiltiness in children who are accompanied by the state of anguish, fear, unsafety, 

and may fall into depression.  
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Psychological or emotional abuse with children involves any action or non-action that 

damages the mental health of children or their social development.
187

 Usually this form of 

abuse is closely related with another form of abuse. It varies from verbal abuse, insults, 

mocking’s up to hitting’s or their maltreatment. Emotional abuse cause heavy 

psychological injuries in children, destroys their neural system, closes them up in 

themselves taking them to an always more and more passive social life.  

The last form of abuse with children, being part of consideration in this writing,  

is children being neglectedgby parents, caretakers or any other persons who should be 

taking care of the child, by not providing them with food, proper clothing or by denying 

them the medical right, lodging, education support or emotional care
188

. 

How does the European Convention of Human Rights prevent children abuse? 

(Positive obligations for member states) 

The European Convention of Human Rights, as a regional protection instrument, 

defines the field of rights that must be provided to any individual under its jurisdiction, 

where undoubtfully children are involved. By sanctioning the protection of their rights, 

this convention plays an important role in the prevention of abuse with children in the 

space of member states. So as to keep to the framework of this writing, we will stop only 

in those articles of Conventions the disrespect of which leads to the abuse of children.  

In the framework of ECHR, the member states embodied with a general obligation to 

protect their citizens, any time that their rights are put in danger. In those cases, the states 

might not be directly the violators of the citizen rights but they are the ones who have not 

created a suitable protection system that would prevent abuse, like is the case of non-

creation of an effective sanctioning system towards the violators of rights as provided in 

the convention
189

. Likewise, the failure of states to prevent abuse is found also in those 

cases when the subjects acting in their name, have knowledge or should have knowledge 

on the danger of violating the rights and don’t take measures to prevent such a thing.  

The positive obligation of states to take measures and create the proper mechanisms 

for the protection of rights, derives directly from article 1 of  ECHR according to which 

the states should provide every one under its jurisdiction the rights provided by the 

Convention
190

. This obligation takes even a greater importance when the subjects of 

violation of rights are children, especially in the cases when the articles 2
191

, 3
192

, 4
193

 and 
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8
194

 of the Convention are violated. As analysed above, in the viewpoint of ECHR we 

will find the abuse with children any time we are facing disrespect of the living right for 

children (mainly referring to their physical abuse), forcing them to do obligatory work, 

torturing or any other forms of physical and moral degradation of children or prohibiting 

them from enjoying a quite private and especially family life. 

Thus, if we refer to article 2 of convention, the states might be subject of abuse with 

children every time they don’t take measures to protect their life. In the case 

Kontrovaversus Slovakia
195

 ECHR emphasizes article 2 “defining on one side a primary 

task for the state to provide the right of living through building an effective system of 

sanctions that would prevent the violation of the provision at hand, and on the other side 

the creation of an effective system to protect people whose life is put in danger from the 

criminal actions of other people.” We will be in front of a children abuse for the 

objectives of this article in those cases when the state doesn’t take measures to protect 

children’s life, does not create a safe environment for them or when it allows their murder 

from parents, custodians or any other subjects’
196

. 

Article 3 of ECHR sanctions specifically prevention of sexual abuse with children. In 

cases of violation of this article the child-subject to abuse as well as his parent have the 

right to appear before the court. The request they have to make is that the abuse suffered 

reaches the standard of torture and inhuman or degrading treatment as provided by article 

3 and that a social worker or police officer were aware or should have been aware of the 

fact that the victim was in serious danger of abuse and have not taken the required  

to prevent further abuse. They may also tell also that the state has taken no adequate 

measures, including even penal sanctions. The attitude of the Court related to the stand  

of the state for the protection of children from sexual abuse is based on its jurisdiction on 

the role that the state must play in the protection of children from sexual abuse referring 

to article 3.  

In the case A versus the United Kingdom
197

, the court stated that the state has a positive 

obligation in the framework of article 3 to protect its citizens from physical injury 

(specifically those who are young and vulnerable), when this injury reaches the level of 

severity covered by article 3. Likewise, it explains that the severity of an act (and for this 

reason in case the limit provided by article 3 is reached), will be based on the victim’s 

age.  

The court has taken into consideration even the cases when the physical and sexual 

abuse with children and violation of article 3 of ECHR is done outside of the sphere of 
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social services, or when it is a direct consequence of the state
198

(for example in case when 

abuse with children is done in the space of pre-imprisonment). The gravest forms of 

abuse with children are considered raping them (given the fact that they are weaker) 

within the facilities of prison, virginity tests and other forms of sexual violence 

committed by policemen. In the article 4 we will be in front of abuse with children in all 

the cases when they are subject of exploitation through obligatory work, establishment of 

oppression and slavery. In the context of article 8 of ECHR, we will be in front of abuse 

with children in cases when the children: are denied living means, are taken away from 

parental care, are sexually abused from parents, relatives, custodians or when they are not 

provided with a suitable living environment. In the same line, in K.A v.Finland
199

, the 

court has treated as a form of abuse with children and at the same time a violation of 

article 8 even the failure of state in taking measures and creation of facilities for the 

reunion of families, at the shortest time possible. Not taking positive measures for this 

purpose would damage the highest interest of the child and would lead to abuse.  

In line with the positive obligations that states part of the convention should have  

to protect the children from abuse, their obligation is born to provide a full legislative 

system to protect children from abuse or the obligation to provide them from the 

procedural side with the right for defense in cases when they are victims of abuse
200

.  

One of the most important cases taken into consideration from the court in this issue 

was the case of X and Y versus Ireland
201

, where procedure wise the state had not created 

an effective defense, as it denied the father of a minor mentally handicapped girl who was 

sexually raped, to bring a charge in the name of his daughter. This was because the Dutch 

law at that time provided that only the victim had the right to present before the court in 

cases of rapes.  

In other cases the state had not provided a complete legislative framework to protect 

the children from abuse.  

Thus in M.C versus Bulgaria
202

, M.C a minor girl, victim of rape, at the same time also 

of one of the forms of sexual abuse, could not enjoy the right of defense in the framework 

of article 8 of convention, as the Bulgarian law sanctioned as form of rape only when the 

victim resisted actively. All the other victims that were subjected to the will of rapper in 

silence did not enjoy any type of defense. In this case the court has re-emphasized again 

the obligation of the state to create an effective defense system for the victims of abuse 

and forced the Bulgarian state, in the concrete case, to change its internal legislation. 
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Therefore, in its entirety, ECHR creates a suitable environment for the protection and 

prevention of children abuse. 

Jurisprudence of European Court of Human Rights regarding abuse with children 

Children abuse has been an object of a great number of cases taken into consideration 

from ECHR. In this part of research I consider it important to treat some of the issues 

object of jurisprudence of this court, in order to see the attitude and interpretation it has 

given in protection of the best interests of children.  

a. Body punishment 

In Tyrerversus United Kingdom
203

, the court judges upon the case of a 15 year old, 

subject of a body punishment as a punishment because of an attack to a school mate of 

his. He was asked to get undressed and put the clothes on the table. Later he was held by 

two policemen while a third one had whipped him three times. ECHR considered this 

punishment as “institutional violence”, contrary to article 3 of ECHR. Meanwhile in  

A. Versus United Kingdom
204

 the case of a 9 year old is examined, considered as 

“difficult”, who was considerably beaten several times from his stepfather, causing him 

body bruises and sufferings. The stepfather was judged for the deed of attach causing 

actual serious injuries, but was released as the English law of the time when it took place, 

accepted defense referring to “reasonable punishment”. The court underlined that the 

children and other vulnerable people, were subjects of special protection, in the form of 

effective prevention from such maltreatments. It found a violation of article 3, given the 

fact that the English legislation did not provide adequate protection for children and to A. 

in the concrete case. It’s interesting the fact that after the examination of those cases, 

body punishment was taken away from all schools of United Kingdom. 

b. Abuse through internet 

Technological development has increased the cases of children abuse through internet. 

In the case of K.U versus Finland
205

 this type of abuse is analyzed. In March 1999  

a notice was posted in web network in the name of a 12-year old boy, with his page link 

in internet, where it wrote that he was looking for an intimate relationship with a boy of 

his age or older. K.U came to know this fact only when he received an email from a boy 

who was interested. The service provider refused to identify the person responsible, 

because according to him discovering identity was a violation of confidentiality. The 

finish court decided that the service provider could not be legally obliged to reveal the 

information it was asked for. Meanwhile ECHR decided that such a posting was  

a criminal act as it was made to a minor, thus making him a target for pedophiles.  
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Finish state had failed in its duty to build an effective system for protection  

of children, by violating article 8 of ECHR. 

c. Abuse with children care  

In Scozzari and Giuntaversus Italy
206

 the case of two victims son/grandson born in 

1987 and 1994 was examined, who in September 1997 were sent to the orphanage 

“Forteto” after a court decision, where (as the local court did know), two of the principles 

were sentenced for sexual abuse with three handicapped children under their custody. 

Prior to settlement at that orphanage, the older boy had been victim of a sexual abuse 

from a pedophile social worker. The court decided that the two principles plaid “an active 

role” in the care for the two children and that there was a violation of article 8 of ECHR, 

among others, because of settlement of children in that environment. 

d. Physical abuse and violence in family 

Cases of family violence have been the most numerous in numbers that are examined 

by the Court, which at this point has played an important role in the obligation of states to 

take preventive measures that would lead to reduction of percentage of family abuses 

with children.  

In Z and others versus United Kingdom
207

, four little children were taken in custody 

when only 4 years and a half after the problems in their family were reported to social 

services. The children were subject of long term negligence and emotional abuse from 

their parents and suffered heavy physical and psychological consequence. They were 

constantly found locked in their rooms, not even taken out for personal needs neither for 

food that was served to them in kettles. ECHR decided that the system in the country had 

failed in the protection of children by violating articles 3 and 13 of Convention.  

Likewise, in D.P. & J.C. versus United Kingdom
208

, a sister and a brother were abused 

sexually from their stepfather at the age of 8 and 10. They pretended to have informed the 

social services for the abuse but had not protected them. The girl tempted suicide after 

rape from her stepfather, while the later boy suffered the epilepsy. Both had gone through 

long periods of depression and trauma. The court decided that there was only a violation 

of article 13, for lack of effective investigation and denial of indemnity. 

In Siliadinversus France
209

  a Togolese 15 year old girl was made to work as a slave. 

Her passport was taken away and she was forced to work 15 hours per day for 

housework’s and children care, with no rights of vacations or salary. The court decided 

that French penal law had not resulted effective in the protection of the girl, in violation 

of article 4, while in the case of Kontrovàversus Slovakia, the case of an applicant is 
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treated who on 2 November 2002 had accused her husband after he had hit her with an 

electric cable. She had continuously gone to the police to tell her situation and the police 

had cooperated. But on 31 December the husband killed the daughter and son born 

respectively in 1997 and 2001. The court found a violation of article 2 (the right to live), 

because of failure of authorities in the protection of children’s life.  

e. Maltreatment from police – as form of abuse  

This form of maltreatment is examined in the case Stoicaversus Rumania
210

, where  

a 14 year old boy had declared to be hit by the police because of his Rom origin. No 

measure was taken against the police. The court decided that the injuries of the victim 

were the result of the inhuman and degrading treatment, that no effective investigation 

was made, and that the policemen were motivated from racial reasons.  

We were in front of a violation of articles 3 and 14. Likewise, in Darrajversus 

France
211

, a 16 year old boy was taken to hospital with fractures, cut several times in the 

face and with bruises in the eye, chest and shoulder, two hours after he was taken to  

a police station to check his identity, cuffed, with no penal charge. He went through an 

emergency operation and was given 21 days incapable to work. The child declared that he 

was hit by the police officers in his genitals, while the latter ones stated the opposite. The 

court stressed that the applicant was in a vulnerable position. He was maltreated in the 

hands of police that should effectively protect him. It was also unclear why should he be 

cuffed when he had calmly gone to the police station and was not convicted before. The 

court saw a disproportion between the act and behavior of the policemen, and decided on 

violation of article 3. 

f. Minor children at the court 

The object of examination of cases from the court in this case, will be related to the 

possibility of guaranteeing a fair trial to minors when they are subject of judgment at 

local courts. In T versus United Kingdom & V versus United Kingdom
212

, two boys, 11 

years of age, were judged in public for about 3 weeks at a court for adults, at a high level 

of participation of media and public interest, for the murder of an infant when they were 

10. They were convicted for murder. Among others, the court decided that the boys did 

not have a fair trial, in violation of article 6/1. The children accused of a penal deed 

should be judged taking into consideration their age, level of maturity, emotional 

capabilities and intellectual capacity. Both kids were suffering of post-traumatic stress of 

crime and both felt frightened and scared in front of the court, thus not possibly 

concentrate. The court did not find violation of article 3, taking into consideration 

                                                           
210 Stoica v. Romania (no. 42722/02), 4.3.2008. 
211Darraj v. France (34588/07), 4.11.2010. 
212 T. v. United Kingdom (no. 24724/94) &V. v. United Kingdom (no. 24888/94), 16.12.1999. 
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children’s age. (There was no clear common standard in Europe for the minimum age of 

penal responsibility) and the length of public nature of judgment.  

Likewise, in S.C versus United Kingdom, a 15 year old boy, with a very low 

intellectual level for his age, was judged by a court for adults and was sentenced with  

2 years and a half of imprisonment, because he had attempted to steal an old woman’s 

bag (87 years), who had fallen and broken her arm. The court found a violation of article 

6/1, because the boy was not fully capable to take part in judgment, he could not 

understand the role of jury and the need to leave a good impression to them or that he 

risked going to jail. He expected to return home with his father. It’s essential that a new 

applicant with limited mental capacity be judged by a special court. 

Conclusions 

In reaching some conclusions in the final part of research we can say that abuse with 

children comprises a wound for the today’s society that should be minimized.  

It is important that positive measures to be taken from the states, so as to reach the 

prevention of this phenomenon. The states should perfect their penal system, measures of 

punishment for all the penal offensesregarding the abuse with children.Social services 

must create a most worm and suitable environment as possible for the children.  

The last but not the least important, is the increase of family consciousness to reduce 

cases of abuse within the family, even when the children are not the subject of abuse.  
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DETERMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL MEASURES TO JUVENILE 

OFFENDERS IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE PENAL CODE  

OF THE REPUBLIC OF ALBANIA 

 

Introduction 

In the Albanian penal legislation, the treatment of children in conflict with the law is 

supported by many legal dispositions intending to meet the constitutional obligation for 

the special protection of children by the state
213

. However, what makes the Albanian 

legislation peculiar in regard to children is that the legal dispositions to this regard are 

integrated in several laws while there does not exist a separate law, on its own and 

including all the justice penal issues for children
214

. Also, the dispositions of the General 

Section of the Penal Code regarding children committing penal offences are integrated in 

different chapters of those dispositions whereas educational measures have been 

predicted in the fifth chapter envisaging penal convictions. In many states, such as 

Germany, Austria, France, Belgium, Kosovo, Croatia, Macedonia, Serbia there is  

a specific law for minors in conflict with the penal law whereas states suchlike Hungary, 

Bulgaria, Slovenia, and Montenegro have, minimally, a special chapter integrated to the 

General Section of the Penal Code, containing a wide range of the educational measures 

which may be applied to children-offenders, with all their main elements and features. 

Regarding this issue, the UN Committee for the Rights of the Child, at the General 

Committee on the Rights of the Child, while referring to minors’ justice, commented the 

following about the respective standards envisaged by Article 40/3 of the Convention of 

the Rights of the Child
215

: 

To this regard, in the Albanian National Strategy for Children
216

 -an important document 

reflecting the policies of the Albanian governments in the field of protection, 

development and the guarantee of children’s rights and freedoms, among the other 

specific objectives regarding the judicial reform and measures made in support to 

children, has been included even the legal packet “Over the juvenile justice” as well as 

                                                           
213Basing on Article 54/1 of the Constitution of the Republic of Albania, children are entitled the right of special 

protection by the state.  
214Children's Human Rights Centre of Albania (CRCA), Juvenile justice in Albania –An analyse of the administration 

of the Juvenile justice system and of the situation of the minors in conflict with the law in Albania, Tirane, 2007, pp. 21, 83 
215This Convention was ratified by the Republic of Albania in 1992.  
216“…as stated in Article 40 (3) of CRC, States Parties shall seek to promote the establishment of laws, procedures, 

authorities and institutions specifically applicable to children who are suspected, accused or evaluated to have 

accomplished violations of the penal law. These laws and procedures can be introduced in the form of special chapters in 
the general section of the penal, material and procedural law or compiled into a special law or act for the administration 

of the juvenile justice” 

Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment No. 10 “Children’s rights in juvenile justice” 
(CRC/C/GC/10), 2007. Refer to: http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/crc/docs/GC10en.doc. 

http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/crc/docs/GC10en.doc
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the establishment and functioning of the respective structures to apply this legal packet, 

among which is mentioned the Institute for Juvenile Education as a crucial institution for 

the execution of alternative sentences and other educational measures.
217

 

Actually the educational measures have been stated in a single and common 

disposition with the health measures in Chapter V of the General Section of the Albanian 

Penal Code providing for penal sentences. This disposition is very similar to the 

disposition of the previous Penal Code
218

 maintaining the same measure, although in the 

latter the educational and health measures were stated in the title of the respective 

chapter
219

, so emphasizing their distinction from the penal measures. Although the 

content of Article 46 of the actual Penal Code differs from that of the previous Penal 

Code, especially after the amendments of the latter, in 1988
220

, defining not only the 

subjects against whom the educational measures might be applied to but even the kinds of 

measures envisaged by law. 

 

1. Main features of the educational  measures 

The only similarity among the educational measures and the penal sentences lays in 

the fact that they are as coercive state measures as convictions, since, among others, they 

have the following features:  

- Can be imposed solely by the Court on individuals who have committed a penal 

offence, devoid of the consent or will of the interested subjects
221

; 

- Are coercively enforced by the State Police in cases they are not executed 

willingly
222

; 

- Limit some of the children’s rights and freedoms by coercively confining them in 

an educational institution, imposing a special living regime on them and observed 

relationships with their families
223

. 

However, the educational measures have other features as well, distinguishing them 

from penal convictions
224

 and concretely, as maintained by Article 46 of the Penal Code, 

these distinctive features are: 

                                                           
217The national Strategy for Children 2006-2010, adopted with the decision of the Council of Ministers No. 368, dated 

31.05.2005. 
218Article 28 of the Law Nr. 5591, dated 15.06.1977 “The Penal Code of the People’s Socialist Republic of Albania”. 
219Chapter III of the General Section of the Penal Code of 1977 was entitled: “Convictions and the re-education and 

health measures”. 
220Decree No. 7251, dated 15.09.1988 “About some changes in the Penal Code of the People’s Socialist  Republic of 

Albania”.   
221Peza N, Elezi I, Gjika G, Dumi D, Çela A, The  Criminal Law of the People’s Socialist Republic of Albania  

(General Section), Publishing House  “8 Nentori”, 1982, p. 289. 
222 Article 46 of the Law Nr.8331, dated 21.04.1998 “Abpot the execution of the penal decision”, amended. 
223Elezi I, Kaçupi S, Haxhia M, Commentaryof the Penal Code of the Republic of Albania, New Edition, West Print, 

Tirane, 2009, p. 230; MuçiSh, Penal Law, General Section, BotimetDudaj, Tirane, 2007, pp. 261, 320. 
224Elezi I, Kaçupi S, Haxhia M, Commentary of the Penal Code of the Republic of Albania, 2009, p. 229. 
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1. Educational  measures may be imposed by the Court to the minors who are 

excluded from penal sentence or who, because of their age, are not subject to criminal 

responsibility; 

2. Have a facultative character for the Court, since Article 46 of the Penal Code 

states that the Court may take such measures but it is not obliged to take them for each 

minor who is  excluded from legal responsibility because of age or is excluded from 

sentencing; 

3. Intend to achieve minors’ education and consequently the prevention of any of 

their potential criminal offences in the future.  

4. Educational measures are not time-bound by law;  

5. They are reconsidered regularly by the Court, since for each single case and  one 

year after the Court decision, mainly the Court is obliged to reconsider its decision for the 

educational measure imposed; 

6. The Court decision for educational measure is revocable at any time the 

circumstances for which it has been made have ceased to exist. Revocation can be made 

mainly by the Court, during the mandatory reconsideration of its decision after a one-year 

period from the date it has been taken or even before this deadline - subject to inquiries 

by the interested individual(s) or the educational institution; 

7. Have no extra juridical consequences in the status of the minors towards whom 

they have been imposed, therefore, the decision is not recorded  in the state’s judicial 

register; 

8. Solely one educational measure has been predicted in the Penal Code, the one 

consisting in stationing minor(s) in educational institutions.  

 

2. Individuals who may be subject to educational measures 

According to Article 46 of the Penal Code, the educational measures can be imposed 

on the minors who: 

a. are exempted from penal conviction; 

b. are not subject of legal responsibility because of their age. 

According to the Penal Code of 1977, educational measures could be imposed even on 

adults, in case the Court evaluated the other sentences to be inapplicable
225

 because they 

had committed penal offences of low social threat and previously had displayed decent 

conducts
226

. In regard to the application of the educational measures towards this category 

                                                           
225 Basing on Article 28/1 of the Penal Code (1977) the re-education measures were imposed by the Court when it 

evaluated that the other penal convinctions were inapplicable or against the subjects who because of their age were not 

subject to penal responsibility.   
226Peza N, Elezi I, Gjika G, Dumi D, Çela A,  Criminal Law of PSRA   (General Section)), 1982, p. 292; MuçiSh, Penal 

Law, General Section, 2007, p. 262. 
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of subjects, more dissimilar kinds of educational measures were added to the Penal Code 

in 1998.  

As it is inferred by the content of Article 46 of the Penal Code for both the main 

categories of the individuals subject to be imposed legally predicted educational measure, 

the same term “minor” has been used. The meaning of this term, which has been used in 

the other dispositions of the Penal Code as well, often including even the children under 

the age of criminal responsibility
227

 has not been defined in this Code. However, in other 

dispositions, in the ones after the 2001 amendments the use of the term “infant 

children”
228

 is observed. Meanwhile, according to the penal law theory, minor has been 

considered any individual within the age group of 14-18 years old
229

.  

In general, in the specific legislations of other countries for minors, individuals billow 

or above the minimum age of criminal responsibility
230

, that is, until 18 years of age, are 

considered juvenile whereas individuals under the MACR are considered children. 

According to Convention on the Rights of the Child, (1989), the term ‘child’ means every 

human being below the age of eighteen years old
231

.  

In general, in the specific legislations of other countries for minors, individuals billow 

or above the MACR, that is, until 18 years of age, are considered juvenile whereas 

individuals under the MACR are considered children. According to Convention on the 

Rights of the Child, (1989), the term ‘child’ means every human being below the age of 

eighteen years old
232

.  

Regarding the definition of child’s age in Albania, the Committee on the Child’s 

Rights, after considering the initial report about children in Albania, reflecting final 

observations of the 38
th
 session, emphasized the lack of clarity regarding the status of 14-

18 years of age children, among others, even in the domain of juvenile justice and, in this 

context, recommended Albania to make all the necessary measures in order to define who 

can be considered ‘child’ in Albania and  revise the existing legislation in order to make 

sure that all children below the 18 years of age have been provided the proper protection 

they need and which belongs to them according to the Convention
233

. In this context, 

referring to the meaning of the term ‘child’, according to the Convention on the Rights of 

                                                           
227 For instance, in Article 129 of the Penal Code the term “Minor” is used for children under 14 years of age: 

“Fostering or involving the minors under fourteen years of age into committing crimes...”. 
228For instance, articles 100 and 101 of the Penal Code in force. 
229Elezi I, Kaçupi S, Haxhia M, Commentary of the Penal Code of the Republic of Albania, 2009, p. 100. 
230Mentioned ongoing MACR. 
231 According to Article 1 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, adopted  by the the General Assembly of the 

United Nations, dated 20 November 1989, child means every human being below the age of eighteen years, excluding  
cases when the major age is reached earlier, consistent with  the legislation it is subject of ”. 

232 According to Article 1 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, adopted  by the the General Assembly of the 
United Nations, dated 20 November 1989, child means every human being below the age of eighteen years, excluding  

cases when the major age is reached earlier, consistent with  the legislation it is subject of ”. 
233The final observations by the Committee on the Rights of the Child, Albania 38 Session (CRC/C/15/Add.249), 28 

January 2005,available at http://www.mfa.gov.al/. 

http://www.mfa.gov.al/
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the Child as well as to the meaning of the term “minor” in the Albanian penal law, the 

individuals who can be subject to the educational   measures predicted in Article 46 of the 

Penal Code can be grouped in the following ways:  

- minors excluded from sentencing,  

- children who, because of their age, are not subject to criminal responsibility.  

Meanwhile, basing on what the Penal Code maintains about the educational measures 

which may be imposed even on children under the minimum age of legal responsibility it 

is noticed that there is no definition about the lowest limit of age for which the 

educational   measures cannot be applied, whereas the highest age limit has been defined 

indirectly, by the end of infancy, that is, at the 18 years of age.  In other Balkan countries 

such as Slovenia, Kosovo, Montenegro and Croatia, the respective penal legislation 

envisages that the educational or corrective measures can be applied even for the category 

of subjects below the 18 years of age, (juvenile major), always consistent with conditions 

and limits determined by law
234

.     

Regarding this category, in its Recommendation concerning new ways of dealing with 

juvenile delinquency and the role of juvenile justice, the Committee of the Ministers of 

the Council of Europe has recommended the States Parties that, in addition to other forms 

of response to include the possibility even for the juvenile majors below the 21 years of 

age to be subject to a treatment comparable to that of minors, being subject to the 

application of the same interventions imposed on minors, in case the Court evaluates that 

they are not as mature and responsible for their actions as the other adults. The Albanian 

constitution, as well, defines that children and the young have the right of the special 

protection by the state
235

. At meantime, the latest amendments in the Penal Code confirm 

the positive steps undertaken towards the acknowledgment of this category in the Penal 

Code, for instance, by adding home confinement as a new prison detention alternative, 

applicable for the under 21 years of age youth, too
236

. 

a. Application of the educational measures to minors exempted from 

sentencing  

 It is noticed that, concerning the first group of individuals subject to be imposed 

educational   measures, these measures can be applied to minors –authors of penal 

offences, solely if they are exempted from sentencing. Basing on Article 52 of the Penal 

Code, the Court may exempt the minors from sentencing basing on the low threat of their 

penal offence, the concrete circumstances in which their offences take place as well as the 

                                                           
234 Article 94 of the Slovenian Penal Code,articles 9 and 10 of the Criminal Law for Kosovo juveniles, Article 79 of the 

Montenegrin Penal Code, Article 109 of the Croatian Law for Juvenile Courts. 
235 Article 54/1 of the Albanian Constitution anticipates that children and young have the right of special protection by 

the state.  
236An alternative stated by Article   4 of the Law No.. 10 023, dated 27.11.2008 “About some  addenda and 

amendments in Law No. 7895, dated 27.01.1995 “The Penal Code of the Republic of Albania”, amended. 
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minors’ previous behavior
237

. Consequently, for the 14 – 18 year-old juvenile majors the 

educational measure is secondary
238

 to penal sentencing which has priority for this age 

group. For these children the normal rule is the assignment of the conviction, whereas 

only as an exemption and in the circumstances mentioned in Article 52 of the Penal Code, 

they may be determined educational measures of stationing to an educational   institution.  

It is noticed that, further differentiations have been acknowledged for this age group in 

the legislation of several other states, suchlike the division in juvenile majors and juvenile 

adults, by literally predicting  that, for the juvenile majors, which usually include the  

14-16 years of age, may be imposed solely educational  measures on individuals in those 

states in which the MACR is 14 years of age,  whereas penal sentences can be assigned 

solely to the age group of the juvenile adults, although measures for graver penal offences 

may be imposed on those cases as well,  as an exemption from the educational  measures’ 

application rule
239

. 

b. Application of educational measures to children who have not reached the 

age of criminal responsibility 

Another feature of educational measures envisaged by the Albanian Penal Code is that 

they can as well, be applied to children who have not yet reached the age of criminal 

responsibility, even in the condition when no minimum age limit has been defined for the 

entitlement of this right. In other countries, which have envisaged criminal responsibility 

measures for children below the age of criminal responsibility, there is a minimum age 

limit for their application, e.g. to 8-13 year-old children in the Penal Code of Greece, for 

which the age of criminal responsibility is 13 years old. In the Albanian Penal Code such 

limitation of the age to apply educational measures to children below the age of criminal 

responsibility has not been expressed literally. According to Article 12 of the Albanian 

Penal Code, the minimum penal responsibility age, which even varies relevant to the 

penal offense, is 14 years of age for any kind of crime and 16 years of age for any penal 

violations. According to Article 40/3/a of the convention on the Rights of the Child, the 

States Parties are required to establish a MACR, since children of this age “… shall be 

presumed not to have the capacity to infringe the penal law”.Consequently, even though 

these children might be capable of infringing penal law, if they commit a penal offense 

while still below the criminal responsibility age, then, according to the incontestable 

                                                           
237 The possibility of assigning re-education measures toward minors exempted from penal sentence   is literally 

envisaged even in Article 52/2 of the Penal Code.   
238Kambovski V, Penal Law, General Section, Second Edition, Furkan ISM, Shkup, 2007, p. 602. 
239For instance, the Penal Law for Minors in Kosovo foresees that minors below the age of 16 years at the time that 

commit a penal offense cannot be subject to sentencing but solely to measures.(Article 6/3). 
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presumption, they cannot be accused or be held responsible consistent with a certain 

penal procedure
240

. 

According to Defense for Children International the MACRis an important indicator of 

the juvenile justice system standard of e certain country. Actually the MACR varies in 

different countries of the world, from very young ages suchlike 7 year-olds to  

18 year-olds
241

. In Europe, especially in most of the Eastern and Central European 

countries, the MACR is higher than the one established in many countries of Western 

Europe. Another characteristic of some of the Eastern European countries suchlike 

Estonia, Poland, Ukraine and Macedonia is that the MACR can be lowered in the cases of 

grave criminal offences
242

. In Albania the MACR is predicted to be lower for crimes and 

grave penal offenses, without further limitations for certain types of crimes since these 

crimes condition the legal liability if committed at the 14 years of age. Even the 

Convention on the Rights of the Child does not establish a MACR in Article 40, but 

according to the Committee on the Rights of the Child, a MACR at 12 years of age would 

be considered as not internationally accepted, so the States Parties are recommended to 

increase the minimum limit of the MACR to 12 year-olds, as the absolute minimum age 

as well as to continue by further increasing to higher levels, possibly to 14 or 16 years of 

age
243

. 

Deliberations have been going on in Albania as well, about changing the MACR, 

mainly for the unification of both the minimum limits, by recommending 16 years of age 

as a MACR for any criminal offenses, concluding that the way this age was established in 

the Penal Code in force is in coherence with both the actual incidence of juvenile 

criminality and other factors effecting the establishment of this age
244

. The lowest limits 

of MACR in the Albanian Penal Code serve even as a basis to distinguish the variable 

penal-juridical status
245

 of children-authors of criminal offenses below the MACR and at 

this age limit (for the minors), as well as to treat them with educational measures, 

according to the respective cases, with educational measures for the children below the 

age of criminal responsibility or with criminal sentences and solely exclusionary and 

occasionally, with educational measures for minors excluded from sentencing. It is worth 

to be emphasized that exclusion from criminal responsibility for children below the age of 

criminal responsibility does not exclude the possibility of imposing criminal 

responsibility to either minors or majors who have urged on or involve them to commit  

a crime. According to a study by CRCA, urging on children below the age of criminal 

                                                           
240Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment No 10 “Children’s rights in juvenile justice” 

(CRC/C/GC/10), 2007. 
241Ibidem, p.22. 
242Ibidem. 

243Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment No. 10 “Children’s rights in juvenile justice”, 2007. 
244 The Center for the Protection of the Child’s Rights in Albania  (CRCA), Juvenile justice in Albania  2007, p. 30. 
245Kambovski V, Criminal Law, General Section, Second Edition, Furkan ISM, Skopie, 2007, p. 605. 
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responsibility to commit a criminal offense, while hoping to benefit from their exemption 

from criminal liabilities, because of their age, remains a major problem in Albania
246

. 

According to Penal Code urging on or involving children to commit crimes makes up  

a special criminal figure
247

. 

 At meantime, according to the Family Code, if the child’s parents themselves have 

collaborated with and are accomplices in the criminal offence committed by the child, 

then, by means of penal decision sentencing, parents lose parental responsibility and the 

child may be put under custody
248

. 

 

3. Types of educational measures 

The Albanian Penal Code envisages one sole type of educational measure, concretely 

the measure of stationing minors to the correctional institutions. This measure of 

institutional character, which is the only educational measure that may imposed either on 

minors exempted from sentencing or for children below the age of criminal responsibility, 

consists of the mandatory confinement of the children in a specific educational 

institutions
249

. Children who have been imposed confinement in the educational 

institutions have their rights and freedoms limited, since the specific institution imposes  

a special living regime and observed relations with their families
250

.  

a. Measures toward children below the age of criminal responsibility 

Concerning the issue whether it is necessary to treat, in the frame of the reform in the 

juvenile justice system, even the situation of children infringing criminal law with their 

conducts, but because of their age below the legally defined limit cannot be subject to 

criminal prosecution, UNICEF maintains that the international standards over juvenile 

justice are unclear. So the clause ‘the child alleged as having infringed the penal law’,  

a term used in Article 40 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, does not make it 

completely clear whether the definition includes even children having committed criminal 

offenses but being below the age of criminal responsibility. 

Beijing’s rules about the administration of the juvenile justice are applicable,  

in principle, for every single child committing a criminal offense, therefore not only for 

children who are in the age of criminal responsibility. In the deliberations over the child’s 

rights in the juvenile justice, approved by the Committee on the Rights of the Child, in 

                                                           
246 The Center for the Protection of the Child’s Rights in Albania  (CRCA), Juvenile justice in Albania  2007, p. 31. 
247Article129 of the Albanian Penal Code. 
248Article 223 of the Family Code of the Republic of Albania. 

249 Article 46 of the Law No. 8331, dated 21.04.1998 “Over the execution of the penal decisions”, amended. 
250Elezi I, Kaçupi S, Haxhia M, Penal Commentary of the Republic of Albania, 2009, p. 230; MuçiSh, Criminal Law, 

General Part 2007, pp 261, 320. 
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February 2007, it is said very little about the ways children below the age of criminal 

responsibility should be treated when they commit criminal offenses
251

.  

While commenting paragraph 31 of Article 40/3 of the Convention on the Rights of 

the Child, the Committee on the Rights of the Child, states that children who commit an 

offence at an age below MACR cannot be held responsible in a penal law procedure but 

for these children special protective measures can be taken if necessary in their best 

interests
252

. UNICEF estimates that, in support to the reform for the juvenile justice 

system in Albania it would have been useful to include, at least, activities to the benefit of 

the children below the age of criminal responsibility, especially activities intending to 

prevent criminality, contribute to their rehabilitation while not confining their 

freedoms
253

. 

According to a study by CRCA and UNICEF –Albania on the juvenile justice, it is 

noticed that one of the main tendencies of the evolvement of infantile criminality in 

Albania is the considerable increase in the number of children below 14 years of age 

committing criminal offenses. Regarding the types of criminal offenses, children are more 

involved in are crimes against property, mainly stealing property to be followed by 

crimes against individuals
254

. 

To this regard, one of the actual problems the juvenile justice system is being faced 

with in Albania is the lack of the responses and referral mechanisms for children below 

the age of criminal responsibility who are in conflict with the law.  

In the progress Report of 2009, the EU Commission states; “the juvenile justice system 

lacks responses and referral mechanisms for children under the age of 14 who commit  

a crime”. The CRCA-DCI Albania as well in its informative document “Situation of the 

minors in conflict with law” (2009) ascertains that “the proper treatment of children 

committing crimes while being below the age of criminal responsibility is very difficult  

to be achieved”. 

b. Educational measures for children 

Considering the importance of legal predictability for different types of educational 

measures in order to ensure children a treatment consistent with their wellbeing and in 

proper rapport with their situation and the criminal offense, Article 40/1 of the 

Convention on the Rights of the Child, defines literally the obligation of the States Parties 

to predict: “A variety of dispositions, such as care, guidance and supervision orders; 

counseling; probation; foster care; education and vocational training programs and 

                                                           
251Ibidem, p. 35. 
252Committee on the Rights of the Child, General Comment No.10 “Children’s rights in juvenile justice” 

(CRC/C/GC/10), 2007, par.31. 
253 UNICEF, Regional Office for CEE/CIS, Evaluation of UNICEF’s contribution to Juvenile Justice System Reform, 

Final Evaluation Report, March 2007, p. 35. 
254Centre for the Protection of the Rights of the Child in Albania (CRCA), Juvenile justice in Albania- 2007, p. 30. 
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other alternatives to institutional…” Therefore, laws should provide a multiplied variety 

of alternatives for the Court relating to institutional care, as mentioned in the form of an 

open list as well as into the super-cited dispositions of the Convention
255

. Article 40/3 of 

the aforecited Convention emphasizes the importance of children’s treatment; “Whenever 

appropriate and desirable,…without resorting to judicial proceedings, providing that 

human rights and legal safeguards are fully respected”. Concerning the possibility for 

deviations from or disregarding judicial proceedings for minors-authors of criminal 

offenses in Albania, according to the law, “About intermediation in conflict resolution”
256

 

the solution for the penal offenses without resorting to judicial procedures through 

intermediation is permissible. Positive changes have also resulted with the amendments 

of the Penal Code of 2008, by envisaging addenda for alternative sentences suchlike 

home arrests, semi- freedom, etc, which may be applied even for minors –authors of 

criminal offences. A study by the Center of the Integrated Legal Services and Practices 

asserts that some of these alternative sentences serve even like “educative and integrating 

measures” for minors, e.g. suspension of the execution of the decision imposing 

imprisonment. It is a consented fact that the imprisonment sentencing alternatives should 

not constitute the main alternative for addressing minors’ criminality. 

Concerning the potential addition to more types of educational measures, imposable to 

delinquent juveniles, it is worth emphasizing the main intention of their assignment, i.e. 

the reflection of the positive rehabilitating objectives a juvenile justice system should 

have, as stated in Article 40/1 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, according to 

which the States Parties should  “acknowledge the right of the child alleged as, accused 

of, or recognized as having infringed the penal law to be treated in manner consistent 

which: 

- promotes the child’s sense of dignity and individual worth 

- reinforces the child’s respect for human rights and freedoms of others, 

- takes into account child’s age and desirability of promoting the child’s 

reintegration and the child’s assuming a constructive role in society”. 

 

4. Application of educational measures in Albania 

a. Criteria for the application of educational  measures  

Article 46 of the Albanian Penal Code states literally only one condition or criterion 

for the application of the educational measures, according to which these types of 

measures may be imposed solely on children or minors having committed a criminal 

offense. Regarding the other criteria, basing on which the Court will impose the 
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educational measures, the Albanian Penal Code, differently from other legislations, does 

not make any other definition, allowing for the Courts to evaluate and adjudicate them 

case by case and deciding reasonably about the requisition of imposing such measures. 

According to the theory of the Albanian Penal Law, in any case, stationing minors to 

an educational institution is rendered by means of a reasonable judicial decision backed 

up by the entirety of circumstances featuring the criminal offenses committed by 

minors
257

. 

Regarding the age group of minors who have been exempted from sentencing, the 

Penal Code provides for a general definition about the base circumstances rendering 

minors to be exempted from sentencing
258

, whereas such a definition lacks in the case of 

placing minors to educational institutions. The Penal Code does not contain criteria about 

the determination of the educational measures to minors below the age of criminal 

responsibility
259

. The penal law theory maintains that, in general, educational measures 

are imposed in cases when minors have committed actions or inactions envisaged as 

penal offenses as well as in cases the offenses’ character, children’s previous conducts, 

family or social ambiances affecting them cannot assure these dangerous offenses will not 

be repeated in the future and cannot guarantee a normal education for minors’
260

. In this 

context, the best interest and wellbeing of children should, in all cases, lead the Court’s 

decision in determining educational measures for minors. 

According to the Beijing rules, two are the main objectives of the juvenile justice, 

promoting the minors’ wellbeing and proportionality. The latter entails that the reaction 

towards minors-authors of criminal offences, shall be proportional to the circumstances of 

both the offenders and offenses, and should be based on considering not only the gravity 

of the offence but also their individual circumstances. In this context and basing on a 

principle disposition of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 3/1, the child’s 

best interest should be the ‘prevailing consideration’ in the decision to be ruled by the 

Court for the determination of educational measures to children-authors of criminal 

offences. Actually, the child’s best interest, as a leading concept for the treatment of 

children by the penal law, has not been reflected properly in the Albanian Penal Code, 

distinguishably from the legislation of the other states where it has been literally 

reflected. 

b. Execution of educational measures; the special institutions of education 

The rules for the execution of the educational measures are defined by the law: “About 

the executions of the Penal Offences”
261

 envisaging that, “Educational measures are 
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executed in special education institutions for minors in which children are sent 

voluntarily by their parents or custodians consistent with the prosecutor’s execution 

order. In cases executions is not performed voluntarily and on the specified date, or when 

there is no parent of custodian, the execution is accomplished by the State Police.” The 

content of this disposition indicates that the Lawmaker has bestowed on parents or 

custodians the possibility to perform the prosecutor’s execution order for this measure on 

their own, on voluntary basis. In cases they do not take advantage of this possibility the 

execution is performed by police. Only when minors do not have parents or custodians 

then the execution is performed by police. In essence, these rules intend to make the 

execution measure as less traumatic as possible for the children, by not exposing them to 

the police mandatory execution, but predicting the possibility of taking them to the 

respective educational institutions in the company of someone very close to and familiar 

with them, suchlike their parents and custodians, in cases they are available. 

As emphasized in the aforecited law, educational measures envisaged by the Penal 

Code are executed in the special institutions for minor’s education. By since 1988, two 

schools have been available for minors in the country - an educational and a re-

educational school. The latter was closed in 1992
262

 and the first in 1993-1994
263

. 

Actually, there are no available educational institutions in Albania for the execution of 

the educational measures consistent with the Albanian Penal Code. Lack of educational 

institutions renders the execution of the educational measures for minors impossible, so 

not guaranteeing the rights of minors to be subject to a fair penal process, causing the 

character of measures of the juvenile system of justice to become more punitive than an 

educative and rehabilitative one
264

 as well as effecting orientation of the criminal policies 

toward application of more repressive measures even in cases when there exist 

circumstances for implementing other types of treatment
265

. Placing minors in special 

educational institutions entails the application of the standard of “the best interest of the 

child”, since by applying such measures the justice system intends to substantiate  

a proper education for minors, so preventing criminal conducts in the future. In cases 

these measures cannot be applied, children will not be educated but, on the contrary, there 

is the risk they are involved in more criminal conducts, perhaps even graver than the 

previous ones upon which the educational measure was determined, as concluded by 

several studies which maintain that “minors involved in penal conducts are prone to be 

involved in penal offenses” Also, treatment of children in conflict with the law in proper 

time (making the educational measure necessary), it is very important to avoid excessive 
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costs for the society as a whole, because as more time passes more ‘costly’ will these 

children be to the society since they will need other special services
266

. The first center for 

re-integration of minors in Albania was opened on 01.07.2010, in Kavaje, by means of 

which the concept of the rehabilitative and re-integration justice has been intended to be 

effectuated, opposing punitive measures to minors in conflict with penal law resolutely
267

. 

In addition to the detention ambiances, the center has the necessary structure for the 

minors’ re-integration into the society. 

 

c. Observing the implementation of the educational measures: reconsideration 

and revocation of the respective Court decisions. 

Educative measures determined by the Court are not time bound. However, functional 

to the measures’ main aim, Article 46 of the Penal Code literally envisages the obligation 

of the Court to reconsider its decision regarding the educational measures one year after 

the court sentence as well as to consider the possibility for revocation of the decision at 

anytime the circumstances under which the decision was taken cease to exist. Revocation 

can be made mainly by the Court during the mandatory reconsideration of its decision, 

one year after the determination of the measure or even before this time in cases of 

requests by interested subjects or by the educational institution. To this regard, the Court 

should not be contended by solely imposing the educational measure on minors but 

should continuously observe, every year, the ways it is being applied. Such a process 

urges the need for specialization of the instances participating in such procedures
268

. 

Actually, special sections have been created in Albania for minors, in seven Judicial 

Districts Courts and Prosecution Offices. Creation of sections for minors constitutes an 

important step towards the specialized treatment of minors being faced with penal justice, 

in order to offer them the fairest investigation and trial process.  

 

 

 

d. Determination of the educational measures in Albania 

Concerning the category of minors who are exempted from sentencing, statistics show 

that Article 52 of the Penal Code has found almost no practical application and 

consequently, the educative measures have followed the same tendency for this 

group
269

.As for children below the age of criminal responsibility there are some 

distinctive cases in the judicial practices, in small numbers, in which educational 
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measures envisaged by Article 46 of the Penal Code have been determined. In the Court 

decisions there is no specification of the location where the measures will be applied, 

since there are no such institutions available. Eventually, these decisions remain 

inapplicable and have never achieved their legal aims.  

 

5. Recommendations 

By referring to the international standards of the juvenile justice and the rights of the 

child, the important conclusions from a comparative observation of the contemporary 

penal legislations of several other European countries and problems concerning the 

execution of the educational measures in Albania, the following are recommended for 

improvements in the Albanian Penal Code regarding educational measures: 

- The dispositions in the general section of the Penal Code, referring to minors-

authors of penal offences should be grouped, at least, in a particular part of this section of 

the Code, in which section should be introduced new and more particular dispositions for 

the educational measures that would further clarify or add necessary elements regarding 

these measures; 

- More educative measures should be added in order to envisage further non-

institutional or semi-institutional alternatives, whereas placing children-offenders to the 

educational institutions should be predicted as the last measure; 

- Emphasis should be laid to the ranking of the measures according to the priority 

determined by the Court; 

- It is necessary for the role of the educational measures to be defined as a priority 

one, in rapport to penal sentencing for minors, differently from the secondary role 

actually acknowledged by the Penal Code. The ultimate intention leading the 

determination of the types of educational measures should aim at achieving the juvenile 

justice system’s positive and rehabilitating goal deriving from the Convention on the 

Rights of the Child; 

- The main criteria to be considered regarding the determination of the educational 

measures should be defined in the Penal Code, by literally sanctioning the principle of the 

best interest of the child as a primary criteria leading the process of determining the most 

suitable educational measure as well as the principle of proportionality; 

- The extension of the categories of individuals who may be imposed educational 

measures, including even juveniles 18-21 years of age, should be made in compliance 

with the respective conditions and limitations defined by law, the decision of the 

Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe as well as conform constitutional 

obligation regarding the special protection of children; 

- For children below the age of penal responsibility, who actually are subject to 

educational measures, should be considered even Recommendation No. 10(2007) of the 
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Committee on the Rights of the Child, in its General Comment, maintaining that solely 

specific protective measures may be determined for them whenever necessary, in their 

best interest and within the best practices of the other countries; 

- Amendments of the Penal Code for educational measures should be associated 

with the respective amendments in the law for the execution of penal decisions, by means 

of which is regulated the execution of the educational measures.  
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Judicial Resources: 

 

Code of the Penal Procedures of the Republic of Albania, amended; 

The Penal Code of Montenegro; 

The Penal Code of Slovenia; 

The Penal Code of Albania, (1928); 

The Penal Code of Republic of Albania, (1977) and the respective amendments; 

The Penal Code of Republic of Albania, (1995), amended; 

Conv. on the Rights of the Child approved by the General Assembly of the UN Organization, 20 Nov. 

1989; 

Constitution of the Republic of Albania; 

The Kosovo Juvenile Penal Law; 

The Croatian Law for the Juvenile Courts; 

Law No. 8331, dated 21.04.1998 “On the execution of the penal decisions”, amended; 

The Standard and Minimum Rules of the United Nations on the Administration of the Juvenile Justice, 

approved by the Resolution 40/33, of the UNO General Assembly, 29 November 1985 (Beijing Rules); 

Decisions of the Court of Tirana Judicial District on the penal inquiries having the determination of the 

educational measures as their main object, January 2005-December 2014. 
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THE ROLE OF THE LAW ON BANKS IN CAPITAL INDICATORS IN KOSOVO 

BANKING SECTOR 

 

Introduction 

The regulation on Capital Adequacy in banking sector is considered to be a crucial part 

of a healthy banking sector as well as for economy. The Basel Regulation is the only way 

generally accepted for Capital Adequacy Ratio after the failure of the Breton Woods 

system.  

The history of the Basel start with the Basel I. Basel I was the motivated by two 

interacting concerns – the risk posed to the stability of the global financial system by low 

capital levels of internationally active banks and the competitive advantages accruing  

to banks subject to lower capital requirements.
270

 

After a long negotiation Basel I never departed from the promise that the capital ratios 

of the banks need to rise, in order to have a secure banking sector. After a long tentative 

on 1983 the Congres mandated the regulation on Capital Adequacy by adopting the Basel 

Regulation. 

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision is an institution created by the central 

bank Governors of the Group of 10 nations (G10) (Belgium, Canada, France, Italy, Japan, 

the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, the United States, Germany and Sweden). The 

Basel Committee formulates broad supervisory standards and guidelines and recommends 

statements of best practice in banking supervision (Basel II Accord, for example) in the 

expectation that member authorities and other nations’ authorities will take steps to 

implement them through their own national systems. The purpose of the committee is to 

encourage convergence toward common approaches and standards.
271

 

Based on Basel Committee regulation on Capital Adequacy the Central Bank has 

created the Local Capital Regulation on Bank Capital Adequacy. The aim of this adoption 

is to integrate completely the Basel Regulation in the near future. The major 

harmonization has been done on 2012 when the new law on banking supervision was 

enforced. This paper gives us the information on the impact of the new Law 

Requirements on Capital Adequacy Ratios. 
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Literature Review  

There are a number of works that analyze the effects of the capital adequacy 

requirements in the banking credit cycle and the performance of the bank. In the thesis 

carried out by a team led by Patricia Jackson (April 2009), the Basel Committee assessed 

the impact on the credit activity of banks in the implementation of the new Basel 

regulation. Basel rules also pushed commercial banks to make their investments in 

markets with the highest ranking and lowest risk. Also searches made inform the impact 

on the domestic economy was very positive in the long term compared to the short term. 

In the short term this agreement led to the reduction of economic activity also in the 

termination of some funds and high-risk companies and all this created a discipline in the 

securities market, ie banking financial market. 

Estrella (2004), Hellman et al. (2000), Repullo (2004) and Repullo and Suarez (2004), 

offer their analysis on the application of bank capital in different countries, and generally 

agree that these rules directly affect banks' risk reduction. On the other hand Blum (1999) 

and Calem and Rob (1999) show how the capital requirements may increase the risk in 

some situations and at certain times while Diamond and Rajan (2000), develop a theory 

about banking capital requirement which stated that long-term adequacy requirements 

Basel impact on growth and development banks. 

Blum and Hellwing (1995) through their model reveals the macroeconomic 

implications of requirements relating to capital adequacy depends on whether the pro-

cyclical effects, which they promote and are stronger or weaker than the pro-cyclical 

effects of the existing rules. Kunt, Detragiache and Merrouche (2010) in their paper tested 

in equity returns in the case of banks raising capital, and have come to the conclusion that 

capital levels did not affect the returns on capital during the crisis, the highest level 

Capital has brought a higher level of return in particular to large banks, higher quality 

capital to capital especially first class had the highest impact. Having more capital a bank 

is expected to have flexibility in the event of shocks that can cause unexpected losses. 

Disruptive effects of the recent global crisis has created the need for banks to be 

capitalized on to be more protected during crises. However, the capital increase is costly 

for a bank. This high level of capital level will affect the bank's changing risk behavior. It 

depends on the bank's approach to risk and reward, and contributes to their situation and 

the role of mediation in the economy. Many previous empirical research have tried to 

show the involvement of the bank's capital level in the bank's intermediary role in the 

economy (Peek and Rosengren (1995), Blum and Hellwig (1995), Furfine (2001) and 

Diamond and Rajan (2000) ,Chiuri, Hell and Majnoni (2001) and Yudistira (2003)). Most 

researchers conclude that demand for capital will worsen the bank's intermediary role in 

the economy, reducing the level of lending and economic production. These findings are 

also supported by the result of the macroeconomic impact assessment that bring 
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sustainable capital requirements (Macroeconomic Assessment Group-BIS, 2010). The 

banking industry is centered in Kosovo constantly to harmonize rules on the banking 

sector, the Basel rules. Giant step towards this harmonization was made in 2012 when 

Kosovo came into force the Law 04 / L-093 on Banks, Mirkofinanciare institutions and 

non-banking financial institutions. 

 

The banking sector in the Republic of Kosovo 

Kosovo’s banking sector consists in commercial banks activity.
272

From the period of 

our analysis the number of banks increased continually. In 2008 the total number of 

commercial banks was 7, while in 2013 the number of banks has reached 9, which are: 

ProCredit Bank (former MEB – Micro Enterprise Bank), RaiffeisenBank, Bank for 

Business, Nova Ljublanska Banka Pristina (NLB), (established with the acquisition of 

two banks Kasa Bank and Banka e re e Prishtines, Banka 

KombetareTregtareDegaKosove(BKT), Turk EkonomiBankasi (TEB), Isbank,  

and a branch Komercijalna Banka AD Belgrade that exerts its activity in Mitrovica 

(northern), Shterpce and Gracanica. 

From the list of the bank operating in Kosovo we face five banks with foreign capital 

while two of them are with domestic capital.  

Depending on the numerous services that offer commercial banks in Kosovo, still 

lending is the main activity.  

 

Research methods and Assumption 

In order to conduct the analysis we have used the secondary data from the annual 

report of Kosovo Banks. The period used for this paper is the period from 2011- 2013. 

There are two years before enforcement of the new law on banks, and two years after 

enforcement of the new law on banks and new regulation on bank capital adequacy.In 

order to have an appropriate result we will adjust our data with the specific change on 

policy in order to compare with after regulation data. 

The test that will be performed is T-test, which will compare the two means. Mean 

of adjusted data’s and mean of unadjusted data’s.  

 

Impact of new law on bank on capital adequacy ratio 

Central bank is the regulator which implies rules and regulation on the respective 

countries. In which elements is central bank involved? The answer is all, some directly 

and some indirectly. 
273
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The new Basel regulatory requirements, raising the quality, the consistency and the 

transparency of the capital, require banks more than ever to use their capital as efficiently 

as possible, understanding how much should properly be allocated to offset credit risk.
274

 

Changes in the level of regulatory capital are largely explained by changes in the law. 

The new law on banks which introduced a new regulation on capital adequacy of the 

banks became effective as of December 2012.According to this regulation, the method of 

Tier 1 capital calculation has changed, subtracting not only the intangible assets and 

goodwill, but three other positions. The first additional position to be subtracted in  

Tier 1 capital calculation is the “investments on other banks’ equity or lending 

institutions”; the second position is the “Deferred tax asset” while the third position is 

“Lending to bank-related persons”. The subtraction of these three positions from the Tier 

1 capital is performed in order to accurately assess the level of the core capital, which 

represents the main pillar for absorbing the potential losses of the sector. As a result of 

these subtractions, the overall regulatory capital is decreased to euro 31.1 million.
275

 

For conduct of the analysis we have used two capital ratios (Tier 1 Capital Ratio and 

Total CAR).In order to verify the impact of related parties’ transaction after the new law 

implementation we have adjusted our Tier 1 Ratio as ADJTIER1 by adding the deducted 

value of related parties and Adjusted Total Capital Ratio as ADJCAR. We will perform 

the one sample T-test. 

Table 1: Capital Ratios and Adjusted Capital Ratios 

YEARS ADJ CAR 
ADJTIE

R1 
CAR TIER 1 

2010 18.70% 15.80% 18.70% 15.80% 

2011 17.60% 14.80% 17.60% 14.80% 

2012 18.94% 15.45% 17.20% 13.40% 

2013 18.28% 15.28% 16.50% 13.50% 

Source: Own calculations 

 

Graph 1: CAR – “Total CAR during the period 2010-2013” 

 

Source: Own calculations 
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Graph 2: Adjusted CAR – “Total Adjusted CAR during the period 2010-2013” 

 

Graph 3: TIER 1 – “Tier 1 capital ratio trend during the period 2010-2013” 

 

Graph 4: Adjusted TIER 1 – “Adjusted Tier 1 capital ratio trend during the period 2010-2013” 

 

Source: Own calculations 

 

   On the table and the graphs above we have presented the four year Capital Ratios of the 

Kosovo Banking Sector. The Tier 1 Capital Ratio presents the report of Tier 1 Capital and 

Risk Weighted Assets, while CAR presents Total Capital Ratio which is the report 

between Total Capital and Risk Weighted Assets. Having the information that new 

regulation
276

 on Capital Adequacy request the deduction of the related parties transactions 

from the Bank Capital we have adjusted the value by adding back the sum of related 

parties in order to perform the test. 
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Statisctical Results: One-Sample Statistics 

 N Mean 
Std. 

Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

CAR 4 .1775 .00957 .00479 

ADJCA

R 
4 .1850 .00577 .00289 

TIER1 4 .1450 .01291 .00645 

ADJTIE

R1 
4 .1525 .00500 .00250 

One-Sample Test 

 

Test Value = 0 

t df 
Sig. (2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

95% Confidence Interval of 

the Difference 

Lower Upper 

CAR 37.079 3 .000 .17750 .1623 .1927 

ADJCA

R 
64.086 3 .000 .18500 .1758 .1942 

TIER1 22.463 3 .000 .14500 .1245 .1655 

ADJTIE

R1 
61.000 3 .000 .15250 .1445 .1605 

Source: Own calculations 

 

From the results of the T test we can see that the Standard Deviation from the Total 

Capital (CAR) ratio is higher than in adjusted CAR ratio. The STDV on CA is .00975 

while on Adjusted CAR the STDV is .00577 

Also from the above result we can see that the STDV on TIER1 Capital Ratio is .1291 

while on  Adjusted TIER 1 is .005. 

 

Conclusion 

Governments have faced difficulties through the years on applying a proper regulation 

on Banking, respectively on Bank Capital Adequacy. Introducing the Basel Regulation 

brought a new era on a Banking Supervision. Capital Adequacy Requirements were 

clearly defined by:  rules, standards, and other request, etc. 

In Kosovo banking sector first steps on adoption the Basel Regulation were seen on 

the early years, after the consolidation of Central Bank. On 2012 the new law on banks as 

well as new regulation enforced replacing the existing regulation. Thus this replacement 

affected the Capital Adequacy Ratio, by lowering the Capital Ratios for the amount of the 

Exposure toward Related Parties.  

In order to measure and to verify the impact of new Regulation, we have compared 

both data via T-Test by comparing the standard deviation of both (adjusted ratio by 
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adding back the balance with related parties and non-adjusted ratio, the ratio with the new 

calculation which subtracts the amount of related parties transactions). 

Based on the results received from this paper, we can conclude that the change on the 

new law and the new regulation on banking sector gave a negative impact on Capital 

Ratio Trend on short term periods, but has contributed on a sounded and more secure 

banking system. 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF WELFARE SYSTEM-EVIDENCE FROM KOSOVO  

  

Introduction   

Kosovo is the youngest state in Europe. On 17
th
 February 2008, the Government  

of Kosovo has unilaterally declared its independence from Serbia. Despite being 

unilateral, the independence of Kosovo was coordinated with the main international 

community actors, such as main European countries and the United States of America 

and soon after the declaration the first recognitions were made to the statehood  

of Kosovo.  Let us recall that independence was declared following eventful decades full  

of tension. In 1989, Kosovo abolished the autonomous status as a province under 

Yugoslavia, and a period of systematic discrimination of the Albanian majority 

population followed.  

The consistent pressure and discrimination gave rise to an armed uprising against the 

Serbian forces, which culminated in the armed conflict and the NATO intervention  

of 1999. As of 1999, Kosovo has been administered by the United Nations Interim 

Administration Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK) based on the UN Resolution 1244. In the 

aftermath of the conflict, Kosovo had a long list of things to be done. Under the 

administration of UNMIK and the support of various governmental and multilateral 

organisations, Kosovo undertook the challenge of building its main structures and 

institutions, at that time labelled provisional institutions of self-government. In this 

decade of swift development, a multitude of policies, laws and regulations have been 

adopted. Mostly these were based on best practices suggested by donor-funded technical 

assistance and often but not always taking into consideration the scarce government 

budget and the pace of economic development.  

In continuation to this snapshot of recent historical and political development, some 

important social and economic indicators are provided that will enable to have  

an overview of the general social and economic situation and the overall welfare  

of Kosovo’s population. Let us look now at some of the general social and economic 

indicators of Kosovo that will enable an understanding of the context in which the 

government of Kosovo has shaped welfare provision for its citizens. Before looking to the 

indicators that follow, there is a need to make a point about figures and statistics  

in general in Kosovo.    

Kosovo is a relatively small country with an estimated population of about 2 million 

inhabitants. The population is among the youngest in Europe, with about 60 percent 
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below 25 years. The population is multiethnic, with a 90 percent majority community  

of Albanians, followed by Serbs, Roma, Ashkali, Egyptians, Turks, Bosniaks, etc. 

Kosovo is facing enormous challenges in its economic development and it is actually 

labelled as the poorest state in Europe, comparable to countries in Africa. The gross 

domestic product (GDP) per capita in 2007 was merely € 1’573 and the economic growth 

is quite slow, with a growth of only 5.4 percent marked in 2008.  

The level of poverty in Kosovo is very high, with 14 percent of the population living 

in extreme poverty (< 1USD/day) and 44 percent living in poverty (<2USD/day). It goes 

without saying that unemployment is extremely high in Kosovo, at the range of 41.5%. 

The unemployment problem is strikingly high for the young population aged 15-25 years, 

which amounted to 70.9 percent in 2005.  

The Human Development Index (HDI) lists Kosovo among medium human 

development countries, but the lowest among countries of Europe. The HDI is not 

measured systematically in Kosovo. The latest HDI measurement dates 2004 and ranks 

Kosovo with an index of 0.734. The figure is extracted from components such as life 

expectancy index, education attainment index and adjusted GDP index.  

In addition, the education attainment doesn’t paint a good picture neither. Whereas 

primary school enrolment is high (95 percent), secondary enrolment (75 percent) and 

tertiary enrolment (16 percent) are quite low. The main problems encountered are 

retention and high drop-out rates, but also quality of teaching and inadequate schools. 

Education attainment is particularly of concern for certain specific categories of the 

population such as women and members of minority communities. Illiteracy is an 

enormous concern with 2.3 percent of men and 10.2 percent of women below 15 years 

illiterate.Regarding the health status of the population, it is difficult to provide consistent 

and substantial information, as the relevant institutions do not collect data on health 

indicators and basic demographic indicators. Life expectancy at birth is lowest in the 

South Eastern Europe region --69 years in Kosovo, compared with 73 years in Serbia and 

74 years in Bosnia and Herzegovina (World Bank 2008a, p.8). Public spending in health 

is very low, amounting to 3 percent of GDP in 2005. A great deal of health treatments are 

paid by out-of-pocket payments made by patients.  Despite the above depicted picture of 

the social and economic situation in Kosovo, welfare provision is not very comprehensive 

and it mainly covers a basic social protection system. The provision of welfare is mainly 

organised through government institutions, with the Ministry of Labour and Social 

Welfare having the lead in this process. Welfare is funded by the Government out of 

general revenues.  

The social protection system in Kosovo consists of  s o c i a l  a s s i s t a n c e  b e n e 

f i t  s c h e m e s , a  p e n s i o n  s y s t e m  a n d  t h e  s t r u c t u r e s   o f  s o c i a l  w 

o r k  c e n t r e s  a n d  e m p l o y m e n t   o f f i c e s.  
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S o c i a l   a s s i s t a n c e  s c h e m e s  were introduced in Kosovo in the year 2000 

with the aim to alleviate the dire poverty. The scheme targets a very limited group of the 

population of the poor and extremely poor categories. It mainly covers families without 

resources where no one is capable of work; families without any property or alternative 

sources of income, and other similar eligibility criteria. The amounts are very limited and 

therefore very poor beneficiary families manage to be categorized as within the poverty 

lines as opposed to extreme poverty lines. Considering the high levels of poverty 

mentioned above, the government’s spending on social assistance could be assessed as 

modest. In 2004, social assistance amounted to 5.8 percent of government’s spending and 

to only 1.3 percent of GDP. 

A p e n s i o n  s y s t e m  has been introduced in Kosovo in mid-2002, involving  

a basic minimum flat rate pension and a mandatory advance funded scheme. In 2004, the 

pension system was extended to include also special schemes for war invalids, early 

retirements and disabled persons. The basic pension, benefits all residents of Kosovo, age 

65 and over irrespective of prior contributions to a pension scheme or work history. The 

scheme in itself is of a social assistance character as it doesn’t reward employees for their 

work. Thus, there are even categories of people that have worked for 40 years but due to 

their age (below 65) they are not yet entitled to benefit from this scheme. As it is argued 

in a World Bank report on Kosovo Public Spending (2006a, p.119), the scheme proved 

beneficial in providing some minimum income for the survival of the elderly and keeps 

elderly households outside the social assistance system.  

S o c i a l   w o r k centres are facilities that provide counselling and referral services 

for concerned beneficiaries. They mainly serve vulnerable categories of population such 

as orphans, returnees, victims of domestic violence, etc. The centres don’t possess any 

fund that would be used to support the mentioned vulnerable beneficiaries.  

There is also a network of regional e m p l o y m e n t   o f f i c e s, with a total of  

7 centres in the main regions of Kosovo.  This network of offices was inherited from the 

pre-conflict period and that time they did only register job seekers. Nowadays, the offices 

continue maintaining databases of job seekers, with information disaggregated for region 

of origin, gender, age, education background, employment history, etc. Recently, the 

centres have started providing job-search assistance as well as some targeted vocational 

training. These initiatives have been introduced as part of donor-funded projects.  

T h e   i n f o r m a l  s a f e t y  n e t: In addition to the government supported social 

protection programme, the vulnerable groups in Kosovo are supported extensively by 

families and kinship, as the welfare of family members is one of important values in the 

society. Moreover, in the aftermath of the conflict dozens of local and international 

organisations became available with their various social support project and programmes 

funded by various donors. Today, the number of such organisations has decreased and the 
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still operating ones do heavily depend on continually decreasing donor funding. Despite 

the difficult social landscape, welfare provision in Kosovo could be assessed as modest, 

when considering that Government spending on social protection programs was only  

4.0 percent of GDP in 2004 and a World Bank projected increase of 5.4 percent in 2007.  

This attitude of prudent spending of the government of the Republic of Kosovo in 

welfare provision was highly influenced by the continuous positions and calls of the 

International Monetary Fund (IMF) to avoid large increases for the sake of a sustainable 

macroeconomic framework. Furthermore, this prudent spending is also a kind safeguard 

of the government, in view of the continuous pressure for increased spending from 

several interest groups such as health workers, education workers, pensioners, civil 

servants, police workers, war veterans, the poor, the unemployed, etc. The crucial 

element for the welfare of the citizens is employment. Unemployment figures are very 

concerning, with a general estimation of 41.5 percent and an estimation of up to  

50 percent for the working-age groups. Considering the size of the problem and the 

budget limitations, whatever support payments to unemployed or employment programs 

are for the moment out of scope in Kosovo. It would simply sent the country bankrupt. 

On the other hand, the slowly developing economy, despite the extensive foreign 

assistance and private inflows manages to absorb only a very limited number of people. 

The growth rates are particularly insufficient when considering the high number of new 

entrants in the labour market, estimated 30’000 a year.  

The conflict damages and the following political stagnation and status quo for over a 

decade have generally underpinned the slow economic growth, low foreign investments 

and as a consequence the development and well being of the citizens. As argued by the 

World Bank in its World Development Report (1977, p. 25), the state in Kosovo retains a 

distinctive role in providing the public goods that promote economic and social 

development.  

This is certainly influenced by the obvious market failures and the impact of economic 

and social forces. Furthermore, I support the twofold framework of reforming states and 

states’ roles suggested by the World Bank in its World Development Report 1977. The 

proposed strategy suggests first that states should match their role to capability and 

secondly, state’s capability shall be reinvigorated by changing the incentives under which 

states and state institutions work. Indeed, when you look at state functions in Kosovo, 

they do generally follow this strategy. So initially they focus their efforts on some basic 

functions, such as provision of main public goods, extending to some other intermediate 

functions that includes the provision of social assistance as an example.  

Nevertheless, this is done always by testing the capabilities, financial and human 

resources, when providing a service. Hence, the decision that unemployment benefits 

cannot be provided, else it would send the country to bankruptcy. As regards the second 
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part of the strategy, one can say that Kosovo is at the very incipient phase of 

reinvigorating its capabilities as a state, a process that currently is focused on a series of 

institutional restructuring and reform of main state institutions.   

Kosovo reinforces the conclusion that there is, above a minimum level, no automatic 

link between GDP and human development. (UNDP, 1993a cited in Deacon 1997, p.35) 

In comparison to neighbouring countries, the HDI of Kosovo 0.734 is not substantially 

lower to say Albania HDI 0.734 or Bosnia & Herzegovina HDI 0.777 
277

  

However, the differences in the GDP per capita (PPP) are remarkable, with Kosovo 

2660 as compared to Albania 3680 and Bosnia & Herzegovina 5970
278

. As this regional 

comparison also shows, despite the fact that Kosovo lags behind in economic 

development, human development indicators are not substantially lower than the 

neighbouring countries estimated as having a more advanced development.  

 

Conclusions 

Kosovo’s spending in welfare provision remains modest, particularly when 

considering the spending in respect to GDP and the difficult social and economic 

situation. 

In the mid-term Kosovo in general and welfare provision likewise will continue to be 

influenced by the above mentioned political and economic forces. A steady economic 

growth is expected with projections for increase of GDP per capita from 1.573 in 2007 to 

1.812 and 2.019 for 2010 and 2012 respectively.
279

 However, unemployment is expected 

to continue at the same high levels, particularly considering the high number of youth 

entering the labour market every year, estimated 30’000 and the practically closed 

borders and absolute lack of possibilities to migrate abroad. In the political sphere, 

Kosovo’s independence has laid ground for better perspective and opportunities. In 2009, 

Kosovo became a member of the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank. 

Membership in these international institutions will enable loans for Kosovo that can have 

a positive impact for economic development and welfare provision, provided effective 

policies are in place. There is some light at the end of the tunnel called European 

Integration for Kosovo, at least as concerns visa liberalisation, however bearing in mind 

the arduous process that other neighbouring countries underwent and the various reforms 

they had to undertake, we could conclude that it is difficult to foresee when such 

liberalisation would happen in Kosovo, unless some political directive makes it happen 

soon. As a result, welfare provision in the mid-term will continue with a similar scope of 

today, with perhaps some expansion of the social assistance scheme and slight increase of 

                                                           
277 Human Development Report Kosovo 2004, United Nations Development Programme Kosovo, p. 24.  
278 Ibidem, p. 25. 
279 Kosovo authorities and International Monetary Fund staff estimates.  
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the basic pensions, mainly to reflect inflation changes and stabilize social disruption 

elements in the society.  
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF COMMERCIAL BANKS IN KOSOVO 

DURING YEARS 2006-2012 

 

Introduction 

In the Republic of Kosovo commercial banks have undergone major changes since 

2000, so that by the time of their establishment. These changes are a result of the entry of 

foreign banks, changes in the regulatory environment, technological change, but also 

from increased competition. As a result of the submission of the last financial crisis in 

2008, and as a result of changes in the banking system, commercial banks are faced with 

increased operating costs, which may have affected banks' credit quality and performance 

the banking sector in Kosovo. 

Financial crises usually promote preliminary regulatory and policy reform of financial 

system. This is because financial institutions are more vulnerable during the financial 

crisis
5
.In the case of the global financial crisis that began in 2007/2008, rapid spread of 

the crisis by individual financial institutions throughout the financial system and then to 

the real sector increased attention and commitment to systemic risk
6
, this crisis motivated 

the reformulation of previous regulatory framework (such as Basel II) and urged reforms  

in the way of regulation of financial institutions. 

In this research is evaluated the performance of commercial banks during the period 

2006-2012 through the method of analysis of financial coefficients. For the realization of 

this research is the statistical t-test applied to analyze the impact of the recent financial 

crisis in the performance of commercial banks in Kosovo, focusing mainly on non-

performing loans (credit quality of banks). 

So the main aim of this research is to analyze the performance of commercial banks in 

Kosovo, and analyzing credit quality mainly based on growth trends in non-performing 

loans and the impact of the global financial crisis in the banking sector in Kosovo. 

 

2. Literature Review 

In this section is presented and evaluated previous literature used in the performance 

of commercial banks in various countries which are taken as a basis for analyzing the 

performance of commercial banks in the Republic of Kosovo. 

With the introduction of the global financial crisis of 2008 and the bankruptcy of many 

well-known global financial institutions
7
, researches from many professors, industry 

analysts, independent researchers, in connection with the investigation of the performance 
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of banks are added to a large extent. 

As part of the CAMEL
8
 system, bank regulators apply financial coefficients  

to evaluate the performance of banks. Empirical evidence concerning the application  

of financial coefficients to evaluate the performance of banks, includes research of these 

authors Beaver (1966), Altman (1968), Maishanu (2004) and Mous (2005). 

Based on the literature review of these authors can be conclude that in general there 

are two general approaches of performance measuring the of the banks. The first 

approach is based on accounting data, respectively on main application of banks' financial 

coefficients while the second approach is based on econometric techniques. 

Authors Gulf and Salkhan (2004) investigated the performance of seven commercial 

banks of Denmark during 1994-2001. Financial coefficients are applied to evaluate the 

quality of the loans, profit-flow and liquidity. The authors applied the student t-test  

to measure weight statistical performance of these measures. Results showed that the 

tested commercial banks are relatively less profitable, liquid and are more exposed  

to credit risk in comparison with the Danish banking industry. 

Known author Kiyota 2009 investigate with a two-phase research the effectiveness of 

profit-flow and cost of commercial banks from 29 African countries during the period 

2000-2007. This research has applied SFA approach to evaluate the effectiveness of 

profits and costs, as well as financial coefficients and Tobit regression to offer cross-

country evidence on the performance and efficiency of commercial banks in Africa. The 

findings of this research suggest that foreign banks tend to have better performance 

compared to local banks, in terms of performance efficiency and also cost efficiency
9
. 

This result was confirmed by the author Kirkpatrick (2007) who investigated the 

performance of 89 commercial banks of African countries during the period 1992-1999 

and testified that banks on average are 67% efficient with regard profit-flow and 80% 

efficient in term costs.
10

 

 

3. The banking sector in the Republic of Kosovo 

Kosovo banking sector consists of commercial banks activity. During the analyzed 

period, the number of banks has increased gradually. In 2006 the total number of 

commercial banks was 6, while in 2013 the number of banks has reached 9, which are: 

ProCredit Bank (former MEB – Micro Enterprise Bank), Raiffeisen Bank (former 

American Bank of Kosovo), Bank for Business (former Private Bank for Business), 

Nova Ljublanska Banka Pristina (NLB), (established with the acquisition of two banks 

earlier Kasa Bank and New Bank of Kosovo (BPK)), Bank of Commerce, National 

Commercial Bank-Kosovo Branch (NCB), Turk Ekonomi Bankasi (TEB), Ishbank, and 

a branch Komercijalna Banka AD Belgrade that exerts its activity in Mitrovica 

(northern) and Gracanica. 
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Seven of these banks have their branches spread in an organized network  

of subsidiaries across Kosovo. Should be noted that only two banks in Kosovo are local 

capital (Bank for Business and Economic Bank), while other banks are foreign-owned 

banks. It appears as a new trend in the Kosovo market. 

Depending on the numerous services that offer commercial banks in Kosovo, lending 

will remain their main activity, as should consider the fact that the demand for money  

in a country in transition is significantly larger than money supply, therefore the 

importance of lending remains very high. 

As a result of the financial crisis of year 2008 and its response to, many countries were 

forced to increase public spending to influence economic growth and alleviate the effects 

of the crisis. The global financial crisis of 2008 had a huge impact on all world 

economies. Many countries entered recession, while in some other countries the 

economic growth has decreased. Reactions were also from central banks, which were 

obliged to apply expansionary monetary policy. These measures had a high impact on the 

elimination of the impact of the crisis, offset the decline in private sector activity with 

increasing public sector participation in the economy. 

 

4. Research methods and assumptions 

For the realization of this research was applied descriptive analysis of financial 

coefficients to explain the performance of commercial banks in the banking market of the 

Republic of Kosovo during seven years (2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011 and 2012). 

The data for this research are secondary data and are taken from audited annual reports of 

commercial banks for seven years reporting. All data are expressed in monetary value in 

Euros and are taken from the web-site of the Central Bank of Kosovo (CBK). Besides 

classical analysis of the performance of banks for seven years reporting, this paper 

focuses on the deeper and investigates whether commercial banks are affected or not by 

the global financial crisis of 2008, mainly on the impact of global financial crisis on the 

level of non-performing loans. 

To facilitate this analysis, financial data banks were split into two aggregate groups. 

The first group includes the period 2006-2007, before submitting the global financial 

crisis, while the second group includes the period 2008-2009, during the financial crisis. 

 

4.1. Variables analyzed. Performance of profitability (profit-flow) 

Based in numerous works of different authors, we come to it that one of the best 

instruments to measure the performance of commercial banks is analysis of profitability. 

Main coefficients for measuring the performance of profitability (profit-flow) are: 

Return on Assets ROA = net profit /total assets. Regarding banking perspective this 

ratio indicates management's ability to attract deposits at a reasonable cost and their 
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investment in profit-making forms. This ratio shows how much net profit is generated for 

every € 1 of bank assets. The higher the ROA is, the more profitable is bank. This ratio 

indicates how well the bank's assets are maanaged in order to maximize returns. 

Return on equity ROE = net profit / total equity. Regarding the banking perspective, 

this ratio is the best indicator of profit-flow and potential for growth. Represents the rate 

of return to shareholders of the bank, is the percentage of profit for every € 1 invested in 

the bank by shareholders. 

The ratio of costs to income C /I= Total cost /total revenues. Regarding the banking 

perspective, this ratio shows how much the bank is costly to produce a unit of output 

(revenue, profit). As low coefficient C / I, the high performance of the bank. 

 

5. Results of analysis  

 

Performance Analysis. Performance of profitability (profit-flow) 

Regarding the concept of risk and return they are quite present in the banking industry. 

According to studies conducted by audit companies, lending with high margin to high-

risk clients, can increase profits (in short term), but this increases the risk of bank 

creditors and potential future losses. 

Figure: 1 shows the performance of profitability (profit-flow) of the banking sector in 

the period 2006-2012. Profit-flow was measured with coefficients ROA, ROE and Cost 

to Income (C / I). 

Table: 1. The trend of profit-flow during 2006-2012 (%) 

Years 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Average ROA -5.7 4.6 2.1 0.7 0.2 -0.4 -1.9 

Average ROE -96.2 26.7 14.7 5.4 0.5 -3.1 -27 

Average C/I 148.7 72.7 78.2 92.4 100.4 103 119.6 
Source: Central Bank of Kosovo CBK 

In Figure 1 we have an increase in the trend of profit-flow from 2006 to 2007. ROA 

increased from -5.7% to 4.6%, while during 2008-2012 has continued to fall at a slower 

trend, reaching -1.9 % in 2012. ROE increased from -96.2% to 26.7%, while during 

2008-2012 has continued to fall at a slower trend, reaching -27% in 2012. The main 

reason for the increase of profit-flow during the period 2006-2007 is as a result of the 

increase in total banking sector assets, mainly on the account of loans granted to 

customers. 
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Source: Central Bank of Kosovo CBK 

 

Analysis for period 2008-2009 

Directly reflecting the profit made by commercial banks is as a result of the reduction 

in the lending activity of the banking sector during the period 2008-2009. Compared with 

2008, the net profit of the banking sector in 2009, registered a decline of 37.7%, marking 

the value of 18.3 million euros.
11

 

The decline in profit was mainly due to the slowdown in income levels of commercial 

banks. As a result of the reduction of the profit shown in reduction of banking sector 

profitability is expressed through the ROE indicator for 2009 which is significantly 

decreased compared to the previous year, marking the level of 14.7%. 

Although the main contributor to the decline of profit-flow during 2008-2009 was the 

slowdown in interest income. Reducing the profit of the banking sector represents 

negative implications for the level of efficiency in this sector. In this context, the average 

return on assets (ROA) of the banking sector for 2009 was reduced to 0.7 percent  

(from 2.1 percent in 2008) that could be interpreted as lower efficiency of the banking 

system during this period to realize a profit from use of available assets. 

 

Analysis years from 2010 to year 2012 

During year 2011 we noted that there is decrease of profit-flow indicators, compared 

with year 2012, this was the result that banking system reported net profit in the amount 

of 14.9 million euros, which is about 13 percent lower than in year 2010.
12

 While rapidly 

increasing costs compared to total revenues of the banking system led to a decrease of the 

net profit. This can be explained by the trend of costs to income (C / I) presented in 

Figure 1. Here, there is a constant increase from 2008 to 2012. This ratio was 78.2% in 

2008 and is set on 119.6% in year 2012. 

Kosovo's banking system in year 2012 reported profit of 10.2 million euros, which is 

31.2 percent lower than in year 2011. While the fast growth of spending compared to total 
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revenues of the banking system led to a decrease of profit net. See the trend C / I in 

Figure 1. Reduction of net profit in year 2012 was reflected in the deterioration of 

profitability indicators of the banking system (ROA, ROE, C / I). in year 2012,  

ROA declined, dropping to -1.9 percent compared with -0.4 percent in year 2011. 

The decline was characterized to ROE rate as well, which fell to -27% percent 

compared with -3.1 percent in year 2011. The fastest growth in spending compared with 

revenue in the domestic banking system has resulted in deterioration of efficiency 

indicators for the banking system. The ratio between costs and revenues rose 119.6% 

percent in year 2012 from 103% percent in year 2011. 

 

6. Summary and conclusions 

The main purpose of this paper was: nalyzing the performance of ( credit quality and 

profitability) domestic commercial banks in the banking sector in Kosovo in the period 

2006-2012, mainly based on growth trends in non-performing loans in the banking sector. 

Thus, this research measured the quality of loans and profitability of the banking 

sector of commercial banks in Kosovo during the period 2006-2012 and tested, 

statistically, the level of impact of the global financial crisis in 2008 in these banks.  

The evidence shows that in general, profit-flow, liquidity and credit quality have been 

improving over the year 2006 to 2008, and from 2008 began to become progressively 

worse. 

In line with survey results, we can conclude that there was significant difference from 

statistical perspective in the overall performance of banks, including the measurement  

of profitability and measuring the quality of loans during the period 2006-2007 compared 

with 2008-2009. As in Kosovo, the major of Banks are with foreign capital, local banks 

can’t provide concrete results about the profitability of the banking system in Kosovo 

because the capital of local banks is much smaller than the Banks with foreign capital. 

We can conclude that the banking sector in Kosovo has remained stable despite the 

appearance of disturbances and crises in global financial markets during 2008-2009.  

In terms of capital adequacy and the acceptable level of liquidity, banks have continued to 

meet all regulatory requirements. 

Also, it can be said that banks have remained in stable position and protected from the 

global financial crisis, as they have benefited from limited exposure to foreign securities 

and also from the fact that the assets of the crisis have been minimal in balance 

informations of Kosovo commercial banks. 
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7. Annexes: 
Annex 1. Data of financial coefficients 2006-2012 

Coefficients/Bank 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

a) ROA (%)        

BPB -12.5 8.6 3.0 0.7 0.8 -0.8 -1.9 

BE 1.2 0.6 1.2 0.7 -0.5 0.1 -1.9 

Average -5.7 4.6 2.1 0.7 0.2 -0.4 -1.9 

        

Coefficients/Bank 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

b) ROE (%)        

BPB -201.8 50.4 20.8 5.5 6.4 -8.0 -28.4 

BE 9.5 2.9 8.5 5.3 -5.4 1.8 -25.6 

Average -96.2 26.7 14.7 5.4 0.5 -3.1 -27.0 

Coefficients/Bank 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

c) C/I (%)        

BPB 209.9 50.7 70.5 93.4 97.6 107.4 119.4 

BE 87.4 94.7 85.9 91.4 103.2 98.6 119.7 

Average 148.7 72.7 78.2 92.4 100.4 103.0 119.6 

        

Source: Own calculations. 
Annex 2 – Data of financial coefficients 2006-2012 

Years 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Average ROA -5.7 4.6 2.1 0.7 0.2 -0.4 -1.9 

Average ROE -96.2 26.7 14.7 5.4 0.5 -3.1 -27 

Average C/I 148.7 72.7 78.2 92.4 100.4 103 119.6 

Source: Central Bank of Kosovo CBK 
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Rajmonda Beluli, European University of Tirana, Albania  

 

THE IMPORTANCE OF TRAINING AND VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS  

IN THE PROPER FUNCTIONING OF THE LABOR MARKET IN ALBANIA 

 

Introduction 

The labor market in Albania is very complex, on purpose of its well-functioning,  

it is very important to know better the features of its two variables that are offer 

(unemployed jobseekers) and demand (job vacancies). 

From occasional studies of the labor market in Albania, it has been revealed that the 

labor force does not correspond with their skills (there is a lack of skills) to fill the vacant 

jobs, which means that although Albania has a high figure of unemployment, it has also 

job vacancies, that are "difficult to meet with". Therefore, government policy making to 

adapt the labor-power to the requirements of vacancies that exist or may be established  

in the future comes out as a necessity. In this regard a great importance has been paid  

to establishment of vocational training schools as one of the issues of the development  

of "National Strategy 2015-2020 on Employment and Capability".  

Establishment of special branches of vocational training even in regional levels, by 

adjusting them to the needs and requirements of business on qualified professional staff. 

The Albanian labor market has been under drastic changes during the two last decades. 

Many types of skills came out of use or are not required anymore, as well as, meanwhile 

the demands for new skills emerged as result of technological developments and 

innovation, mobility of labor-power etc. 

Besides this, in Albania it is noticed a prominent mismatch between the skills required 

by business and the field of study of graduates, mainly due to educational policy in force, 

leading to a huge number of graduates in teaching, business administration, finance, 

jurisprudence, foreign languages, etc., which has led to significant distortions in the labor 

market. 

Unlike the communist regime where everything was planned; education of people and 

jobs that were intended to be opened in the labor market, every job vacancies pass via 

employment offices and almost all the people were occupied, the rate of unemployment 

was very low, although the living-level was very low, too but all of us were assure for 

feeding (it is a characteristic of a socialist system). 

After the ‘90 with the liberalization of the economy, the labor market was liberalized, 

too. It brought about drastic changes. 

Due to these developments, the Albanian Government has paid a special attention  

to the employment and qualitative development of the labor- power. In 2014, the  
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"National Strategy on Employment and Capability" was approved. It has as its main 

vision the establishment of a competitive economy and an inclusive society by the end  

of 2020, base upon "higher skills and better jobs for all women and men". This strategy 

recognizes the fact that increased employment of women and men means more benefit for 

them, more skills and knowledge that will enable them to find a job and know how to 

cope with unforeseen changes in the labor market, throughout their active life. 

Special emphasis is paid to the relation between employment and the system  

of vocational education and training (VET -Vocational Education and Training) 2, 

focusing governmental attempts precisely to facing this challenge. 

Until now, in Albania there are several sources of information in terms of skills and 

their development. The Survey on Labor Power, the Survey on Measurement of Living 

Standards. 

Census is one of the instruments used to understand the dynamics of the labor market. 

However, they mainly reveal the structural changes rather than the needs for skills.  

This can be achieved through other instruments like; employers’ surveys about the needs 

for skill or detailed sector studies. Surveys on employers and sector analysis on Needs for 

Skills were recently conducted in Albania. Action Plan that was succeeded by the 

Employment and Skills Strategy 2014-2020 provides that such analyses are carried out by 

NES (National Employment Service) in periodic terms.   

Such an analysis can bring about multiple benefits in terms of assessment of the level 

of skills in private companies, providing information about the required skills and 

offering guidance to people who know how to decide which programs of education and 

vocational training, are worth to spend their time, efforts and funds on. Such an analysis 

could also help the government to evaluate and adjust educational programs  

and vocational training to labor market needs in order to increase employment. 

 

1. Institutional Framework  

VET system in Albania includes public and private institutions, but the sector  

is dominated by public institutions. VET public system is offered in 42 public schools  

of  Vocational Education and in 10 Public Training Center (PTC) distributed in 8 regions  

(in Tirana, Shkodra, Elbasan, Durres, Vlore, Fier and Gjirokastra). 

Most of them are classified at the category of low performance level, which requires 

an immediate major improvement and in a wide scale. 

The Ministry of Youth and Social Welfare is the responsible institution for policy 

making, setting the priorities and tracking their implementation in the field  

of employment and that of VET. On this purpose, in the staff of the Ministry is included 

another special directorate. 
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The current government, setting the modernization of the VET system as one  

of its priorities and considering the quality of VET as crucial to boosting employment, 

has decided to transfer the VET institutions from the Ministry of Education and Sports 

under the Ministry of Youth and Social Welfare, in order to better harmonize the VET 

products with labor market needs and avoiding doubling in between governmental 

institutions. 

The National Employment Service is an independent and executive agency under the 

Ministry of Youth and Social Welfare. This institution is responsible for the 

implementation of active employment policies and vocational training, as well. The 

Service manages public VTC-s and is responsible for labor market analysis, including the 

Analysis of Skills Needs that constitutes an important instrument to gather businesses 

opinions about the skills needed in order to improve the VTC. 

National Agency for Education and Vocational Training and Qualifications is one of 

the main actors in the field of VET policy in Albania. The Agency aims at integration of 

education, training and employment and is responsible on ensuring the standards, 

qualifications, accreditation, assessment, curricula and setting the standards for initial and 

ongoing formation of teachers and instructors.  

The Institute of Statistics (INSTAT) is an independent institution under the Council  

of Ministers. Its mission is to provide transparent, neutral statistics and at the right time, 

which helps the users to judge about developments within the country. INSTAT is the 

main source of statistical information, giving to the decision-makers, researchers  

in Albania, including the international community, the relevant, reliable and comparable 

statistical information. 

The activity of INSTAT is based on the Five Year Program of Official Statistics, 

which is the basic document that ensures the production of statistical data from the 

National Statistical System, which is needed to monitor the economic, social and 

environmental situation in Albania in accordance with the law and with Code of 

European Practice on Statistics. Besides this, INSTAT owns also the National Register of 

Business, which can be used for various statistical purposes. 

Taking in consideration the role and functions of INSTAT, an Agreement of 

Cooperation is signed between the NES and INSTAT and is established a cooperation 

framework 

 

Post-secondary VET in Albania 

The number of existing post-secondary vocational educational and training programs 

that provide the due training to the labor market for the graduates of secondary schools  

is still small. 
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The law On Vocational Education and Training and the Law on University Education, 

as well, provide the possibility of universities and that of offers of vocational education 

and training to provide post-secondary vocational and training education programs. Until 

now, all post-secondary programs, with any exception, are designed and implemented 

within the university education sector. The Public University "Aleksander Moisiu" Durres 

is playing a leading role in promoting post-secondary programs in Albania. 

The Professional College at the University "Aleksander Moisiu" Durres not only offers 

some regular post-secondary programs of university education, but also plays the role of 

partner with the Vocational Education School "Beqir Çela" Shkozet under the support of 

Swisscontact. In a joint project with the University of Durres, "Beqir Çela" school is 

responsible for the practical implementation of post-secondary program in the field of 

applied information technology and so far is the only provider of VET which is included 

in the post-secondary education and training. 

 Other universities involved in the post-secondary education and training are;   

the Agricultural University of Tirana, its branch in Lushnja, University of Elbasan, the 

private University "Polis" in Tirana and Higher Education Institute "New Generation". 

Currently, post-secondary programs are mainly targeted to: 

(A) graduated students from general education who cannot attend the public university 

bachelor programs, or who cannot afford to attend private universities or who do not wish 

to follow traditional full programs of the first cycle degree, bachelor; and  

(B) graduated students from professional education who wish to do a further 

qualification of VET at a more advanced level. 

Ministry of Education and Science supports three different models of education and 

vocational training based on the findings emerging from the feasibility study: 

• Type 1: Post-secondary programs with a strong professional profile, but mainly 

academic. These programs are developed and implemented in universities / professional 

colleges. 

• Type 2: Post-secondary programs with a strong professional orientation that require 

intensive practical training in working units. These programs are developed by 

universities and / or NAVETQ AKAFPK and implemented at universities and vocational 

schools or multifunctional centers. 

• Model 3: Post-secondary programs that are made based on initial vocational 

education programs as programs  2 + 1 + 1 and 2 + 2 offered by vocational schools. 

These programs will be designed by NAVETQ and will be applied to vocational schools 

and / or multifunctional centers. Currently, post-secondary 2-year programs offering  

a Professional Degree that are offered by above mentioned vocational colleges, are 

equivalent with credits points (120 points European Credit Transfer / TEC) within the 

framework of Bologna in the first two years of Bachelor degree and enable the transition 
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to the third year of the Bachelor. Post-secondary programs are expected to be focused on 

the knowledge, skills and the necessary competencies for the labor market and develop 

learning results within the fifth level of the Albanian Framework of Qualifications. 

 

2.  How attractive are post-secondary VET programs  

In Albania, the rate of students’ attraction from vocational education, especially 

females and their families is still low and it is still seen more as the second-best 

opportunity to tertiary education, rather than as a way to enter in the labor market. The 

number of students who joined in vocational schools declined in the period 2006-2011 to 

38 per cent, but there was an interesting tendency to register during the academic year 

2012/2013. Partly this is a result of the demographic factors but also of the decreasing 

attractiveness of this type of education. 

The number of programs and post-secondary students is relatively small and most of 

the programs have been implemented recently. For the moment, it makes the analysis of 

the attraction degree toward this type of program very difficult. However, it is apparent 

that the majorities of students are currently enrolled in post-secondary programs and see 

these courses mainly as a catalyst to more traditional programs to Bachelor degree. 

On the other hand, the Albanian government has predicted that post-secondary 

vocational programs play a key role in contributing to employment, economic 

competitiveness, and sustainable economic growth as well as for the promotion of 

lifelong learning and knowledge-based economy. To achieve this goal, post-secondary 

programs must be positioned as a serious alternative in the numerous ranges of academic 

alternatives in the education system in Albania. 

Target groups are the general school graduates who wish to start a program focused on 

employment which replaces the initial vocational education as well as vocational 

education graduates who continue professional education is primarily a matter for the 

return to investment learning. In the north-eastern Albania are made efforts to improve 

the image and attractiveness of initial vocational education (supported by GIZ). 

Among the measures taken can be mentioned the preparation of posters, leaflets and 

websites that provide information about educational programs of various professional 

schools in this geographical area. Leaflets and posters-which refer to the websites of 

schools of AP are mainly distributed in schools of compulsory education. 

Although these activities have been a good start, new students enrolled in the AG 

stated that such information can not replace face to face communication. 

Ministry of Education has launched a web portal for VET to improve transparency 

about the various offers of VET in the country. Following the official adoption of the 

National Strategy, will be prepared a national campaign in the media in connection with 
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VET and LLL, a campaign which will be launched in the framework of the IPA project in 

order to promote the attractiveness of the VET system as a whole. 

 

3. Thoughts on politics 

Considering the fact that as the Law on Higher Education as well as VET are referred 

to post-secondary programs of VET, it is recommended that the roles and functions of 

NAVET (next respectively Qualifications Authority in Albania) and Public Agency for 

Higher Education Accreditation to clarify the terms of accreditation and quality assurance 

programs of providers and post-secondary VET programs. 

A key task of the accreditation body responsible for Albanian post-secondary 

programs (in addition to other programs) is the definition of criteria and indicators for 

quality as well as providing the relevant guidelines for VET institutions. Since these 

guidelines typically require self-assessment of VET providers, accreditation has the 

potential to improve the internal activities of VET providers for providing quality. 

Accreditation procedures vary from one country to another but can also be found some 

common features in most European countries which can orient the Albanian actors: 

• accreditation has to do with the quality of programs and / or VET institutions 

(accreditation facilities); 

• accreditation follows standards, regulations and transparent rules; 

• accreditation is a process of external quality review, which is used to monitor 

programs or organizations VET quality assurance and quality improvement; 

      • accreditation means clearly defined consequences and, in most cases, formal 

recognition (the right to grant qualifications) arising from formal decisions. 

Based on these common elements -widely understood as external evaluation of 

accreditation of offer – accreditation can help to promote the development of quality and 

responsiveness of education and professional training: 

Albanian institutions and vocational education involved in post-secondary programs 

must establish sound systems for quality assurance, in order not to find themselves in the 

company of false qualifications. Quality assurance and trust are fundamental also in terms 

of further implementation of a National Qualifications Framework. Qualifications 

frameworks are intended to facilitate the work of individuals in order to use these 

qualifications across institutional and national borders. This requires a description of the 

qualifications as learning outcomes. Recommendation of the European Qualifications 

Framework describes the quality assurance principles which should permeate the 

implementation of the national qualifications framework. This is further shown in ten 

criteria that govern / manage the referral of national qualifications frameworks such as the 

Albanian Qualifications Framework with the European Union. Criteria five and six we 

explicitly refer to the need that existing agreements documenting quality assurance, 
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underlining their importance to ensure confidence when the comparison of national 

frameworks of qualification. 

1. The accreditation is closely related to the institutional framework for the governance 

of VET systems as it implies the creation of specific independent bodies to assess and 

promote the quality of the training offer; 

2. The accreditation serves as a lever to expand the autonomy, accountability and  

a culture of self-evaluation of training organizations; 

3. The accreditation requires discussions and decisions regarding quality objectives 

and concepts which will be applied, as well as in relation to actors to be involved in 

decision-making processes; 

4. The accreditation enables evaluation of training programs according to their 

usefulness and efficiency of labor markets and national economy, and their adequacy and 

efficiency of the country students; 

5. The accreditation requires quality tools needed to assess inputs (for example: 

equipment, training of trainers) and propeset (curricula), results (certificates) and training 

outcomes (employment); 

6. The accreditation supports transparency when creating mechanisms to communicate 

and disseminate the training results. 

 

Conclusions 

Characteristics of post-secondary programs is that they strongly focus on the labor 

market. They are composed according to the specific needs of the local, regional and 

national economy levels. This is exactly what distinguishes post-secondary vocational 

programs from other academic programs. Potential employers will see the benefits of 

post-secondary programs when they will be included in their development and 

implementation since the beginning of the process. At the moment that this would 

happen, then strong links between employers and students can help to make a much 

easier transition from education and training to the labor market. In order to 

strengthen the unique feature (possible) of the post-secondary system to market – 

focus on work market- will be required to collect data related to the employment and 

students income in continuouty. 

The above mentioned experiences related to initial professional education should 

be considered when designing measures to promote the image of post-secondary 

programs in order to make them more attractive. It is required a detailed information 

and presentation and personal commitment of teachers and experts of other education 

in order to encourage students (and their parents) to choose vocational education 

instead of pursuing classic academic education system (Bachelor).  
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It is recommended that providers of post-secondary programs, to prepare a detailed 

informing material and presentation, illustrated with success stories for male and 

female students, which can be used in presentations at professional schools and high 

schools. It is advisable possible involvement of possible employers for the 

development of other informing materials. Moreover, potential employers should be 

invited during  presentations in schools as many times as it couldbe possible. 
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Chung-Yu Chiu, University of Łódź, Poland; Tamkang University, Taiwan 

 

THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF TAIWANESE FAMILIES’ CONSUMPTION 

AND TRENDS (1982~2012) 

  

Introduction 

In the developing Asian society, the “Family” has the key effective power, not only in 

the political operation, but also in the developing economy. And the usual life of Asian 

families is a measure standard to understand the basic and popular economic activities 

and the trend, also a way to make further social policies to promote the citizen structure 

and the benefits by understanding the operation and development about the Asian 

families, especially about the consumption and their income structure. 

Taiwan, an Asian small open economy and one of Four Asian Tigers,
280

 in spite of the 

international political status is indistinct, still is one of the main role to effect the 

development of global and regional economics. Taiwan’s economic development became 

a model to the other Asian countries and it was also a golden time in Taiwan during the 

1970s to the beginning of 1990s. In this period, it also displayed the difference and the 

change in Taiwan’s macroeconomics, from good to bad. During 1952 to 2012, the 

average economic growth rate in Taiwan is 7.3%, is also one of countries, which is the 

fastest global economic growth after World War II, obviously, the presentation of 

Taiwanese economic development was much better than the other Asian States.
281

 Taiwan 

is the 144
th
 member state of World Trade Organization (WTO) after 2002 and named 

“The Separate Customs Territory of Taiwan, Penghu, Kinmen and Matsu”, in order to 

distinguish from People Republic of China (P.R.O.C.). And according to OECD database 

about the participation index in Global Value Chains (GVCs), the percentage of 

participation of Taiwan (so-called Chinese Taipei) is 49.5% in 1995 and 71% in 2009. 

From 1980s, this was the second time to promote the economic development in 

Taiwan, Taiwanese became richer then before, and the families started to ask the quality 

of the life. So this article will follow the “Engel’s Law” and use “ Linear Regression” by 

SPSS to understand the stage development and the relationship of the Taiwanese 

families’ consumption and the current receipts from 1982 to 2012, and tries to prove the 

development about Taiwanese families more and more focus on asking the quality of life 

and the consumption for the health, transportation and communication, education and 

leisure activities. 

 

                                                           
280 Four Asian Tigers are included Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea, and Taiwan, these four highly free and 

developed economies in Eastern Asia. 
281 Available from: National Development Council, Republic of China (Taiwan), http://www.ndc.gov.tw/encontent. 
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The Economic Analysis of the Structure of Taiwanese Families’ Consumption by 

the Engel’s Law 

According to the database of the Directorate-General of Budget, Accounting and 

Statistics in Taiwan, firstly, the situation about the consumption of Taiwanese families,  

as the increasing of the income, as the lowering percentage of the consumption of the 

Food, Non-alcoholic beverages and tobacco (from 37.91% of total expenditures in 1982 

to 16.54% in 2012, please see Table.2), and it also means that the lower of the Engel 

coefficient brings the higher of the living standards of the people in a country or region. 

(See the Figure 1) 

 
Figure 1. The Yearly Compare between Percentage of Total Consumption of “Food, Non-alcoholic Beverages 

and Tobacco” and the “Current Receipts_NTD per household” 

 
Source: www.eng.stat.gov.tw 

 

Therefore, most of all Taiwanese families were at the richer stage from 1980s.  

The significant reason was improving the policy of the deposit saving by the government, 

in order to solve the capital invest lack after losing the financial support from U.S.A.. 

Because of the saving positively, the disposable income per household and consumption 

were increasing, especially on promoting the quality of the life.
282

 Second, about the 

relationship between the percentage of the consumption of the clothing and footwear and 

the current receipts, the share of this consumption has been less than 10%, and further 

reduced in 2012 to 3%, this trend is related to Taiwanese shopping habit, “fast fashion
283

” 

has become a main tendency for shopping. (See the Figure 2) 

 

                                                           
282 The percentage of the saving among Taiwanese families is about 20% of the total income receipts per year from 

1982-2012. 
283 Fast fashion is a terminology of the fashion industry, it means that popular fashionable, fast, cheap consumption, 

e.g. Fast Fashion clothing. 
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Figure. 2. The Yearly Compare between Percentage of Total Consumption of “Clothing and Footwear” and 

the “Current Receipts_NTD per household” 

 
And the third, about the percentage change of  “Housing, Water, Electricity, Gas and 

Other fuels”, “Furnishing, Household equipment and Routine household maintenance” 

and “Miscellaneous goods and Services”, because these subjects were the basic 

consumption in all Taiwanese families, even the current receipts was increased yearly, 

their share of the total consumption does not be changed significantly, even quite stable. 

If checking the simple scatterplots of these consumptions, it should be discovered that the 

distributions were dispersed, importantly it should be mentioned that the share of 

“Housing, Water, Electricity, Gas and Other fuels” is about 24% in these 30 years, but 

this actual expenditure in 2012 is more increased than in 1982. (See the Figure 3, Figure 4 

and Figure 5) 

Figure 3. The Yearly Compare between Percentage of Total Consumption of “Housing, Water, Electricity, 

Gas and Other fuels” and the “Current Receipts_NTD per household” 

  
Source: www.eng.stat.gov.tw 
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Figure 4.  The Yearly Compare between Percentage of Total Consumption of “Furnishing, Household 

equipment and Routine household maintenance” and the “Current Receipts_NTD per household” 

 

 

Because of the successfully economic transition, Taiwan's society and all industries 

created a wealthy and multi-cultural development during the 1980s, and also promoted 

Taiwan and her citizens walking to the development with “liberalization, 

internationalization and institutionalization”. But there were some social problems been 

existed under this golden time, especially the shortage of the internal demand, the 

currency inflation and the behaviors of speculation and the gambling. 

Figure 5. The Yearly Compare between Percentage of Total Consumption of “Miscellaneous goods and 

Services” and the “Current Receipts_NTD per household” 

 
 Source: www.eng.stat.gov.tw 
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On the other hand, because of the “Ten Major Construction Projects” during 1970s and 

the related technical projects during 1980s in Taiwan
284

, Taiwan’s government led this 

new Asian country to become a modern industrial society. Although Taiwanese citizens 

argued these policies during 1980s, even called them, “the Infrastructures for the richer 

Middle class”, especially the National Highway No. 1 and the nuclear power plant, but no 

doubt that because of these infrastructures, it was more convenient and the movement 

between urban and rural areas gradually increasing frequency, even easier to transport to 

abroad. (See the Figure 6) 

Figure 6. The Yearly Compare between Percentage of Total Consumption of “Transport and 

Communication” and the “Current Receipts_NTD per household” 

 
Source: www.eng.stat.gov.tw 

 

Besides the practical convenience from the “Ten Major Construction Projects” and 

related technical projects, when the government declared martial law on 1 July 1987,  

it brought more freedom to Taiwanese citizens and its society, and even more multi 

developing opportunities. More and more Taiwanese families liked to spend the 

                                                           
284 “Ten Major Construction Projects” in Taiwan during 1970s was included. 

1. National Highway No. 1: from Keelung City to Kaohsiung City, with a branch to the International Airport); 
2. Electrification of Western Line railway; 

3. North-Link Line railway; 

4. Chiang Kai-shek International Airport (later renamed Taiwan Taoyuan International Airport); 
5. Port of Taichung; 

6. Su-ao Port; 
7. China Shipbuilding Corporation (CSBC) Shipyard, Kaohsiung; 

8. China Steel Factory; 

9. Oil refinery and industrial park; 
10. Nuclear power plant. 
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increasing of the traveling abroad and the spending of the restaurant and the hotels, In 

addition to experience foreign cultures, but also to enjoy the fun during the traveling. (see 

the Figure 7 and Figure 8). 

 

Figure 7. The Yearly Trend and compare between “Outbound Departure of Nationals of Taiwan, by Year 

1982~2012” and the Current Receipts_NTD per household285 

 
Source: www.eng.stat.gov.tw 

 

Figure 8. The Yearly Compare between Percentage of Total Consumption of “Restaurants and Hotels” and 

the “Current Receipts_NTD per household” 

 
Source: www.eng.stat.gov.tw 

 

                                                           
285 Available from: Tourism Bureau, M.O.T.C. Republic of China (Taiwan), http://admin.taiwan.net.tw/index_en.aspx. 
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Because of the growth of the developing economics in Taiwan, the parents hoped to 

have more educational opportunity and the better quality for their children in the future, 

and this is also a traditional idea of Taiwanese families: "Studying is the best than 

anything else". Generally speaking, in order to promote the basic education and literacy, 

Taiwan’s government increased studying time from 6 years to 9 years for the “Education 

for Primary and Junior High School Students” from 1968. And the 1990s was a key 

period of Taiwanese education reformation, the multiple entrance program for students in 

high schools was replaced the university entrance examination, in order to promote the 

high education.  

As time goes by, this policy was not only promoted for the foundation of the basic 

technical workforce of Taiwan's industrial development during 1980s and 1990s, but also 

promoted Taiwanese society's spirit, the basic spending for the education and the other 

cultural issues, for example, the musical concerts, art salons and the other projects, were 

all increased from about 3% to 12% of total consumption per household from 1982, 

especially among the middle class, it means that the most families would like to spend 

more money to participate in cultural activities. (See the Figure 9) 

 
Figure 9.  The Yearly Compare between Percentage of Total Consumption of “Recreation and Culture and 

Education” and the “Current Receipts_NTD per household” 

 
Source: www.eng.stat.gov.tw 

Although there were some challenges to the National Health Insurance (NHI) in 

Taiwan, but many Taiwanese, especially the poor and the emergency, were helped by this 

policy. The first generation NHI was operated on 1 March 1995. When the Taiwanese 

families were getting rich, they also regarded on the quality of medical health, but some 

medical program were still expensive, the NHI helped the general families been able to 

pay less for the high spending of the medical care, especially the long-term care. The 
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significantly increasing of the spending and the share of the "Health" was distributed 

from 1995 (10.37% of total consumption), but on the contrast, it should be considered 

that the abuse of medical resources when the citizens had the cheaper paying for the 

medical programs. (See the Figure 10) 

 
Figure 10. The Yearly Compare between Percentage of Total Consumption of “Health” and the “Current 

Receipts_NTD per household” 

 
Source: www.eng.stat.gov.tw 

In summary, because of increasing of the current receipts among Taiwanese families, 

the Structure of the consumption in Taiwan during this period was significantly changed 

from the basic demand for the life to the demand for promoting the quality of the life. 

There were significantly decline of the share of total consumption of “Food, Non-

alcoholic beverages and Tobacco” and “Clothing and Footwear”, and small decline of the 

share of “Furnishing, Household equipment and Routine household maintenance”. And 

there were all increase of the share of “Health”, “Transport and Communication”, 

“Recreation and Culture and Education” and “Restaurants and Hotels”. It means that 

these characteristics of getting rich were visible. 

 

The Statistics Analysis of the Correlation of Taiwanese Families’ Consumption by 

Linear Regression of SPSS 

 In order to understand the consumptions in Taiwanese families, the author remade 

Table 1 and Table 2 from “The Survey of Family Income and Expenditure, 2012”, and 

available from Directorate-General of Budget, accounting and Statistics belonging to 

Taiwan’s Executive YUAN. These items of the annual surveys also are as follows: a. 

Household members; b. Household facilities and housing conditions; c. Income and 
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expenditure; and d. Consumption expenditure; and this article would be according to the 

< c > and < d > in this survey, in order to analyze the Taiwanese families’ consumption 

and the trend. About this annual statistic report, the reference time is the one-year period 

from 1 January to 31 December. For static data, the reference time is the end of the year. 

The interview was executed from January to February. The final result of the survey 

would be released at the end of August and the report would be published in October.
286

 

 

Table 1. Major Figures of Family Income and Expenditure (Unit: _person & _NTD, 30,4 NTD = 1 USD) 

 

Source: Remade by the Author. Available from: “The Survey of Family Income and Expenditure, 2012”, 

Directorate-General of Budget, Accounting and Statistics, Executive YUAN, Taiwan Republic of China, pp. 

17-18. 

 

Focus on these basic consumptions for Taiwanese families, there is a question that 

“When Taiwanese families purchase the household equipment and the other maintenance, 

how this consumption to affect the other consumptions? ”. In order to understand this 

question, firstly the author makes the symbol Xi (i =1, 2, 3 and 4) for these variables of 

selected consumptions, below: 

 

                                                           
286 Directorate-General of Budget, Accounting and Statistics, Taiwan’s Executive YUAN, “The Survey of Family 

Income and Expenditure, 2012”, Taipei: Taiwan’s Executive YUAN, Preface. 
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Table 2. Percent Distribution of Total Expenditures of Taiwanese Families  

(Unit: %_percentage) 

Source: Remade by the Author. Available from: “The Survey … and Expenditure, 2012”, Directorate-

General of Budget, Accounting and Statistics, Executive YUAN, Taiwan Republic of China, p. 32. 

 

According to <Table. 3> and <Table. 4> below, they are able to show the “Descriptive 

statistics and Correlations” about the consumption of Taiwanese families, which were 

declined. It is showing the Mean, Std. Deviation and Select Cases (N = 31) in Table. 3.  

And the other one is showing the “Pearson correlation and 1-tailed Significance 

Testing” among three variables” in <Table. 4>. 

According to <Table. 4>, it can be discovered the Pearson correlation among the 

variable, “Furnishing, Household equipment and Routine household maintenance” (X4) 

and the other variables, “Food, Non-alcoholic beverages and Tobacco” (X1) and 

“Clothing and Footwear”(X2) are 0.874 and 0.916, so it has a significant effect among 

these three variables. But the Pearson correlation among the variable, X4 and the 

variable, “Housing, Water, Electricity, Gas and Other fuels” (X3) is -0.098, not 

significant, and even its correlations with the other two variables all are not significant. 

And the Pearson correlation between the variables, “X1” and “X2” is 0.901; it is a 

significant linear correlation between both variables. 
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Table 3. Descriptive Statistics 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

X4 3.0145 .50852 31 

X1 22.4939 7.19559 31 

X2 4.6397 1.24962 31 

X3 24.5684 .88768 31 

                           Table 4. Correlations 

 X4 X1 X2 X3 

Pearson Correlation X4 1.000 .874 .916 -.098 

X1 .874 1.000 .901 -.297 

X2 .916 .901 1.000 .040 

X3 -.098 -.297 .040 1.000 

Sig. (1-tailed) X4 . .000 .000 .299 

X1 .000 . .000 .052 

X2 .000 .000 . .416 

X3 .299 .052 .416 . 

Source : Own calculations 

 

Table 5 is included the results by Linear Regression in SPSS, and followed the 

Variable Entered/Removed (to use “Enter” method), these variables are all enforced and 

entered in the model of Linear Regression; and R = 0.926, it means there is strong/high 

significant linear relationship among the variables. R
2
 = 0.857, it means that there are 

85.7% variance can be explained by the independent variables.  

So it also means that there is a significant effect and the explanatory power from these 

variables. According to Table 5, p-value in ANOVA < 0.0001; it means that there is the 

significant level, and it can be discovered “X2” is the most significant and important 

affection then “X1 and X3” to “X4”, and the p-value = 0.002 (p < 0.05) and the Beta = 

0.868.  

The result of this significant affection between X2 and X4 is displayed that the better 

life of Taiwanese families in recent years, i.e. they would like to pay more money for 

these consumptions. 

Table 5. The Results by SPSS 

Independent variables Coefficient 

Standardized 

coefficient 

Beta 

t statistics p-value 

Constant 2.907  1.853 0.075 

X1 0.004 0.058 0.225 0.824 

X2 0.353 0.868 3.492 0.002*** 

X3 -0.066 -0.115 -1.019 0.317 

p-value in ANOVA <0.0001*** 

R 0.926 

R2 0.857 

Std. Error of the Estimate 
0.203 

Source : Own calculations 
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The Residuals Statistics, and the Maximum of the Std. Predicted Value equal to 1.655 

(σ< 3), so according to the principle of the 3 Sigma, it means there is tight discrete degree 

for this test and normal. (See the Figure 11) 

Figure 11. Histogram 

 
Source : Own calculations 

 

Conclusion 

In summary, in the Engel’s Law, the figures note that Taiwanese society has a fairly 

mature economy and development.
287

 And first, according to the empirical test for the 

correlation of four main consumptions of Taiwanese families during 1982 to 2012, author 

concludes the results briefly, below: 

A. Because there is the significant positive correlation with X1, X2 and X4, it means 

that the consumption trend of Taiwanese families have more attention to improve the 

material life, i.e. increasing of disposable income contributes to the refinement of the 

household consumption, it becomes a normal situation that well food eating, well 

household equipment using and well dressing. 

B. There is a non-significant and negative correlation between X3 and X4, it means 

that no matter the consumption of Taiwanese household equipment and maintenance is 

high or low, the hydropower costs have been belong to normal spending of disposable 

income, i.e. increasing of disposable income has prompted more consumption options to 

Taiwanese families. After people satisfy the basic consumption, they further attend to 

                                                           
287 After the Gross National Product (GNP) per capita of Taiwan breakthrough 10,000 US dollars in 1992, Taiwan's 

economy gradually entered a mature stage, even during the financial crisis in this period, the economic growth was still 
maintained 6.3% per year. 
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other spiritual consumption, e.g. the culture and education, and also make more attention 

to the health and medical care. 

It can be discovered that this is a special situation and consumption trend among 

Taiwanese families, “the Quality” is became the important ask, although the share of 

consumption of the clothes and the household equipment are not large, but on contrast, 

they are the very necessary spending, besides the cheaper and well design, under the 

atmosphere to more focus on the environmental protection, request for the quality and 

material structure of the clothes and equipment should be suited the regulations of the 

protection for the environment. 

Therefore, Taiwanese families like to make more consumption on the health, 

education and the leisure activities. And because of the advanced technology and the 

industrial skills, a free trade and economic system, Taiwanese may own the cheaper but 

better things for promoting the usual life. And they became the necessary and basic 

spending about the food, clothes and the household equipment, although they were the 

most important consumption in Taiwan’s society in the beginning of this developing 

economy. But, at last, it cannot deny that the social problems are appeared following the 

richer life in Taiwan, not only the criminal events and abused, but also possibility of the 

social and sense of alienation and disappointment depression, and most important, the 

corruption and uncertain government policies, these are the urgent problems to promote 

Taiwanese economics to achieve the next growth. 
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE MEANING AND IMPORTANCE OF CUSTOMARY 

RIGHT IN ALBANIA 

 

Introduction 

Referring to the geographical position, Albania, although isolated, has always been at 

the crossroads of empires and civilizations. In antiquity, for centuries Albania  has been 

found on the political, military, and cultural borders  between East and West, between the 

early Roman Empire and Greek civilization, and later in the Middle Ages, between 

Catholic Italy and the Lower orthodocs Empire.  Further, until full occupation by the 

Turks, it was in front between Christian Europe and the Islamic East. 

The history of every nation is a mixture of elements picture of social, economic, 

political and legal. The combination of these elements defines what we call the historical 

stages which shed light on our on-time performance, development and perfection, 

innovation and traces of the past. Every social order needs a legal framework for 

regulation of human Interethnic, within this is conditioned by social factors, economic 

and political. East and the rule of a certain economic relations requires necessarily legal 

definitions.  

These provisions largely been characterized by indigenous element but also the foreign 

element, remover of occupations at different times. Albania among its important the 

elements of cultural heritage preserves the common law as a creation of its people 

forever. No special authorship public ministry this work, it represents a picture in which 

either all participating provincial fading colors of being strengthened by economical and 

social factors of policies. 

 

The customary right  as a creation of its own people forever 

Its creation was a human necessity, came from his soul of a nation aiming unique 

identity preservation of this  nation. This  was a difficult mission, extending over 

centuries, which successfully fulfilled its wisdom ee nation by generations. The  inherited 

from generation to apply, to keep and to reproduce customary rates for the Albanian 

meant to respect "state" even though he did not exist in legal form as it should had been . 

The term customary right  is also of computation with canon right term to find the 

origin  term "canon" in Greco-Byzantine tradition, namely  "nomokanon" understood as 

religious legal norms that would disclose later emperors bizantin. Later the  Turkish 

language turned into Kanuname,  legal norms revealed  sultani.  If we take a strict stand 

the word originally meaning canon meant a single  nor, but  only later under the term 

implied a set of norms or unwritten corpus juris that belonged to the people. 

Full analysis of this right will only be realized considering ekonomical conditions, 

social and political  provinces of policies where this right has acted . many  phenomenon 

which refer to history and law arise from analysis of legal norms of law customary 

interdependent these socio-economic development of each specifc regions . By existing 

as a borned law created  in a given moment reflects  historical development material 

conditions of people's lives, it  walks with  development the notion of property constantly 
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providing clearer facts of  differentiation of society in the process of time in terms of the 

ekonomical rates.we may find the right period to reflect the passage of the patriarchal 

order in the patriarchal feudal tribal, preserving elements of the new  and old order. Even 

if  this right is haunted by a foreign factor and also from local changes, it is characterized 

by common features by providing in this way  an incontestable proof of its  national 

featured  caracter
288

.  

The origin of the Albanian customary right dates from the time of the Illyrians, this 

fact is clear from the judicial institutions that there were showed from the ancient times. 

As form of of law that has operated in the absence of the state has showed  that it-s self-

governmental goal has their achievements and at the moment of release that state the 

historical scene she joined state law, has lived together in symbiosis with it becoming  

a part of it, of the right component state and the rest continued to ëvepronte in 

independently. 

Various moments of foreigner rules have shown different forms of its action, an action 

with a strong intensity at the time of the Ottoman occupation, as a call for survival of  

Albanian regions with the resurgence of old forms of specific tribal organisation. It’s 

specific lies in the fact that in it we find all the moments to reflect historical that 

accompanied our country since its birth until the time when it was weakened in 

implementation., XX century. 

Different analysts lawyer or historian many times in their writings to this right are 

expressed in  the terms of an albanian "constitution". A history of the rule of law 

attributes this term labors Albanian customary right ? 

No doubt that this right is a complete  judicial system , including all branches of law, 

civil norms, criminal, family, extending procedural these rates adjustment for all of the 

kinds of economic and social relations of different ages .Therefore it constitutes a  juris 

corpus which had provided any situation regulation stemming from the development of 

relations between the peoples of the society that it belonged.  

A detailed analysis will devote resources to this right as decrees or canons in different 

areas Albania will see how rates are legally defined civil character that lay mainly in the 

regulation of property relations anticipating any form of alienation saj. Nga else we have 

criminal caracter rates being divided in half institute's general and the special part
289

. 

There Are projected  the concepts of the  offense that precede the protection of social 

relations, is scheduled fault in his two forms of intent and negligence, preparation and 

cooperation as a concept unique is tentative forecast. The sentence which clearly 

expresses carater of a divided society (class) of Albanian customary right.  

It is  special how these rates would be  applied enforced since missing the strong force 

of the government. This  had found its forms of implementation of austerity which were 

collekcive form such as assemblies, trial nursing, public opinion or the strength of the 

individual or vendetta. In the special are treated many types of crimes against persons 

such as murder, injury, insult, beating etj.we can see  this  phenomenon, the prediction of 

the types of criminal acts influenced by the drejuta Eshet canonical since it played an 

important role in medieval feudal society.  

                                                           
288 Kastelli Xh, Vilani S, Ahmetaj L, Velija Q. (2005). "E drejta zakonore shoqëria, ligji",  Studime   historike viti  

Nr.2 /1973 p.8-20 . 
289 Ibidem. 
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Should be  admitted that canonical law has constantly exerted pressure on  albanian 

customary right  but never managed to merge with it . it is interesting  in criminal actions 

are directed against private propertys destruction of other’s property.   

Their Canon’s define the socio-economic forecast differentiation in various mountain 

areas or field after the Highland preserved for a long time the joint property on land and 

in low areas ran it again private. This showes once again the caracter of the custom law 

and it’s diversity because different canons reflected local features making the rights  

incredibly diverse
290

. 

 

The basic principles on which are based all canonical norms 

It is striking in all sources of Albanian customary right  the existence of fundamental 

principles on which are based all canonical norms of every Albanian province of its  unity 

trait.one of the  basic principles that we find is the principle of a promise or giving speech 

which apply to the entire population and had  the  importance of a legal institution for 

people, stipulated the kind of faith, loyalty given cases, and to whom it was given 

responsibility for its violation was one of the most serious commitments under 

canon. Another principle was determined by personal honorary canon in two forms, 

personal and collective .it was a principle whose birth was asked by the society on its own 

, where they lived, a closed society, with a high pride. We have the principle of equality 

of men from the blood by which all people were treated by canonical norms  

as a principleof equality.  

It is shown  early origins of our canonical norms as equality before the law related to 

the human rights.the priciple of hospitality  is present in all the statutes indicates that  

a friend had an important place in the canon, he was revered in a way that can not be 

found in any other Balkan country, a figure almost sacred. 

The study of this right question is how it should be called the Albanian legal system in 

his beginnings as Albanian customary right  or as canonical right? Referring to foreign 

authors who have contributed to its study, speak Albanian customs and legal traditions. 

In the case where the right is treated as a cluster of customs and customs returns 

ethnographic examination subjects. As a customary right  or canon mainly taken 

historiography and can say that on the surface it is handled by the right case. There was 

the idea that the treatment of the right just as customary right  is carried out only because 

it is written, these opinions are not based logic is if we refer to the fact that these 

attributes make the laws of Hammurabi in Babylon documents, Manus in India, drakoni 

in Greece, Tables XII in Rome. 

Determination of the law as such is a matter of subjective interpretation and 

perspective as:  

First; characteristic of the old written law even in later times is the source from which 

emerge, which means that laws are dictated by the type of social organization, they are 

laws of rulers and as such must necessarily be written to the effect of recognition and 

enforcement of their subjects Whereas laws emanating from the organized society itself 

democratically conceived as its legal consciousness that. 

                                                           
290 Yamamoto, K (2005), “The etical structure of Kanun and cultural implications” translated. Sh.B.A.  Historical 

studies,  Nr.2 /1973. fq.8-18.  
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Second; There have been recent discoveries have shown that Albanian law can not be 

said to have been an unwritten . the discovering of the  Albanian  cities Constitutions   

is a clear evidence leading to the conclusion that there is no possibility that he thought 

deep legal expressed in the so-called highlands customary rules, not to be written once the 

current diku.Mosgjetja not necessarily foretell their non-existence
291

. 

It is worth noting the fact that right now such as Roman, Byzantine, Ottoman or 

studied slave without the attribute "customary" .Ndryshe is the situation in Albanian law, 

it made this moment exceptional and not positively affect it because the lower level Study 

after not accepted as a system. Review and analysis of Albanian law should be carried out 

by lifting toward other rights thus eliminating the position of penalties anatemues 

Albanian law, touching as integral elements within the legal system and not  

as a representation or his incarnation . On the formal side, the country could rise 

Albanians in Kosovo are signs that law has not determined a creation time, its not known 

compiler, lacks cohesion and legal systematic, it has a limited jurisdiction and that 

reflects the written and only incomplete the 20th century, under the Canon of Lek 

Dukagjin denomination
292

.         

Over time there have been many hypotheses creation for the fact that this right is not 

attributable to any ruler name veprimi.Më time further defined in its lack of a deep study 

of the character of this right, the spirit that the crosses, the elements coinciding with 

certain time or historical milestones social organization, does not allow its alignment with 

any gjithatë krijimi.Me time this does not mean that this finding sheds that the nature  

of deductions jurirdik.  

If we talk about system’s creation time its antiquity dates from the consideration that 

element that reflected typicals come up organically in our times, of finding too early in 

historical sources, for example in epigraphic document that speaks to the League of 

Mollosve, to Appian, which  recounting the relationship of Rome  with the queen Teuta 

.By comparison of this law with Germanic one , we can understand that the root of the 

Albanian law dates back at least to the times before the fourth century AD
293

.  

The fact that Albanian law has lacked systematic early does not remove the core, but 

only testifies conditions and circumstances in which it is transmitted to the present day 

under the influence of many natural factors.from its  historical and current data for efforts 

codification of the range in the second half of the 19th century, the Turkish project to the 

laws on the codification of customary right  Albanians in Kosovo are, without talking 

about the subject that has brought different Albanologists earlier without claim for  

a codification. In the years 1913-1929 Father Gjeçov collected  and published rates over 

all other laws but not completed this historical initiative after being killed by his 

serbians
294

. The writting was  published in Fishta At 1933. In the  foreword for the 

publication of the summary of Gjeçovi talk about the importance of collecting folklore 

and docks
295

.  

 

                                                           
291 Xh. Kastelli , rates, vep e cit.  p.12-13. 
292 Sh. Gjecovi,  The Kanun of Leke Dukagjini,Tirana 1993. 
293 Xh. Kastelli, vep e cit.  p.153-160. 
294 Sh.Gjecovi,  vep e cit.pv. 
295 Valentini, Z. (2005).  “The right of comunitites in albanian judicial”. historical studies , Nr.2 /1973. fq.30.  
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Conclusions 

Albanian customary right  rights is one of the oldest and most exclusive modern 

Europe the years 1400- 1900. Its Vecaneria lies in the fact that it arises in parallel with 

the state at a time when there was no Albanian state as a territorial unit Institutional 

governmental organization. 

The customary right  as part had a longevity and continuity in some specific regions, 

as among centuries it has expressed the will of the Albanian people, it has not been the 

product of the impacts of invaders or certain individuals, but are adapted to the conditions 

and circumstances country specific. 

In customary right , ethics and unity sanctioned a series of moral and legal values  

as basic principles of equality, freedom and other institutions with moral values  

as loyalty, fortitude, nobility, hospitality and generosity. Through this right clearly 

expresses the popular philosophy of self-righteousness, according to custom rules, which 

tell of what is right and what is not and how to act human. 

In the absence of the Albanian state as a whole right zakonare played the role of the 

Constitution and laws to regulate legal relations of the population of the local self-

government units. 
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THE RURAL DEVELOPMENT  IN ALBANIA AND THE FARMERS’INCOMES 

 

Introduction 

Since 2007, an amount of approximately 50 million Euro has been allocated to the 

national schemes on the annual basis and following certain criteria which promote the 

increase of the agriculture planting, the cultivated agriculture area  and the facilitation of 

the farmers credits. The schemes reflect the government policies related to the 

development of the rural areas and agriculture sector. 

Relative to the compliance with CAP and preparation of the necessary structures for 

the implementation of Rural Development schemes allocated by the European Union, 

grant schemes have been also allocated to albanian farmers and agro-businesses from the 

EU IPA funding and using the quasi IPARD criteria and procedures.   

 

I. Rural development in Albania and policy challenges  

II.1 The general socio-economic situation 

On 1 October 2011, the usually resident population in Albania was 2 821 977.  

The population has declined around 8.0 per cent, compared to the 2001, according to the 

Population and Housing Census 2011. The main causes of this decline are mainly the 

reduction of fertility and immigration during the compared period 
296

. 

Table 1: Albanian Population according to Censuses of the Population and Housing 2001 and 2011 

000 inhabitants 

 2001 2011 2012 

Population 3.069 2.800 2.816 

0-14 899 579 582 

15-59 1.826 1.773 1.783 

60+ 344 448 451 

Source: Instat- Albania in figures 2013 

 

The average age of the resident population is increased from 30,6 years in 2001 to 35,3 

years in 2011. For the first time, the population living in urban areas has exceeded the 

population living in rural areas. The resident population in urban areas was 53.5 per cent 

while 46.5 per cent of the population lived in rural areas. 

 

Table 2  : Population according to the urban-rural division in % 

 2001 2011 

Urbane 47 54 

Rurale 53 46 

Gjithsej 100 100 

Source: INSTAT Population and Housing Census 2011 

                                                           
296 INSTAT Population and Housing Census 2011. 
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The internal population movement from rural area to the urban area is the main cause 

of the inverted proportion of urban-rural population, according to the census 2011. 

During the intercensal period 2001-2011 these movements have been continuous and with 

high intensity.   

Furthermore, after 1990 the country experienced massive migrations which, combined 

with the internal movements brought changes in the distribution of the population and its 

demographic characteristics. Since 1990, approximately one fifth of the total population 

has left the country and live abroad, making Albania to experience large population 

movements from rural to urban areas
297

. In the period 1989 - 2001, the population 

decreased by 4% to 3,069,275 and the rural population by 15 percent. 

According to Barjaba 2000, there were 800 thousand Albanian migrants. In 2005, the 

Albanian government published the figure of  1 million emigrants. The World Bank 

studied this phenomena in its scope, features and trends, based upon the LSMS 2005 data. 

One of the derived conclusions is that 75% of emigrants
298

 are male and the majority of 

them are young male from rural area of the country.  

This phenomena caused negative consequences to the labor forces, the development of 

the rural area and the level of living of rural population.  

Table 3  :  The population structure in Albania, 2011 

 Urban Rural Total Rural/Totali 

Total 1,498,508 1,301,630 2,800,138 46.5% 

Male 742,671 660,388 1,403,059 47.1% 

Female 755,837 641,242 1,397,079 45.9% 

Female/total 50.4% 49.3% 49.9%  

Source: Instat: Poluation and Housing Census 2011 

According to INSTAT data, the labor force in agriculture accounts for  50% of the 

working age population  or around 55% of the total employed (522 thousand employed  

in 2012).  

The characteristic of the labor force in rural areas is the fact that the number of women 

is higher that the number of men, but, when we come to the farm heads only 6.5% of 

farms are headed by women toward 93.5% of male heads.  

 

II.2  Economic, agricultural and rural development 

Albania has been characterized by macroeconomic stability over the latest years. 

Economic growth has ranged between 3% and 4%, while inflation has not exceeded 3.6% 

during the last years. Albanian GDP per capita is about ALL 447,000 equivalent to about 

EUR 3,200 per capita.  

                                                           
297 Carletto, C., Davis, B., Stampini, M., Trento, S., and Zezza, A. 2004. Internal mobility. 

and external migration in Albania, ESA Working Paper 04-13, Rome, FAO. 
298 Carlo Azzarri, Calogero Carletto, 2009, Modelling Migration Dynamics in Albania, A Hazard Function Approach. 
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The value of agricultural production (its contribution to GDP) has increased from ALL 

122.9 billion (EUR 878 million) in 2000 and ALL 165.6 billion in 2007 (EUR 1,184 

million) to ALL 248.8 billion in 2012 (EUR 1,788 million), see table 4. The annual 

economic real growth rate of the sector has been significant (5.4 % in 2012), but it has 

been characterized by fluctuations. One reason – among others - behind these fluctuations 

is often dysfunctional irrigation and drainage infrastructure exposing the agriculture 

sector to severe weather conditions and climate change effects
299

.  

Agriculture plays an important role in the Albanian economy. Agriculture accounts for 

18.3 % of GDP, and the share has increased in 2012 and 2011 compared to 2010, but also 

compared to 2007. This is because agriculture has grown with higher pace compared to 

the rest of the economy during the last years.  

 

Table 4: Contribution of agriculture sector in the Albanian economy 

Indicator Unit 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Share of agricultural 

sector in GDP 

In % of GDP 

(current prices) 

17.1 16.7 16.7 17.3 17.7 18.3 

Agro-food exports ALL (million) 7,522 7,399 7,536 9,154 12,098 12,983 

Agro-food imports ALL (million) 62,896 73,087 69,217 80,293 84,794 87,493 

Trade deficit ALL (million) 55,374 65,688 61,681 71,139 72,696 74,510 

Trade deficit/trade volume Percentage 79 82 80 80 75 74 

Agro-food trade balance Export: Import 1:8 1:10 1:9 1:8 1:7 1:6.7 

Source: INSTAT (GDP and employment) and MAFCP (trade figures) 2013 

 

Imports of agro-food products have increased by 39 % in 2012 compared to 2007, 

while exports have increased even at higher pace, namely 72 % for the respective periods, 

thus trade deficit is growing at lower rate, but the trade imbalance is still a big challenge 

for the sector. Agriculture development is important also in terms of enhancing standard 

of living and poverty alleviation. In addition to direct effects, by increasing income and 

food availability for agriculture households, it also affects indirectly standard of living 

through lower prices in both urban and rural areas. Between 2007 and 2012 overall prices 

increased by 15%, while food prices increased by 25% (CPI, calculated by INSTAT). The 

highest increase (44%) was marked in the category "bread and cereals", whose prices 

largely are determined by world trends. However, meat and dairy products marked a 

lower increase (19% and 23% respectively) compared to overall food price index. 

Whereas vegetables (one of the subsectors, which marked one of the highest increases of 

production the last years, resulting in structural trade surplus and self-sufficiency) marked 

an increase of only 2% during this reference period, demonstrating that increase 

production contributes towards lower prices.   

 

                                                           
299 Albanian Intersectorial Strategy on Rural Development and Agriculture 2014-2020.  
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II. Description of the current situation and identification of the needs   

III.1 National schemes 

The National schemes in Albania are allocated to farmers in the form of support and 

direct payments with the aim to increase the agriculture production in the main 

agriculture sectors. The support to farmers is given on annual basis and goes to promote 

the production more and less the investments. Anyway, the types of schemes have 

changed from year to year aiming at promoting the farmers initiatives to invest in the use 

of their agriculture land. One of the new schemes is related to the suport of the rural 

credits in the agro-processing and farms mechanisation. During the period 2007-2012, 

approximately 50 million Euro (using the rate of  1 Eur=140 ALL) have been allocated in 

the support of directs schemes and investments to farms and agribusinesses.  

The Government subsidies for the vineyeard sector are increased from year to year 

accounting for around 429 million Albanian leks for the period 2007-2012 

(table 5-6 below).  

Table 5: Subsidies in vineyards 2007-2012 

Financed 

projects 

Total area 

in ha 

Value in AL leks 

1,635 1117. 429,213,410 

Source: Albanian Payment Agency 

 
Table 6: Subsidies in vineyards 2007-2012 for the districts Fier and Shkoder 

Source: Albanian Payment Agency 

 

The measures were continued in 2013 together with two measures under the IPARD 

like grant scheme. The total budget for 2012 and 2013 was EUR 8 million and EUR 

7.5 million (inclusive national co-financing of IPARD grant scheme) respectively. 

Furthermore a Rural Credit Guarantee Fund for financing of loans for activities in 

agriculture and processing financed through IPA Component 1 is ongoing with a 

budget EUR 5.5 million, of which EUR 5 million are from EU. 

 

III.2 IPARD-like-schemes 

Albania is an aspirant country to become an European Union Member. On May 2006 

the Stabilisation and Association Agreeement between the European Communities and 

their Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of Albania, of the other part, has 

been signed. The agreement expresses the commitment by Albania to approximate its 

 Financed 

projects 

Total area in 

ha 

Value in AL leks 

Shkoder 

 

174 142.05 61,066,900 

Fier 164 133.494 59,940,500 
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legislation in the relevant sectors to that of the Community, and to effectively implement 

it. The acquis on agriculture and rural development covers a large number of binding 

rules, many of which are directly applicable. The proper application of these rules and 

their effective enforcement and control by an efficient public administration are essential 

for the functioning of the common agricultural policy (CAP). Running the CAP requires 

the setting up of a paying agency and management and control systems, such as an 

integrated administration and control system (IACS), and the capacity to implement rural 

development measures. Member States must be able to apply the EU legislation on direct 

support schemes and to implement the common market organization for various 

agricultural products
300

.  

To this end, Albanian Government has put efforts to set up the legislative basis as well 

as institutional and relevant capacities. The Payment Agency has been established in 2007 

and half of its staff is dedicated to the preparations for implementing the IPARD funding. 

European Commission and Albanian Government have agreed to allocated funds
301

 for 

capacity building as well as grants allocation to farms, which purpose is two folder: from 

one side to exercise the relevant structures to the IPARD procedures and from the other 

side to allocate grants to farmers and agro-businesses following almost the same criteria 

and procedures like in IPARD.  

Tab. 7  Execution of the contracted application 

 No. Of 

Applications 

Value € 

Call I Total Grant 

Contracted 

19 1,455,925.40 € 

Total Grant Paid 17 1,223,721.88 € 

Call II Total Grant 

Contracted 

17 528,127.49 € 

Total Grant Paid 12 137,492.63 € 

Call III Total Grant 

Contracted 

52 3,502,271.95 € 

Total Grant Paid 3 34,409.14  € 

Source: Payment Agency, 2015 

The implementation of the IPARD-like grants brought up a lot of constraints related to 

the legacy of the procedures and criteria fulfillment. The realization of the grants didn’t 

go smoothly because the complexity of the procedures and criteria to be fulfilled by the 

farmers and agro-businesses, which brought into attention the necessity to complete the 

major reforms in the country such as the land reform and the property rights reform. In 

addition, there were launched three calls for applications accompanied by a vast 

                                                           
300 (Brussels, 09 November 2010) SEC(2010) 1335”Commission Staff Working Document” Analytical Report). 
301 “IPA 2011 “Support to Agriculture and Rural development “ funded by European Union on the value of 10 million 

Euro, 2.485 million co-financing of the Albanian Government and 6.265 million Euro from farmers. 
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awareness campaign which was realized in different qarks of the country with the 

participation of the interested groups and individuals.  (table 7) 

 

IV. Methodological aspects   

A survey of three hundred farmers – treated (with investment grant) and not treated - 

has been conducted. The questionnaire has been designed such that assess outcomes, 

impact and government subsidy scheme procedural issues . In adition secondary data 

from the Ministry of Agriculture, INSTAT and other official sources has been used in the 

analysis. Vineyard and olive tree production are the sectors included in the study given 

their potential to produce outcomes in midterm perspective (up to four years). Fier and 

Korca are the regions selected based on their potential for growing vineyard and olive 

trees but also based on intensity of related government support scheme. 

The survey instrument - the questionnaire - was designed in such a way that one can 

assess the likely outcome (and possibly impact) of government subsidy scheme. Quasi 

experimental design using Propensity score matching has been used to assess the impact 

of Albanian government subsidy scheme.  

 

IV.1. Some results of the intervention 2007-2012   

The survey study shows a positive link among subsidies allocated by the government 

to farmers and the increase of their income.  

For the purpose of this paper , a sub-sample of farmers is selected, the vineyard farms 

and the production of grapes. There are 118 cases of vineyards, from which 78 farmers 

have invested in the past 6 years . More than a half of them (40 vineyard farmers) have 

benefited from the Government subsidies, while 38 farmers have not benefited (Table 8). 

The purpose of including both subsidised and non-subsidised farms is to study the effect 

of the subsidies allocated. 

Table 8: The distribution of the vineyards in the sample 

Sector Subsidized in 2008 Not Subsidized in 2008 Total 

Vineyard 40 38 78 

In 

percentage 

51.3% 48.7% 100% 

 

According to the survey, the  vineyard area has been increased by 2.3 times from 2008 to 

2012 (table  9 ). In 2008, both groups, subsidised and not subsidized have almost the 

same area of fruits. When we compare the area for the same group,  in 2012 the area for 

subsidized group has been tripled, while for  not subsidized group  the increase is 1.5 

times . There is  a clear impact on the fruit area (table 10-11). 
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Table 9:  Government subsidy impact on fruit area 

 Total fruit area in 

2012 

Total fruit area in 

2008 

Mean Mean 

Subsidy in 2008 Not subsidized 6.0 3.9 

Subsidized 9.9 3.2 

 

 
Table 10: Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

1 .740a .547 .535 4.3544 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Subsidy in 2008, Total fruit area in 2008 

Source : Ministry of Agriculture Albania; www.bujqesia.gov.al 

 
Table 11: The significance302 of government subsidy on fruit area 

 

Model Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

T Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) 2.374 .822  2.887 .005 

Total fruit 

area in 2008 

.927 .107 .675 8.663 .000 

Subsidy in 

2008 

4.563 .989 .359 4.611 .000 

a. Dependent Variable: Total fruit area in 2012 

 

Source : Ministry of Agriculture Albania; www.bujqesia.gov.al 

 

The vineyards farmers that have given a positive answer to the question”Have you 

made investments over the past 6 years”, answered that they have received subsidies from 

the state in average 3,681,146 ALL. Almost ¾ of the subsidised vineyard farmers  declare 

to have increased income. 

Further, the answer to the question if there is change in family income, 70,1 % of the 

farmers declare to have income increased (figure 1 below), while 71.8% of the subsidized 

farmers  declare to have income increased. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
302 The significance>.05 support no significant impact. 
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Figure  1: The change in family income (%) 

                     
                     Source : Ministry of Agriculture Albania; www.bujqesia.gov.al 

 
Table 12:  Government subsidy impact on increased family income 

Paired Samples Test 

  Paired Differences T Df Sig. 
(2-

tailed) Mean Std. 

Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

95% Confidence 

Interval of the 
Difference 

Lower Upper  

Pair 1 Government 

subsidy impact on 

increased family 
income - Own 

money impact on 

increased family 

income 

-2.375 .957 .239 -2.885 -1.865 -9.922 15 .000 

Pair 2 Government 

subsidy impact on 
increased family 

income - Bank 
loan impact on 

increased family 

income 

1.500 .707 .500 -4.853 7.853 3.000 1 .205 

Source : Ministry of Agriculture Albania; www.bujqesia.gov.al 

Although the graph comparing the change in family income show that there is no 

significant difference on the increase of the family income subsidized or not, the paired 

sample test for government subsidy impact on increased family income vs own money 

impact on increased family income shows significance therefore, the impact of the 

government subsidy on increased family income is significant (table12 ). Meanwhile, the 

significance associated with pair government subsidy versus own money show that the 

difference in impact is not significant. 

The subsidies received have an impact in the future plans to invest in the sector. From 

the survey results that the impact of having been treated with subsidies, is very strong to 

more than a half of vineyeard farmers who have plans to invest in the near future. 

The figures show that the 71% of farmers state that government subsidy has strong an 

very strong impact in future plans to invest. 
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Farmers’ statements support that government subsidy has a strong impact on applying 

for other grants.  On a scale 1 (weak impact) to 5 (very strong impact), farmers choose the 

average 4.12 meaning that government subsidy have more than strong impact on applying 

for other grants (Table 14). Four in five farmers state that government subsidy has a 

strong and very strong impact on their capacity to apply for other grants. 

 

                     Figure 2: Government subsidy in the future plans to invest 

 
 

Table 13: Government subsidy  Impact on future plans to invest 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 14: Government subsidy impact on applying for other grants   

 Autistics 

C91. Government subsidy impact on applying for 

other grants 

N Valid 39 

Missing 39 

Mean 4.28 

Median 5.00 

Mode 5 

Std. Deviation 1.050 

 

Statistics 

 

N Valid 38 

Missing 40 

Mean 3.87 

Median 4.00 

Mode 5 

Std. Deviation 1.339 
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Figure 3: Government subsidy in the future plans to invest 

 
Source : Ministry of Agriculture Albania; www.bujqesia.gov.al 

 

The farmes under study have been coupled to analyse the effects of the government 

subsidies.The subsidized farmers average age is almost the same in two groups (55.82 vs 

54.25) (table 15). 

Table 15:  Age of farmers 

 

Source : Ministry of Agriculture Albania; www.bujqesia.gov.al 

 

The education level is similar for both groups. The median value for both groups is 4 

corresponding to Agriculture high school, and the farmers’ distribution through different 

education levels is similar (Table 16).  

 

 

 

 

 

 Statistic 

Age of HH 

head 

Not subsidized Mean 55.82 

95% Confidence 

Interval for Mean 

Lower Bound 51.96 

Upper Bound 57.92 

5% Trimmed Mean 56.19 

Median 59.50 

Minimum 24 

Maximum 77 

Subsidized Mean 54.25 

95% Confidence 

Interval for Mean 

Lower Bound 50.15 

Upper Bound 57.88 

5% Trimmed Mean 55.08 

Median 57.00 

Minimum 24 

Maximum 76 
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Table 26: Farmers education level 

Subsidy in 2008 * Highest education level Crosstabulation 

  Highest education level Total 

elementary 
school - four 

years 

Mandatory 
school - 9 

years 

Agricult
ural high 

school 

Genera
l and 

technic

al high 
school 

Univer
sity 

Subsidy 

in 2008 

Not 
subsidized 

Count 1 12 13 2 8 36 

% within 

Subsidy 
in 2008 

2.8% 33.3% 36.1% 5.6% 22.2% 100.0% 

Subsidized Count 2 9 14 9 4 38 

% within 

Subsidy 

in 2008 

5.3% 23.7% 36.8% 23.7% 10.5% 100.0% 

Total Count 3 21 27 11 12 74 

% within 
Subsidy 

in 2008 

4.1% 28.4% 36.5% 14.9% 16.2% 100.0% 

Source : Ministry of Agriculture Albania; www.bujqesia.gov.al 

 

Groups are also similar in terms of main employment with Self-employed on farm 

representing the most frequent main employment (Table 17).  

 

Source : Ministry of Agriculture Albania; www.bujqesia.gov.al 

 

Subsidy in 2008 * Main employment  

  Main employment Total 

Wage 

employment 

in public 
sector 

Wage 

employment 

in private 
sector 

Self-employed in 

non-agricultural 

sector 

Self-

employed on 

farm 

 

Subsidy 

in 2008 

Not 

subsidized 

Count 3 3 4 26 36 

% 

within 
Subsidy 

in 2008 

8.3% 8.3% 11.1% 72.2% 100.0% 

Subsidized Count 8 3 3 25 39 

% 

within 

Subsidy 
in 2008 

20.5% 7.7% 7.7% 64.1% 100.0% 

Total Count 11 6 7 51 75 

% 

within 

Subsidy 
in 2008 

14.7% 8.0% 9.3% 68.0% 100.0% 
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V. Recommendations for the future   

 

 The situation shows that the land fragmentation is one of the weak points of the 

agriculture and rural development . 

 The national schemes should promote the creation of the farmers/producers 

associations which mean higher production and exports and more income to farmers. 

 The policies should focus also to the land consolidation reform supporting projects of 

land consolidation which will bring to the creation of economically viable, 

competitive and sustaianable farms and will bring the better use of the territory and 

agriculture. 
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THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF THE MEDIATION 

PROCEDURE 

 

1. Introduction  

The mediation procedure consists of a sequence of stages that mediator organizes to 

achieve specific goals aimed at facilitating communication and negotiation between the 

parties. Stages are developed through sessions called “common”, in which are present the 

mediator and the involved parties, or in private sessions (Caucuses-groups), in which are 

present the mediator and a single party. It can be said that although mediation belongs to 

the negotiation order, as an informal method of dispute resolution, it has a structure in 

which one can identify distinct stages with specific characteristics depending on the goals 

to be achieved. Precisely, the aim of this paper is to make a theoretical and practical 

treatment of the most important aspects of the mediation procedure. 

 

2. Where does consist the mediation procedure? 

Accepting the existence of a structure based on which the process for mediation is 

carried out, does not mean that the mediator can not repeat or change the order of several 

stages: in each case special circumstances will be taken into consideration (level of the 

conflict, the time when mediator intervenes, negotiating strategies that are used, the 

complexity of issues) for determining the duration, repetition and sequence of the various 

stages of mediation. However, the structure of mediation should guarantee always the 

participation of the parties and the ability of each to express themselves freely and to 

defend its interests, without prejudice to those of others, creating a climate of respect and 

promotion of effective communication by mediator. Reconciliation session is held in the 

first session. For this session, it should be ordered personal presence of both parties. The 

court must discuss the situation, but also to make questions and remarks. Parties shall 

submit the dispute in their view. For this reason, them should be given the opportunity to 

be heard in person, where on this basis the court should make an arguing proposal to 

parties for reconciliation or to propose a mediation. This aspect to encourage the parties 

to try mediation of the conflict through an intermediary office or mediator
303

. If the 

parties agree to this proposal, the court may order the suspension of the case as long as 

mediation efforts continue. The mediation procedure begins after the date of the invitation 

for mediation by at least one of the parties in the conflict according to this law or from the 

                                                           
303 Vokaj, J. (2004). Mundësitë e ndërmjetësimit gjyqësor, Jeta Juridike Nr.4. fq 38.  
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date of referral of the case by the court to resolve it through mediation. Mediation 

invitation may be addressed to the mediator whether the parties have agreed in advance to 

resolve the dispute through mediation. If a party to the dispute, requires another party to 

follow the mediation procedures under this law, and the latter do not respond to this 

request within thirty days from the date on which it was sent or within the time limit 

specified in the invitation, the requesting party may consider this as an invitation refusal 

to mediate. The invitation for mediation filed by one party to the dispute
304

, does not 

prevent this party to initiate the start of a trial or arbitration in relation to this dispute, 

because of passing the timelines of filing the lawsuit. The parties appoint voluntarily one 

or more mediators from the Register of Mediators at the Ministry of Justice. In the 

mediation procedure with a mediator the parties agree to appoint from the list of Licensed 

Mediators one or two mediators and this depending on the dispute being treated. Before 

initiating the mediation procedure, the mediator is obliged to inform the parties about the 

goals and general principles, the role of the mediator and the parties in the process, the 

costs of the mediation process and the effects of the mediation agreement. By law, the 

parties and the mediator sign jointly the written agreement to implement the mediation 

process. 

It provides the cases when a mediation procedure ends, the signing of any contractual 

agreement and obligations of the parties. In the case when the issue has been settled 

through mediation, judicial or prosecutorial authorities decide as appropriate, for the 

approval of settlement with reconciliation of the civil case or termination of the criminal 

case or non-initiation of criminal proceedings, except of the cases when it is concluded 

that worthlessness is observed. 

 

3. Closure of Mediation 

Finalizing act of a mediation process is to achieve reconciliation agreement between 

the parties in conflict. By virtue of the law on mediation, agreement act contains 

obligations and conditions that the parties put to each other, method and time of their 

fulfilling, the signature of the parties and of the mediator. It is signed between the parties 

in writing, except when it is not necessary for the nature of the dispute. Every conflict 

resolved amicably, ends successfully when the parties accept the terms of each other and 

draw up a reconciliation agreement act. Contained therein should be given identities of 

the parties in conflict, date and place of the mediation, the type of conflict and it’s nature, 

the claims of the parties to the causes of conflict and the solutions or conditions they put 

                                                           
304 Corsi, M., Sirignano, C.(1999). La Mediazione Familiare. Problem, prospective, esperienze. Milano. Vita e 

Pensiero. pg.22. 
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to each other to come out of the conflict, the achieved solution and signatures of the 

parties and the mediator
305

.  

The act of agreement in most cases is made in writing, unless the mediator and the 

parties estimate that it can be concluded orally, given the nature of the dispute, and when 

the law does not forbid such an action. In disputes involving property in general, related 

to damages and compensations in money, the act of agreement is made in writing.  In the 

written act of agreement must be clearly stated all the conditions that the parties address 

to each other and it can also provide terms for meeting the obligations and conditions as 

the parties have put to each other. In these cases, the mediator after the deadline, must 

also verify the term of its implementation. By law of mediation, the act of agreement is 

drawn up in three copies, one for each party and a copy is deposited with the intermediary 

entity, which is required to maintain and administer the act of agreement and 

documentation related to it
306

. 

In this law are provided some formal rules, which are important for the evidence of 

realization of mediation process and to identify the cases resolved by the NGO. The 

above formalism has its importance because keeping, storing and filing of any agreement 

reached between the parties in the conflict, has the value of evidence for future processes. 

Filing and preservation of the copy of agreement act and of the documentation submitted 

by the parties is one of the obligations of the entity that organizes the mediation service, 

in order to preserve the confidentiality of data used during the mediation
307

. Materials 

collected during mediation can not leave the premises deposited by the organization, 

unless the parties are interested and ask a copy for themselves. 

 

4. Nullity of Mediation 

The act of agreement is indeed an important act that determines the fate of the conflict 

and the fate of relations between the parties, because a violated act of agreement, or 

preparation of an invalid act of agreement could bring more serious consequences, than 

those incurred before the mediation. For this reason, the law on mediation has provided 

even legal cases when the act of agreement reached between the parties with the 

assistance of the mediator may be declared invalid
308

.  

Thus, the court or the prosecution may consider invalid the agreement reached through 

mediation, when they conclude that it does not reflect the free will of the parties to the 

                                                           
305 Article 2, point 2, Law no. 10835, dated 24.02.2011, “On mediation in disputes resolution”. 
306 Article 22, point 4, Law no. 10835, dated 24.02.2011, “On mediation in disputes resolution”. 
307 Tutulani- Semini, M. (2006), Korniza Ligjore e Procesit të Ndërmjetësimit: Aktmarrëveshja e Ndërmjetësimit. 

USAID. 
308 Mandro, A.(2006), Alternativate Zgjidhjes Jashtëgjygjësisht të Mosmarrëveshjeve: Ndërmjetësimi dhe Avantazhet e 

tij. USAID. 
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conflict, when their rights and interests are seriously violated, or when the compensation 

is manifestly in disproportion to the caused damage
309

.  

The Law on Mediation in Article 24 thereof, gives us even the cases when the act of 

agreement is invalid and it may be declared as such by the court
310

. Yet this does not 

prevent the parties in conflict to implement the agreement reached by exercising the 

rights they enjoy by other laws. 

Conclusions 

In conclusion, we can say that by the practice of cases resolved through mediation by 

the Foundation “For resolving conflicts and disputes reconciliation”, it was found that 

the act of agreement signed by the parties is not violated later by them, so mediated cases 

result for us to be successful. However, this does not mean that mediation is absolutely 

successful. In cases when the issue is referred to mediation by the court, the mediator at 

the conclusion of the mediation procedure, or within the deadline set by them, informs the 

court whether the dispute is resolved or not. 

If agreement is reached during mediation, it is considered valid and is an executive 

title for the parties and the court. But if the parties oppose the agreement act, the court is 

not obliged to decide upon it. In those cases when the issue is resolved through mediation, 

judicial authorities decide, as appropriate, for the approval of settlement with 

reconciliation of the civil case or termination of the criminal case or non-initiation of 

criminal proceedings, except when it is concluded that worthlessness is observed.  
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This volume, which we are honored to present You, is an effect of an international conference: 
“A human being in space and time – anthropological meeting at the Institute of History, University of Lodz”. 

Contents is the best illustration for its interdisciplinary character. Some articles represent anthropology 
paradigm - human being is presented in historical time and space, but not without some links to modernity. 

Other texts represent different point of view –  in this volume there is also a space for a human being  
as subject of economy and different law issues. 

We believe that this volume is interesting and full of valuable material and that your curiosity and hunger  
of knowledge based on intriguing titles will be fed. 
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